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Introduction

Introduction

The research object

The object of this study is the evolution from 1954-56 up until

the mid-1970s of the nuclear safeguards system administered by

the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in Vienna.

The evolution will not be traced through the practical

implementation of the safeguards system, but through the

various multilateral negotiations through which it was created.

The meaning of the safeguards concept has changed over time,

and it is arguable that it was to a considerable extent given its

content through the negotiating process. The main aim of the

study is not to describe the IAEA safeguards system as such.

The focus will be on analysing the arguments advanced in the

various negotiations, and the main objective will be to single

out the factors determining the result.

In the course of the time span under study two international

treaties were negotiated which were decisive for the

development of international nuclear safeguards. These were

the IAEA Statute (1956) and the Non-Proliferation Treaty

(1968). Those were internationally binding agreements to
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which countries could adhere on a voluntary basis. Thus any

country was free to sign and ratify the Statute without

necessarily joining the NPT. The IAEA was a follow-up to

President Eisenhower's "Atoms for Peace" initiative. It was set

up with two purposes in mind. Firstly, the Agency would

promote the transfer of peaceful nuclear technology

throughout the world. Secondly, it would control that civilian

nuclear plants would not be used for military purposes. In

order to exercise its control function, the IAEA would develop

and administer a safeguards system. The purpose of the NPT

was the converse of the IAEA. The NPT provided non-nuclear

weapon states with the opportunity to formally renounce the

acquisition of nuclear weapons, whilst the nuclear powers

pledged not to help non-nuclear weapon states to acquire

nuclear weapons. Nevertheless, the NPT confirmed any state's

right to use nuclear energy for civilian purposes. Thus, a

safeguards system was still needed to verify that nuclear

materials were not used for weapons production.

The Statute as well as the NPT contain articles on

international nuclear safeguards. These articles limit

themselves to spelling out the safeguards principles. It was thus

left to the IAEA Board of Governors to develop the safeguards

procedures in detail. Two IAEA safeguards documents were

negotiated between 1959 and 1965 in order to implement the

safeguards article of the Statute, namely INFCIRC/26 dating

from 1961 and INFCIRC/66 dating from 1965. INFCIRC/66
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was provisionally revised in 1966 and again in 1968. Although

INFCIRC/66 was a new safeguards document, it represented a

follow-up to INFCIRC/26, and it incorporated most of the

basic elements of the previous document. The safeguards

documents were not legal documents but model agreements.

They were the model upon which legally binding agreements

between the IAEA and a recipient country would be based.

The safeguards requirements of the NPT were spelled out in a

new model agreement, INFCIRC/153, from 1972. However,

not all paragraphs of the safeguards article of the NPT were

included in this new document. The omitted paragraphs were

instead sought implemented through an informal procedure

whereby important suppliers of nuclear trade items agreed on a

common understanding of the paragraphs in question. This

understanding was negotiated in the so-called Zangger

Committee between 1971 and 1974. Certain suppliers who had

not signed the NPT did not participate in the Zangger

Committee. Furthermore, India's detonation of a nuclear

device in May 1974 served to emphasise the loopholes of the

existing safeguards system. A second understanding regarding

export controls was therefore negotiated within the so-called

"Nuclear Suppliers Group" in 1975-76. This study will analyse

the negotiation of the IAEA Statute, of INFCIRC/26, of

INFCIRC/66, of the NPT, of INFCIRC/153, and the

negotiations within the Zangger Committee. Due to lack of

declassified documents regarding the negotiations within the
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Nuclear Suppliers Group in the mid-1970s, it will not be

possible to follow those negotiations, although the results are

well known. The same applies to the revisions of

INFCIRC/66 in the late 1960s.

This study will not deal with the negotiations between the

IAEA and Euratom or between the IAEA and Japan regarding

the negotiations of separate agreements implementing the

NPT. The focus of this study will be on the development of

international safeguards, and it will not be concerned with

regional safeguards as such. The separate agreements between

the IAEA and Euratom and Japan respectively are seen as

forerunners of the problems that the efforts to develop

international nuclear safeguards would meet from the late

1970s onwards, when it became increasingly difficult to reach a

universal consensus regarding nuclear safeguards. This trend

was only reversed in the early 1990s following events in Iraq,

North Korea, and the former Soviet Union. In particular, the

revelation of a secret Iraqi nuclear weapon programme helped

paving the way for new progress with regard to the

development of the IAEA safeguards regime.

The aim of the research project

From the moment that humanity gained its first experience

with nuclear power in August 1945 - through the bombing of

Hiroshima and Nagasaki - attitudes towards this form of
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energy have been ambivalent. Awareness of its destructiveness

has co-existed with an optimistic belief in its economic and

military potentiality. The Janus-faced attitude towards nuclear

energy is expressed both in the IAEA Statute and in the Non-

Proliferation Treaty.

Peter Gizevski and others have suggested that a "taboo" on

the use of nuclear weapons emerged already in the 1950s.

Gizevski defines "taboo" as a "widely acknowledged, informal,

and uncodified prohibition based on custom."1 The alleged

taboo emerged as details from Hiroshima and Nagasaki became

known, and an image of the atomic bomb as a horror weapon

took shape.2 Gizevski maintains that the taboo was evident in

connection with the Korean war. The Eisenhower

administration's defence concept and defence strategy was

based on the use of nuclear weapons. However, the hostile

reactions to Eisenhower's oblique threat of using nuclear

weapons in Korea revealed that it had already become

politically impossible to use nuclear weapons under such

circumstances. The allusion to using nuclear weapons met with

a negative reception among United States' allies, in domestic

public opinion, as well as in world public opinion. The

reactions showed that nuclear arms could only be used in

extreme situations: they had in fact for practical purposes

iGizevski 1996: 399.

2Ibid.: 401.
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already become weapons of "last resort" in spite of military

doctrines to the contrary. According to Gizevski, the negative

attitude towards nuclear weapons was strengthened due to the

radioactive problems connected with nuclear testing. Thus, the

taboo on the use of nuclear weapons was consolidated at the

end of the 1950s.

President Eisenhower's "Atoms for Peace" initiative must at

least partly be seen against the backdrop of a growing fear of

the atom. One of the aims of the initiative was indeed to

change this perception. Instead of the focus on nuclear energy

for military purposes, the "Atoms for Peace" programme

sought to highlight the civilian benefits of nuclear energy, i.e.

its economic and industrial potential. The "Atoms for Peace"

programme was also initially portrayed as a disarmament

initiative, since it entailed turning military fissile materials

over to civilian uses. The International Atomic Energy Agency

was established for this purpose. The explicit aim was to

enable smaller countries and especially developing countries to

partake of the blessings of nuclear power. The initiative met

with worldwide enthusiasm. "Few, if any, addresses have ever

done so much to raise the world's hopes for a future filled with

promise rather than peril," wrote W. Sterling Cole, the first

Director General of the IAEA, retrospectively.3

3Cole 1985: 261.
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While negotiating the Statute of the IAEA, it was realised

that the spread of nuclear civilian plants would in itself

increase the risk of nuclear proliferation since it would entail

the spread of fissile materials. This was the reason why the

IAEA was provided with a control function. In the absence of

a comprehensive arms control regime international nuclear

safeguards came to be seen as a means to help prevent the

spread of nuclear weapons. The purpose of the safeguards

system was initially to prevent diversion of nuclear materials

to military purposes. Following the NPT, the aim became to

detect an eventual diversion. A side effect of the safeguards

regime was that it made proliferation more difficult in political

terms as well as in practical terms. Gradually a norm would

develop which made nuclear proliferation seem an illegitimate

act, although the illegitimacy is still contested by certain

countries, sometimes referred to as rogue states. The safeguards

system was thus based an a rule utilitarian way of thinking: a

set of universally applicable rules would be established with a

view to restrict later actions in the civilian nuclear field.4 At

the outset, the control was directed at nuclear trade. Following

4Rule utilitarianism is, like utilitarianism in general, concerned with the
beneficial consequences of actions. However, rule utilitarianism
combines this general concern with a Kantian requirement that actions
should be capable of universalisation or that they should be guided by-
specific moral rules, see Grassian 1992: 108. Thus, according to rule
utilitarianism, "individual actions are evaluated... by whether they
conform to a justified moral rule", quoted from The Cambridge
Dictionary of Philosophy 1995.
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the NPT, the control was widened to include all civilian

nuclear activities within NPT states. At the same time, control

would no longer be directed at trade between states having

ratified the NPT. However, export controls continued to be

the main instrument for the control of nuclear activities in

states not having signed the NPT.

The premise of this study is that the negotiating process is

vital to the understanding of the safeguards system that

resulted from the various negotiations. Thus every negotiation

will be analysed within its historical context. And the analysis

will aim at singling out the main factors influencing the result.

Which were the factors promoting control? Which were the

impediments to developing an international safeguards system?

The IAEA safeguards system was at the time of its

establishment unique in that it represented a certain

relinquishment of national sovereignty, by giving a

international organisation the right to inspect and control

activities within the national states. This uniqueness makes it

all the more interesting to analyse and gain a better

understanding of the forces at work in the process.

The rational basis for nuclear safeguards

The set of rules established over the years to enable the IAEA

to exercise its safeguards function has a rational foundation in

the sense that they take as their starting point our knowledge
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about the production of nuclear energy. The core problem

which nuclear safeguards was to "solve" is the fact that fuel

used or produced in civilian nuclear plants, i.e. enriched

uranium or plutonium, can also be used as bomb fuel. Both

uses are based on the possibility of provoking a chain reaction

in the uranium nucleus releasing large amounts of energy.

The chemical element uranium consists for the most part of

uranium-238. Seven out of 1000 uranium atoms will be

uranium-235. The latter isotope is the "unstable" one, which

means that it emits particles, such as neutrons. It is the

movement of these particles which causes radioactive

radiation. And in the event that other uranium-235 isotopes

absorb neutrons, a chain reaction can be triggered. When

uranium-238 absorbs neutrons a new element is created:

plutonium-239. Plutonium can be used as a basis for a chain

reaction, which means that it can also be used as fuel for

weapons. How to produce plutonium has been common

knowledge since the mid-1950s. Natural uranium with its

overweight of uranium-238 cannot be directly put to use as

fuel for weapons. But through a chemical process, so-called

enrichment, the proportion of U-235 relative to U-238 can be

increased, and this enriched uranium can be used as a bomb

fuel. Enrichment is a complicated process, and only a few

countries possessed this technology until the 1970s. Enriched

uranium and plutonium-239 are referred to as fissile materials,

indicating that they contain atoms which fission. Fission is the
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process by which a neutron strikes a nucleus and splits it into

fragments. The process of nuclear fission is the basis for the

nuclear chain reaction, and thus for the release of nuclear

energy.5

The clue to nuclear energy production is the fuel, i.e fissile

materials or natural uranium. The reactor is merely a device to

release the energy contained in the fuel. Consequently it is the

nuclear fuel cycle which is the focus of interest when

developing nuclear safeguards. In Norman Moss' words it is

the treatment of uranium which is at issue, "all the way from

its extraction from the ground to its disposal after use in a

reactor as radioactive waste".6 The main facilities of the nuclear

fuel cycles are: uranium mining, fuel fabrication plants,

reactors, plutonium fabrication plants (chemical reprocessing

plants), and enrichment plants (isotope separation plants).

When the first safeguards document was developed, few

countries possessed uranium mines, and fewer still had fuel

fabrication plants or plutonium fabrication plants. Reactors

were more often than not purchased, and the United States

was the only supplier of enriched uranium on the world

market. The development of the safeguards system would

reflect these preconditions.

5For an in-depth outline of the technological processes of relevance to
the production of fissile materials, see for instance Kokoski 1995.

6Moss 1981: 132.

10
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During the time period of this study, three types of nuclear

reactors dominated the market. The easiest to build was the

heavy water reactor. It is built using natural uranium as fuel,

and heavy water (made of deuterium, a hydrogen isotope with

two neutrons instead of the one in ordinary water) as a

moderator and coolant. The function of the moderator is to

slow the speed of the neutrons, thereby increasing the chances

of provoking the fission. The Canadian CANDU reactor was

the prototype of the heavy water reactor. The second type of

reactor was the Magnox reactor, favoured by the British. It is

built with natural uranium as fuel, and graphite as a moderator

and coolant. Its name derives from the material used as

cladding for the fuel. Magnox is a magnesium alloy.

Subsequently a zirconium alloy would replace the magnox.

The third type of reactor was the light water reactor. It is built

with enriched uranium as fuel, permitting it to use ordinary

(light) water as a moderator and coolant. This was the

American type of reactor, and purchase of such a reactor

meant that the customer also had to buy the enriched uranium

to go with it. In addition to these first generation reactors the

vision of a second generation reactor, the fast breeder, was

always beckoning on the horizon. The fast breeder uses

plutonium and a little uranium as fuel. The core is clad with

natural uranium (often in the form of depleted uranium, i.e.

the leftover after enrichment). As indicated by its name the fast

11
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reactor has no need for a moderator. The fast breeder has yet

to be put to commercial use.

Three major questions presented themselves when

negotiating safeguards. The first question was how to define

the trigger of control. Since the first safeguards applied to

nuclear trade, the questions posed were: should all such trade

trigger control, should the export of any amount of natural

uranium or fissile material trigger control, should any export

of reactors trigger control, should other items of equipment or

materials trigger control?

The second major question concerned the definition of the

control object (s). Should all plants be put under control,

should all natural uranium, all fissile material, all other

relevant items of equipment or materials be put under control?

The third major question concerned the definition of the

safeguards procedures. Which procedures would be necessary

or the right ones? And how strict should the control be? From

the outset, the standard procedures agreed upon concerned

design review and construction of nuclear reactors,

accountability of nuclear materials, reports to the IAEA, and

IAEA inspection of nuclear activities. With regard to all of

these procedures there were numerous possible ways of going

about them. The final outcome was decided through

negotiations, and the result represented compromises between

different positions. The technically ideal had to give way to the

politically possible. The interesting question is: which were the

12
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decisive factors determining these compromises? As pointed

out by Bertrand Goldschmidt, the process of negotiating

international nuclear safeguards was throughout marked by the

interaction of political, commercial, and technical factors.7 To

this list could well be added ideological factors. The main

purpose of this study will thus be to gain a better

understanding of this interaction.

Literature on the research object

A number of works provide a historical overview of the

negotiations and the issues which will be the object of this

study. Bertrand Goldschmidt's books from 1967 and 1980,

McGeorge Bundy 1988, Chalmers M. Roberts 1970, and

Norman Moss 1981 all deal with the nuclear issue as a whole,

and provide valuable insights into the general development.

Jozef Goldblat 1994 and Darryl Howlett & John Simpson

(eds.) 1992 are two recent reference handbooks on arms

control and non-proliferation, which give an overview over

the main issues, the main results of the various negotiations,

and which include the text of the most important treaties and

agreements (although the text of INFCIRC/26 is nowhere to

be found). Garry T. Gardner 1994 also contains an overview

on nuclear proliferation issues. George Bunn 1993 compares

7Goldschmidt 1967: 286

13
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the history of a number of arms control negotiations,

including the NPT.

No thorough analysis has been published of the negotiation

of the IAEA Statute. However certain aspects are dealt with in

Lawrence Scheinmann 1987 and Pilat, Pendley, and Ebinger

(eds.) 1985. Paul G. Szasz 1970 also traces the negotiation

process.

The negotiations of INFCIRC/26 and INFCIRC/66 are

treated in Szasz 1970, Allan McKnight 1971, and Mark Imber

1982. These are to a large extent descriptive accounts, focusing

on the results of the negotiations. Szasz goes the furthest in

explaining legal and technical aspects of the safeguards system,

as well as its implementation, whereas McKnight provides an

account of the political atmosphere in which the negotiations

took place.

Far more has been written about the NPT negotiations and

INFCIRC/153 than about the early evolution of the safeguards

system. The classic work on the NPT negotiations is

Mohamed I. Shaker's monumental work published in 1980.

That extensive work analyses the negotiations as seen from the

negotiation arena in Geneva. Glenn T. Seaborg with Benjamin

S. Loeb 1987 provide valuable new insights into the American

policy making and into bilateral United States-Soviet Union

negotiations. Seaborg's book profits from his own inside

knowledge as a participant as well as from the use of US

archival sources. George Bunn's (1994) contribution to the

14
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NPT literature has the same merit, and he explores many

technical and legal aspects in depth. West German policy

strongly influenced the development and the outcome of the

negotiations. The West German policy has been treated in

several scholarly works. Catherine Kelleher 1975 is still a

valuable source for the German thinking and acting at the

time. Christoph Hoppe 1993 and especially Matthias Kiinzel

1992 have added to our understanding of the German influence

on the negotiations. Kiintzel furthermore analyses the

consequences of the West German policy for the IAEA

safeguards system.

The NPT safeguards system has been quite extensively

covered in the literature. David Fischer has shared his unique

understanding of the system and his historical experience in

several books, in 1985 with Paul Szasz, and again in books

from 1992 and 1993. The latter books analyse the weaknesses

of the system as they have been revealed by the Iraqi case.

Benjamin Sanders 1975 provides a comparison between the

pre- and post-NPT safeguards systems. Ryukicki Imai &

Robert Press 1980 discusses problematic aspects of

international safeguards.

The literature on the Zangger Committee is scarce. Schmidt

1994 provides a short general account of its history. The best

account of the negotiations that took place between 1972 and

1974 is found in Ashok Kapur 1979. The relationship between

nuclear trade competition and export controls in the 1970s in

15
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general are analysed in William Walker & Mans Lonnroth

1983. However, the main focus of the analysis is on the effects

of President Carter's non-proliferation policy, thus falling

outside the scope of the present study. Other works in which

the main focus is on the the late 1970s and early 1980s, but

which also provide an analysis of the immediate post-1974

situation, are Joseph F. Pilat (ed.) 1985 and John Simpson &

Anthony G. McGrew 1984. There is a tendency in the existing

literature to claim that export control was a post NPT

phenomenon. In fact the pre-NPT safeguards system also

amounted to export control. The novelty of the NPT

safeguards system was the introduction of so-called full-scope

safeguards, that is safeguards covering the totality of a state's

nuclear energy production. The export controls entailed in the

Zangger trigger list and the Nuclear Suppliers Group's

guidelines represented very much a continuation and updating

ofINFCIRC/66.

The existing historical literature is to a considerable extent

written by people having participated in the process either as

officials, diplomats or technical experts: Bechhofer, Bundy,

Bunn, Fischer, Goldblat, Goldschmidt, Imai, McKnight,

Sanders, Seaborg, Shaker, Szasz all belong to this category.

Other examples could be added. This means that there are

relatively few historical works by scholars, although

Scheinmann, Pilat, Kelleher, Kvinzel, Hoppe, represent such

exceptions. One could also add several authors having written

16
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on the creation and development of Euratom, such as Darryl

A. Howlett 1990, Pascaline Winand 1993, and Francois

Duchene 1994. Generally speaking the accumulated knowledge

is based on personal observation and personal experience. The

scholarly works are also to a certain extent based on oral

sources. This is the case with Kelleher 1975 for instance. The

existing literature has only to a limited extent benefited from

archival sources. The main explanation for this is of course

that such sources were not available at the time of the writing.

Gradually more archival sources are being made available.

The present study aims at broadening our understanding of the

evolution of the safeguards system by making use of archival

sources now available. This study has profited from documents

from the UK Foreign Office, covering the period up until

1965; from the US State Department,' covering the period up

until early 1963; and from the Norwegian Foreign Ministry,

covering the whole period under study. Needless to say, the

Norwegian material is not as valuable a source as the British

and American material, but with regard to the period from

1965 up until the mid-1970s, it does to a certain extent help

cover the lack of access to other primary sources. The new

material available makes it possible to follow the negotiating

processes much more closely than had hitherto been the case.

Thus it becomes possible to explain developments more

adequately than before, although this is only partly true for the

post-NPT negotiations. This does not mean that the present

17
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study will have a final say. In the near future, more and more

material from national archives will hopefully be declassified,

permitting a more profound understanding of all the

important actors involved. This study has had to be content

with relying on arguments as presented in the various

negotiation arenas. Nevertheless, this should provide a much

better understanding than hitherto of the creation of the

safeguards system.

18



The IAEA 1961 Safeguards Document (INFCIRC/26)

CHAPTER I

The Statute of the International

Atomic Energy Agency

With his "Atoms for Peace" speech at the United Nations in

December 1953 President Dwight D. Eisenhower succeeded in

shifting the balance between the fear of the military atom and

the hope of bountiful use of the peaceful atom in favour of the

latter. His idea of mobilising experts to apply nuclear energy

to the needs of agriculture, medicine and other peaceful

activities, and in particular to provide "the power-starved areas

of the world" with abundant energy, produced much

enthusiasm worldwide.

The "Atoms for Peace" strategy came to be seen as a means

to help countries modernise their societies. Many countries

both in Europe and in the rest of the world looked upon the

American society as a role model for economic development.

Several small European countries, like Norway, the

Netherlands and Switzerland, and even bigger ones, like

Britain and France, had long been frustrated because of the

American unwillingness to co-operate in nuclear energy

matters. Such countries were relieved that the secrecy
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surrounding nuclear energy development in the United States

was finally to be lifted.

This was, furthermore, a period characterised by budding

decolonisation. This meant that the world, to a certain extent,

was perceived to be polarised between developing and

industrialised countries. It was generally agreed that the key to

solving the economic problems of the developing countries

was for them to go through a modernisation process like the

countries in the West had done in the 19th and first half of the

20th century. One aspect of development aid strongly favoured

at the time was technology transfer from richer to poorer

countries. Eisenhower's international nuclear materials and

information "pool" could be seen as a specialised equivalent to

the World Bank, promising to provide developing countries

and others with the basic ingredients for going ahead with

nuclear industrialisation. Such enthusiasm for nuclear

industrialisation can be seen as a continuation of the scientism

that was so characteristic of European nation-builders of the

foregoing century.

It was this belief in progress as a result of scientific

development that created the worldwide enthusiasm for

nuclear energy. Thus the "Atoms for Peace" programme by all

accounts got a better reception than the idea of creating an

International Atomic Energy Agency. In the wake of the

launching of the programme, an American delegation visited

France, Greece, Italy, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland and
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Turkey. The delegation talked mostly with people in

government and in business concerned with atomic energy

programmes, and the talks made it clear that these countries

"wished to co-operate and exchange information immediately

with the United States. They preferred not to wait for the

creation of an International Agency".8 The enthusiasm was

particularly strong following the first international conference

on the peaceful uses of atomic energy, held in Geneva in the

summer of 1955 under the auspices of the United Nations. For

the first time since the war and the implementation of the

McMahon Act, the US Atomic Energy Act from 1946,

scientists from all over the world could publish and discuss

relatively freely among themselves. For the scientists it was

like a return to the good old days.9 For countries embarking

on nuclear industrialisation, it was a harbinger of good things

to come. The hopes that were raised by Eisenhower's atomic

bank were so strong that they induced the majority of UN

8NA, SD, General Records, Special Assistant to the Secretary for
Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic energy matters,
1944-63, lot-files no. 57 D 688, IAEA, box 79, folder 10.B. 8, vol. II
"IAEA Negotiations", "Summary of progress report".

'Bertrand Goldschmidt, a key person with the French Commissariat a
l'Energie Atomique from its beginning and throughout most of the cold
war period, has commented on this momentous change in the American
nuclear policy in the following way: "It is difficult for someone who
was not involved in the nuclear field in the early fifties to conceive the
discontinuity that was introduced by the Eisenhower proposal: the
passage from the depressing era of denials to the euphoric period of
permitted transfers, from the nuclear Middle Ages to the nuclear
Renaissance", quoted from Goldschmidt 1987: 112.
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members to accept unprecedented restrictions on the exercise

of national sovereignty in return for access to information and

materials.10

Eisenhower's personal commitment; the USA's unique

position as an economic super power, and the wide backing

that the president's speech received, partly explain why

countries that at the outset were reluctant to support the

establishment of the International Atomic Energy Agency

(IAEA) ended up accepting it. The reluctant countries included

both friends and foes.11 Accepting the new American initiative

meant, for instance, that British nuclear policy had to be

rethought. Initially, Foreign Office officials seriously

considered not taking part in the negotiations even if other

countries went along. But they ended by not only taking part,

but by playing a leading role throughout the negotiations

together with the Americans and the Canadians. Persuading

the Russians was a gradual process conducted bilaterally in the

10This point has been made by Bertrand Goldschmidt. He writes:
"International safeguards would never have been accepted without the
quid pro quo of the supply of technical assistance", see ibid.: 111.

^Referring to the work in the 8-power group (see below), the leader of
the American delegation maintained that "As the negotiations
proceeded it became apparent that, with the possible exception of
Canada and France, and of course the United States, no Member of the
group really wanted an Agency", see report by Ambassador Morehead
Patterson in National Archives (Maryland), SD, Central files, 398.1901-
IAEA/2-455.
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form of diplomatic despatches between the State Department

and the Soviet ambassador to Washington. Determination on

the American part to go ahead with the scheme no matter

what the United Kingdom or the Soviet Union would do, so

long as the scheme was supported by a large majority in the

UN General Assembly, was probably the decisive factor in

persuading the reluctant big powers to go along.

The negotiating process

The negotiating process started with the rather vague ideas

contained in Eisenhower's address before the UN General

Assembly on 8 December 1953. Eisenhower proposed that an

International Atomic Energy Agency should be established to

which the major nuclear powers should make joint

contributions from their stockpiles of natural uranium and

fissile materials. Thus there would be a transfer of nuclear

materials from military to civilian uses.

The idea behind this proposal was that if "the entire body of

the world's leading scientists and engineers had adequate

amounts of fissionable material with which to test and develop

their ideas, (...) this capability would rapidly be transformed

into universal, efficient, and economic usage".12 Eisenhower

12" Address by President Dwight D. Eisenhower before General
Assembly of the United Nations, 'Atomic Power for Peace', December
8, 1953", Atoms for Peace Manual, a Compilation of official materials of
international cooperation for peaceful uses of atomic energy, December
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furthermore indicated that the proposed agency should be

responsible for the storage and protection, including against

seizure, of the fissile materials bank.13 The president also

suggested that the ratios of contributions; the procedures; and

other details were to be decided through "private

conversations" among the nuclear powers.14

In this way a process was initiated which led to the opening

up of bilateral and trilateral discussions with the United

Kingdom and Canada, and a diplomatic correspondence with

the Soviet Union. In the course of the American-Russian

exchanges an initial US outline of the Agency was presented in

March 1954. At the end of the year both an American and a

British draft for a statute were circulated for discussion.

Shortly before, at the 9th session of the UN General

Assembly, seven countries had sponsored a resolution put

forward by the Americans.15 This was a resolution supporting

the establishment of the proposed agency and suggesting that a

technical conference on the peaceful uses of nuclear energy

should be convened in Geneva in August 1955. In April 1955

the seven sponsoring countries (Australia, Belgium, Canada,

1953-July 1955, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.,
1955.

13Ibid.

14Ibid.

15See statement by Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr. on
"International Cooperation in developing the Peaceful Uses of Atomic
Energy", 5 November 1954, in Atoms for Peace Manual: 292-303.
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France, South Africa, United Kingdom and the United States)

plus Portugal (which was not a UN member but which had

been a producer of uranium ore) started ad hoc and informal

discussions in Washington. The United States, the United

Kingdom, and Canada functioned as an informal drafting

committee. A British draft served as the point of departure for

the work. The new draft was made available to the other

members of the 8-power group on 18 July 1955. It was

subsequently amended to meet the views of the other members

of the group.16 The final draft was handed over to the Soviet

Union on 29 July 1955, shortly before the opening of the

Geneva Conference. All other members of the United Nations

received a copy of the draft proposal on 21 August 1955.

During the final week of the Geneva Conference the five

countries most experienced in the production of nuclear

energy (Canada, France, the Soviet Union, the United

Kingdom and the United States), plus Czechoslovakia which

was a major producer of uranium, met to discuss safeguards of

fissile materials. Although the meeting did not bring any

concrete results regarding safeguards, it was important in

bringing the Soviet Union into formal multilateral discussions.

16NA, SD, General Records, Special Assistant to the Secretary for
Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic energy matters,
1944-63, IAEA, box 86, folder 10 F. 1, "IAEA Statute Conference New
York, 1956", "History of IAEA Negotiations", dated 2 October 1956.
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It was also important in convincing the Americans of the need

to take a closer look at the safeguards issue. At the Geneva

meeting of Heads of Governments the Soviet Prime Minister,

Marshal Bulganin, furthermore signalled a changed attitude

towards the proposed agency by offering to contribute fissile

materials once an agreement had been reached on its

establishment.17 On 1 October the Soviet Union finally

accepted the initial draft Statute as a basis for further

negotiation, and at the same time suggested a number of

substantial amendments.

The members of the 8-power group had been chosen

because they were either uranium producers, or had developed

nuclear energy programmes. Seen in a global or UN

perspective, the composition of the group was highly biased.

Ambassador Morehead Patterson, who led the American

delegation, recognised from the outset that the composition of

the group was problematic. This is how he characterised the

group:

17NA, SD, General Records, Special Assistant to the Secretary for
Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic energy matters,
1944-63, IAEA, folder 10 B. 8, vol. V, "IAEA negotiations", "Report by
the Chairman, United States Delegation to the Working Level Meeting
on the Statute of the International Atomic Energy Agency, February
27, 1956 through April 18, 1956".
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Among the Latin American and Arab-Asian States, the Union of South
Africa is probably the most unpopular State in the United Nations.
Portugal is not a Member of the United Nations and its relations with
India are strained. Belgium is likewise considered a colonial power.
Furthermore, the negotiating group included four members of the
British Empire and six out of eight were members of Nato. There was
no representative from Latin America and no representative from
Asia.18

Patterson thought the composition so unfortunate that he

suggested enlarging the group. The State Department

considered his suggestion but decided against an enlargement.

The 8-power group consequently went forward with its

original composition.19

At the 10th session of the General Assembly in 1955, India

took the lead among developing countries in criticising the

representation in the 8-power group. The group was therefore

expanded into the 12-power "Working Level Meeting"

(hereafter called the 12-power group), with Brazil,

Czechoslovakia, India and the Soviet Union joining the

drafting group.20 This group would convene to revise the draft

produced by the 8-power group. All eighty-four members of

the United Nations had received a copy of this draft on 22

18NA, SD, CF 398.1901-IAEA/2-455, report by Ambassador Morehead
Patterson, enclosure to reference paper 1/103, dated 7 December 1955.

19Ibid.

20The membership of Brazil and India followed from their having been
members of the Committee of the United Nations which had prepared
the 1955 UN Geneva Conference on atomic energy.
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August,21 and 39 governments would in the course of the

autumn submit written comments to it.

The 12-power group met in Washington D.C. between 27

February and 18 April 1956. At the start of the meetings, the

United States introduced comprehensive revisions of the

previous draft. The amendments took into consideration the

written comments that had been submitted by 39

governments.22 The 12-power group then proceeded to

thoroughly overhaul the previous draft, and a number of

substantial changes were made. On Soviet initiative, the final

text was approved ad referendum,23 but each member was free

to speak on the draft at the forthcoming Conference on the

Statute, and several states, including the Soviet Union and

India, formally reserved their positions in regard to particular

parts of the text.

The Conference on the Statute opened at the United

Nations Headquarters in New York on 20 September 1956,

and concluded its sessions on 26 October with a ceremony

21According to David Fischer the specialised agencies of the UN
probably also got a copy of the draft, David Fischer in letter to the
author of 15 April 1997.

22NA, SD, General Records, Special Assistant to the Secretary for
Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic energy matters,
1944-63, IAEA, 10 B. 8, vol. V, "IAEA negotiations", "Report by the
Chairman, United States Delegation to the Working Level Meeting on
the Statute of the International Atomic Energy Agency, February 27,
1956 through April 18, 1956".

23Ibid.
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opening the Statute for signature. Although the Conference

was held in part in response to a General Assembly resolution,

and although the meetings took place where they did, the

Conference all the same was convened and sponsored by the 12

governments represented in the 12-power group.24

Since the draft resulting from the discussions within the 12-

power group represented a rather precarious compromise, care

was taken to prevent the adoption of difficult amendments at

the final conference. Procedural devices and a restricted

schedule were the most important means to reach this aim.25

The scheme largely worked, due to the fact that the potentially

most difficult countries, the Soviet Union (East) and India

(South), were by now sponsoring the draft and, consequently,

to a large extent abstained from proposing amendments at the

final conference, even in cases where they had strong

misgivings.26 Of the 67 amendments that were put down, a

majority were insubstantial. The large number of amendments

were thus interpreted by one British official as "a gesture of

rebellion against the pressure of the 12 Powers to discourage

any tampering with the draft".27

24Szasz 1970: 34-35.

25Ibid: 36.

26PRO, FO 371/123099, "Report on the Conference on the Statute of
the International Atomic Energy Agency".

27PRO, FO 371/123093, letter dated 10 October 1956, UK del. to FO.
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To sum up: the successful outcome of the Eisenhower

proposal to establish an International Atomic Energy Agency

was dependent upon the success of negotiating a statute for the

agency. This was achieved through a subtle and well-directed

process which, at the outset, was set on three tracks: 1)

bilateral US-USSR consultations by diplomatic

correspondence, 2) bilateral, growing into multilateral

discussions between the United States and Western-minded

supplier countries, of which the ones with Canada and

especially the United Kingdom added substantially to

clarifying the function of the agency, and 3) discussions of the

general idea and general principles at the annual UN General

Assembly meetings.

This three-track process resulted in "a shuttle effect in

which the evolving draft passed back and forth from a small

(though ever-increasing) group of States to organs in which

practically the entire world community was represented".28

The three tracks came together when the 12-power group was

created. In this group all important factions in the General

Assembly - East, West and South - were represented, and in

addition it could base its work on comments from a large

number of additional countries. Once the most potent

representatives of the different factions had agreed on a

compromise draft, the hardest part of the job of creating a

28Szasz 1970: 21.
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statute for the Agency was done. At the end of the final

Conference, one British official concluded that the biggest

problem during the conference had been internal

disagreements within the American delegation between

representatives of the State Department and the Atomic

Energy Commission.29

Clearly, the Statute of the International Atomic Energy

Agency was the result of prolonged discussions in various fora.

The Statute was thus definitely a negotiated agreement.

Contents

The institution that was established on the basis of the

International Atomic Energy Agency Treaty differed

significantly from the ideals put forward in Eisenhower's

"Atoms for Peace" address. In the course of the negotiating

process the focus had changed, from perceiving the IAEA as

basically a banking institution for materials into perceiving it

primarily as a broker institution for information, expertise and

materials. It has been claimed that this was not so much due to

developments within the negotiating process itself as to the fact

that the new Eisenhower policy, of which the most significant

element was the revision of the Atomic Energy Act, led to a

large number of bilateral agreements being concluded,

29PRO, FO 371/123099, "Report on the Conference on the Statute...".
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whereby the Americans provided other countries with

information or materials. This development contributed to

undermining the need for the Agency to function as a bank.30

The sponsoring powers thus came to see the main function of

the Agency - in the short run - as providing research,

information and eventually materials. This is only part of the

explanation, however. The negotiating process also

contributed to the outcome.

Throughout the negotiations, the Soviet Union consistently

argued that fissile materials should not be transferred to an

international agency, but that they should go directly from the

producing country to the recipient country. They maintained

that the control problem would be substantially simplified if

the fuel fabrication plants and the chemical processing plants

remained in the producing countries.31 This argument was

very similar to the position held by the United Kingdom in

the 8-power group. The initial American draft discussed by the

group suggested Agency ownership of plants, equipment, and

facilities, including fuel fabrication and chemical processing

plants. The British strongly objected to the Agency acquiring

30Scheinman 1973: 222-223.

31NA, SD, General Records, Special Assistant to the Secretary for
Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic energy matters,
1944-63, IAEA, 10 A2, "Proposed IAEA-Meeting of six governments,
Geneva, 1955", memorandum for the Secretary of 31 August 1955
(enclosure to letter of 26 September 1955 from Gerard C. Smith to Mr.
O'Connor).
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chemical processing plants.32 The British draft which served as

a basis for the draft proposal produced by the 8-power group

reflected this attitude. According to a short history written at

the State Department during preparations for the final

conference in New York, the British draft in question "looked

to the IAEA more as a clearinghouse for the exchange of

information than as a depository for and distributor of atomic

energy materials."33 The 8-power group's draft proposal

provided for the possibility of combining both of these

functions.34 In the aftermath of the Geneva conference, when

the Americans started to study the safeguards problem

seriously, they came to base their planning on the premise that

the Agency would probably not have anything to do with

fissile materials, although the Statute would allow for the

Agency to run plants. This starting-point reflected the position

of the two other nuclear powers. But the reluctance to provide

the Agency with 'a fissile materials custody function' was also

shared by elements within the US administration.35

32 NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA/2-455, report by Ambassador
Morehead Patterson.

33NA, SD, General Records, Special Assistant to the Secretary for
Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic energy matters,
1944-63, IAEA, box 86, folder 10. F. 1, "IAEA Statute Conference New
York, 1956", "History of IAEA Negotiations", dated 2 October 1956.

34Ibid.

35NA, SD, General Records, Special Assistant to the Secretary for
Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic energy matters,
1944-63, IAEA, 10 A. 2, "Proposed IAEA-Meeting of six governments,
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One important consequence of the altered perception of the

Agency's function was that the rationale of the safeguards

system also changed. Eisenhower's speech had mentioned the

need for internal safeguards, that is safeguards of materials

stored by the agency. The negotiations came to focus almost

exclusively on external safeguards, that is safeguards of nuclear

activities within member countries that had received assistance

from the Agency.36 The Russians were the first to point out to

the Americans that peaceful and military nuclear activities

were related, and that consequently it was necessary to control

the use of fissile materials.37 The western nuclear powers

considered this a secondary problem when first raised by the

Russians.38 However, in July 1955 the British Prime Minister

raised the same issue with Eisenhower, who apparently had

not been aware of the problem. Eden pointed to the fact that a

country, once provided with a reactor, might have enough

fissile material to be able to produce nuclear weapons before

long.39 If British and Russian arguments did not convince the

Americans, the French probably drove the point home when

Geneva, 1955", memorandum for S/AE (Mr. Smith) regarding "Paper
concerning Safeguards against Diversion of Nuclear Materials" of 3
October 1955.

36Szasz 1970: 532 ff.

37Soviet Aide-memoire of 27 April 1954, in Atoms for Peace Manual: 269
ff.

38PRO, FO 371/123077, "Draft submission International Atomic
Energy Agency" (undated).

39PRO, FO 371/123078, "Brief for 12-power meeting...".
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they decided to reveal their method for the extraction of

plutonium at the Geneva Conference on the peaceful uses of

atomic energy. The other nuclear powers felt compelled to do

likewise, and from this moment on every country possessing a

nuclear reactor would have the knowledge, if not the means or

desire, to separate plutonium.40 From then on, the security

problems related to fissile materials became one of the most

important issues of the negotiations.

Disarmament measure?

The launching of the "Atoms for Peace" proposal reflected a

desire on the part of President Eisenhower to open up a new

channel for discussion with the Soviet Union, and at the same

time a wish to siphon off fissile materials from the military

stockpiles of the three nuclear powers.41 Both of these

objectives were related to disarmament. However, the original

disarmament objective inherent in the president's proposal

became in the course of the negotiations subordinated to the

promotion of the peaceful uses of nuclear energy.42 This

happened through a gradual process whereby the establishment

40Goldschmidt 1987: 115.

41NA, SD, General Records, Special Assistant to the Secretary for
Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic energy matters,
1944-63, IAEA, folder 10 B. 8, "IAEA negotiations", vol. Ill, part 2 of 2,
"Proposed NSC Policy on United States Participation in an
International Atomic Energy Agency", 28 November, 1955.

42Sokolski 1987: 43.
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of the IAEA was given priority over disarmament measures.

At least three forms of what was termed disarmament

measures at the time (which included measures that would

rather be termed arms control or non-proliferation measures in

later terminology) were discussed during the initial

negotiations.

Early in the process, the Soviet Union suggested that the

establishment of the Agency should be made dependent upon

an agreement on a test ban treaty. The Russians argued that the

American proposal for the establishment of the IAEA did not

meet its basic purpose, namely elimination of the threat of

nuclear war. They maintained that helping countries to

establish a nuclear power industry would not lead to a

reduction of the stocks of nuclear materials that were needed

for the manufacture of nuclear bombs, but would, on the

contrary, lead to a worldwide increase of fissile materials

stocks. The Russians therefore proposed to prohibit the

manufacture of nuclear weapons and to establish appropriate

international control over this prohibition.43 This was a

proposal that the Americans found totally unacceptable.

However, the United States also conceived of the new

Agency as a potential means to achieve disarmament ends.

When the Americans, in the wake of the Geneva Conference,

43Soviet Aide-memoire of 27 April 1954, in Atoms for Peace Manual:
269.
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started serious studies of the safeguards issue, they set up a

working group consisting of representatives from the Atomic

Energy Commission (AEC), the State Department, and the

Department of Defense. This group soon came up with a draft

proposal which included what was termed a "no-armaments-

plus-inspection-agreement". The idea was that recipient

countries would have to commit themselves not to engage in

the production of nuclear weapons. The enforcement of such a

no-armaments obligation would consist of wide controls and

supervision by the Agency.44 The working group's proposal

was endorsed by the National Security Council in late

November 1955.45

However, various parts of the US government recognised

that such a proposal raised several difficult questions. The

National Security Council acknowledged that a renunciation

of nuclear weapons might be difficult to achieve so long as the

existing nuclear powers retained their nuclear weapons.46 The

AEC thought the proposal might be considered an affront to

44NA, SD, General Records, Special Assistant to the Secretary for
Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic energy matters,
1944-63, IAEA, folder 10 B. 2, "IAEA as an international control
organisation", Joint Working Group's draft of 15 November 1955
entitled "IAEA as an International Control Organ".

45NA, SD, General Records, Special Assistant to the Secretary for
Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic energy matters,
1944-63, IAEA, folder 10 B. 8, "IAEA negotiations", vol. Ill, part 2 of 2,
"Proposed NSC Policy on United States Participation in an
International Atomic Energy Agency", 28 November, 1955.
46Ibid.
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the sovereignty of the smaller nations.47 The European desk at

the Department of State questioned whether the proposal

served American interests. The desk raised doubts about the

presumption that the United States at the time of the

establishment of the Agency would be prepared to abandon

any thought of arming its Nato allies with nuclear weapons.

The desk argued that such a possibility should not be ruled

out.48 The European desk found support in the Department of

Defense. In the opinion of the Department, the IAEA should

stand "on its own merit", and should not be tied into complex

disarmament questions.49

In spite of internal misgivings, the plan to link the

establishment of the Agency to disarmament was introduced in

the private discussions with Canada and the United Kingdom

in January-February 1956. Thus the Americans had in mind to

make the IAEA an instrument for the promotion of

disarmament by refusing Agency assistance to countries that

47NA, SD, General Records, Special Assistant to the Secretary for
Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic energy matters,
1944-63, IAEA, folder 10 B. 8, "IAEA negotiations", vol. Ill, part 2 of 2,
informal minutes from State-AEC Working Group meeting on IAEA
negotiations, 25 November 1955.

48NA, SD, General Records, Special Assistant to the Secretary for
Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic energy matters,
1944-63, IAEA, folder 10 B. 2, "IAEA as an international control
organisation", memorandum from Mr. Elbrick (European desk) to
Gerard Smith.

49NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA/2-455, letter of 20 December
1955 from Herbert B. Loper, Assistant to the Secretary of Defence, to
Gerard G. Smith, Special Assistant to the Secretary of State.
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had military nuclear programmes. The idea was immediately

rejected by the Canadians, who insisted that disarmament

issues should be handled separately. They argued that if the

Agency became involved in the renunciation of weapon

programmes, it would run into the sensitive issue of

sovereignty. This issue might well prove so difficult that it

would prevent the Agency from coming into existence.50

Although the British seem to have favoured the idea of linkage

themselves, they still came to the conclusion that it was not

practical to link the function of the IAEA to disarmament. It

was not practical in that it would not work. And it would not

work because such a linkage would not be accepted by all

countries, especially not by the French. For the sake of

reaching a universal agreement, disarmament objectives would

not be made part of the Statute.51

During the tripartite discussions, the Americans,

furthermore, raised the possibility of requiring the United

States, the Soviet Union and the United Kingdom to undertake

formally, in connection with the establishment of IAEA, to

refrain from providing other countries with weapons or from

assisting them in weapons production. The Canadians,

50NA, SD, General Records, Special Assistant to the Secretary for
Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic energy matters,
1944-63, IAEA, box 79, folder 10 B. 7, minutes of Tripartite Meeting, 6
February 1956.

51PRO, FO 371/123078, "International Atomic Energy Agency. Brief
for 12-power meeting".
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however, rejected such a thought, saying that a country's

weapons programme was not the Agency's business. They

made it clear that Canada would reserve the right for herself to

make nuclear weapons as well as to conclude bilateral

agreements with countries having nuclear military

programmes: "If a country asked for her help with a military

programme she would consider the request on its merits as

with any other request for arms."52

Another arms control idea was floated by the United States

following a meeting in February in which Secretary of State

John Foster Dulles and the Special Assistant to the President

for Disarmament since March 1955, Harold E. Stassen,

participated. At the meeting, Dulles suggested that an effort

should be made to negotiate a short-term standstill agreement

on the production of nuclear weapons. During the proposed

moratorium, "fourth" countries would pledge not to

manufacture nuclear weapons.53 This suggestion was not

welcomed by Ambassador James Wadsworth, who was to lead

the American delegation to the forthcoming 12-power

meeting, nor by Gerard Smith, the Special Assistant to the

Secretary of State in atomic energy matters. They both

52Ibid.

53NA, SD, General Records, Special Assistant to the Secretary for
Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic energy matters,
1944-63, IAEA, box 79, folder 10 B. 8, "IAEA negotiations", "Possible
principles for IAEA negotiations", dated 11 February 1956.
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considered the IAEA negotiations not to be the proper

occasion for an agreement having a direct bearing on

disarmament.54 This was exactly the attitude expressed by the

United Kingdom and Canada when learning of the new

American proposal.55 The United States thus concluded that

she would pursue the standstill agreement on nuclear weapon

programmes in a disarmament context and not use the IAEA

negotiations or the Agency itself as a means for preventing

fourth country weapon programmes.56

So the idea was rejected along with the rest of the proposals

to link "Atoms for Peace" and what was at the time broadly

termed disarmament. The following extract from an American

note may be said to summarise perfectly the outcome of the

discussions that had taken place on an eventual IAEA-

disarmament linkage:

It is believed that the peaceful uses of atomic energy should

not be withheld from the peoples of the world pending

solution of difficult disarmament problems.57

54Ibid.

55NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA/2-455, memorandum of
conversation from tripartite meeting, 16 February 1956.

56Ibid.

57PRO, FO 371/123078, US note, 29 July 1955.
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Definition of military activities?

Throughout the negotiations there was a recurring debate on

whether "military activities" as opposed to "peaceful activities"

should be given a definition in the statute. "Military" and

"peaceful" are terms that are used repeatedly in the Statute, to

designate either the kind of projects that the Agency is to

promote, or the kind of activity which Agency-sponsored

projects should have no relation with.

During the negotiating process there seems to have existed a

kind of tacit majority view, which ruled that it was best to

avoid defining the terms. At the final conference the French

defied this consensus, and submitted an amendment suggesting

that "military applications of the atomic explosion and of the

toxicity of radioactive products" were the only uses of nuclear

energy that should be regarded as military uses. What the

French wanted was a confirmation that nuclear propulsion of

ships should be regarded as a peaceful activity. Thus, when an

understanding was reached - and recorded - that the IAEA

would be allowed to concern itself with propulsion of civilian

ships, even though similar technology could be used for

military transport, the French withdrew their amendment. An

Indian amendment, elaborating on the French one, was

likewise withdrawn.58 This outcome meant that the treaty did

58Szasz 1970: 352.
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not address cases where there is an overlap between military

and peaceful activities.

Discrimination

One of the issues that caused most trouble in the final stages of

the negotiation process was the discriminatory aspects of the

Statute. The Statute was in fact fundamentally discriminatory

in that it was not membership of the Agency that determined a

country's relationship with it, but whether the country was at

the supplying or receiving end of Agency assistance.

The difference in status was expressed through the articles

on safeguards; on composition of the Board of Governors; and

on the distribution of power between the Board and the

General Conference. The difference in status was enhanced due

to the fact that the distinction between supplier and client

countries corresponded to a cultural cleavage: the supplier

countries being industrialised countries, whether of a capitalist

or communist brand, while the majority of the countries at the

receiving end were developing countries. The fact that the

negotiations took place in the mid 1950s, a period when

decolonisation was very much on the international political

agenda, contributed further to accentuating the gap between

western and third world countries. Accusations of

discrimination played a particularly important role in the

discussions concerning the safeguards provisions, the
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composition of the Board, and the powers of the Board and of

the General Conference.

Composition of the Board and its powers

The most difficult issue during the negotiations in the 8-power

and the 12-power group was the issue of the management of

the Agency, and in particular the composition of its board.59

The sponsoring powers sought to establish an agency that

would function competently and efficiently as a technical

institution. Thus, at the final conference the British

ambassador, Sir Pierson Drxon, pointed to the fact that the

Agency would have a number of practical tasks to do which

went far beyond those usually associated with international

bodies. According to the ambassador, the IAEA would not

merely give technical assistance and help in training but would

have the duty of providing materials and of building and

operating laboratories and plants. He stressed that this unique

and difficult task had to influence the nature of the Agency's

direction. "It would have to view its duties and select its staff,

organise its facilities and arrange its finances as primarily a

59NA, SD, General Records, Special Assistant to the Secretary for
Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic energy matters,
1944-63, Lot files no. 57 D 688, IAEA, box 96, folder 10 G. IAEA.
Preparatory Commission, 1956-57. 3. "Legislative Presentation Book",
part 2 of 2, "International Atomic Energy Agency. Preparatory
Commission. Comparison of the Articles of the IAEA Statute", dated
28 January 1957.
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technical and operating body. It would certainly not be a

debating society".60

Against this backdrop, the 8-power group proposed that a

Board of Governors, representing governments, should deal

with the day-to-day technical tasks of the Agency, and that this

Board should have the authority to make most of the necessary

decisions. The membership as a whole - called the General

Conference - should maintain control through the election of a

number of the Board members (but not all of them) and

through monetary control, i.e. by requiring the budget to be

approved by a two-thirds vote of the General Conference.61

The group also agreed that the composition and the selection

of the Board of Governors should reflect that only a limited

number of states were likely to- contribute fissile materials or

natural uranium to the Agency.62

The group had difficulties in converting this general

understanding into an agreed formula.63 They eventually came

up with a proposal for a 16-member Board, consisting of a) the

60PRO, FO 371/123092, IAEA/CS/OR.5.

61NA, SD, General Records, Special Assistant to the Secretary for
Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic energy matters,
1944-63, Lot files no. 57 D 688, IAEA, box 79, folder 10 B. 8, vol. II,
"IAEA negotiations, "Summary of Progress Report"; IAEA, box 78,
folder 10 B.I, "History of IAEA Negotiations".

62NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA/2-455, report by Ambassador
Morehead Patterson, enclosure to reference paper no. 1/103, dated 7
December 1955.

63For a thorough presentation of all the alternatives discussed, see ibid.
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five most important contributors of technical assistance and

fissile materials (the United States, the Soviet Union, the

United Kingdom, Canada, and France), b) five states from

among the principal producers and contributors of source

material, and c) a further six members to be elected by the

General Conference.64 The latter should not be contributors to

the Agency's "pool", and they should be elected with due

regard to geographical representation. This formula clearly

aimed at allowing all eight members of the group a seat on the

Board.65 When this proposal was presented to the Soviet

Union and to all members of the United Nations in August

1955, it was argued that the formula was chosen with a view to

ensuring that the Agency would get a competent board.

However, both East and South saw this question in a different

light.

When the issue was discussed at the 10th session of the

United Nations General Assembly, the reaction to the voting

formula was adverse.66 India was the most eloquent and

64NA, SD, General Records, Special Assistant to the Secretary for
Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic energy matters,
1944-63, Lot files no. 57 D 688, IAEA, box 96, folder 10 G. IAEA.
Preparatory Commission, 1956-57. 3. Legislative Presentation Book,
part 2 of 2, "International Atomic Energy Agency. Preparatory
Commission. Comparison of the Articles of the IAEA Statute", dated
28 January 1957.

65NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA/2-455, report by Ambassador
Morehead Patterson, enclosure to reference paper no. 1/103, dated 7
December 1955.

66Ibid.
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competent critic of "discrimination" on behalf of the Third

World, and she became a member of the 12-power group.67

And at the 12-power meeting the composition of the Board of

Governors became the most difficult issue to negotiate.68 The

meeting even had to be adjourned for almost a month in order

to allow informal discussions of the issue.69 The composition

of the Board was such a controversial issue because one sought

to combine two conflicting principles: on the one hand a desire

for preferential representation of the advanced supplier

countries, on the other hand a demand for more equitable

geographical representation. Whereas the 8-power group's

proposal reflected the former principle, India and the Soviet

Union insisted that more emphasis should be given to

geographic representation. The Soviet Union made some

attempts to obtain a fourth seat for. the Eastern European

countries, and in addition they insisted in vain on a seat for

China. The five participating uranium producing countries

67UD, 26. 6/4c, I, summary of 2 November 1955, Norw. del. to UD.

68NA, SD, General Records, Special Assistant to the Secretary for
Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic energy matters,
1944-63, lot-files no. 57 D 688, IAEA, 10 B. 8, vol. V, "IAEA
negotiations", "Report of the Chairman, United States Delegation to
the Working Level Meeting on the Statute of the International Atomic
Energy Agency February 27, 1956 through April 18, 1956".

69NA, SD, General Records, Special Assistant to the Secretary for
Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic energy matters,
1944-63, Lot files no. 57 D 688, IAEA, box 96, folder 10 G. IAEA.
Preparatory Commission, 1956-57. 3. Legislative Presentation Book,
part 2 of 2, "International Atomic Energy Agency. Preparatory
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(Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Portugal, and South Africa) fought

to preserve the rather privileged position accorded to

contributors of uranium. The United States sought to preserve

a majority of technically qualified members, and proposed

according a seat to a country providing technical assistance.

This proposal had the Scandinavian countries in mind. Thus

numerous proposals were put forward.70

It was India which came up with the formula that became

the organising principle for the composition of the Board. As a

point of departure, India suggested dividing the world into

eight geographical regions.71 Then they proposed that the

Board should be empowered to select the five states most

advanced in nuclear technology, including the production of

source material, to hold permanent seats on the Board. These

five states would be the United States, the Soviet Union,

France, the United Kingdom, and Canada. The Board would

furthermore elect on a permanent basis a further five members

from the eight regions, but not from the same area as the first

five states. This left five regions, and from each of these regions

the most technologically advanced state, including in the

production of source material, would be elected. These would

Commission. Comparison of the Articles of the IAEA Statute", dated
28 January 1957.

70Szasz 1970: 32-33.

71The eight regions were: North America, Latin America, Western
Europe, Eastern Europe, Africa and the Middle East, South Asia, South
East Asia and the Pacific, and the Far East.
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be Australia, Brazil, India, Japan, and South Africa. Of the ten

permanent countries selected, only Japan did not participate in

the 12-power group.72

As a supplement to the India formula, the United States,

Australia, and Brazil proposed that the Board should select

two members from the following four suppliers: Belgium,

Czechoslovakia, Poland, and Portugal.73 Furthermore the

Board would select one state from a group of technical

assistance suppliers. This seat plus the two seats allocated to the

four European suppliers would be rotated on an annual basis.

This meant that the Board would altogether designate 13 seats.

According to the India formula a further 10 states would be

elected by the General Conference on two-year terms from the

eight regions on an equitable basis.74

India seems to have been content with this achievement,

and did not put forward additional amendments concerning

the relevant article at the final conference. On the contrary,

India's representative, Dr. Homi Bhabha, said in the general

72David Fischer, A History of the International Atomic Energy-
Agency: The first Forty Years, forthcoming.

73NA, SD, General Records, Special Assistant to the Secretary for
Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic energy matters,
1944-63, Lot files no. 57 D 688, IAEA, box 96, folder 10 G. IAEA.
Preparatory Commission, 1956-57. 3. Legislative Presentation Book,
part 2 of 2, "International Atomic Energy Agency. Preparatory
Commission. Comparison of the Articles of the IAEA Statute", dated
28 January 1957.

74Ibid.
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debate that India was prepared to accept the draft as a fair

compromise, although she still had misgivings about certain

aspects of the article dealing with the board. Bhabha pointed

out that the draft was the result of a delicate balancing of

interests, and that consequently it would not be easy to alter

any part of it without having to change the whole.75

In spite of the Indian moderation, the general debate

showed that many countries wanted the General Conference

to have greater powers for determining policy and a greater

degree of control over the activities of the board. Many smaller

nations disliked the perpetuation under the Statute of a

privileged group of powers, and they questioned the right of

the countries producing source materials to have a special

position on the board.76 But in spite of criticism, few

suggestions for a better formula were made. The main demand

was for separate representation for Africa and the Middle East.

In the end no changes were made in the composition of the

Board, but the powers of the General Conference vis-a-vis the

Board were slightly increased.77

The issue that the Soviet Union paid the most attention to

during the final conference was the question of how to finance

the Agency. The Eastern bloc feared that the Agency would

75PRO, FO 371/123092, IAEA/CS/OR.7.

76PRO, FO 371/123093, letter dated 10 October 1956, UK del. to FO.
77Szasz 1970: 40-41.
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embark on an extravagant programme of construction, and

present the major contributors to the Agency with the bill.78

They therefore sought to limit the financial commitments of

the Agency as much as possible. To this effect they submitted

three amendments at the final conference, proposing a) that

except for administrative expenses, Agency expenses (such as

those related to procurement of materials, plants and

equipment) should be financed only on a voluntary basis, b)

that the Agency should not be authorised to raise loans, and c)

that the budget be approved by a three-fourths majority

instead of a two-thirds majority.79

A majority of participating countries were critical of these

proposals, and the Eastern bloc merely succeeded in changing

the text, so that it was made quite clear that member countries

would not be responsible for loans incurred by the Agency.80

The Soviet concern with financial questions may partly have

been caused by proposals from developing countries, which

seemed to indicate that a number of countries were hoping for

78PRO, FO 371/123088, "Agency plants and facilities", brief of 20 July
1956.

79NA, SD, General Records, Special Assistant to the Secretary for
Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic energy matters,
1944-63, Lot files no. 57 D 688, IAEA, box 96, folder 10 G. IAEA.
Preparatory Commission, 1956-57. 3. Legislative Presentation Book,
part 2 of 2, "International Atomic Energy Agency. Preparatory
Commission. Comparison of the Articles of the IAEA Statute", dated
28 January 1957.

80UD, 26. 6/4c,V, summary of 16 November 1956, Norw. del. to UD;
PRO, FO 371/123099, "Report on the Conference on the Statute".
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direct financial as well as technical assistance from the

Agency.81 One of the amendments submitted went so far as to

imply that the Agency should have responsibilities with regard

to financing the member countries' nuclear energy

programmes. The text was changed so as to make it clear that

the Agency was authorised to help - but merely help - raise

funds to finance projects in member states.

International atomic energy control

As already mentioned, Eisenhower's speech did not mention

any external safeguards, since it was largely focused on the

"pool" concept of the Agency. In the first US outline of the

Agency, presented to the Russians in March 1954, it was

foreseen that the Agency would have the right to apply certain

safeguards provisions, as well as to verify the status of materials

allocated to a member. Safeguards in a broader sense was first

brought into the negotiations by the Russians, who argued that

the establishment of the IAEA would in reality help to spread

nuclear capability, and not contain it, as was maintained by the

Americans. However, this was not so much an argument for

international control as it was an argument against the whole

agency concept. The experts' talks that took place during the

Geneva Conference in August 1955 represented an American

attempt to meet the Soviet contention that fissile materials

81PRO, FO 371/123093, letter dated 10 October 1956, UK del. to FO.
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resulting from Agency projects would increase the danger of

war. The meeting was inconclusive, and it was generally agreed

that the subject needed further study.82

The Russians were not alone in being concerned about the

consequences of spreading fissile materials. So were the

British,83 whose Prime Minister had also raised the issue in

general terms with Eisenhower before the opening of the

Geneva Conference. In the view of the United Kingdom,

plutonium, and to a certain extent enriched uranium would,

during the next decade, become available in weapons quantities

to many countries in the normal course of civil nuclear

development. They therefore saw it as a main objective to

"postpone for as long as possible the day when large and small,

responsible and irresponsible countries alike, [would] have the

means to make at least a kiloton of untested weapons". They

specifically hoped that a comprehensive disarmament plan

would be in operation before that happened. The immediate

82PRO, FO 371/123088, "Safeguards in the use of fissile material".

83Ambassador Morehead Patterson's report from the 8-power group
seems to indicate that the United Kingdom was not especially
concerned about control during the proceedings of the 8-power group.
At that stage the British apparently concentrated on changing the initial
concept for the Agency as a fissile bank. It would thus seem that it was
the preparations for the Geneva Conference which also made the
British focus on the safeguards issue. The disclosure of information on
plutonium extraction may well have been important for this
development, see Patterson's report in NA, SD, Central Files, 398.1901-
IAEA/2-455.
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concern was to make sure that the IAEA would accelerate the

proliferation process as little as possible.84

Following the meeting, Dr. Isadore Rabi, who had been in

charge of the preparations on the American side, concluded

that the draft statute produced by the 8-power group was

defective in that it did not specify any detailed systems of

control.85 The Americans now felt compelled to rectify this

situation, and the above-mentioned working group, with

representatives of the State Department, the AEC, and the

Department of Defense, was set up to produce an outline of a

plan. The resulting draft was discussed in private discussions

with the Canadians and the British in January and February

1956.86

The three countries agreed that recipient countries should

be held responsible that no diversion of material or technical

84PRO, FO 371/123078, "International Atomic Energy Agency. Brief
for 12-power meeting".

85NA, SD, Central Files, 398.1901-IAEA/2-455, report by Ambassador
Morehead Patterson.

86See for instance memorandum on "Differences Between American and
British Thinking on International Atomic Energy Control", in NA,
SD, General Records, Special Assistant to the Secretary for Energy and
Outer Space: Records relating to atomic energy matters, 1944-63, IAEA,
box 79, folder 10 B. 7; memorandum of conversation of 10 January
1956, in NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA/2-455; memorandum of
conversation of 20 January 1956, in NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-
IAEA/2-455; minutes of tripartite meeting of 6 February 1956, in NA,
SD, General Records, Special Assistant to the Secretary for Energy and
Outer Space: Records relating to atomic energy matters, 1944-63, IAEA,
box 79, folder 10 B. 7.
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assistance would take place. The recipient country would have

to guarantee that assistance provided through the Agency

would not be used for military purposes. In order for the

Agency to verify that no diversion had taken place, the

recipient state would have to accept inspections by the Agency,

and the Agency would be invested with the authority to

perform such inspections. Thus the essence of the control

system would be Agency inspections to control power reactor

operations using fuel or other assistance derived from the

IAEA.87 This approach accorded with Soviet views. The Soviet

Union also thought the IAEA should have an inspectorial

apparatus and a staff of inspectors.88

Opinions differed as to how extensive the inspections

should be. The American working group had discussed

whether there should be nationwide inspection, or whether

inspection should be limited to all known nuclear energy

plants.89 The British reaction to the American discussion of a

concept for the Agency control was that a broad control plan

was technically ideal but politically extremely difficult to

87This appraoch had been spelled out in the Joint Working Group's
draft of 15 November 1955 entitled "IAEA as an International Control
Organisation", see NA, SD, General Records, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 1944-63, IAEA, box 79, folder 10 B. 2, "IAEA as an
international control organisation".

88PRO, FO 371/123078, US Note of 27 January 1956.

S9NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA72-455, memorandum of
conversation of 15 December 1955.
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achieve.90 They were themselves particularly concerned about

the proliferation danger created by what they called "self-

sufficient projects", that is projects that did not receive

assistance from abroad. They thought the ideal thing would

have been to have such projects included in the safeguards

regime.91 However, both they and the Canadians thought it

inconceivable to gain general acceptance for such a measure

unless the nuclear powers were willing to open their own

civilian plants for Agency inspection, and the British declared

themselves ready to do so.92 The Americans were not willing

to have their plants inspected, however, and the British ended

by agreeing not to make any such proposal during the

negotiations unless pressure from other countries made this

unavoidable.

Given this outcome, the United Kingdom concluded that it

was necessary to gain experience in applying controls of

Agency-assisted projects before proceeding to controls of self-

sufficient ones. The British had also looked into the question

of the staff required for a comprehensive nationwide

inspection to detect clandestine operations.93 They had found

90NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA72-455, memorandum of
conversation of 10 January 1956.

91PRO, FO 371/123078, "International Atomic Energy Agency. Brief
for 12-power meeting".

92NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA72-455, memorandum of
conversation of 10 January 1956.

93Ibid.
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that it would require many people and involve a very extensive

and costly operation. Against this backdrop, they came to

advocate a gradual approach to safeguards.94 The main thing

was to have an inspection regime established, which could then

be made more comprehensive and more intrusive at a later

stage.95 Such an approach implied that the Statute would not

go into detail about safeguards procedures, but would be

limited to the general principles for control. It would be left to

the Board of Governors to determine the details.96

Given the British and Canadian attitude, the Americans

accepted what was termed a minimum safeguards provision.

The requirements of minimum control had been spelled out by

the AEC. This list included the requirement that any recipient

state must permit representatives of the Agency to enter its

territory and have access to all places and data necessary to

provide full accounting for fissile materials supplied and for

fissionable by-products.97

94Ibid.

95PRO, FO 371/123078, "International Atomic Energy Agency. Brief
for 12-power meeting".

96NA, SD, General Records, Special Assistant to the Secretary for
Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic energy matters,
1944-63, IAEA, box 79, folder 10 B. 7, minutes of tripartite meeting of 6
February 1956.

97NA, SD, General Records, Special Assistant to the Secretary for
Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic energy matters,
1944-63, IAEA, box 79, folder 10 B. 7, "IAEA, 1955-56",
"Recommended Position", enclosure to memorandum of 25 January
from John A. Hall (AEC) to Gerard C. Smith (SD).
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Two more questions marked the tripartite discussions

between Canada, the United Kingdom, and the United States.

First there was the question of whether to apply Agency

safeguards to bilateral nuclear agreements. Secondly, the

question arose of whether to control natural uranium in the

same way as fissile materials. These issues along with the

safeguards procedures found their solution through the

subsequent negotiation process.

Safeguarding bilateral agreements?

During the trilateral discussions, the British argued that unless

safeguards were applied to bilateral agreements as well as

Agency-assisted projects, the safeguards system would not

work efficiently. If bilateral agreements were to be exempt

from control, this would provide countries that needed help

with the possibility to go ahead with nuclear research and

development while at the same time avoiding control. For the

control to be effective, it was, furthermore, necessary that all

big supplier countries should agree on control of bilateral

agreements. If such an understanding was established, it was

probable that countries that did not want to be controlled,

would still end up accepting control in order to get

assistance.98 Canada as well as the joint Department of State-

98PRO, FO 371/123078, "International Atomic Energy Agency. Brief
for 12-power meeting".
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AEC-Department of Defense working group shared this view.

The joint working group's first draft suggested that bilateral

agreements should be regarded as interim arrangements, and

should provide for subsequent incorporation into the IAEA

control system." However, it would appear that the

Americans did not initially want a commitment to this effect

expressed in the Statute.100

Before the start of the 12-power discussions in February-

March 1956, the Americans raised the question of control of

bilateral agreements with the Russians, suggesting informally

that the major nuclear supplier countries might agree to insert

safeguards against diversion of fissile materials to military

purposes into their bilateral agreements with other countries.

It was suggested that this could be agreed outside of the IAEA.

The Russians did not want to commit themselves at this stage,

but promised to come back to the question once the IAEA

treaty was ratified.101

" N A , SD, General Records, Special Assistant to the Secretary for
Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic energy matters,
1944-63, IAEA, box 79, folder 10 B. 8, "IAEA negotiations", vol. Ill,
part 2 of 2, "Proposed NSC Policy on United States Participation in an
International Atomic Energy Agency" of 28 November 1955.

100NA, SD, General Records, Special Assistant to the Secretary for
Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic energy matters,
1944-63, IAEA, box 79, folder 10 B.7, minutes of tripartite meeting, 16
February 1956

101PRO, FO 371/123088, "Safeguards in the use of fissile material".
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However, the question could not be avoided at the 12-

power meeting. Already during the discussions at the 10th

session of the UN General Assembly there had been numerous

negative reactions regarding the safeguards contained in the

draft that was then discussed. The message to the nuclear

powers was that few countries would willingly comply with

the strict safeguards attached to receiving Agency assistance if

the same assistance could be procured through bilateral

agreements with no safeguards attached. At the 12-power

meeting a new paragraph was in fact added to the safeguards

provisions that made Agency controls of bilateral agreements

possible, by authorising the Agency to verify compliance also

with bilateral and multilateral arrangements if the parties

requested it.102

Safeguards procedures

The draft proposal presented in 1955 to the Soviet Union and

the other members of the United Nations only contained

control provisions expressed in very general terms. The

tripartite meetings between Canada, the United Kingdom, and

the United States in January-February 1956 resulted in a more

far-reaching control system aiming at making it difficult for a

country to develop a weapons programme of its own, so long

102PRO, FO 371/123081, "Draft Statute of the International Atomic
Energy Agency. Points at Issue".
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as it was in any way dependent on Agency assistance for its

nuclear energy programme.

At the 12-power meeting, the proposals regarding safeguards

measures had a relatively easy passage. The Soviet Union was

mostly concerned that the control article did not sufficiently

guarantee respect for the sovereign rights of individual nations

(see below). More important reservations were made by India

regarding the control of source material and the issue of the

Agency's right to call for deposit of excess fissile materials with

the Agency. The first issue concerned the determination of the

safeguards object, the latter related to the safeguards

procedures. The Indian as well as the Soviet reservations were

discussed at the 12-power meeting, but which only found their

solution at the final conference in New York.

The draft proposal presented to the 12-power group also

contained provisions for the control procedures, or safeguards

procedures which gradually became the standard term used in

this context. The 12-power group agreed, apparently without

much debate, that the Agency had a general responsibility for

ensuring not only that source and fissile materials, but also that

any facilities, equipment, and information supplied should not

be used to further military aims. The Agency would take care

of this function by administering certain safeguards

procedures.

The Western nuclear powers considered the essence of

safeguards to be accountability of all significant amounts of
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fissile materials connected with an operational facility. Such

accountability required means of surveillance, verification of

quantities and characteristics of fissile materials, and enough

knowledge of the design and operating characteristics of the

plants to evaluate operating data and to calculate burn-up and

production of fissile materials. Safeguards would thus have to

apply to any activity creating the possibility of diversion in

significant amounts of fissile materials.103

The safeguards article adopted by the 12-power group thus

included design review, health and safety measures, the

maintenance of accountability records for both source and

fissionable materials, operating records, progress reports, the

right of the Agency to approve the means used for chemical

processing, the requirement that special fissionable materials

should be deposited by the Agency, inspections by the Agency

to verify compliance, and sanctions in case of non-compliance

with a safeguards agreement. All of these measures would be

included in the Statute, as would an introductory remark to

Article III (the functions of the IAEA). This remark qualified

the safeguards provisions by making it clear that every project

agreement between the Agency and a recipient country should

apply safeguards "as relevant". This was a signal that safeguards

103PRO, FO 371/123098, 17598.
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should be administered in a sensible way, taking into account

the danger of diversion in each case.104

Although as a general rule it was left for later, and for the

Board of Governors, to agree on the safeguards procedures in

detail, certain aspects were touched upon in the Statute. At the

final conference in New York, certain measures related to

design review and Agency inspections became contentious

issues.

Thus the final conference in New York got the task of

finding the solution to the Soviet reservation regarding

national sovereignty; the Indian reservations regarding control

of source materials and the Agency's right to call for deposit

with the it of excess fissile materials; and the reservations

regarding safeguards procedures in general.

Design review and inspection

Besides India's reservation with regard to the right to call for

Agency control of excess fissile material, most reservations

regarding safeguards procedures were submitted by

Switzerland. Altogether, Switzerland put in four amendments

having to do with the important safeguards procedures of

design review and inspections. The proposed amendments

apparently reflected discussions on nuclear energy control

104PRO, FO, 371/123083, statement by Ambassador Wadsworth on
accomplishment of the meeting, 18 April 1956.
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having taken place at the OEEC in Paris. On that occasion the

Swiss viewpoints had been shared by the West Germans, the

Dutch, and to a large degree also by the Swedes.105

The first amendment concerned the Agency's right to

approve the design of equipment and facilities. Instead of a

wording to this effect the Swiss suggested that the Agency's

rights should be limited to "examine" the design to ensure that

the "equipment and facilities, including reactors" were used

only for civilian purposes and to facilitate the application of

safety measures. This suggestion reflected a fear that the

Agency would have too much say in regard to national

programmes.106 Many countries shared this apprehension, and

a revised text based on the Swiss amendment was adopted by a

vote of 78 to none (one abstention).107

The three other amendments all pertained to inspections,

and they all reflected a preoccupation that Agency inspectors

105PRO, FO 371/123097, letter of 25 October 1956 from the United
Kingdom delegation to the UN (M. Michaels) to FO (F.C. How).

106NA, SD, General Records, Special Assistant to the Secretary for
Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic energy matters,
1944-63, IAEA, box no. 96, folder 10 G. IAEA. Preparatory Comm.
1956-57. 3. Legislative Presentation Book, part 2 of 2, "Comparison of
the Articles of the IAEA Statute", dated 28 January 1957.

107The final text read: "To examine the design of specialized equipment
and facilities, including nuclear reactors, and to approve it only from
the viewpoint of assuring that it will not further any military purpose,
that it complies with applicable health and safety standards, and that it
will permit effective application of the safeguards provided for in this
Article."
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might infringe on the private rights of the citizens of inspected

countries. The draft proposal resulting from the 12-power

meeting provided that the inspectors should have "access...to

all places, persons, and data". The Swiss proposed to delete

"persons" on the grounds that control should be exercised only

by the bodies responsible for national security.108 The Swiss

fear was met by introducing a definition of the "persons" in

question. The final text thus read (and reads): "access...to all

places and data and to any person who by reason of his

occupation deals with materials, equipment, or facilities which

are required by this Statute to be safeguarded (adopted by 77

votes).

The Swiss furthermore proposed that if the inspected state

asked for it, Agency inspectors should be accompanied by

national inspectors.109 The United States did not favour this

amendment. They maintained that its implication would be

that it would become impossible to conduct "spot checks".

Furthermore, such a provision would enable the inspected

country to delay and even to prevent inspections from taking

place.110 In spite of such misgivings, the Americans gave in to

108Conference on the Statute of the International Atomic Energy-
Agency, IAEA/CS/Art. XH/amend. 1/Corr. 1, 20 September 1956
(also available in PRO, FO 371/123091).

109Ibid.

110PRO, FO 371/123093, minutes from "afternoon session on
September 25 to discuss with the Americans and the Canadians some of
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British arguments about the necessity to accept the Swiss

amendments in order to secure West European support for the

safeguards article as a whole. The amendment was thus passed

by a unanimous vote.111 Thirdly, the Swiss wanted the Agency

to guarantee that inspectors or the Agency would not divulge

commercial secrets obtained during inspections.112 However,

the Swiss had also put in an amendment regarding Article VII

which amounted to the same thing, and when the latter was

adopted, they withdrew the similar amendment pertaining to

Article XII.113

The success of the Swiss amendments reflected the general

European support of the amendments, and the need to acquire

European support for the safeguards article as a whole.114

the proposed Indian and Swiss amendments to Article XII of the
Statute."

final text reads: "Inspectors designated by the Agency shall be
accompanied by representatives of the authorities of the state
concerned, if that state so requests, provided that the inspectors shall
not thereby be delayed or otherwise impeded in the exercise of their
functions."

112Conference on the Statute of the International Atomic Energy
Agency, IAEA/CS/Art. XH/amend. 1/Corr. 1, 20 September 1956
(also available in PRO, FO 371/123091).

113NA, SD, General Records, Special Assistant to the Secretary for
Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic energy matters,
1944-63, IAEA, box no. 96, folder 10 G. IAEA. Preparatory Comm.
1956-57. 3. Legislative Presentation Book, part 2 of 2, "Comparison of
the Articles of the IAEA Statute", dated 28 January 1957.

114PRO, FO 3717123093, letter of 27 September 1956 from the United
Kingdom delegation to the UN (D.V. Bendall) to FO (I.F. Porter);
letter of 25 October 1956 from the United Kingdom delegation to the
UN (M. Michaels) to FO (F.C. How).
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Control of source materials and of excess fissile

material?

The initial control plan for the Agency was limited to control

of the fissile materials bank. And when the idea of a fissile

materials bank gradually receded into the background, the

focus of the control was still on fissile materials and on the

plants for producing such materials. However, during the

tripartite discussions with the United States and the United

Kingdom in January-February 1956, Canada insisted

repeatedly that uranium should be defined as a control object

on a par with fissile materials. The Canadians argued that

international nuclear energy control would need to be

universal. They would themselves not demand safeguards in

connection with bilateral nuclear energy agreements unless this

was done on a universal basis. Thus universality as a basic

principle for the Statute was seen to be necessary also for

commercial reasons.

The British and the Americans feared that safeguarding

natural uranium could establish a virtual Agency monopoly of

source materials, which would be detrimental to their own

interests. There is reason to believe that such fears evaporated

as the negotiations went forward due to the increase during

this period of the world's known resources of uranium. At the

time of the ratification of the treaty, there was in fact a

uranium surplus in the world market. In spite of their initial
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fears and hesitation, the United States and the United

Kingdom agreed with Canada in February 1956 that source

materials should be made part of the safeguards arrangements.

Thus the draft proposal presented to the 12-power group

included a provision for controlling source materials (natural

uranium and thorium). The American ambassador explained

this standpoint in the following way:

When in addition to economic consideration, the objectives of a system
of safeguards are taken into account, the importance of maintaining
accountability records of source as well as fissionable materials is
abundantly clear. The reason for including source materials ... is the
obvious one that fissionable materials may be derived from them.115

The Indian government, whose representatives were the most

forceful spokesmen for Third World interests, continuously

fought this measure: at the UN General Assembly in 1955; at

the 12-power meeting; and at the final conference.116 The

Indians wanted to exclude source materials from the reporting

requirement and thus from auditing (Art. XII.A.3). At the

final conference they submitted an amendment to that effect,

which was co-sponsored by Ceylon, Egypt, and Indonesia.117

115PRO, FO 371/123083, "Statement by Ambassador Wadsworth on
Accomplishments of the Meeting, April 18, 1956".

116The fact that the Indian delegation was led by Dr. Homi Bhabha
added strength to the Indian position, Bhabha being a highly respected
nuclear physicist.

117NA, SD, General Records, Special Assistant to the Secretary for
Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic energy matters,
1944-63, IAEA, box no. 96, folder 10 G. IAEA. Preparatory Comm.
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India fought equally hard against another provision in the

safeguards article of the Statute, namely Article XII.A.5. This

subarticle, as proposed by the United States, the United

Kingdom and Canada, entailed that fissile by-products would

be returned to the Agency and be deposited with the Agency if

they were the by-products of Agency-assisted projects, and if

the state concerned had no immediate need for the plutonium.

This proposal was a logical consequence of the nuclear powers'

concern about the spread of plutonium inherent in the atoms

for peace scheme.

India's basic objection was that the control system was

onerous and implied an intervention in the economic life of

individual countries. The Indians insisted that the countries

that were most dependent on Agency assistance would be most

affected by such intervention. Instead of the proposed system,

India suggested that the Agency should be satisfied with

assurances from governments that fissile materials would not

be diverted to military purposes, and she objected particularly

strongly to the requirement that fissile by-products from

Agency-assisted projects, unless needed for immediate peaceful

use, should be deposited with the Agency. India furthermore

complained that the Agency could exercise a stranglehold over

the development of a state's nuclear energy programme by

withholding plutonium produced in the country's reactors

1956-57. 3. Legislative Presentation Book, part 2 of 2, "Comparison of
the Articles of the IAEA Statute", dated 28 January 1957.
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with Agency assistance.118 India furthermore proposed to leave

it to the Agency and the country concerned in each case to

agree upon the nature of the controls between themselves.

Before the final conference in September 1956, the

American, British and Canadian governments agreed that there

was no question of giving in on most of the issues raised by the

Indians. The three Western powers agreed that:

any attempt to make applications of safeguards subject to

agreement between the Agency and a member state was

unacceptable, they would not allow source material to be

exempt from inspection, no concession would be made which

would diminish the Agency's rights and responsibility to

retain full control over chemical processing, and over the

deposit of fissile materials recovered as a result of this

processing.119

The opposition to the Indian position was based on the

analysis that if it were to prevail it would so reduce the

effectiveness of the control system as to render it almost

valueless.120 The problem was only that India was not alone in

her views. She was supported by a number of developing

U 8PRO, FO 371/123093, minutes from "afternoon session on
September 25 to discuss with the Americans and the Canadians some of
the proposed Indian and Swiss amendments to Article XII of the
Statute."

119PRO, FO 371/123093, 25.09.56.

120PRO, FO 371/123088, "IAEA. Memorandum by the Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs".
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countries. Also the French delegation to the conference had

been instructed to accept safeguards on fissile materials, but to

oppose safeguards on natural uranium. According to Bertrand

Goldschmidt, who led the delegation, France's stand reflected

her wish for independence. The French were unhappy with

the discriminatory implications of international nuclear energy

control.121 In this they seem to haye shared the feelings of the

Indians. In his first statement to the conference regarding this

issue, Goldschmidt maintained that control of source material

was not practical. He thought it sufficient for a recipient

country to keep the Agency informed of the storage and the

use of supplied source material. In his view, control should

begin at the stage of chemical reprocessing.122 He thus went far

in his support for the Indian amendments, but on the other

hand he was careful not to promise to vote for the

amendments.123 Although the communist countries did not

publicly support the Indian position initially, the Western

powers got the impression that the Soviet Union was behind

India and would have liked the amendments to go through.

Towards the end of the discussions, the Soviet Union in fact

121Goldschmidt 1987 :118-119.

122NA, SD, General Records, Special Assistant to the Secretary for
Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic energy matters,
1944-63, IAEA, box no. 96, folder 10 G. IAEA. Preparatory Comm.
1956-57. 3. Legislative Presentation Book, part 2 of 2, "Comparison of
the Articles of the IAEA Statute", dated 28 January 1957.

123PRO, FO 371/123095, telegram no. 841 of 12 October 1956 from
the UK delegation to the UN to FO.
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came out clearly in support of India regarding Article XII.A.5

124 The majority did not support the Indian amendments,

however. Thus Australia and Belgium, two major uranium

producers, emphasised the importance of uranium control.125

Still it was expected that had the amendments been put to a

vote, they would have received such strong support that the

United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada feared it

would be embarrassing. The United Kingdom and Canada

hence concluded that it was necessary to change the wording of

the safeguards article, thereby making it somewhat less

restrictive, in order to make the Indians withdraw their

amendment.

The Canadians were particularly worried that uranium

should be excluded from control, and they were therefore

willing to compromise on Article XII.A.5 in order to secure

general support for the inclusion of source material in Article

XII.A.3.126 The American delegation were initially unwilling

to compromise. The AEC members of the delegation kept a

124Goldschmidt 198 : 119; PRO, FO 371/123097, letter of 25 October
1956 from the United Kingdom delegation to the UN (M. Michaels) to
FO (F.C. How).

125NA, SD, General Records, Special Assistant to the Secretary for
Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic energy matters,
1944-63, IAEA, box no. 96, folder 10 G. IAEA. Preparatory Comm.
1956-57. 3. Legislative Presentation Book, part 2 of 2, "Comparison of
the Articles of the IAEA Statute", dated 28 January 1957.

126Ibid.
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very rigid stance regarding the whole of Article XII.127 In late

September, they agreed in principle that Article XII. A. 5

should acknowledge a country's prior right of access to

products of its own reactors. Thus a limited concession should

be given to the Indian standpoint. But this concession should

not diminish the Agency's rights and responsibilities to retain

full control over chemical processing, and over the deposit of

the plutonium produced.128

Even after agreeing in principle to compromise, the United

States delegation continued to show a rigid attitude to various

suggestions for revising Article XII.A.5. Real progress only

started when the Swiss and the French came together and

produced a version midway between the Indian and the

American position.129 The leader of the Canadian delegation

phoned Admiral Strauss, the chairman of the US Atomic

Energy Commission, and persuaded him to agree to a weaker

version of the Article. Strauss apparently cleared the issue with

Eisenhower before consenting.130 Thus the conditions under

127Ibid.

128PRO, FO, 371/123093, minutes from "afternoon session on
September 25 to discuss with the Americans and the Canadians some of
the proposed Indian and Swiss amendments to Article XII of the
Statute."

129PRO, FO 371/123097, letter of 25 October 1956 from the United
Kingdom delegation to the UN (M. Michaels) to FO (F.C. How).

130PRO, FO 371/123097, letter of 24 October 1956 from the United
Kingdom delegation to the UN (Sir Alec R) to FO (I.F. Porter).
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which the Agency could require the deposit of any access

produced fissile material were clarified, and India had

succeeded in inserting the clause that material deposited with

the Agency should be returned "promptly".

A clause was also added to Article XII.A.3 to make it clear

that the Agency could only require records of such source and

fissile materials as were included in a safeguarded project or

arrangement.131 This outcome was characteristic of the way the

Western nuclear powers sought to accommodate India's

criticism without giving in on important principles: substantial

changes were rejected, but changes of formula that had a

restrictive effect were seen as an acceptable compromise in

order to reach a universal agreement. In other words, while

India had to accept the inclusion of source material in the

safeguards system, certain concessions were given to the Indian

viewpoints regarding control of excess fissile materials.132

131UD, 26. 6/4c, V, summary of 16 November 1956, Norw. del. to
LTD; PRO, FO 371/123099, "Report on the Conference on the
Statute...".

132The right of the IAEA to call for deposit with the Agency of excess
fissile materials has never been implemented. Later efforts to use it as a
basis for the establishment of an International Plutonium Storage
System also failed, David Fischer in letter to the author of 14 April
1997.
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National sovereignty versus control

During the 12-power meeting in Washington, Czechoslovakia

and the Soviet Union argued for the inclusion in Article III

(the functions of the Agency) of a provision asserting the

primacy of national sovereignty. This question was directly

linked to the application of the controls set forth in Article

XII. In a note the Soviet Union declared that she had no

objections to "the extent and character of the Agency's powers

in the field of inspection". Nevertheless the Soviet

Government feared possible abuses by the Agency of the right

of inspection. It therefore advocated a provision saying that the

Agency must carry out its verification and control function

with due respect to the sovereign rights of the recipient

state.133 In conversations with the Soviet Ambassador

Zaroubin, the American delegation argued that since any

inspection and control carried out by the Agency would result

from an agreement between the Agency and the recipient state

by which the latter would have agreed to inspection and

controls, there would be no question of violating sovereign

rights.134

133NA, SD, General Records, Special Assistant to the Secretary for
Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic energy matters,
1944-63, lot-files no. 57 D 688, IAEA, 10 B. 8, vol. V, "IAEA
negotiations","Note from Soviet Embassy", dated 20 March 1956.

134NA, SD, Central files, 298.1901-IAEA/2-455, memorandum of
conversation of 2 March 1956.
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The Soviet delegation was not convinced by the American

arguments. And given that the Soviet delegation was generally

very co-operative during the 12-power negotiations, the United

States apparently felt it necessary and worthwhile to meet the

Russians halfway on the issue of the primacy of national

sovereignty.135 They consequently agreed to a text which

underlined the sovereign rights of the member states of the

Agency.136

However, the United Kingdom found the compromise text

unacceptable. The British considered it an impossible situation

if a given country were to be able to plead "sovereign rights" as

an excuse for not fulfilling its commitments. A situation could

arise where an Agency inspector was denied access to

information or plant on the pretext that it was harmful to

national interests.137 They therefore felt that it should be made

clear that commitments agreed in the Statute constituted a

derogation of national sovereignty, and they suggested a text

135Ibid.

136The text read: "The activities of the Agency shall be carried out
consistently with agreements concluded between a State or group of
States and the Agency, having due regard for the observance of the
sovereign rights of the States members of the Agency", see NA, SD,
General Records, Special Assistant to the Secretary for energy and outer
space: Records relating to atomic energy matters, 1944-63, lot-files no.
57 D 688, IAEA, box no. 96, 10 G, "IAEA. Preparatory Comm. 1956-
57. 3. Legislative Presentation Book, part 2 of 2, "Comparison of the
Articles of the IAEA Statute", dated 28 January 1957.

137PRO, FO 371/123088, "IAEA. Memorandum by the Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs".
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accordingly. This text was adopted by a majority at the 12-

power meeting.

At the final conference in New York, the question of

voluntary relinquishment of sovereignty through the Statute

became one of the most hotly debated issues. The Soviets and

the Czechs had made it clear before the start of the conference

that they had reservations on this point. At the conference, the

Polish delegation put forward an amendment, proposing that

the activities of the Agency and the application of the Statute

should be subordinated to the respect for the "sovereign rights"

of member states. The text adopted by the 12-power group

reflected the opposite view, namely that the observation of

sovereign rights must be regarded as subordinate to the

provisions of the Statute.

Most of the participating countries made statements

regarding this issue. Statements on the supremacy of

sovereignty were for instance made by the Soviet Union,

Czechoslovakia, Ceylon, India, Mexico, and Poland. In

defence of her amendment, Poland stated that the wording of

the text adopted by the 12-power meeting would subject states

not only to the accepted provisions of the Statute, but also to

"unknown conditions in as yet unknown agreements."138

138NA, SD, General Records, Special Assistant to the Secretary for
Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic energy matters,
1944-63, lot-files no. 57 D 688, IAEA, box no. 96, 10 G, "IAEA.
Preparatory Comm. 1956-57. 3. Legislative Presentation Book, part 2 of
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The British ambassador, Sir Pierson Dixon, argued that in

this century a new conception of sovereignty had come to

replace the thinking of the 19th century. This new conception

of international responsibility and interdependence between

nations had been born as a result of the emergence of new

nations and the contraction of the world through the

development of communications and economic links between

countries.139 A majority of the participating countries accepted

the fact that the IAEA treaty would imply a partial surrender

of sovereignty. The British view got particularly strong

support from certain nations, including Australia, the

Netherlands, the Scandinavian countries, Vietnam, and the

Philippines. When put to the vote, the Polish amendment was

defeated (34 against, 21 for, and 25 abstentions). In the end the

sponsoring powers accepted a minor addition to the original

text,140 which made it more acceptable to the Soviet bloc

without weakening its effect.141

2, "Comparison of the Articles of the IAEA Statute", dated 28 January
1957.

139PRO, FO 371/123092, IAEA/CS/OR.5.

140The final text (Article III, D) reads: "Subject to the provisions of this
Statute and to the terms of agreements concluded between a State or a
group of States and the Agency which shall be in accordance with the
provisions of the Statute, the activities of the Agency shall be carried
out with due observance of the sovereign rights of States."

141PRO, FO 371/123099, "Report on the Conference on the Statute...".
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Conclusions

Besides the wish to halt the nuclear arms race, the main driving

force behind the worldwide acceptance of Eisenhower's

"Atoms for Peace" plan seems to have been a strong belief in

the value of nuclear industrialisation. The belief in the benefits

of nuclear energy made recipient countries willing to accept

the conditions attached to receiving help from the

International Atomic Energy Agency. Thus a recipient

country would give a guarantee that IAEA assisted projects

would not be used for military purposes, and a recipient

country would have to abide by the safeguards provisions of

the Statute. These conditions were to a large extent stipulated

by the supplier countries. Thus the nuclear powers' wish to

reduce the danger of the spread of plutonium led to the

inclusion of the Agency's right to control chemical processing,

and to the inclusion of the Agency's right of pursuit of

plutonium produced in IAEA assisted projects. The definition

of source material as a control object was due to Canadian

insistence. Canada wanted equal commercial conditions for the

international uranium trade. Once the supplier countries had

agreed among themselves on the need for safeguards, and had

reached some kind of understanding that it would be necessary

to extend the safeguards provisions to bilateral agreements as

well as to Agency assisted projects, the receiving countries had

in fact no choice but to accept auditing and inspections if they

wanted assistance.
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Against this background, it becomes clear that the Soviet

and British insistence on control of fissile materials, as well as

France's decision to publish her methods for the extraction of

plutonium, were of tremendous importance to the outcome of

the negotiations. The essence of the control system was the

accountability of fissile materials involved in IAEA assisted

projects. The Soviet Union may well have found it easy to

accept the safeguards system of the IAEA: a system of auditing

and inspections was very much in line with the proposals put

forward by Andrej Gromyko during the discussions of the

Majority Plan from 1946 to 1948 in the UN Atomic Energy

Commission. Furthermore, the fact that only countries at the

receiving end would be inspected, meant that the Soviet Union

along with the other nuclear powers could avoid inspections if

she wanted to. Still, the Soviet insistence on subordinating the

provisions of the Statute to the principle of sovereign rights

seems to indicate that the Russians did have misgivings about

relinquishing any power, however small, to an international

organisation. If the Soviet proposal had been accepted, it might

well have undermined the whole safeguards regime. A Soviet

proposal that restricted the financial commitments of member

countries did go through, however, and the fact that, apart

from administrative expenses, the member countries only

contribute money on a voluntary basis to the Agency has

probably been a major factor in curtailing the activities of the

Agency.
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Indeed, the factors that most limited the powers of the

Agency seem to a large extent to have been decided upon early

in the negotiations, that is during the discussions among the

supplier countries. A major limiting factor was the

superpowers' refusal to accept IAEA inspections of their own

civilian nuclear plants. This refusal meant that it became

impossible to ask for IAEA safeguards on national unassisted

nuclear projects. It was also seen as a politically impossible task

to make countries voluntarily renounce their right to make

nuclear weapons. And in the Conference on the Statute a

French insistence on the right to use nuclear power for ship

propulsion, and to receive Agency assistance for this purpose,

was accepted.

The discriminatory aspects of the Statute, the Indian and

West European fear of IAEA interference in national

programmes, and their fear of infringement of the rights of

private industry, all had the effect of further weakening the

safeguards regime. Thus it was decided that records would only

be kept of source and fissile materials that were in a

safeguarded project or arrangement; that the IAEA would have

the right to approve design only with a view to ensure that the

design would not further any military purpose; and that it

would permit the effective application of safeguards. It was,

furthermore, agreed that the inspected state would be allowed

to have the Agency's inspectors accompanied by national

representatives; and that the conditions under which the
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Agency could require the deposit of any surplus of fissile

material would be restricted.

The Third World countries also managed to broaden the

composition of the Board and to transfer powers from the

Board to the General Conference. These alterations did not

change the fact that the Statute concentrated the executive

power in the Board of Governors rather than in the General

Conference. The Agency apparently became a competent

and technical body, as the sponsoring powers had intended,

but limited in its scope of action, both with regard to financial

commitments and safeguards.

142 David Fischer has pointed out that the division of power amongst
the two governing bodies differentiated the IAEA from most of the
specialised agencies of the United Nations, see David Fischer, A History
of the International Atomic Energy Agency: The first Forty Years,
forthcoming.
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CHAPTER II

The IAEA 1961 Safeguards

Document (INFCIRC/26)

In January 1961 the IAEA Board of Governors endorsed the

Agency's first safeguards document by a majority decision.

The development of the document had been a very gradual

process - conducted in many fora, both formal and informal

ones. This chapter will analyse that process.

IAEA versus Euratom

In practical terms, the IAEA had started to prepare for this

process in the summer of 1958 when the Agency by a majority

decision of the Board established its safeguards division and

appointed a Canadian, Roger Marshal Smith, as Director of

safeguards. The establishment of the safeguards division

meant that there was a staff that could develop safeguards

studies. Well before Smith was formally appointed, he had

already had preliminary talks with the Americans and the

British in Washington in order to prepare for a safeguard study

to be developed by his staff. The decision to work out a

143 Imber 1982 : 122-123.
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safeguards document was formally approved by the IAEA

General Conference in its annual meeting in October 1958.

The Japanese government proposed two initiatives at the

General Conference which deliberately forced the safeguards

issue. Firstly, the Japanese announced their intention to buy

three tons of natural uranium from the IAEA. The requested

uranium was to fuel a research reactor that would produce

three kilograms of plutonium on an annual basis, and

safeguards were therefore called for.144 Secondly they let it be

known that they intended to ask for the transfer of the United

States-Japan bilateral nuclear agreement to IAEA controls.

This Japanese request and the positive answer to it from the

IAEA have rightly been seen as a watershed in the history of

IAEA safeguards, because it provided the Agency with an

excuse to speed up the work on a safeguards document in spite

of resistance from Board members such as India and the Soviet

Union. The Americans had encouraged the Japanese to ask the

IAEA to take over the safeguard controls of the United States-

Japan agreement. The Americans knew full well that such a

transfer would be in accordance with Japanese wishes. The

Japanese negotiators had in fact insisted on IAEA safeguard

controls during bilateral negotiations on the United States-

Japan nuclear trade agreement, but the Americans had been

unwilling to accommodate the Japanese. These negotiations, as

144McKnight 1971:46.
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well as the negotiations on a similar United Kingdom-Japan

trade agreement,145 had been very difficult because the Japanese

resented having to accept inspections by a foreign power. The

international status of the IAEA apparently meant that control

conducted by the Agency was more acceptable to the Japanese.

Foreign inspection and controls were seen as an infringement

of national sovereignty, and the Japanese government

maintained that they needed to enact new legislation in order

to authorise foreign inspectors to carry out their assignments

on Japanese territory. The Japanese government was reluctant

to introduce such legislation in the Diet, the Japanese national

assembly, for fear that the Socialists might cause trouble.146

The Japanese were particularly opposed to the extension of

controls over second and later generations of plutonium.147

Both the British and the Americans had, on the other hand,

been very reluctant to transfer control of a bilateral agreement

to the IAEA as long as the Agency had not got a safeguards

system in place.

145NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D688, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 1944-63, 12 Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18
Safeguards, 1957. part 1 of 2, incoming telegram of 4 October 1957
from US Embassy, London, to State Department.

146Ibid.

147NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D688, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 1944-63, 12 Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18
Safeguards, 1957, part 1 of 2, incoming telegram of 16 October 1957
from US Embassy, London, to Secretary of State.
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The American change of heart in the summer of 1958

regarding IAEA controls reflected a desire on the part of the

American government to enhance the stature of the IAEA in

the world. Another factor which also mattered was the fact

that bilateral safeguards were very demanding in terms of the

human resources available to the US Atomic Energy

Commission.148 Since 1954 safeguards had been a standard

requirement of bilateral nuclear agreements between the

United States and recipient countries. These agreements also

contained a proviso to the effect that the safeguards function

might be transferred to the IAEA at a later stage. In the course

of the preparations for the 2nd General Conference of the

IAEA which was due to open on 22 September, it was realised

that the IAEA was in a very weak position, and that the lack

of interest in the Agency world-wide was more than anything

else a consequence of the United States policy towards the

Agency. In July 1958 the American representative to the

IAEA, Robert W. McKinney, held a number of talks with

representatives of key member states that were sceptical

towards the Agency. The message he received was unanimous.

They all questioned the intentions of the United States with

respect to the Agency. They expressed doubt about the

Agency's likelihood of serving a practical purpose, except

perhaps in the area of training. With regard to trade and

148David Fischer has pointed this factor out to the author.
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assistance, the United States was widely seen to prefer bilateral

or regional arrangements to Agency-administered ones. The

Soviet Governor, Vassili Emelyanov, made it clear that since

the United States had come up with the idea of creating the

Agency and had insisted on appointing an American as

Director General, it also carried the responsibility for the

Agency's success or failure.149 Meeting the new Chairman of

the US Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), John A. McCone,

in Geneva in September, Emelyanov reiterated his concern

about the IAEA.150 Lesser powers thought the IAEA generally

lacked big power support. In the course of the autumn of 1958

both the Canadian member of the IAEA Board151 and a high

official of the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs told the

Americans that in their view the fundamental weakness of the

IAEA was lack of support from the major powers. The Italian

official said that he felt the United States was more interested

in bilateral agreements and in Euratom than in the IAEA. The

American policy had also influenced the Italian attitude to the

Agency in a negative way.152 In November the US State

Department said it had gained the impression that there were

149NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA/7-2658, enclosure to letter of
26 July from McKinney to Dulles.

150NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA/9-358, telegram of 4
September 1958 from McCone (Geneva) to Secretary of State.

151NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA/9-958, telegram of 9
September 1958 from McKinney (Geneva) to Secretary of State.
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governments "which [might] believe that US interest in and

support for the IAEA [was] marginal".153

There was one reason in particular why so many countries

felt like this in the summer and autumn of 1958, and that

reason was the United States-Euratom agreement on co-

operation in the civilian nuclear energy field, which was made

public in June 1958. This agreement was perceived by many

countries as being detrimental to the function of the IAEA.

The Euratom countries represented the industrially most

advanced countries in the world apart from the superpowers.

The United States-Euratom agreement meant that the whole

area would be fuelled by the Americans and not by the IAEA.

And what was even worse: the Americans accepted that

Euratom would establish its own control- and inspection

system to verify that fuel imported from the USA would only

be used for peaceful purposes. This did not mean that the

Americans accepted the principle of national self-inspection,

which the Indian government had advocated all through the

negotiations of the IAEA Statute, but they did accept what was

generally called Euratom self-inspection, i.e. a international

kind of self-inspection on a regional basis. The United States-

Euratom agreement therefore went against the universal

152NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA/l 1-2858, Department of State
instruction of 28 November 1958.

153Ibid.
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control system of the IAEA.The American representative to

the IAEA, Robert McKinney, was already in May 1958

convinced that if the Americans accepted Euratom self-control,

the chances of securing a wider safeguards system through the

IAEA were small. He based his judgment on talks with

representatives of non-Euratom Western European countries.

In these talks it appeared that all of them thought there would

be no chance of obtaining an effective international system if

the Euratom demand was met.154

The US government was fully aware of the fact that the

Euratom self-control represented a departure from of the

international system. Already in August 1956, J. Robert

Schaetzel, one of the most eager supporters within the US

administration of Jean Monnet's efforts to create a

supranational European atomic energy organisation, wrote to

the American ambassador to the European Coal and Steel

Community in Luxembourg, Walton Butterworth, that there

was a "degree of conflict unavoidably implicit between

American objectives regarding Euratom and those regarding

the IAEA".155 He referred explicitly to fuel supply and

safeguard controls as potential bones of contention. But at this

154PRO, FO 371/135517, letter of 9 May 1958 from Michaels (Atomic
Energy Office) to Cape (Foreign Office).

155NA, SD, General Records, Lot-files, Bureau of European Affairs,
Office of Atlantic political and economic affairs: Records relating to
atomic energy matters, 1956-1963, box 4, letter of 14 August 1956 from
Schaetzel to Butterworth.
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early stage, the Americans apparently thought the dilemma

could be overcome if Euratom developed an "airtight" control

system that might be supplemented with occasional audits

administered either by the United States or the IAEA.156 As it

happened Monnet and his supporters refused to accept any

kind of external controls. One of the main attractions attached

to Euratom from a European point of view was that it was

possible to avoid external inspections, and thus one could be

treated on an equal footing with other major nuclear energy

producing powers in the West, i.e. the United Kingdom and

Canada. The fact that the Americans had given Britain

preferential treatment where nuclear energy was concerned

had caused a great deal of resentment, particularly in France,

and not least in the French Commissariat a l'Energie

Atomique.

These were the kinds of arguments that were put forward

by the State Department's Bureau of European Affairs in its

defence of the United States-Euratom agreement in the spring

of 1958. In a memorandum to the President's Special Assistant

for atomic energy matters, Philip Farley, the European Bureau

stated that it was its "considered political judgement" that the

Euratom Commission could not accept a status with regard to

safeguards which was inferior to that afforded by the United

Kingdom and Canada in their bilateral agreements with the

156Ibid.
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United States. The memorandum, furthermore, underscored

that the United States' government had been a firm supporter

of the European integration movement and that the objective

of the United States-Euratom agreement was to bolster the

Commission against entrenched national forces that resented

all supranational structures. The European Bureau therefore

advised the American government to content itself with a

guarantee from the Commission to the effect that any material

received from the United States would be used exclusively for

peaceful purposes.157

In order to help create a supranational organisation in

Western Europe the American government was thus willing to

sacrifice the principle of universal nuclear energy control. This

was not the only bitter pill it was willing to swallow in order

to see Euratom established as a self-reliant organisation.

Another major stumbling block was having to accept that

Euratom was not a hindrance for military nuclear

development on a national basis in Western Europe. Without

this last compromise, France would never have become a

member.158 What the United States wanted was a strong

Europe that could stand on her feet as a real power in the

157NA, SD, General Records, Lot-files, Bureau of European Affairs,
Office of Atlantic political and economic affairs: Records relating to
atomic energy matters, 1956-1963, memorandum entitled "US-Euratom
relationships with respect to safeguards" of 12 March 1958 from Burke
Elbrick to Farley.

158Duchene 1994: 302-304.
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world. During a visit in February 1957 of the so-called "Three

Wise Men", Lois Armand, Franz Etzel, and Francesco

Giordani,159 to Washington, Eisenhower spoke of the

importance of European unity. He expressed the hope that

economic unification would be followed by political

unification, and that Europe would emerge as a "'third world

power' that would help the world withstand Communist

domination".160 One stepping-stone in this process was to

bring the Federal Republic more closely into the Western

community by introducing new and strong institutional

structures.161

But political integration and in particular the tying-in of the

Federal Republic were not only seen as a means to bolster

Europe against new enemies, they were at least as much seen as

a means to bridge the gap between the two arch-rivals, France

and Germany.162 In the nuclear energy field there was a desire

159The committee of the "Three Wise Men" was formally established by
the foreign ministers of the six Euratom countries in Brussels on 16
November 1956. The task of the committee was to design a programme
for the production of nuclear energy in the Euratom area, see Winand
1993: 93.

160 Quoted from Winand 1993: 97.

161NA, SD, General Records, Lot-files, Bureau of European Affairs,
Office of Atlantic political and economic affairs: Records relating to
atomic energy matters, 1956-1963, box 4, folder "background data",
"Informal summary minutes of discussion on peaceful uses of atomic
energy and European integration, afternoon session" of 22 September
1955.

162Ibid.
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to create relations between the two powers that would forestall

a Franco-German nuclear arms race.163 In other words the

Americans feared that if France developed nuclear weapons the

Federal Republic would want to do the same. This was the

reason why the Americans put such great emphasis on

establishing Euratom as a supranational atomic energy

organisation. Only through a strong supranational structure

was it believed one could achieve "a real fusion of Franco-

German interests".164 In analysing the motives of Dulles and

Eisenhower and the small group of civil servants in the State

Department that formulated the American policy towards

Euratom, Francois Duchene, Monnet's biographer, concludes

that their actions revealed a determination "to give every

possible politically efficient help to the revival of European

integration".165 And they agreed with Monnet that the atomic

energy field was the most promising arena for a supranational

organisation. The reason for this perception was that there

were few vested interests in this field compared with other

important economic sectors, and secondly that it was a sector

with an extremely promising future.

163NA, SD, General Records, Lot-files, Bureau of European Affairs,
Office of Atlantic political and economic affairs: Records relating to
atomic energy matters, 1956-1963, box 1, memorandum of 24 February
1956 regarding "Atomic Energy and European integration: Alternatives
to Euratom".

164Ibid.

165Duchene 1994: 303.
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Thus the State Department did all it could to influence the

creation of Euratom. The American ambassador to Bonn was,

for instance, decisive in persuading the German Chancellor

Adenauer to support Monnet's vision of Euratom, although

influential ministers in Adenauer's cabinet, like Franz Josef

Strauss and Ludvig Erhard, wanted a nuclear energy

development on a national basis, as indeed did leading German

industrialists. Although the Americans were careful not to

appear in public as being a too active participant in the

planning of Euratom, behind the scenes, they were already in

1955-56 actively preparing their own contribution to the

establishment of Euratom. In late 1955 the US Atomic Energy

Commission was set to come up with proposals on how to

offer American aid to Euratom that might decisively influence

its creation.166 Preliminary reports in early 1956 suggested that

the Americans would have few difficulties in giving large

amounts of technical assistance except with regard to gaseous

diffusion technology.167 Eventually it was agreed that the AEC

would help Euratom construct six large nuclear power reactors

to be operational in 1961-62. These would be American type

light water reactors using enriched uranium for fuel. The

agreement gave the Americans the opportunity to test

American style reactors on the European market where

166Op.cit., memorandum of 24 February 1956 regarding "Atomic
Energy and European integration: Alternatives to Euratom".

167Ibid.
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conventional energy was more expensive and nuclear energy

consequently more competitive than in the United States.168

Using Europe as a test ground for American technology was

also seen as a way to by-pass the internal American debate on

whether nuclear energy development should be the task of

private or public industry.169

Following the establishment of Euratom in 1957, a

working-party consisting of American and Euratom officials

met in Luxembourg from 20 March until 3 April 1958 to lay

the basis for the United States-Euratom agreement. During the

meeting the participants were unable to come to an agreement

on the question of safeguards. At issue was the question

whether fuel supplied from the United States should be

accompanied by the operation of accountability procedures

administered by either the IAEA or the United States.170 The

AEC was insisting on external controls, and the chairman of

the AEC, Admiral Strauss, alerted his friend the Director

168Winand 1993: 94.

169NA, SD, General Records, Lot-files, Bureau of European Affairs,
Office of Atlantic political and economic affairs: Records relating to
atomic energy matters, 1956-1963, box 1, draft memorandum to the
President from Dulles and Strauss regarding "US Support of the
European Energy Community", dated 20 November 1957.

170NA, SD, General Records, Lot-files, Bureau of European Affairs,
Office of Atlantic political and economic affairs: Records relating to
atomic energy matters, 1956-1963, box 4, draft memorandum of 8 April
1958 from Farley to Dulles regarding "Safeguards and control over
material to be made available to Euratom in connection with the joint
US-Euratom Nuclear Power Program".
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General of the IAEA, Sterling Cole, to the imminent grant of

self-control to Euratom.

In mid-May Cole wrote directly to Eisenhower trying to

convince him of the wisdom of sticking to the principle of a

universal control system. Cole made it clear he feared the

consequences of Euratom self-controls for the "effectiveness"

of the IAEA, and he advised the president to make the IAEA

responsible for any "safeguards or accountability aspects of

Euratom".171 Cole also wrote to Strauss on the same matter,

who in turn wrote to Dulles.172

In the wake of Cole's letters certain changes in the language

of the United States-Euratom agreement were negotiated.

Euratom agreed to assure that the Euratom safeguard and

control system should be "reasonably compatible" with that of

the IAEA. Further talks between Cole and the deputy

chairman of the AEC, Cook, resulted in a provision which

would give the IAEA a first option, after Euratom's own

requirements were met, on plutonium produced in the joint

programme.173 In early June a number of meetings were held

in Washington between representatives of the IAEA , Euratom

171FRUS, 1958-60, vol. VII, part 1, no. 20, letter of 15 May 1958 from
Cole to Eisenhower.

172FRUS, 1958-60, vol. VII, part 1, no. 22, see footnote.

173NA, SD, General Records, Lot-files, Bureau of European Affairs,
Office of Atlantic political and economic affairs: Records relating to
atomic energy matters, 1956-1963, box 4, memorandum of 20 May 1958
from Farley to Dulles, through Herter.
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and the Americans. The purpose of these meetings was to agree

on the wording of letters that were to be exchanged in

conjunction with the United States-Euratom agreement. Cole

was pressing for a promise that the Euratom programme

would be put under IAEA safeguards if and when a universal

IAEA control system was established.174

An understanding was apparently reached on 11 June 1958.

It contained two main points. The parties would be allowed to

verify "the effectiveness of the safeguards and control systems

applied to nuclear materials received from the other Party or

to fissionable materials derived from these materials".175 The

parties also agreed that in the event of an IAEA control

system, they would consult "regarding assumption by that

Agency of the safeguards and control over the fissionable

material utilized or produced in implementation of the

program contemplated by the Memorandum of

Understanding".176 In other words, Cole only got a vague

declaration of intent. The Euratom countries were categorical

in their refusal to accept external controls, and it was clear that

they were even more reluctant to accept IAEA controls than

controls administered by the Americans. The fundamental

political division of Europe between the East and the West

174FRUS, 1958-60, vol. VII, part 1, no. 24, editorial note.

175Ibid.

176Ibid.
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made the Western Europeans adamant not to allow inspectors

from the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe into their nuclear

energy plants.177

Cole's letters had contributed in highlighting the lack of

achievement of the IAEA, however. A State Department

memorandum of 29 May 1958 concluded in this way:

The issues raised by the Cole letters must be separated from the

Euratom program and certainly not delay its execution. We should

instead address ourselves to Mr. Cole's real problem: 'What can we do

to help the Agency achieve its own goals?'.178

While working hard to establish both the IAEA and

Euratom in the mid 1950s the American government had in

fact pursued two lines of policy that to a certain extent were in

conflict with one another. When the Americans in 1958 chose

to support Euratom to the extent that it was bound to have

detrimental effects on the efforts to create a universal

safeguards regime under the aegis of the IAEA, a choice was

made of the one line of policy over the other. The choice that

was made seemed to reflect major historical experiences of the

177NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D688, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, HI8. Safeguards,
1958, part 3 of 3, memorandum for the Acting Secretary of 6 May 1958
from Richard C. Breithut.

178NA, SD, General Records, Lot-files, Bureau of European Affairs,
Office of Atlantic political and economic affairs: Records relating to
atomic energy matters, 1956-1963, box 4, memorandum of 29 May 1958
from B.E.L. Timmons to Mr. Elbrick (written by Arthur Hartman and
cleared by J. Robert Schaetzel).
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first half of the 20th century. Firstly, it reflected the experience

of two world wars and a wish to avoid the age-old German-

French antagonism leading to a nuclear arms race. Secondly, it

reflected the ideological division of the industrialised world

which had resulted from the Russian revolution, and a wish

for a strong Western Europe that could function as a bolster

against communism. Compared to the deep-set existing

conflicts, the potential destructiveness of nuclear energy

apparently took second place in the consciousness of the

American decision-makers.

As testified by the reports from McKinney in Vienna, the

effect of the United States-Euratom agreement on other IAEA

members was immediate, as McKinney had predicted it would

be in May. Over the summer the State Department and the

AEC set down a task force under McKinney's chairmanship to

develop a positive position for the United States to present at

the IAEA General Conference. The task force apparently ran

into trouble in coming up with concrete proposals for

strengthening the function of the IAEA. One reason for this

was that the need for the services of the IAEA was slight. In an

internal discussion paper the State Department said that "it was

recognized that the actual establishment of operating power

installations on an economic basis, particularly in

underdeveloped areas, [was] at best a long-range project fraught

with technological and financial difficulties of great magnitude.

Nevertheless, we should continue to emphasize in the Agency
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the objective of the development of nuclear power on an

economic basis and move toward it in a sound and meaningful

way".179 They eventually came up with two answers.

One way was to support the establishment of a scientific

advisory committee at the IAEA. The idea had been launched

at the 1st General Conference of the IAEA in 1957 by the

director of the Norwegian Institute for Atomic Energy,

Gunnar Randers, who was also special adviser on atomic

energy matters to the UN Secretary General, Dag

Hammerschold. At that conference, the scientific members had

experienced a growing frustration because the Conference

tended to concentrate on procedural and organisational matters

to the detriment of technical and scientific issues. The United

States insistence on appointing an American politician as the

first Director General of the Agency, and the United States

unwillingness to accept Homi Bhabha as President of the

Conference contributed to the political aspects of the Agency

being emphasised.180 In short, individuals and countries which

took a technical interest in the Agency wanted the Agency to

develop a sound and constructive programme. Such wishes

179NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA/8-2858, Department of State
Minute of 28 August to the Acting Secretary regarding "United States
Position on Nuclear Power at the IAEA Conference".

180FRUS, 1955-1957, vol. XX, Regulation of Armaments; Atomic
Energy, "Confidential Report of the United States Delegation to the
First Meeting of the General Conference and the Board of Governors of
the International Atomic Energy Agency, October 1-23, 1957", pp. 741-
753.
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were repeated to McKinney in the talks he had with other

representatives to the Agency, including Vassili Emelyanov, in

July 1958. The scientific advisory committee was established

by general consensus at the General Conference held in the

autumn that year.

The establishment of a safeguards system was perceived as a

second means to add purpose to the IAEA, not least because it

would permit the transfer of bilateral nuclear trade agreements

to IAEA control, like the Japanese Government had asked for.

Consequently, the Japanese were pleased to raise the issue at

the General Conference, and set the drafting process in

motion.

IAEA safeguards as a standard for bilateral nuclear

trade?

The efforts to develop an international safeguards system was

closely linked to the need for a uniform standard for

safeguarding bilateral nuclear trade. This need arose because

nuclear trade was in fact not handled through the IAEA, but

on a bilateral basis. When the United States, the United

Kingdom, and Canada in late 1956 started to talk about the

best way to implement the safeguards provisions of the IAEA

Statute, the three countries rapidly agreed that it was also vital

to apply to bilateral agreements safeguards provisions
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consistent with Article XII of the Statute.181 There seems to

have been a general agreement that different countries must

more or less abide by the same rules, and that the safeguards

system would only be as effective as the weakest link in the

supplier chain. For this reason, Robert McKinney had warned

against the establishment of a special Euratom inspection

system. He and other proponents of a strict safeguards line of

policy argued the importance of a single inspection system

throughout the world, whether the control in question was the

result of IAEA supply, a bilateral agreement or a regional

arrangement.182

In order to promote such a development efforts were made

to persuade South Africa and Australia to join the "common

front" in respect to safeguards. They were drawn into the

discussions because of their position as the world's largest

uranium exporters besides Canada and the United States. The

uranium market was at this point in time undergoing quite a

dramatic change. The former uranium deficit in the world

market was gradually being replaced by a uranium surplus.183

At the same time, more countries were making a serious effort

181PRO, FO 371/135516, Aide Memoire.

182NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18 Safeguards,
1957, part 1 of 2, telegram of 14 August 1957 from State Department to
US Embassy, Paris (Smith to Eisenburgh).

183Skogmar 1979: 110.
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to develop a national nuclear energy industry, resulting in

more buyers in the international uranium market. In mid-1957

it was known, for example, that the Japanese as well as the

West Germans had asked South Africa to provide them with

uranium. This development made the Americans and the

Canadians, in particular, eager to make all the uranium

suppliers commit themselves to apply safeguards to bilateral

trade agreements, similarly to the US requirement since 1954.

When an Agency safeguards regime eventually was in place,

these bilateral safeguards arrangements could be transferred to

the IAEA.184 As we have seen, a deal between Canada and

France had been cancelled in 1956 because the Canadians had

refused to sell without safeguards. After refusing to buy from

the Canadians, the French approached the Australians on the

same errand.185 When South Africa and Australia emerged as

serious competitors to Canada in the uranium market, the

Canadians were much concerned that the newcomers might

"undermine" the Canadian position. The South Africans and

the Australians were reluctant to bind themselves to any

formal agreements^ but in the autumn of 1957, they promised

184NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18 Safeguards,
1957, part 1 of 2, "Draft position paper. 'International sales of source
material'", enclosed in covering letter of 15 August 1957 from US AEC
to State Department (Hall to Smith).

185Ibid.
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to consult with the United States, the United Kingdom, and

Canada prior to entering into agreements or contracts for the

supply of uranium to other governments. They furthermore

agreed to take part in discussions about the scope and practical

means of implementing a safeguards system, whether this

system would cover supply by the IAEA or supply from one

country to another on a bilateral basis.186

For economic reasons Australia and South Africa were not

keen to accept measures that might affect their ability to sell

their uranium.187 In addition, the idea of imposing control

measures on other countries made them feel uncomfortable,

and they very much wanted to avoid having to establish a

national control apparatus. Thus, when the so-called Ottawa

powers (the United States, the United Kingdom, Canada,

Australia and South Africa) met in March 1959 to prepare for

the discussions on safeguards in the IAEA Board, they

generally agreed that it was preferable to leave the operation of

controls to a supranational organisation.188

The lukewarm support of South Africa and Australia for

international safeguards, was symptomatic of the mixed

186PRO, FO 371/135516, Aide Memoire.

187PRO, FO 371/135516, letter of 10 January 1958 from FO to UK
Embassy, Washington.

188PRO, FO/371, 140594, records from five-power discussions in
London in February-March 1959 regarding "safeguards on nuclear
exports", see in particular records from the 3rd meeting, 27 February
1959.
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feelings that this question arose in the international

community. On the one extreme, there were countries like the

United States and Canada, more reluctantly supported by the

United Kingdom, Australia and South Africa, which strongly

advocated the need for safeguards. At the other extreme, there

was India, supported by countries like Indonesia and the

United Arab Republic (Egypt), which was adamantly opposed

to the kind of safeguards system that was under discussion, if

not to safeguards in principle. India's position was that it was

sufficient for a recipient state to give an assurance not to divert

imported materials and equipment to military use. The Indians

further maintained that the proposed system was

discriminatory, because it would in practice not apply to all

countries. Whereas the most industrialised countries could do

without assistance from the IAEA, and therefore could avoid

international control, the developing countries which were

dependent on such assistance, had no way of avoiding external

control. This view was to a larger or smaller degree shared by

many countries. Countries which found the system

discriminatory, but still accepted that safeguards were

necessary, included Scandinavian countries such as Norway

and (more reluctantly) Sweden, and Latin American countries,

like Brazil. There can be little doubt that such countries,

which more or less hesitantly accepted the establishment of an

IAEA safeguards regime, influenced the outcome of the

safeguards discussions by refusing to accept a "foolproof"
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safeguards system. For instance, when the Norwegian

physicist, Gunnar Randers, was asked to chair the working

group set down by the Board in January 1960 to make a

redraft of the safeguards document, a representative of the

Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs made it clear to the

Americans that Randers would only be permitted to accept

this position on the condition that the aim was a politically

"realistic" system, and not a technically perfect one.189

The Norwegians did not in fact see much point in

elaborating a safeguards system at this stage, because they

thought the practical use of it would be extremely limited.

They seem to have accepted it mainly because of American

pressure, and because they to a certain extent recognised that a

safeguards regime might be valuable in relation to a general

disarmament agreement.190 At this time, the French bomb was

virtually a given, and the Chinese bomb programme was

generally known. There was a lot of talk about the Nth

country problem. Gaining experience in the control of nuclear

plants could in this perspective be interpreted as an important

prerequisite for implementing disarmament measures at a later

stage.

189UD, 26.18/11,1, "Notat. Oversikt over styrem0te i Det
Internasjonale Atomenergibyra i Wien 12-21. januar 1960.
Atomkontroll" (Report of the Norwegian participants to the IAEA
Board of Governors' meeting, 12-21 January 1960).

190Ibid.
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But in spite of the recognition of such higher goals, there

was a lot of resentment, due to the fact that the most advanced

countries would not be affected by the establishment of an

IAEA safeguards regime. It was well known that the Russians

would not allow inspections to take place on Soviet territory

or in Eastern Europe. There was every reason to believe that

the Western nuclear powers likewise would avoid serious

control measures on their territories. The United States was

the only country with a control apparatus in place, but the

Americans exempted the United Kingdom and Canada from

controls. The United Kingdom in turn exempted all the

Ottawa powers from controls in connection with nuclear

trade, and in the course of the discussions in early 1959, it

became clear that they intended to continue to make

exemptions for the old Commonwealth countries.191 This had

to do with the fact that they were themselves dependent on

uranium import for their military programme. Furthermore,

the Euratom agreement was widely interpreted as a way to

exempt the Euratom area from international controls. This

especially infuriated the Russians, who in particular criticised

the fact that the Statute of Euratom did not prevent a member

country from developing nuclear weapons. Also non-European

countries reacted badly to the United States-Euratom

agreement's granting of self-inspection to the Euratom

191PRO, FO 371/140595, letter of 23 April 1959 from Board of Trade
to Foreign Office.
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countries. The South African IAEA Governor, Donald Sole,

repeatedly stressed that in the face of such concessions to the

West Europeans, non-European countries would be reluctant

to accept stricter safeguards.192 The fact that the Euratom

Statute did not prevent a member country from going nuclear

had been a concession to the French, who had made it clear

that they would not accept any inspections of their military

plants. But even more than a French bomb, the Russians and

others feared the development of a German bomb. The first

Soviet interpretation of the Euratom Statute was that it was a

device to hide French/German collaboration in the

construction of a uranium enrichment plant, the ultimate

purpose of which was to permit the Germans to manufacture

nuclear weapons.193 Given all these prevailing exemptions,

there were not that many countries left to control. This was

the situation that India and other countries perceived as being

discriminatory, and which India in particular refused to bow

to. At the IAEA General Conference in 1959, Bhabha made a

point of the fact that the efficiency of the control system was

192PRO, FO 371/140594, records from five-power discussions in
London in February-March 1959, see in particular records from the 1st
meeting, 26 February 1959.

193PRO, FO 371/135517, letter of 9 May 1958 from Atomic Energy
Office to Foreign Office (Michaels to Cape).
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not only a question of the strictness of the system, but as much

a question of the coverage of the system.194

The limited practical value of the proposed safeguards

system was probably also one of the reasons why the Russians

apparently did not feel a great need for international safeguards

at this stage. The Soviet attitude throughout the discussions of

the first IAEA safeguards document was equivocal, and

puzzled Western observers.195 Publicly, the Soviet

representatives declared that they did not see a great need for

safeguards, and they supported Indian claims that the proposed

safeguards were discriminatory and threatened national

sovereignty. This was the message that they would usually

communicate at the Board of Governors' meetings and at the

annual General Conferences of the IAEA. On the other hand,

Soviet representatives took part in technical discussions of the

document, and they did not always make a big fuss. During the

first Board discussions of the Secretariat's first draft safeguards

document, in June 1958, they kept quiet during the initial

discussions on technical details while India voiced her

194UD, 26. 6/4c, vol. XIV, Norwegian report from the 3rd General
Conference of the IAEA, 22 September to 3 October 1959.

195PRO, FO 371/140599, "Safeguards on Nuclear exports" (draft
memorandum); PRO, FO 371/140598, records of Western Suppliers'
meeting in London, May 1959, see in particular "Provisional records" of
3rd meeting, 28 May 1959.
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misgivings.196 In private they even suggested to the American

representatives that the Board discussions should be considered

to be the first hearing of the document; that the next hearing

should take place during the next Board meeting in the

autumn, then have a third hearing in January, and during the

spring meeting the Board could vote upon the document.197

The Americans did not like this scenario much, which they

thought too slow,198 but it was in fact not very far from what

was going to happen.

In private conversations with Western diplomats, the Soviet

IAEA Governor, Vassili Emelyanov, would repeatedly say

that the Soviet Union accepted the principle of control, but

did not think the introduction of control measures was

necessary unless the country receiving Agency assistance

possessed a plutonium separation plant.199 Western Governors

noted, however, that the development of a more advanced

nuclear industry in Japan seemed to make the Russians more

196NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18 Safeguards,
June-August 1959, part 1 of 2, telegram of 27 June from US Embassy in
Vienna to State Department.

197Ibid, telegram of 27 June 1959, no 3038, from US Embassy in Vienna
to State Department.

198Ibid.

199See for instance PRO, FO 371/140600, note on discussion with Dr.
Emelyanov at the Rockefeller Institute, 29 October 1959, by Sir John
Cockcroft.
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inclined to accept the necessity of international safeguards on

nuclear trade.200 And the Russians were generally thought to

be very fearful of nuclear developments in the Federal

Republic.201 While the first IAEA safeguards document was

being discussed in Vienna, Emelyanov in fact took part in

secret talks with Isador Rabi (the United States), Sir John

Cockcroft (the United Kingdom), and Bertrand Goldschmidt

(France) with the aim of preparing for the safeguarding of large

nuclear reactors. These talks were abruptly broken off in the

winter of 1960, however.202 Publicly the Russians would

advocate a case-by-case approach to safeguards in Vienna. They

maintained that there was no need for general rules, since the

danger of diversion was limited. Each supply by the Agency

should be treated on its own merits, and the severity of the

safeguards should in each case be made conditional upon the

stage of industrialisation of the recipient country. In regard to

bilateral supply, they maintained the right to treat recipient

countries on an individual basis. This attitude may seem to

suggest that the Soviet preference was for a bilateral approach

to the control issue. Basing the controls on bilateral

200pRO) FO 371/149464, "Brief for the Secretary of State's Discussions
with Mr. Herter and M. Couve de Murville", dated 4 April 1960; PRO,
FO, 371/149464, telegram of 29 April 1960 from FO to Embassy,
Tehran, for Secretary of State.

201Ibid.

202PRO, FO 371/149463, telegram of 19 March 1960 from FO to UK
Embassy in Washington, D.C. regarding Soviet Aide-Memore of 3
March 1960.
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agreements would make it easier to avoid the demand of

external controls of Soviet plants.

The Soviet line of policy with respect to bilateral trade was

in accordance with the French policy. The French were on the

whole not keen on safeguards, but they agreed to support the

development of an IAEA safeguards regime because they

reckoned that they would not need any assistance from the

Agency themselves. But they were dependent on importing

equipment for their military programme, and they were

therefore unwilling to accept safeguards on bilateral trade as a

general rule. In their bilateral trade, they advocated a case-by-

case approach. This French position and the reason for it were

repeatedly spelled out to the British and the Americans when

the latter tried to persuade them to join "the common front"

with regard to safeguards on bilateral trade in connection with

an Indian invitation to tender for the construction of two large

nuclear reactors. The Indian call for tenders created a lot of

tension and put the safeguards policy of the big Western

supplier countries under a huge pressure. The outcome of the

call for tenders was widely seen as decisive for the survival of a

"common front" on safeguards.

Indian nuclear power station

The Indian invitation to tender was not formally announced

until October 1960, after the IAEA General Conference had
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completed its first discussions of the Secretariat's safeguards

draft document. But the Indians let their plans for constructing

one or two large nuclear reactors be known already in the

autumn of 1959. They eventually decided to build a nuclear

power station comprising two nuclear reactors, of 150

megawatts each.203 These reactors represented a huge order at

the time, and a very tempting order in a market where profit

was otherwise scarce. Only a few countries possessed the

know-how and technology to bid. The United States, the

United Kingdom, Canada, and the Soviet Union all had the

necessary expertise. France was also reckoned as a possible

supplier, but pricewise would not be competitive with the

other Western suppliers if she was required to compete on

equal terms. The tension caused by the Indian plans was due to

the fact that everyone knew the Indians would not accept

safeguards if it could be avoided, and the French as well as the

Russians were advocates of a case-by-case approach. Would

India be able to get her power station without safeguards

attached? The outcome was perceived to be decisive for the

future of the common front. No country was willing to agree

to the common front on principle before seeing the outcome

of the Indian call for tenders.

^Eventually India would buy two boiling water reactors, of 200
megawatts each, for the reactor site of Tarapur from the US company
General Electric. In addition India would buy a single 200 megawatts
reactor from Canada for a reactor site in Rajasthan, see Bothwell 1988:
361 ff.
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The bulk of the pressure fell on the British government.

The declared British policy with regard to safeguards was that

the United Kingdom would advocate and practice an

international safeguards policy, while at the same time

reserving the right to change this line of policy if major

Western suppliers or the Soviet Union broke rank. In 1959-60

the question of whether to stick by the established policy or

renounce it was repeatedly discussed at Cabinet level by the

British government. The Board of Trade as well as the United

Kingdom nuclear industry were clearly chagrined to lose out

on the Indian power station by insisting on safeguards. They

argued that the United Kingdom should disassociate herself

from the strict safeguards policy advocated by the United

States Atomic Energy Commission, and take a line of her own

if there was a possibility of doing business on the basis of a

bilateral agreement.204 The United States-Euratom deal meant

that the world's largest nuclear market had opted for an

American type reactor of light water and enriched uranium.

The British, meanwhile, had problems exporting their own

natural uranium based reactors. The fact that the Indians had

let it be known that they favoured a natural uranium based

reactor made an Indian order the more attractive. The

promoters of the British nuclear industry therefore argued that

the nuclear consortia "badly" needed the Indian order, and that

204PRO, FO 371/140593, letter of 12 January 1959 from Board of
Trade to Foreign Office, commenting on draft submission to Ministers.
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they felt that British industry should not be put at a

disadvantage because of the British safeguards policy.205 In the

Commonwealth Office, there were misgivings about giving

India, a "new" Commonwealth country, stricter treatment

than the "old" Commonwealth countries of Canada, Australia

and South Africa. They feared that this line of policy would

cause Britain to lose goodwill in India.

The British government tried to solve the predicament by

all available means. Again and again, it tried to persuade India

to change her policy. During a Commonwealth Prime

Ministers' meeting in May 1960, Macmillan raised the issue

with Nehru at Chequers and "made a great plea to him not to

disassociate himself" from an IAEA safeguards agreement. It

was pointed out that such an agreement might become vital if

disarmament was to have any reality. Macmillan reported that

Nehru was "not unmoved" by this argument.206 Yet he got a

clear impression that the Indian Atomic Advisory Board was

strongly against accepting safeguards. He concluded that the

only possible way of making Nehru overrule his advisers

would be to make him feel ashamed of taking a "narrow view

of a great world problem". He proceeded to ask his civil

servants to prepare a memorandum to be sent to Nehru,

205Ibid; PRO, FO 371/149463, telegram of 19 March 1960 from
Foreign Office to Embassy, Washington, D.C.

206PRO, FO 371/149466, "Prime Minister's discussions with Mr.
Nehru at Chequers, May 7, 1960".
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explaining the British arguments for the safeguards policy,

"particularly the progressive and humane arguments".207

Nehru's reply was not accommodating. He maintained the

usual Indian position that any safeguards system must be

universally applied, thus rejecting a system that would prevent

new countries from developing nuclear weapons, but which

did not oblige the existing nuclear powers to accept the same

conditions and controls. According to Nehru, the danger of

nuclear spread could only be avoided by a universal ban on the

manufacture of nuclear weapons and on the testing of such

weapons. The application of the IAEA system would vary

according to the country concerned and would have the least

effect on highly industrialised countries.208

When efforts to appeal to the humanity of the Indians did

not work, the British tried to find ways to give the Indians

concessions that would make the safeguards provisions

reciprocal, so that they would apply to nuclear materials and

equipment provided by India to the United Kingdom as well

as by the United Kingdom to India.209 But in reality, there was

only one instance where a reciprocal provision would be of

practical value, and that was in relation to used fuel elements

207Ibid.

208PRO, FO 371/149467, Foreign Office Minute of 27 June 1960
regarding Memorandum from Nehru.

209pRO) F O 371/149464, draft telegram to Embassy, Washington,
entitled "Safeguards on the Indian Nuclear Power Station".
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that were returned to Britain for processing.210 The problem

was that the IAEA safeguards document that was being

discussed allowed for powers to extract plutonium from fuel

from IAEA controlled plants if an equivalent amount of fissile

fuel material was placed under IAEA safeguards. This was

indeed one of the provisions that seemed to give nuclear

powers preferential treatment. Furthermore, the Ministry of

Defence did not like the idea of reciprocal provision with

regard to plutonium extraction. They pointed out that there

was the possibility that up to 200 kilos of plutonium might

have to be immobilised if the United Kingdom was required to

deposit an equivalent quantity to match the fuel elements from

a large reactor when they were returned for processing, and

that such an amount might be "immobilised" for a period of

nine months. The Defence Ministry maintained that

plutonium for military purposes would not be easy to acquire

over the next ten years, and that they needed reassurances that

the effects on Britain's military nuclear capacity would not be

serious before they could agree to a reciprocal safeguards

agreement.211

The other possible concession that the British officials

discussed granting the Indians was the renouncement of the

210Ibid.

211PRO, FO 371/149465, letter of 28 April 1960 from Ministry of
Defense to M. Michaels, Office of the Minister for Science.
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"right of pursuit", i.e. safeguards on produced materials. After

hefty discussions in regard to the first IAEA safeguards

document, the Americans had eventually accepted that the

IAEA control of fuel would only cover first generation fuel.

However, the American as well as the British safeguards

agreements with other countries provided the suppliers with

the "right of pursuit", and the Americans were adamant that

the principle of the right of pursuit should apply in the case of

big reactors. They made their position regarding the right of

pursuit in connection with large reactors very clear.212 The

British suggestion for concession to India on this point was

therefore badly taken by the Americans.213 They even hinted

that the British were trying to rally a Western lobby against

the American position. The negative American reaction to the

British suggestions served to support the position of the

Foreign Office and the Ministry of Defence,214 which both

advocated a continuance of the British safeguards policy.

The Foreign Office repeatedly warned against sacrificing the

principles for a single order. They feared for the consequences

212PRO, FO 371/157192, "Safeguards on the Indian nuclear power
station", report by the Official Committee on Atomic Energy, dated 6
June 1971.

213PRO, FO 371/157192, Foreign Office minute of 31 May 1961
(Hainworth) regarding "Official Committee on Atomic Energy.
Meeting on June 1, 1961".

214PRO, FO 371/157192, Foreign Office minute of 31 May 1961
regarding "Safeguards".
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of such an action. "Once it were known that a large modern

power reactor, capable of producing large quantities of

plutonium, had been exported on the basis only of an

assurance from the recipient country, we believe it would

rapidly become difficult, if not impossible, for us or any

Government to insist on more stringent conditions in cases

where we felt less happy about such assurances".215 The

Foreign Office had Japan in mind, since Japan was a potential

buyer of reactors and very conscious of discriminatory

treatment. In addition, the Foreign Office feared negative

repercussions in Anglo-American nuclear relations. The

Ministry of Defence was very concerned about the possible

consequences loss of American goodwill might have on future

supply of American enriched uranium, which was needed for

use in the military field - as well as in the civil power

programme of the late 1960s.216

We regard it as essential that nothing should be done which might

jeopardise our close relations with the Americans on atomic matters in

the defence field.217

215PRO, FO 371/149466, "Draft memorandum. Safeguards".

216PRO, FO 371/149469, draft of A(O)C (Cabinet official Committee
on Atomic Energy) paper of 30 September 1960, prepared by the Office
of the Minister for Science.

217Op.cit., letter of 28 April 1960 from Ministry of Defense to
Michaels, Office of the Minister for Science.
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Defence interests thus required that no concessions should be

given in order to secure nuclear trade if the trade happened at

the expense of the United Kingdom military nuclear

programme. In the end, British policy regarding safeguards was

not revised, but neither was there a strengthening of the

commitment to safeguards. The Ministers still reserved the

right to reconsider the British policy if the Soviet Union failed

to apply comparable safeguards, or in the event of failure to

form a common front among Western suppliers.218

In 1961 the Soviet policy was still equivocal, although it

seemed clearer and clearer that the Russians in practice did not

export to countries which they did not control. (The exception

to this rule was, of course, exports to China. But at this late

hour, the Russians had already started to regret advising and

helping the Chinese on their nuclear programme). In some

respects the French were less co-operative. Their help to the

Israeli nuclear programme was known in 1958 already,

although the military implications of the programme was not

public knowledge until the end of 1960. The French continued

to refuse to join a "common front". When this question was

first raised at a meeting of Western suppliers in London in

May 1959, the French participants, Bertrand Goldschmidt and

Francois de Rose, declared that France intended, at least for the

218PRO, FO 371/149471, telegram of 17 October 1960 from Foreign
Office to Embassy, Washington, D.C.
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time being, to follow a case-by-case approach, taking into

account the state of development of the nuclear industries of

the recipients and the extent to which they could be trusted.

Already at this meeting it became clear that the French

resented strongly the Anglo-Saxon unwillingness in the past to

cooperate with the French in the nuclear field.219 This lack of

co-operation was a result of the passing of the McMahon Act

in 1946, and British willingness to adhere to the US policy line

in order to maintain the "special relationship" in the nuclear

field between the two countries first established in 1941. The

preferential treatment given to the British was resented in

France, and the revision of the US Atomic Energy Act in the

wake of Eisenhower's "Atoms for Peace" policy, had created

hopes of a change in France's favour of the US nuclear policy.

The disappointment was exacerbated when the Canadians

refused to supply uranium "without strings" to the French

military programme. In May 1959, Goldschmidt indicated that

there could be no common front in relation to exports for

civilian purposes unless there was also a common front on

exports for military use, that is unless France was given the

same treatment as the United Kingdom with regard to exports

for military purposes. In the spring of 1959 the French had

tried in vain to buy equipment and technical know-how from

the Americans as well as uranium 235 for their first nuclear

219Op.cit., records of Western suppliers' meeting in London, May 1959,
see in particular "Provisional record of 4th meeting, 28 May 1959".
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submarine. The Americans had only been willing to provide

them with the uranium.220

In connection with a meeting among the foreign ministers

of the United States, the United Kingdom and France in April

1960, the British tried to press upon Under Secretary of State

Christian Herter the importance of bringing the French into

line on safeguards, but nothing emerged from the meeting with

France's Foreign Minister Couve de Murville. In late April,

the British embassy in Paris delivered a memorandum to the

French, asking them to reconsider their position. In May the

French answer came in an aide memoire. The French position

remained unchanged. Francois de Rose explained that the

French attitude had its roots in the past. If the French had been

able to obtain uranium at an earlier stage, they might now be

taking a different view of things.221 In the autumn, when the

Indian call for tenders had been issued, the British again

approached the French through diplomatic channels. This time

they received a "hostile" reaction from de Rose.222 The British

Embassy reported:

220Ibid. Goldschmidt's bitter feelings about the US refusal to provide
the French military programme with assistance is also evident in his
books on the history of nuclear developments, see for instance
Goldschmidt 1967: 242 f.

22IPRO, FO 371/149466, telegram of 20 May 1960 from Embassy,
Pans, to Foreign Office.

222PRO, FO 371/149472, telegram of 2 December 1960 from Embassy,
Paris, to Foreign Office.
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He said that against the background of French relations with the United
States and ourselves about nuclear matters since the war the French
Government would find it hard to understand how we or the
Americans could bring ourselves to formulate such a request. The
French had been virtually excluded from the nuclear club and it was
unreasonable to expect them to accept the obligations of the club when
they had not been admitted to its privileges.223

Thus the French remained unmoved. And the British saw

themselves forced to continue their safeguards policy albeit its

perceived detrimental effects on the trading opportunities of

the UK nuclear industry. In the final event the decisive factors

were their reliance upon American goodwill and their own

acceptance of the reasoning behind the efforts to establish a

common front as a means of establishing an international

safeguards system. But although the policy line on safeguards

was not breached, as the Indians had probably been out to

achieve,224 the competition for the Indian order had negative

repercussions on the efforts to establish a safeguards regime. It

made the British reluctant to push for a severe regime, and it

made them considerably less supportive of the American line

of policy than they had been at the outset.225 On the other

223lbid.

224PRO, FO 371/149467, letter of 22 June 1960 from UK Trade
Commissioner, Bombay, to UK Trade Commissioner, New Delhi.

225This change in attitude was very much in evidence at the first
Western suppliers' meeting following the passing of the IAEA
safeguards document. This meeting took place in Paris in June 1961,
and after the meeting the British were pleased to have avoided any new
commitments in respect to safeguards, see PRO, FO 371/157202,
"Official Committee on Atomic Energy. Safeguards-meeting of Western
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hand, it put them in a good position to mediate between the

Americans and the "old" Commonwealth countries and other

reluctant countries.

Outline of the discussions on the IAEA safeguards

system

The IAEA Secretariat's first safeguards draft document was

ready in May 1959, and was discussed at the IAEA Board

meeting in June. Certain interchanges of ideas had occurred

between the Secretariat's staff and representatives of Western

countries in the course of the winter. The so-called "Ottawa

powers", that is the United States, the United Kingdom,

Canada, South Africa, and Australia, held their first concrete

discussions of the scope of an IAEA safeguards system in

Ottawa in October 1958, and they continued their talks in

London in February/March 1959. The first meeting of all the

"Western suppliers" countries, which in addition to the

Ottawa powers included France, Belgium, and Portugal, took

place in London in May, shortly before the Board meeting. At

this first meeting, the Western suppliers had the Secretariat's

draft document before them, and they were able to discuss its

various components, and agree on the way to react at the

meeting of the Board.

Ssupplier Countries. Note by the Office of the Minister for Science",
dated 16 June 1961.
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The Secretariat's draft document was divided into two

parts. Whereas the first part singled out the principles upon

which the Secretariat wished to base the safeguards, the second

part dealt with the technical implementation of the safeguards

measures. At the Board meeting, the general reaction was that

the second part of the document was a highly complex one,

and the Board confined itself essentially to a discussion of the

principles. Several clear guidelines emerged from the

discussions of the Board. The Secretariat was told to redraft the

document for consideration at the next Board meeting in

September. The Secretariat had included health and security

measures in the safeguards document. The Board told them to

remove them from the document. They were also told to

avoid a definition of "military purpose", since such a definition

raised a number of problems for which it had proved difficult

to find a solution at the negotiations on the IAEA Statute. The

Board furthermore agreed to take an evolutionary approach to

safeguards, meaning that safeguards at the outset would be

limited to small reactors. The Secretariat was told to defer

some of their suggestions regarding the safeguarding of

reprocessing plants and isotopic separation plants to a later

stage.226

226NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18 Safeguards,
June-August 1959, part 1 of 2, "Status on IAEA Safeguards", report of
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In the course of the summer the Secretariat produced a

redraft. An alternative redraft was written by the United

Kingdom Governor, Michael Michaels, in July, and was then

discussed among all the Ottawa powers.227 In September 1959

the Board of Governors provisionally approved the first part

of the Secretariat's safeguards draft document, i.e. the part

about the principles. The Soviet Union, India, Rumania and

Poland abstained from the vote. Indonesia and the United

Arab Republic (Egypt) did not vote.228 The Board decided that

the second part, relating to the Agency's implementation

procedures, should be considered at future meetings of the

Board. The Secretariat set out to revise this second part in the

light of comments received.

During the sessions of this autumnal Board meeting, both

the Indian and the Soviet delegations participated in the debate

on matters of substance, although India was leading the

15 July 1959 from Atomic Energy Commission (Menke) to State
Department (Winfree).

227NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18 Safeguards,
June-August 1959, part 2 of 2, telegram of 21 July 1959 from Embassy>
London, to State Department.

228NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18 Safeguards,
September-December 1959, part 1 of 2, letter of 30 October 1959 from
Atomic Energy Commission (McCone) to Senator Clinton P.
Anderson, Chairman of the Joint Congressional Comittee on Atomic
Energy.
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opposition against the whole project of establishing a

safeguards regime. The Soviet bloc countries did not denounce

safeguards as such, but advocated a case-by-case treatment of

safeguards with little or no guidance in the form of principles

or implementary procedures.229

The Secretariat's redraft of Annex II, as the second part was

called, with its detailed implementary procedures, was badly

received when distributed in late autumn. When the Western

Governors met in London in December, they generally agreed

that it was best to avoid a detailed discussion of the redraft

during the next Board meeting in January. At this stage, the

Chairman of the Board of Governors, the South African

Donald Sole, had already aired a proposal for the setting up of

a working group to write a new draft. After a full discussion of

Annex II, this was exactly what the Board did in January 1960.

It set up a seven member committee of experts chaired by

Gunnar Randers, acting in his private capacity and not as the

Norwegian Governor. The working group set out to draft a

final version of the Annex for consideration at the next Board

meeting in April. The new draft was ready in early February,

with Randers contributing substantially to the reformulation

himself.230 The draft was well received by the Americans, who

229Ibid.

230NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18 Safeguards,
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by March 1960 declared that they could accept it "practically"

as it was. The British were less satisfied,231 but Randers warned

them against proposing changes to his draft which did not

involve important substance. He argued that the Russians

might find it difficult to attack his work since he had been

nominated by Emelyanov, the Soviet Governor.232

The remainder of 1960 saw a lot of discussion among the

supporters of the safeguards regime about the best way to

proceed formally in order to secure a majority in the IAEA

Board. The Americans as well as the IAEA Director General,

Sterling Cole, considered the most dangerous argument against

the proposed safeguards system to be that major powers were

not willing to apply the proposed safeguards to their own

activities. This argument was in the case of India combined

with the argument that safeguards were an intolerable

infringement of national sovereignty. According to this

interpretation, the acceptance of external controls equalled the

acceptance of a second-rate status among nations. The

Americans sought means to counter this argument. In May

1960, Cole suggested to them that they should demonstrate

"dramatically" that safeguards was not "an impossible burden

January-March 1960, part 1 of 3, covering letter of 19 February 1960
from Paul F. Foster to John A. Hall.

231NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA/3-460 and 860, telegrams of 4
and 9 March 1960 from Embassy in Vienna to State Department.

232NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA/2-1560, telegram of 15
February 1960 from Embassy in Vienna to State Department.
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on sovereignty". They could do this by turning over certain of

their peaceful uses reactors for IAEA safeguarding.233 The State

Department agreed that the best offer the US Government

could make was to completely open up some US facilities to

IAEA inspection. They furthermore thought it would have

been preferable to include in the inspection the follow through

on plutonium.234 In the final event, the US offer was limited to

the placement under the IAEA safeguards of four US facilities

"of the type to which the proposed principles and procedures"

applied.235 This offer was announced at the IAEA General

Conference in the autumn of 1960. In advance of the Board of

Governors meeting in January 1961, the United States

government tried to put pressure upon friendly governments

to make them announce their willingness to turn over the

control of their bilateral nuclear agreements to the IAEA in

the same way as Japan. With the exception of New Zealand

233NA, SD, Central file, 398.1901-IAEA/5-260, memorandum of
conversation dated 2 May 1960.

234NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, HI8 Safeguards,
April-August 1960, part 2 of 3, letter of 13 July 1960 from State
Department to Algie A. Wells, director of the Division of International
Affairs, Atomic Energy Commission.

235NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18 Safeguards,
September-December 1960, part 1 of 3, US position paper regarding
safeguards for the 4th General Conference of the IAEA, dated 10
September 1960.
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and Norway, the friendly governments refused to make such

an announcement.

At the General Conference of 1960, India and the

communist bloc continued to attack safeguards on the usual

grounds that they would discriminate against the less-advanced

nuclear countries, would infringe on the national sovereignty

of member countries, and did not take into account the

technological and industrial capabilities of the countries

concerned. Furthermore, it was alleged that the introduction

of safeguards meant using the Agency as a means to control

and to supervise development of nuclear science and

technology in other countries. Such attacks on the safeguards

proposals were countered by a 15-nation resolution supporting

the establishment of an IAEA safeguards system. This

resolution was put to vote after the passing of a 3-nation

resolution, put forward by Austria, Sweden and Switzerland,

in which a minor amendment to the 15-nation resolution was

proposed. In this amendment it was made more evident that

the Board would be guided by the procedures contained in the

safeguards document when negotiating nuclear supply

agreements, and it was clearly underscored that the procedures

would be applied in a non-discriminatory manner. In plenary

session the amended 15-nation resolution was approved by a
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vote of 43 in favour, with 19 countries voting against it, and 2

countries abstaining.236

The results of the vote showed that there was as yet no

unanimity regarding safeguards in the world community, and

in referring the safeguards document to the Board for

implementation at its January 1961 meeting, the General

Conference invited the Board to take into account the views

expressed at the Conference. India's position was made crystal

clear when her own draft resolution was presented. Whereas

the Indians still refused to accept any safeguards on supply of

source material, they accepted the safeguarding of fissile

materials, particularly if it held weapons grade quality. Where

intensity of application of safeguards was concerned, India

insisted on taking into account a number of considerations,

among others, the state of industrialisation of the state and the

possession by the state of a fuel reprocessing facility. In other

words, the Indians were advocating a case-by-case approach in

regard to the application of control measures. Many important

issues did not find their solution until the last moment. At a

meeting of Western Governors in London in December 1960,

the United States, which had been the strongest proponent of

236The countries voting against were: the Soviet bloc, Afghanistan,
Burma, Ceylon, Cuba, Ghana, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Morocco, the
United Arab Republic (Egypt), and Jugoslavia. The abstaining countries
were Ethiopia and Tunisia, see "Report of the United States Delegation
to the fourth regular session of the General Conference of the
International Atomic Energy Agency, September 20 to October 1,
1960", in NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA/l 1-2860.
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strict measures throughout, gave several concessions to the

Ottawa powers in order to gain their support of the document.

At the Board meeting new concessions followed, in particular

to gain the support of Brazil and other Latin American

countries.

The final vote in the Board took place on 31 January 1961,

with seventeen votes for and six votes against accepting the

Safeguards Document. The seven countries voting against were

the Soviet Union, Poland, Bulgaria, Iraq, Ceylon, and India.237

The scope of the safeguards system

When the very first safeguards implementation discussions

among the United States, the United Kingdom and Canada

started in the winter of 1956-57, it rapidly became clear that

one of the main questions to settle with regard to safeguards

was the scope of the safeguards system; should one go for

maximum or minimum safeguards?

Furthermore, it became clear that the answer to that

question differed as to whether one's premise was to achieve

technical perfection or a politically practicable system. The

technical experts responsible for atomic energy matters in the

United States and the United Kingdom sought to create a

system that would give as much security as possible, whereas

237PRO, FO 371/157181, telegram of 1 February 1961 from UK
Embassy, Vienna, to FO.
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the diplomats recognised the necessity of balancing the need

for complete security with other political and psychological

considerations in negotiating an international regime.

The first position paper produced by the US Atomic

Energy Commission (AEC) on safeguards was rejected by the

British and the Canadians, and was criticised by the State

Department.238 They all considered it politically unsound. It

was argued in the AEC paper that the IAEA ought from the

outset to study the characteristics and the requirements of a

"comprehensive" safeguards regime, although at the same time

it was recognised that the safeguards responsibilities of the

Agency would be limited at first, due to the fact that nuclear

trade was still primarily conducted on a bilateral basis. The

AEC wanted a safeguards regime that would cover all types of

operations to be found in the commercial use of atomic

energy. These stages included fuel element fabrication, reactor

operation, chemical reprocessing, plant operation, storage and

transportation of fissionable materials, and related operations

of research and development activities. In order to cover all

these activities, the IAEA safeguards regime had to be

"comprehensive", according to the best judgment of the

technical experts.

238NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18 Safeguards,
1957, part 1 of 2, memorandum for John A. Hall from Gerard C.
Smith, dated 31 January 1957.
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In order to achieve complete security the AEC thought it

necessary to observe all critical and sensitive operations, as well

as to monitor and audit them continuously. Such a procedure

implied that inspectors had to be permanently located at the

facility that was being controlled. The inspectors would need

to know well all the operations as well as the design and the

operating characteristics of the plant.239 The system outlined

by the AEC was based on systematic independent external

accountability for nuclear materials. The independent

materials accountability would involve the stationing in

foreign countries of resident inspectors, with the exporting

country (in the case of bilateral agreements) or the IAEA

assuming responsibility for continuous surveillence of the

more important facilities. This line was defended by the AEC

experts until they were more or less forced to relinquish it for

political reasons in the winter of 1959.

The British approach to the safeguards problem was to

avoid addressing it in its totality, and merely to address the

existing dangers of diversion. They basically saw the

introduction of international safeguards as a holding operation

until a general disarmament agreement could be reached. And

they hoped that such an agreement would see the light of the

239NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18 Safeguards,
1957, part 1 of 2, "Proposed position paper", dated 31 January 1957.
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day within five to ten years.240 Consequently, they did not

think it necessary to establish safeguards procedures for

complex facilities like isotope separation plants and

reprocessing plants, which were not yet in general use. But

until the US-Euratom agreement was a fact, they seem to have

supported the AEC model of external accountability as the

best technical control method.

The position paper that the British government presented to

the other Ottawa powers on safeguards in the summer of 1958,

was still strongly influenced by this early thinking, although it

had been revised and modified in the wake of the US-Euratom

agreement in June that year. It outlined a scheme which the

British maintained would have an average effectiveness of

about 95%. It involved resident inspection in the case of

advanced nuclear power industries, but was otherwise graded

in severity according to the size and state of advancement of a

country's industry.241

At the same time the Canadians devised an alternative

scheme. Theirs was based essentially on a system of audit

coupled with spot inspection. The Canadian paper only

concerned itself with the control of natural uranium, leaving

out the consideration of fissile materials, heavy water and

240P R O ) FO 371/140593, "Draft submission to the ministers.
Safeguards against diversion to military purposes of nuclear materials
and equipment supplied to overseas countries for peaceful purposes".

241Ibid.
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reactors.242 The concentration on natural uranium suggested

that the Canadians primarily were out to address the new

situation that had been created within the international

uranium trade because of the increasing availability of natural

uranium in the market. According to the Canadian scheme

inspectors would not stay more than one or two days at a site

where Canadian uranium was being used, and the Canadians

argued that they could not afford to pay the costs of the more

comprehensive approach, which American technical experts

had been arguing for over the years.243

In the discussions between the political experts of the State

Department and the technical experts of the AEC, economical

considerations came to play an important role too. The AEC

estimate showed that the degree of effectiveness of safeguards

was closely correlated with the cost of the system. The AEC

reckoned that a full-time residential inspection would approach

100% effectiveness and be very costly.244 According to the

estimate a team of 166 resident inspectors would have a 90%

chance of detecting a diversion of a few percent, whereas a

242NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18 Safeguards,
1958, part 1 of 3, American and Canadian records of meeting held in
Ottawa on 5 November 1958 to discuss safeguards on nuclear exports,
both records filed as enclosures to "Office Memorandum", dated 14
November 1958.

243Ibid.

244Ibid.
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residential inspection team of 17 would have only a 10% to

20% chance of detecting a similar diversion.245 In order to try

the system out, the safeguards division of the AEC had asked

the Commission for a grant to expand its inspection staff, but

the Commission had refused the grant. The State Department

could therefore argue that the AEC did not seem prepared to

support a safeguards system that would be satisfactory in the

eyes of the AEC technicians.246

Choosing between the different proposals for a safeguards

system was the main issue when the United States and the

United Kingdom met the three uranium-exporting

Commonwealth countries, Australia, Canada, and South

Africa, in Ottawa in November 1958. Although the AEC

technicians still voiced their misgivings, the participants

overwhelmingly favoured the Canadian approach to

safeguards, both for economical and political reasons. All five

countries seemed to agree that an external accountability

system was economically unfeasible. The United Kingdom,

Australia, Canada and South Africa furthermore maintained

245NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, HI8 Safeguards,
1958, part 1 of 3, "Memorandum for the file" dated 1 October 1958.

246NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18 Safeguards,
1958, part 1 of 3, "Memorandum of conversation" dated 16 October
1958.
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that the degree of intrusiveness of the external accountability

scheme was politically impossible, and had become more so

because of the US-Euratom agreement. However, due to the

AEC misgivings regarding the laxity of the Canadian scheme,

it was impossible to reach a final and unanimous position

regarding safeguards at the Ottawa meeting. It remained for

the Americans to come to agreement among themselves.

The AEC methods had been developed with the objective

that they would eventually be used to control future

disarmament agreements. Consequently, the aim of the

safeguards procedures was to prevent diversion. And the

technical experts were very pleased with the results of their

experiments. Tests conducted in AEC production plants over

more than a year had demonstrated that the accountability for

materials could be achieved at a high level of accuracy. This

was due to the fact that continuous measurements were being

made at various and constantly changing points in the plant.

According to the AEC, their method made any attempt at

diversion of materials a serious and complicated operation, and

they were therefore very reluctant to give it up.247

247NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18 Safeguards,
1958, part 3 of 3, "Inspection program for international safeguards and
controls pursuant to agreements for cooperation" by the US Atomic
Energy Comission, dated 25 June 1958.
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In the summer of 1958 Philip J. Farley, Special Assistant to

the Secretary for atomic energy matters, started to question the

rationale behind the safeguards method developed by the

AEC. In August he told John A. Hall, director of the AEC's

Division of International Affairs, that there was no "actual

need" to implement the rights to control nuclear power plants

that the United States had obtained through its bilateral

nuclear agreements. There was in other words no imminent

risk of dangerous diversion. And yet it was imperative to

establish a firm position with regard to safeguards measures.

There was a need to give the IAEA something meaningful to

do, and there was a demand from Western uranium suppliers

for agreement on a common safeguards policy. Given the need

to establish some kind of guidelines, and given the problems of

negotiating a comprehensive safeguards regime, Farley

suggested that a way out of the dilemma was to establish a

safeguards regime that would be limited to safeguarding

research reactors. This suggestion was very much in tune with

the British step-by-step approach to the development of

safeguards. Research reactors were the only kind of reactors in

general use, and the only ones that could be said to constitute a

practical problem. Farley, furthermore, thought it unlikely

that research reactor accountability would be interpreted as a
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severe intrusion of the sovereignty of underdeveloped

countries.248

A lot of pressure had to be brought to bear on the AEC,

however, to make them accept a lax safeguards system. In

December 1958, Acting Secretary Christian A. Herter tried to

persuade the AEC Chairman, John McCone, of the wisdom of

relinquishing a comprehensive safeguards system for the

Canadian alternative.249 More pressure was put on the

Commission in January 1959 when the Director General of

the IAEA wrote to President Eisenhower insisting on the

importance of developing an international safeguards system.

In February, shortly before the Ottawa powers were to have

their next meeting on safeguards, a compromise seems to have

been reached between J. Robert Schaetzel and the AEC's

leading technical expert, Myron Kratzer. Kratzer was still

defending the inclusion of resident inspection as a prerequisite

for an effective control. He particularly insisted on the

principle of resident inspection, without which he doubted

that safeguards were worth pursuing. A compromise was

reached when Schaetzel suggested that the principle of resident

248NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18 Safeguards,
1958, part 2 of 3, letter of 14 August 1958.

249NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18 Safeguards,
1958, part 1 of 3, letter of 30 December 1958 from Herter to McCone.
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inspection could be preserved with respect to chemical

processing plants and perhaps also with regard to fuel

fabrication plants. But for the time being, the Americans did

not consider it necessary to safeguard such plants.250

To the relief of the other participating countries, J. Robert

Schaetzel during the next Ottawa powers' meeting in London

in late February 1959, confirmed that the United States no

longer sought to achieve a "foolproof" system, but merely one

that was "workable" and "worthwhile". There was general

agreement that the development of a limited safeguards regime

was to be regarded as a holding operation:

The exercise was essentially one of buying time and of stabilising

matters during the next five to seven years, during which it was hoped

that it would be possible to reach a wider agreement between the East

and the West involving perhaps control over all means of fissile material

production.251

At the Western suppliers' meeting in May 1959, France,

Portugal and Belgium consented to the limited approach

agreed upon by the English-speaking supplier nations in

March.

250NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18 Safeguards,
January-March 1959, part 1 of 3, "Memorandum of conversation" dated
17 February 1959.

251PRO, FO 371/140595, note of meeting at Atomic Energy Office 20
February 1959.
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Facilities as objects of control and trigger items

One essential element of the limited approach to safeguards

agreed upon by the Western suppliers was that safeguards

should be limited to small research and test reactors, reactors

of less than 100 megawatts. In this they differed from the

IAEA Secretariat's proposals for safeguards. The Secretariat's

first paper on safeguards from 11 May 1959 (GOV/334)

provided for safeguards of reprocessing facilities as well as

reactors.

The Western suppliers maintained that there was as yet no

need to include chemical reprocessing plants and isotope

separation plants in a safeguards regime because uranium

enrichment and plutonium extraction did not yet constitute a

practical problem. This was a comfortable position for the big

powers since they were in fact the only countries in possession

of these kinds of plants. Subjecting these plants to international

safeguards would raise the question of international inspection

of plants belonging to the nuclear powers. The plants in

question were dual-purpose plants. This meant that the same

plants produced plutonium or enriched uranium for both

military and civilian uses. The nuclear powers were therefore

not ready to open up their chemical separation facilities to

international inspection.

The only enrichment plant in existence outside the United

States was an OEEC plant, the Eurochemic plant, which was

under construction at Mol in Belgium. This was the only plant
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which did not belong to countries that had already gone

nuclear which might be seen to represent a danger of diversion.

However, the Euratom countries had made it very clear that

they would not permit the IAEA to exercise safeguards over

this plant or any other plant in the EEC.252 The European

refusal to accept IAEA inspection constituted a further reason

for avoiding a politically awkward discussion in Vienna of

safeguarding enrichment and plutonium processing plants.

The exclusion of the potentially most dangerous plants

from the safeguards regime because neither the nuclear powers

nor Euratom could stomach international controls was

obviously treated by third-world countries and smaller

European countries as another expression of discrimination.

But there was no pressure put on the Secretariat to include

such plants. The Soviet Union made it crystal clear that

international safeguards would never be accepted at any of her

plants. Thus the message conveyed from the IAEA Board

discussions of the Secretariat's paper in June 1959 was clear on

this point. There would be no demand for control measures of

other facilities apart from reactors.253 A general consensus on

252NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18 Safeguards,
June- August, 1959, part 1 of 2, letter of 22 June from Robert M.
Winfree, US Embassy, Vienna, to J. Robert Schaetzel, State
Department.

253 There was in fact one exception to this rule, and the exception was
the United States, who all through the negotiations advocated the
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limiting the regime to research, test and power reactors with

less than 100 megawatts thermal output was apparently already

reached in the course of the summer. At this early stage of the

negotiations of the regime, it was also generally agreed that the

safeguards document must be worded in such a way that

safeguards would be applied to facilities producing plutonium

and enriched uranium at a later stage.

Another element in the Secretariat's safeguards paper

attracted criticism at the Board meeting. The Secretariat

introduced a distinction between "attachment" of safeguards

and "application" of safeguards. Attachment referred to objects

that were subject to control, application referred to objects

being controlled because the supply of some other items had

triggered it. Thus the supply of a whole reactor would trigger

safeguards, and safeguards would be "attached" to the reactor.

In other cases an otherwise unsafeguarded reactor could be

supplied with safeguarded fuel by the IAEA. The use of fuel in

the reactor would trigger controls of the reactor as well, and

safeguards would be "applied" to the reactor as long as it was

using safeguarded fuel.254 What the differentiation between

application and attachment served to emphasise was the

difference between the legal nature of safeguards applied to a

reactor supplied from the Agency, and the nature of safeguards

inclusion of fuel fabrication plants in the safeguards regime. This may
possibly have been done for tactical reasons.

254Szasz 1970: 583-584.
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applied to a reactor because this reactor used materials supplied

by the Agency.

The Americans maintained that this distinction served to

shift the focus of safeguards from facilities to materials in the

abstract. The Americans preferred to talk about materials as

used, produced or processed in the various facilities. The

American Governor insisted on the fact that assistance

provided by the Agency, whether in the form of special

nuclear or other materials, services, equipment or information

would in almost every case find their use in some kind of

facility. Since safeguards were directed at controlling the use of

the assistance given, the Americans insisted that the most

practical method was to administer the control measures at the

point of authorised use of the assistance. Furthermore, they

insisted that the safeguards procedures should be the same

whether they were invoked by the furnishing of the fuel or of

the reactor.255

The Randers' Working group in February 1960 modified

the distinction between "attachment" and "application",

making it quite clear that safeguards could be applied to

reactors which had not been supplied by the IAEA if they

were handling materials to which safeguards were attached and

255NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18 Safeguards,
June- August, 1959, part 1 of 2, "Statement of the United States
Delegation in the Board of Governors on June 27".
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applied.256 This issue remained unsolved to the end, however.

The final Safeguards Document (INFCIRC/26) left it to the

individual safeguards agreement between the IAEA and the

recipient state to specify whether supply of safeguarded

assistance would trigger the safeguarding of otherwise

unsafeguarded facilities.257

The same American concern over avoiding the potential

limitations of safeguards procedures on the theory that

safeguards should apply only directly to materials was also

expressed in regard to the question of applying safeguards to

reactor design. The Statute stipulated that design of

safeguarded facilities should be "reviewed", but how was this

provision to be implemented?

The Statute stipulated that reactor reviews should serve two

purposes. One objective of the review was to verify that the

design allowed for the application of safeguards. The other

objective of the review was to verify that the reactor was not

designed in such a way that it could be used for military

purposes. The Secretariat's draft in the spring of 1959 only

provided for a design review of a limited kind. According to

256NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18 Safeguards,
January-March, 1960, part 1 of 3, letter of 19 february 1960 with
enclosure from Paul F. Foster to John A. Hall; telegram of 4 February
from US Embassy, Vienna, to State Department.

257Szasz 1970: 590.
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the draft the IAEA would have the right to review the design

only in order to verify that it allowed for the application of

safeguards. The draft therefore provided for IAEA inspection

of every safeguarded reactor immediately prior to criticahty.

The inspectors would remain at the site during the first

operation. Such an inspection would serve the purpose of

verifying that the construction was done in accordance with

the design as approved by the IAEA.258

On technical grounds, the US AEC wanted the inspections

to go further than this. They maintained that in the case of

certain designs and certain power levels it might be necessary

to require inspection during the construction period, at times

up to one year prior to criticality, in order to assure an

effective inspection. By changing the design in an unauthorised

way, the AEC thought it possible in certain cases to increase

the temperature inside the reactor, thereby enabling a higher

production of fissile materials. Another way of deviating from

the authorised design would be to change the construction of

the shielding materials in such a way as to make it possible to

insert and remove fissile materials during a normal reactor

shutdown for the purpose of changing the fuel elements. In

order to detect deviations of this kind, the AEC thought it

258NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, HI 8 Safeguards,
January-March, 1959, part 3 of 3, telegram of 19 March 1959 from US
Embassy, Vienna, to State Department.
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necessary to inspect the reactor before it was completed. They

admitted that the number of cases where such deviations were

possible was low. But they also maintained that inspection

during construction would substantially increase security in

the case of high power reactors. With future eventualities in

mind, they therefore strongly recommended that the IAEA

should establish the principle that the Agency could inspect as

early as they considered it necessary for security reasons.259

The two-fold purpose of design review was in fact

confirmed in the first safeguards document,260 but when this

document was revised in 1965 the review was restricted to

verify that the design would allow safeguards to be performed

effectively. The final wording of the provision stipulated that

the inspection of the construction of the reactor should take

place as early as possible, a rather weak formula compared to

the American demand for strictness in relation to the first

document. Szasz attributes the loss of emphasis on design

review in the 1965 safeguards document to developments in

weapons technology, which implied that the dependence on

very pure plutonium for weapons purposes had lessened.261

259NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18 Safeguards,
January-March, 1959, part 3 of 3, telegram of 27 March 1959 from State
Department to US Embassy, Vienna.

260INFCIRC/26, V.A.40 (a).

261Szasz 1970: 649, footnote 372.
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Nuclear materials as objects of control and trigger

items

The Statute clearly stipulated that both source and fissile

materials should be subject to safeguards. Furthermore, the

Statute defined source materials as natural uranium and

thorium, and fissile materials as plutonium and enriched

uranium. In spite of the clear definitions entailed in the

Statute, there was no general agreement to include thorium as

a trigger item in the first Safeguards document.

At the Western Nuclear Suppliers' meeting in May 1959,

the French representatives, Bertrand Goldschmidt of the

French Atomic Energy Commission and Francois de Rose of

Quai d'Orsay, argued that there was no immediate prospect of

thorium being put to military use, and therefore no need to

apply safeguards to its exports.262 At the IAEA Board meeting

in June 1959, India, South Africa and Brazil joined France in

arguing against the inclusion of thorium.263 The United States

argued throughout against abandoning the principle of

thorium as a trigger item. They pointed to the fact that

262PRO, FO 371/140598, provisional record of second meeting (27 May
1959) of Western nuclear suppliers in London, May 1959.

263NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18 Safeguards,
June-August, 1959, telegram of 27 June 1959 from US Embassy, Vienna,
to State Department.
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thorium's sole use was for military purposes.264 A majority of

the IAEA Board seemed to agree with the American viewpoint

that thorium should somehow be included in the safeguards

regime, since it was defined in the Statute as a source material.

Australia suggested as a compromise that it was enough to

express future intentions of safeguarding thorium.265

After almost two years of discussions, the Western IAEA

Governors, with the exception of the American Governor,

agreed that the Board of Governors should establish a clear

understanding that safeguards on the export of thorium for

non-nuclear purposes need not be implemented until a later

stage.266 The compromise thus reached meant that the

principle of safeguarding thorium was maintained, but not

implemented.

The compromise with regard to thorium was, as we shall

see, linked to another issue, namely the definition of the

quantities of nuclear materials that were so small that they

would not have any military significance, and therefore could

be exempted from control. This was by far the most heftily

264PRO, FO 371/140598, provisional record of second meeting (27 May
1959) of Western nuclear suppliers in London, May 1959.

265Op.cit., telegram of 27 June 1959 from US Embassy, Vienna, to State
Department.

266NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, HI8 Safeguards,
September-December, 1960, telegram of 20 December from US
Embassy, Vienna, to State Department.
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discussed issue of the negotiations, another indication of the

extent to which the first safeguards document was directed at

creating equal conditions for uranium exporters. The

Secretariat's first draft set the minimum quantity limits for

invoking safeguards at 1 ton of uranium or thorium, and 100

grams of fissile material. These limits were based on a calendar

year concept. During Board discussions in June 1959, a

majority of countries clearly indicated they favoured a

cumulative concept instead of a yearly one. There was also a

general consensus that the minimum quantities suggested were

too low.267 But no specific guidance emerged on the definition

of quantities of materials which if furnished by the IAEA

would invoke safeguards. The discussions had indicated,

however, that substantial increases in the threshold figures

might be necessary in order to achieve general acceptance.268

The draft elaborated by the British Governor, Michael

Michaels, in July 1959, proposed minimum quantity limits of

10 tons natural uranium, of 20 tons thorium and depleted

267Op.cit., telegram of 27 June, 1959 from US Embassy, Vienna, to
State Department.

268NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, HI8 Safeguards,
June-August, 1959, "Status of IAEA Safeguards", report of 15 July 1959
from the US AEC (Bernhard W. Menke) to State Department (Robert
M. Winfree).
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uranium, and of 100 grams of fissile material.269 The limits of

fissile materials had been agreed on by the Ottawa countries

already in March 1959. They argued that it represented a good

balance. On the one hand, it represented about half of the

quantity required to sustain a chain reaction under optimal

conditions. On the other hand, it was regarded as being a large

enough quantity to satisfy most research needs. Consequently,

supply of small amounts of fissile materials for research

purposes would not be burdened with safeguards. 270

The thresholds suggested in Michaels' draft for source

materials were contested, however. They were above the limits

that the US authorities had decided to be acceptable. It was

therefore necessary for the US AEC to review their

position.271 The review resulted in the introduction of the so-

called "means test", which meant that certain limits were

269NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18 Safeguards,
June-August, 1959, telegram of 21 July 1959 from State Department to
US Embassy, London.

270NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18 Safeguards,
June-August, 1959, telegram of 17 August 1959 from State Department
to various US Embassies.

271NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18 Safeguards,
June-August, 1959, letter of 14 August 1959 from Paul F. Foster to John
A. McCone.
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accepted on the condition that the IAEA had determined that

the State receiving the nuclear material did not possess facilities

having the cumulative capability to produce two kilos or more

per year of fissile materials. In other words it was a test to

determine if the supply would have a decisive effect on the

importing country's ability to manufacture nuclear weapons.

The proviso took into account the state of industrial

advancement of a recipient country when safeguards decisions

were made.272

The means test was unpopular with several of the other

Ottawa countries. The British saw the introduction of the test

as a complicating factor that they would rather avoid. They

argued that the whole point of setting minimum quantities was

to prevent inconvenience to states that only wanted to import

small quantities of nuclear material.273 They questioned

whether the test would be workable in practice, particularly in

relation to bilateral agreements. And in addition, they feared

the political consequences of introducing the test. They

considered it necessary to simplify instead of complicate the

safeguards document if it was to be accepted by the IAEA

272Ibid.; telegram of 6 August 1959 from State Department to US
Embassy, Vienna.

273NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18 Safeguards,
June-August, 1959, telegram of 21 August 1959 from US Embassy,
London, to State Department.
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Board and General Conference.274 South Africa was likewise

very critical of the means test. The South African government

favoured the export of ten tons of uranium to a recipient state,

regardless of the plutonium capability of the state. In

December 1959, the South African chairman of the IAEA

Board, Donald Sole, suggested that it might be necessary to

revise figures that had been provisionally approved by the

General Conference in September 1959, and which accorded

with the American policy. A redraft made by the Secretariat in

the course of the autumn was generally regarded as unhelpful.

The American position on quantities had hardened. They were

now arguing that a new method for uranium enrichment, the

gas centrifuge, had added to the danger of diversion. Only a

small inventory of materials was needed using this enrichment

method, and the Americans said that they feared the

consequences of this innovation. The differences regarding

quantities may well have been the main reason for Sole's

proposal for the Board to establish a working group to write a

new draft.

The Randers' working group's document apparently

represented a return to the early American position on

quantities, suggesting a minimum quantity limit of 2 tons of

uranium for invoking safeguards. The low threshold may have

274PRO, FO 371/140600, letter of 18 December from Foreign Office to
UK Embassy, Washington, D.C.
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been proposed in order to avoid the unpopular means test, but

the threshold was much too low to stand a chance of being

generally acceptable. Various proposals were discussed in the

course of 1960. One position was primarily represented by the

United States which wanted a system that was as secure as

possible. The uranium supplier countries, supported by the

United Kingdom, wanted a system that would be workable for

bilateral agreements. This meant no means test and the

permission to export smaller quantities of uranium without

asking for safeguards. India and France were both opposed to

safeguards on source materials.

When no common ground had been reached by the

autumn, the US Mission in Vienna advised the State

Department to support an agreement that would be applicable

to bilaterals, suggesting that the exemption level should be

raised from two tons to ten tons in the case of natural

uranium. A final consensus was agreed upon at a meeting of

Western Governors in London in December 1960, shortly

before the whole document was to be approved by the IAEA

Board in its January meeting. This time the United States

accepted the raising of the exemption limits of natural uranium

to 10 tons, and the setting of the threshold on deleted uranium

and thorium at 20 tons each.275 At the Board meeting a South

275NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18 Safeguards,
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African amendment suggesting the 10-20-20 exemptions limits

was carried.276 The exemption limit for fissile materials was set

at 1000 grams.277 The American concession regarding

minimum quantity limits on invoking safeguards was

reciprocated by the British acceptance of thorium as a trigger

item. The British fight to eliminate thorium from the

safeguards document can best be interpreted as an attempt to

accommodate the Indians. Throughout the drafting process,

India argued against the need for safeguarding source material,

be it natural uranium or thorium. With respect to such

materials, they maintained that an assurance against diversion

to military purposes was sufficient security.

Non-nuclear materials & equipment as trigger

items

The Secretariat's draft paper from May 1959 undertook to

define assistance which would invoke or trigger safeguards on

facilities receiving assistance from the IAEA. One such

criterion listed was that the assistance would have to contitute

"substantial" aid to the facility.278 This issue related to whether

September-December, 1960, part 2 of 3, telegram of 12 December 1960
from State Department to US Embassy, Vienna.

276NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA/1-3061.

277INFCIRC/26, IV. 32 (b).

278NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
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non-nuclear materials and equipment should trigger IAEA

control of an assisted project even if the non-nuclear materials

and the equipment in question would not themselves be

considered control objects. Orally it was made clear that the

Secretariat had in mind to define as safeguard triggers unique

reactor components like the reactor vessel, reactor control

elements and heavy water above a certain threshold, in short

the main body of the reactor.279

The discussions at the IAEA Board meeting in June 1959

did not result in any guidance regarding the identification of

the types of assistance which should invoke safeguards.280 This

issue had also been debated both at the meeting of the Ottawa

powers in March and among the Western suppliers countries

in May. At the May meeting it was generally agreed that it was

energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18 Safeguards,
June-August, 1959, part 1 of 2, enclosure to letter of 12 June 1959 from
A.A. Wells (AEC) to Philip J. Farley (SD) regarding "Suggested
revisions to Section III.B., Annex I, GOV/334".

279NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18 Safeguards,
January-March, 1959, part 3 of 3, telegram of 19 March 1959 from US
Embassy, Vienna, to State Department; H 18 Safeguards, June-August,
1959, part 1 of 2, telegram of 27 June 1959 from US Embassy, Vienna,
to State Department.

28ONA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18 Safeguards,
June-August, 1959, part 1 of 2, "Status of IAEA safeguards", dated 15
July, 1959, enclosed in letter of 17 July, 1959 from US Atomic Energy
Commission (Bernhard W. Menke) to State Department (Robert M.
Winfree).
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impossible to make a list of specific reactor components, and

that only whole reactors should be triggers. But no agreement

was reached with regard non-nuclear materials. Among such

materials it was first and foremost the inclusion of heavy water

as a trigger item that was discussed. The Americans tended to

view it as self-evident that supply of heavy water constituted

"substantial assistance", and US bilaterals (with the exception

of the United States-India agreement from 1955) would always

treat heavy water as a trigger item. The Americans were

therefore insistant that the IAEA should also define heavy

water as a trigger list, and, at this early stage at least, they were

supported by the British and the Canadians. The Canadian

IAEA Governor, Max Wershof argued, for instance, that

heavy water should be included in any control list, since it was

an essential material, which was easily identifiable. Another

argument for controlling heavy water was that such control

would enable the IAEA to control reactors which used small

quantities of uranium.281

In the Western suppliers group, France and South Africa

were the strongest opponents of defining heavy water as a

trigger item. The South Africans had already reserved their

position regarding heavy water in March 1959, and in May

they were supported by the French, who categorically refused

281PRO, FO 371/140594, records from five-power discussions in
London regarding "safeguards on nuclear exports", second meeting, 26
February, 1959.
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to accept that heavy water should invoke safeguards.282 There

were two dominant arguments, used both in Vienna and

elsewhere, against defining heavy water as a trigger item. One

was that the IAEA, by imposing controls on heavy water,

could be accused of discouraging the use of heavy water

reactors.283 The other argument much in use was that

safeguards must be uniform to be effective, and that Norway

was in fact exporting heavy water without controls,284 the

implication being that since heavy water was being exported

without safeguards, other suppliers had to do the same to be

competitive. Furthermore, the opponents tended to exaggerate

the number of countries which were in the process of building

or planning to build heavy water plants, and this list included

countries which were hostile to the introduction of a IAEA

safeguards regime.

In this situation, with the Western countries divided and

countries like India very much opposed to safeguards being

triggered by the supply of heavy water, Michael Michaels, the

British IAEA Governor, produced a redraft in July 1959,

suggesting that source and special fissile materials should be the

282PRO, FO 371/140598, provisional record of second meeting, 17 May
1959, of Western nuclear suppliers in London, May 1959.

283PRO, FO 371/140595, telegram of 23 March 1959 from UK
Embassy (Michaels), Vienna, to Atomic Energy Office.

28+Ibid.; op.cit, records from five-power discussions in London, second
meeting, 26 February, 1959.
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only materials to trigger safeguards. The Americans argued

that it was premature to exclude heavy water at this stage,

since it was an issue that raised the question of compliance

with the provisions of the Statute. The American

interpretation was, of course, that there was a statutory

obligation to safeguard heavy water.285 However, in October

1960, the United States position on heavy water was revised.286

The main reason given for the revision was that it would be

increasingly difficult to maintain the previous position. This

was due to the fact that the American position was dependent

on the co-operation of other supplier countries, and that the

number of such countries was on the increase. It was further

argued that there were indications that heavy water was

already being exported without safeguards.287 This was

probably a reference to the Norwegian sale of heavy water to

Israel in 1958. In June 1958, an official of the Norwegian

Ministry of Foreign Affairs had in fact told a representative of

the US Atomic Energy Commission of Norway's export of

285NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18 Safeguards,
June-August, 1959, part 2 of 2, telegram of 21 July 1959 from State
Department to US Embassy in London.

286NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18 Safeguards,
September-December, 1960, part 1 of 3, covering letter of 25 October,
1960 with enclosure regarding " AEC staff paper on revision of
safeguards position on heavy water".
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heavy water to the Israeli programme. But apparently the

Americans did not pay much notice until a possible Israeli

military nuclear programme made the headlines in December

I960.288 Norwegian export of heavy water without safeguards

was a much used argument all through the discussions of the

safeguards system, and seems in particular to have been a

favourite South African argument against defining heavy water

as a trigger item.289

The change of position in the autumn of 1960 did not mean

that the Americans completely relinquished the idea of

defining heavy water as a trigger item. At first, they adopted a

position, entailing that a minimum quantity threshold would

be established for heavy water in the same manner as the limits

for nuclear materials. A limit of three metric tons of heavy

287Ibid.

288NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space, Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 21.50 Country file: Israel, f. Reactor, 1961, part 1 of 2,
"Post-mortem on SNIE 100-8-60. Implications of the aquisition by
Israel of a nuclear weapons capability" dated 31 January 1961; on US
attitudes to the Dimona plant, over the years, see Cohen 1994/95.

289The Norway-Israel sale's agreement did in fact provide for safeguards
and inspection, and mentioned a possible future transfer to IAEA
controls. However, in this agreement heavy water was not considered a
trigger of safeguards, but a control object. Thus the Norwegian
government agreed to a Israeli condition to the effect that the heavy
water would be inspected outside the plant in which it was used. And
this was in fact what happened during the only inspection which
Norway undertook of the exported heavy water. This inspection took
place in 1961 as a result of American pressure. The Norwegian
inspector did not find anything suspicious to report, see Tveit 1996.
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water was suggested as suitable, with 10 tons as a fall-back

position290 But at the meeting of Western Governors in

London in December 1960 the Americans were forced to give

up this position as well in order to reach a consensus. At this

meeting, the participants agreed that the question of heavy

water quantities attracting safeguards was too controversial to

be solved at the January Board meeting. It was therefore

decided to defer the whole issue into the future.291 This meant

that in the end no agreement was reached for an "IAEA trigger

list".

However, this did not mean that reference to equipment

and non-nuclear materials was omitted from the safeguards

document, only that they were referred to in general terms.

Thus INFCIRC/26 stipulated that IAEA safeguards would

apply to nuclear facilities "supplied or substantially assisted" by

the Agency, and it was specified that "specialised equipment

and non-nuclear materials" could be regarded by the IAEA

Baord as constituting "substantial assistance". It was

furthermore made clear that such equipment and materials

290Op.cit., "AEC staff paper on revision of safeguards position on
heavy water".

291NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18 Safeguards,
September-December, 1960, part 2 of 3, telegram of 20 December 1960
from US Embassy in Vienna to State Department.
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could be subject to safeguards even when they were not in a

facility.292

The question of the "right of pursuit"

"The right of pursuit" was the expression used to communicate

that the safeguarding of fissile materials produced as a result of

IAEA assistance (or bilateral assistance in the case of bilateral

nuclear trade agreements) should cover not only first

generation produced material, but subsequent generations as

well. The issue of the right to pursue controls of fissile

materials had been a hotly debated issue since the start of the

negotiations of the Statute. During the negotiations of the

United States-Japan and the United Kingdom-Japan nuclear

trade agreements the Western nuclear powers had insisted on

the right of pursuit in the face of strong Japanese resentment.

It soon became a bone of contention in Vienna as well. The

issue was raised at the Board meeting in June 1959. At this

meeting, France, supported by Argentina, India, Brazil and the

United Kingdom said it was premature to apply safeguards to

successive generations of fissile materials. Instead they

suggested that the relevant paragraph should indicate that

292INFCIRC/26, III. B. 26, and IV. B. 37.
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controls of successive generations was a future eventuality, but

that details should be left open.293

The British supported this view because they did not regard

such a concession as very problematic. They conceived of the

IAEA safeguards as a holding operation, to be replaced by a

comprehensive disarmament agreement, perhaps in the form of

a test ban treaty, at a later stage. And they did not see the

production of fissile materials as constituting a practical

problem needing to be solved immediately. And furthermore,

they knew that many countries including the Latin American

ones were strongly opposed to it, and doubted the wisdom of

trying to compel its retention in the IAEA safeguards

document.294 The Americans regarded the right of pursuit as a

highly important issue of principle, defending it dauntlessly.

According to the American interpretation it was clear that the

Statute empowered the IAEA to apply safeguards to second

and subsequent generations of fissile materials.295

293NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18 Safeguards,
June-August 1959, telegram of 27 June 1959 (no. 3047) from Embassy,
Vienna, to State Department.

294P R O ) FO 371/157189, letter of 22 March 1961 from Michaels (Office
of the Minister for Science) to Peirson (UK Atomic Energy Authority).
In his letter Michaels recapitulates discussions held in 1959-1960
concerning the "right of pursuit" issue, both with regard to a United
Kingdom-Brazil bilateral agreement and with regard to the Safeguards
Document.

295Ibid.
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At the Board of Governors meeting in September 1959, the

Brazilians introduced an amendment to delete the provision on

indefinite application of safeguards. This meant that the fissile

materials produced from an Agency assisted reactor could be

used for military purposes, and such use would not be a

contravention of the IAEA safeguards system. The Western

countries came to the conclusion that they had to accept the

Brazilian amendment. According to the United Kingdom

Governor, Michael Michaels, the United States was very

reluctant to do so, whereas the United Kingdom was clearly in

favour of granting Brazil this concession. The concession was

given in order to widen the basis of support for the safeguards

document.296 The concession to Brazil and its supporters in

Latin America can perhaps best be interpreted as a means to

soften the Brazilian preference of a case-by-case approach to

safeguards. In the end, the Latin American countries voted for

the safeguards document.

Safeguards procedures

The Statute stipulated that controls should include design

review, the keeping of records (records of each facility and of

fuel, and accountancy of nuclear materials), reports,

inspections and sanctions. But the procedures for

implementing these provisions had to be worked out.

296Ibid.
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One main question in regard to the implementation was the

extent to which the safeguards procedures should be tailored to

each individual project. In other words, how specific should

the guidelines entailed in the Safeguards Document be, and

how much should be left to be decided upon in the

negotiations of each agreement between the IAEA and the

recipient state? The Secretariat's draft safeguards document

made it clear that Agency regulations would not be uniformly

applicable in all cases. It therefore included a provision for

increasing the stringency of safeguards measures when the total

stocks of fissile materials in any state exceeded certain specified

quantities.297

The Western suppliers seem to have been of two minds

regarding this flexibility issue. On the one hand, they, and

perhaps in particular the Americans, thought it necessary to

have reasonably precise categories. They maintained that a

certain amount of uniformity would make the IAEA less

vulnerable to charges of discrimination, and would also reduce

the need for referring cases to the Board of Governors for final

decision. They asserted that uniform rules would provide the

Secretariat with a freer hand in administering safeguards.298 On

the other hand, they generally agreed that rules must be

297PRO, FO 371/140598, provisional record of 2nd meeting of Western
nuclear suppliers in London, 27 May 1959.

298PRO, FO 371/140594, records from 4th meeting of Ottawa powers
in London, 27 February 1959.
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applied with some degree of flexibility, and they suggested that

such an element of flexibility could be achieved by introducing

maximum levels and minimum levels. For instance, by

introducing the phrase "not more than" in regard to IAEA

inspections, the IAEA would be provided with some freedom

of choice in arranging the timetable of visits.299

With regard to the more specific modalities for reports and

inspections, there seems to have been some disagreement

within the Western group. At the end of 1959, the United

States argued that reporting forms and frequencies of

inspection should be standardised, whereas South Africa and

the United Kingdom opted for a case-by-case approach.300 The

Soviet attitude throughout was to give support to the case-by-

case approach. The Indians were apparently more

discriminating. As time passed, they continued to refuse any

international controls on the supply of source materials, but

accepted controls with respect to special fissile materials. They

would differentiate between three categories of fissile materials.

The first category was special fissile materials below the

exemption limit. In this case no safeguards were called for. In

the category of fissile materials above exemption levels, they

299Ibid.

300NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, HI 8 Safeguards,
September-December 1959, part 2 of 2, enclosure to covering letter of 7
December 1959 from US Mission, Vienna, to Philip J. Farley.
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considered accountancy to be a sufficient form of control. In

the category of fissile materials of weapons strength, they

accepted that controls should include inspections as well as

accountancy. As a general rule, they thought the intensity of

application in regard to inspections should be determined on a

case-by-case basis, taking into consideration the technological

and industrial capacity of a recipient state.301

The main bones of contention in regard to intensity of

application were the reports and inspection frequencies. What

kind of criteria should be used to decide these frequencies?

Apparently, views diverged as to whether the inspection

frequency should correlate with the total size of facilities in a

recipient state instead of with the amount of fissile materials at

hand. The Secretariat seems to have put the emphasis on the

quantities of fissile materials involved, whereas the Western

suppliers favoured the total size and numbers of (safeguarded)

facilities as the main criteria.302 The Americans reacted

negatively to the Secretariat's proposal because they claimed

natural uranium reactors might have a similar safeguards

301NA, SD, Central file, 398.1901-IAEA/9-2750, telegram of 28
September 1960 from Embassy, Vienna, to State Department.

302NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18 Safeguards,
January-March 1959, part 3 of 3, telegram of 27 March from State to
Embassy, Vienna.
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significance as reactors with enriched fuel.303 The final solution

was a compromise. Eventually it was decided that the

inspection frequency would correspond with both the size and

the capacity of the reactor, capacity meaning the quantity of

plutonium that the reactor could produce or the amount and

level of enrichment of its fuel. This concept of a quantitative

formulation of the frequency formula was apparently

supported by India and Brazil.304 Tables for inspection and

report frequencies were incorporated into the Safeguards

Document. With regard to reactors of between 3 and 100

megawatts thermal output the table of inspection frequencies

allowed for from 0-6 routine inspections annually. At the

bottom was a special category, called nominal safeguards,

which called for one routine report per year, special reports

and a special inspection as necessary.

One of the purposes of inspections was to check the

accuracy of a state's own reports and accounts. A state's

record-keeping system for fuel and materials had to meet with

the approval of the IAEA. Routine reports had to be submitted

on the movement and amounts of nuclear material. In the case

of unusual incidents, involving the loss or damage of a facility

303Ibid.
3O4NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D68, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space, :Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18 Safeguards,
January-March 1960, part 1 of 3, enclosure to covering letter of 19
February from Paul F. Foster to John A. Hall.
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or of materials, a state was required to send special reports to

the IAEA. There were three types of inspections. Routine

inspections involved the auditing of reports and records and

the verification of the recipient state's material accountancy.

Initial inspections had the purpose of verifying facility design

and construction. Special inspections could take place to

investigate suspicious incidents or incidents which had resulted

in special reports.305

Several important questions regarding inspections were left

unresolved. The maximum number of routine inspections had

been settled, but neither the duration of the inspections nor

the number of inspectors allowed for were settled. And the

potentially extremely important question as to whether

inspectors should have the right to take up residence in the

controlled state was barely touched upon.

Conclusions

The first IAEA Safeguards Document was developed in an age

marked by uncertainty as to the future of the nuclear energy

industry, and with national nuclear industries in a competitive

mood. It was also an age in which states could still insist on

their right to produce nuclear weapons, as was the case with

France. But not even France advocated freedom for all

3 0 5Imber 1982: 133.

306 Szacz 1970: 611.
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countries to develop nuclear weapons. Rather she seemed to be

saying that she had the right to judge whether a country was

trustworthy or not, and in case it served French interests

would not insist on safeguarding her nuclear exports. The

competitiveness and sense of inferiority felt by (some) states

not possessing nuclear weapons were to make their

distinguishing mark on the first international safeguards

system, the INFCIRC/26 as it was called in IAEA vocabulary.

In respect of certain countries, it is perhaps not unheard of to

speak of an inferiority complex, which made it very difficult

for them psychologically to accept measures which would

imply that they relinquish parts of their national sovereignty.

Ideological differences added to the problem. For former

colonies it was especially hard to accept control measures (or a

nuclear arms prohibition) which the Western, industrialised

world seemed to impose upon them. For communist countries

the idea of external controls was in total contradiction with

the centralised, authoritarian system prevailing there. And

even for Western states, otherwise open to visitors, the idea of

receiving Soviet inspectors at their nuclear plants was hard to

stomach. In the case of the large suppliers, competition

between the producers of different kinds of reactors also made

its negative impact on their willingness to accept international

safeguards. Furthermore, control efforts might be subjugated

to the achievement of other political objectives. This happened

in the case of the United States-Euratom agreement, when
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European integration and containment of communism were

given first priority by the US administration. Another factor

which also contributed to the outcome was the costs of

exercising safeguards: the more elaborate the safeguards system,

the more expensive it would be.

The above-mentioned obstacles were countered by factors

influencing the development of safeguards in a positive way.

The risk connected with nuclear industrial development was

generally recognised; and the issue of the Nth country problem

in regard to nuclear weapons was much in focus, not the least

due to the imminent French bomb. The development of

international safeguards could be seen both as a means to

prevent nuclear spread, and as a means to develop control

techniques which could eventually be used in connection with

a comprehensive arms control agreement. Furthermore, there

was the need to follow up on the establishment of the IAEA.

The Agency, not having become a nuclear materials bank as

envisaged at the outset, was in need of something useful to do.

To some countries safeguards represented such a function for

the Agency, and there were, in any case, the statutory

obligations to be implemented. Furthermore, the ongoing

changes in the uranium market, and eventually the reactor

market, highlighted the dangers inherent in unregulated

nuclear trade. States adhering to safeguards in their bilateral

trade agreements feared the competition from states willing to

sell "without strings". Regulation in the form of safeguards
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seemed to be the answer to the need for securing trade on

equal conditions. The drawback was, of course, that so many

countries in practice were able to avoid the attachment of

controls to their trade agreements. More often than not, special

treatment was given to customers that the supplier historically

had a particularly strong relations with. Thus the United

States, which was otherwise the main promoter of IAEA

safeguards, made exemption for supply to the United Kingdom

and Canada. And the United Kingdom being dependent on the

import of uranium and enriched uranium for her nuclear

programme, made exemptions for the "old" Commonwealth

countries, which happened to be major uranium suppliers. The

United States-Euratom nuclear agreement represented a novel

exemption. It was particularly significant because of its bad

timing and because it worked as much along the North-South

as the East-West axis. These special relationships would seem

arbitrary to third countries, and, in any case, they were in total

contradiction to the principle of a universal safeguards system.

They validated the accusations of discrimination against

developing countries and other countries in need of Agency

assistance, and made it more difficult to gain acceptance for

anything resembling a strict safeguards system. They also gave

rise to a new argument against international safeguards, namely

that such control would apply in so few cases that they would

be more or less without value.
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Apparently, the United States Atomic Energy Commission

was the only national authority to persist in working for a

system as technically perfect as possible, although the idea of a

systematic, independent, external accountability had to be

given up at the outset of the drafting process. Canada's

proposal for a system of record keeping and auditing coupled

with spot inspection easily won the day. Cost estimates

combined with political and pragmatic considerations

influenced this decision. Canada's main interest in the

safeguards system was to regulate the uranium trade, and

although small reactors, source materials in general, and fissile

materials were all defined as control objects by the Safeguards

Document, the focus of the deliberations was to a considerable

extent on the amount of uranium which would be exempt

from controls. The great reluctance to accept safeguards on

natural uranium was obviously linked to the fact that nuclear

technologies which competed with the American variant were

for the most part based on natural uranium. This was the case

with the British Magnox reactors as well as the Canadian

Candu reactors. The American variant was light water reactors

fuelled with enriched uranium. So it became to a certain extent

a debate between the United States which saw no reason not to

safeguard natural uranium as well as possible, and the rest of

the world, except for the odd country which based its policy

on technical factors rather than commercial or political ones.

Given that Australia and South Africa only reluctantly
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accepted, and that India and France totally opposed safeguards

on natural uranium, and that the Soviet Union showed little

interest in the issue, the Americans stood no chance of making

their viewpoint on the exemption levels prevail. In order to

reach a consensus, they had to accept a high threshold. In the

event that a general agreement had proved impossible, the

outcome would have been a case-by-case treatment of the

safeguards provisions in the Statute.

Much the same factors influenced the outcome of the

discussions of defining heavy water as a trigger of safeguards,

with the difference being that in the case of heavy water, the

opposition to controls was even more adamant in certain

countries. The exemption of heavy water from safeguards was

probably part of the price for making France vote for the

Safeguards Document. The development of France's nuclear

weapons programme had been furthered by import of

Norwegian heavy water since the war. The attitude of the

French must be seen in this light. France's position was the

stronger because it was shared by "difficult" countries, such as

South Africa and India, the latter of which also had an

industry based on the natural uranium/heavy water type of

reactor. So in spite of the fact that this type of reactor was

perhaps the most effective vehicle for producing plutonium,

heavy water was not explicitly made a trigger of safeguards.

Another concession which considerably weakened the

control effect of the Safeguards Document was the
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relinquishment of the right to pursue control of fissile

materials through their entire life cycle. By all accounts, this

concession was primarily given to win the support of Brazil

and other Latin American countries for the document.

The defenders of strict measures won some battles with

regard to the control procedures. The Americans succeeded in

winning acceptance for the two-fold purpose of design control,

thereby increasing the chances of preventing deviation of fissile

materials. And in the crucial matter of inspections in general, it

was accepted that inspections could take place on 24 hours

notice if something suspicious happened. Although the

question of residential inspection was not solved, at least it was

not ruled out.

Several important issues with regard to controls were not

touched upon, however. These included the establishment of a

register of uranium sales, and the control of the deposit of

nuclear materials outside facilities or the transfer of such

materials. The greatest weakness of all was, of course, the fact

that the safeguards document only related to controls of quite

small reactors. Having chosen this limitation in order to avoid

"intrusiveness" of safeguards measures, there arose the danger

that it might be difficult to reintroduce intrusive measures

when the document was extended to large facilities.
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CHAPTER III

The IAEA 1965 Safeguards

Document (INFCIRC/66)

The adoption of INFCIRC/26 in January 1961 was to be

followed by a two year trial period during which the

safeguards procedures would be put into practice. Testing of

the system was not only important for practical reasons, but

also politically important, since the premise of the agreement

from January 1961 was that the safeguards system would

become permanent after the trial period, provided that the

experience gained in testing the system was deemed useful. In

the course of 1961-62 the United States policy with regard to

safeguards was also thoroughly overhauled. The overhaul

focused on one question in particular: How could the United

States best promote the use of IAEA safeguards? And the

Americans even debated whether to resort to coercion in order

to make more countries accept international safeguards. The

question reflected that the existing safeguards document in fact

provided few opportunities for exercising IAEA safeguards.307

307 NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA/1-962, telegram of 9 January
1962, US Embassy, Vienna, to State Department.
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There were two main causes for the Agency's lack of

opportunity to test the system. The first factor preventing

testing was the limitation of INFCIRC/26 to reactors with

power levels below 100 MW (th). The second negative factor

was the fact that most nuclear trade agreements were bilateral

agreements. Only a limited number of countries (Japan,

Finland, and Norway) had made agreements with the IAEA.

United States efforts to persuade trading partners to transfer

bilateral agreements to the IAEA had met with little success,

and the United States was without comparison the leading

supplier of nuclear materials and reactor equipment. By the

autumn of 1962, the Congo, Pakistan and Yugoslavia had been

added to the list of countries consenting to transfer safeguards

to the IAEA.308

It was against this backdrop that the IAEA Secretariat and

major western supplier countries led by the United States in

mid-1962 started to prepare for an extension of INFCIRC/26

to cover reactors of more than 100 megawatts. The extension

issue was formally raised in the IAEA Board in January 1963.

The resulting revision of INFCIRC/26 also sought to cover

certain loopholes in the Safeguards Document, in particular

having to do with bilateral agreements, the right of pursuit,

and the provisions on inspections. The successful outcome of

3O8NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA/11-1362, memorandum of 13
ovember 1962 from Charles W. Thomas to Dr. Rolefson.
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the revision reflected a changed attitude to IAEA safeguards on

the part of the Soviet Union, which discarded her former

equivocal policy in favour of full support of international

safeguards. The revision was generally accepted, however, only

on the condition that it would be followed by a review of the

safeguards document in its totality. The review resulted in a

completely new safeguards document, INFCIRC/66. In

practical terms, however, INFCIRC/66 represented a revised

version of INFCIRC/26. The new safeguards document was

adopted by the Board in January 1965.

During the review, familiar issues as well as novel ones

became the object of debate. An old issue that was revisited

was the definition of nuclear trade items invoking safeguards.

Thus a change in the thresholds invoking safeguards on nuclear

materials was discussed. And another effort was made at

reaching agreement on a "trigger list", i.e. a list of equipment

items and non-nuclear materials which would trigger

safeguards on nuclear reactors and nuclear materials, while not

being defined as objects of control themselves. The Board also

discussed extending the safeguards document to include plants

other than reactors. Finally, an effort was made to agree on a

register of exported nuclear materials and other items. The

whole notion of thresholds was in fact based on the premise

that notifications of nuclear exports would be given so that

suppliers would know when the thresholds invoking

safeguards had been reached. The issue of a nuclear trade
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register had originally been raised among the western

suppliers, and it continued to be debated within that forum, as

did other issues for which no solution had been found in

Vienna. Indeed there were at this stage plans for extending the

nuclear suppliers group. But given the antagonism within Nato

in the mid-1960s it proved impossible to reach a common front

even among a limited number of participants.

This chapter will first trace the debate within the US

administration in 1961-62. It will then focus on the extension

and the rewrite of the IAEA safeguards document, and finally

it will deal with the discussions within the nuclear suppliers

group in 1965.

1961: Difficult year for the IAEA

In spite of the agreement on INFCIRC/26, 1961 was on the

whole a rather difficult year for the IAEA, with tensions

reaching a climax in connection with the discussions about the

nomination and appointment of the successor to Sterling Cole

as Director General. The appointment of the Swedish

physicist, Dr. Sigvard Eklund, was hotly debated. The Indian

Government promoted the candidacy of a representative from

a third world country (an Indonesian), and gained the public

support of the Eastern bloc in the initial rounds. However,

when Eklund1 s candidacy gained strength - he was much

favoured by the French, for instance - the Russians let the
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Americans know in private that Eklund was an acceptable

candidate to them also.309 Once Eklund was in office, the high

waves of tension settled relatively quickly.310 By all accounts,

Eklund rapidly settled in311 and his message to the United

States Government regarding the future of the Agency was

clear-cut: In his judgement, the success of the Agency was

linked with the promptness with which countries who had

been receiving nuclear materials from the United States on a

bilateral basis would now turn to the Agency for materials and

other kinds of assistance, thus evoking the control mechanism

of the IAEA safeguards system.312 Eklund's views were shared

by many US officials. In 1961 the US policy towards the

Agency had in fact been scrutinised by the Kennedy

administration, and Eklund's statements to the Americans

must be seen as an effort to influence the outcome of the

Americans' review of their policy.

309NA, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA/5-561, telegram of 5 May 1961
from US Embassy in Vienna to State Department.

310NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA/3-162, telegram of 1 March
1962, US Embassy in Vienna to State Department, reporting an
amicable meeting between Eklund and Emelyanov; telegram of 6 March
1962 from US Embassy in Vienna to State Department reporting on
Board meeting.

311NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA/5-362, letter of 3 May 1962
from Edward R. Trapnell to Harlan Cleveland, reporting on meeting
with Eklund in Vienna.

312NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA/4-2462, letter of 24 April 1962
from Glenn T. Seaborg to Dean Rusk.
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Review of the United States safeguards policy

The incoming Kennedy administration had in fact launched a

review of US policy with respect to a number of agencies

within the United Nation's framework. At the instigation of

the Atomic Energy Commission and its chairman, Dr. Glenn

T. Seaborg, particular attention was given to a review of the

IAEA. The review was led by the Assistant Secretary of State

for International Organisation Affairs, Harlan Cleveland, with

the American representative on the IAEA Board, Dr. Henry

D. Smyth, playing a key role throughout the ensuing process.

The review started with Smyth producing a preliminary

study,313 whereupon an interdepartmental committee was

established under the chairmanship of Cleveland. In his

preliminary study, Smyth concluded that the IAEA was

performing a number of useful functions, and should therefore

receive vigorous support from the United States in order to

enhance its role. He suggested several ways of achieving such

an aim. One suggestion was to subsidise the Agency by

furnishing it with fuel at a lower price than the "commercial"

price, thus making the IAEA a more attractive supplier to

potential customers. Another suggestion was for the United

States to arrange loans to developing nations, thus encouraging

313NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA/9-561, letter of 5 September
1961 with enclosures from Harlan Cleveland to Dean Rusk, see in
particular the enclosed study by Henry D. Smyth called "Comments on
the International Atomic Energy Agency".
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them to launch themselves into nuclear energy development.

In addition, his advice contained what he called a "radical

suggestion", namely to put all American power producing

reactors under IAEA controls. He argued that such controls

amounted to little more than what prudent management

entailed in any case.314 Smyth's concrete proposals were not

followed up, but his study had served to emphasise the need to

strengthen the IAEA as the administrator of international

safeguards. In addition to enhancing the role of the IAEA as

safeguarder and supplier, the study suggested an expansion of

the Agency's scientific activities.

Several committees were at work in early 1962. An ad hoc

Advisory Committee, chaired by Smyth, produced a report

which was made public in June.315 An inter-departmental

group was then established under the chairmanship of

Cleveland. Other members included the Chairman of the

Atomic Energy Commission, Glenn Seaborg, and a technical

expert from the AEC, Dr. Wiesner of the White House staff,

and a science adviser, Dr. Whitman. This high profile body set

up a sub-group to work out the details. The group

concentrated on finding ways in which the United States

314Ibid.

315NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA/7-562, "Report of the
Advisory Committee on US Policy toward the International Atomic
Energy Agency", dated 19 May 1962, enclosure to memorandum of 5
July 1962 from Wallner to Dean Rusk.
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bilateral nuclear trade agreements might become multilateral

under Agency auspices. They concluded that there was a need

to set up a new type of trilateral agreement which would

involve the United States, the IAEA and the recipient country.

This implied that although the financing of projects would be

carried out bilaterally, the IAEA would become a third party

to all US bilateral agreements, and would be responsible for

verifying that the supply would not be diverted to military

use.316 This was more easily said than done, however. Putting

such a policy into practice raised several problems. Early

efforts to persuade trading partners to transfer their bilateral

agreements with the United States to the IAEA had met with

little success. In early 1962 the United States had asked nine

countries to let their bilateral agreements expire and be

replaced by arrangements through the IAEA. All nine

countries had requested the continuance of the bilateral

arrangements, at least until the efficiency of the Agency had

been more fully demonstrated.317 This raised the issue of

316NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA/7-562, memorandum of 5
July 1962 from Woodruff Wallner to Dean Rusk.

317NA, SD, General Records, Lot 57D688, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Energy and Outer Space: Records relating to atomic
energy matters, 1944-62, 12. Peaceful uses of atomic energy, H18.
Safeguards, 1962-63, letter of 1 May 1962 from Deputy Under Secretary
Alexis Johnson to Glenn T. Seaborg.
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forcing bilateral partners to go to the IAEA.318 Another and

quite urgent problem was how to deal with supplies of or

related to large power reactors, which were not covered by the

existing Safeguards Document. At this stage several countries

were planning to buy or construct power reactors. Japan was

buying one from the United Kingdom. The Indian bid for

tenders for the construction of the Tarapur power station,

which was issued in 1960, had not resulted in any Soviet offer.

Instead, India was negotiating with Canada for assistance in

building a nuclear power station consisting of two reactors of

the CANDU type in Rajasthan, but she had difficulties in

financing the Tarapur project.319 Gradually, it became known

that the United States might be willing to finance it, provided

that India agreed to subject the reactor to international

safeguards.320 Then a second question presented itself: would

3I8NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA/3-2962, memorandum of
conversation of 29 March 1962 regarding discussions with the Director
General of the IAEA.

319Two reactors were eventually built at Tarapur by the United States
General Electric Company, producing almost 400 MW of energy. Homi
Bhabha, in explaining why the Indians had to have foreign help to build
this reactor, pointed to the fact that no country could build such a large
reactor from scratch without previous experience. Foreign assistance
thus made it possible for India to proceed to larger reactors much more
rapidly than would have been the case if India had been responsible for
the construction itself, see speech by Homi Bhabha (Chairman of the
Indian Atomic Energy Commission and Director of the Atomic Energy
Establishment, at Trombay) at the inauguration of the plutonium plant
at Trombay, India, 22 January 1965, in PRO, FO 371/183338.

320NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA/6-2262, telegram of 22 June
1962 from State Department to Vienna, New Delhi, Bombay; 398.1901-
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India accept IAEA control of the bilateral agreement? Given

her opposition to safeguards on reactors, and given the fact

that the Safeguards Document did not cover power reactors

like the one planned at Tarapur, it was difficult to envisage

that India would acquiesce in such a request from the

Americans. Could the Americans insist on financing the

project on the explicit condition that the reactor would be put

under IAEA controls if and when the Safeguards Document

was extended to large power reactors? Again the issue of using

coercive measures presented itself.

A third country planning to build a reactor over 100 MW

(th) was Sweden, which asked the Americans for a bilateral

agreement for the long-range supply of special nuclear

materials.321 Efforts to persuade the Swedish Government to

agree to a trilateral agreement involving the IAEA proved

unfruitful.322 Again the supply would not be covered by the

existing Safeguards Document. The issue of trying to persuade

these potential buyers, who with the exception of Japan, were

more or less hostile to international safeguards, was a delicate

one indeed.

IAEA/8-262, telegram of 23 August 1962 from State Department to
Vienna, Paris, London, New Delhi, Bombay.

321Op cit., letter of 24 April 1962 from Glenn Seaborg to Dean Rusk.

322NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA/5-1762, telegram of 17 May
1962 from US Embassy, Stockholm, to State Department; 398.1901-
IAEA/5-862, memorandum of 8 May 1962.
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Coercion or Persuasion?

Discussions about how to tackle the safeguards issue went on

within the US Administration during the summer and autumn

of 1962. The first round of the review had resulted in the State

Department declaring that it was actively considering to

establish a new type of trilateral agreement in order to

maximise the use of the IAEA for the administration of

safeguards. Furthermore, they considered implementing this

new type of agreement in connection with the nuclear exports

which were under discussion with Sweden and India.

Secondly, new efforts would be made to substitute a

multilateral arrangement for existing US bilateral agreements

when these expired. This obviously implied that they would

not be renewed unless the recipient country agreed to IAEA

safeguards.323 In August a letter to the Secretary of State was

drafted but not sent. It suggested that the United States would

require her bilateral partners to transfer safeguards to the

IAEA. This line of policy was apparently endorsed by the

Atomic Energy Commission.324

In the autumn consultations were held with the Ottawa

powers, plus France and Belgium, regarding this new line of

323NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA/10-3162, telegram of 31
October 1962 from State Department to US Embassy, Pretoria.

324NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA/12-662, memorandum of 6
December 1962 from Henry D. Smyth to Harlan Cleveland regarding
"Your Memorandum of December 3, 1962".
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policy. The reception was mixed. None of the countries

consulted was willing to apply such a policy itself, although

some of them were willing to consider the possibility of doing

so.325 Multiple objections were voiced. One of the most

fundamental was that in spite of the IAEA safeguards system's

claim to universality, a transfer of US bilateral agreements

would in fact only apply to a limited number of countries,

since Canada, the United Kingdom, Euratom and individual

Euratom countries as well as the Eastern European countries

would not be included. The British government therefore

maintained that to many countries it would look like the

United States was forcing safeguards on the "underdogs", while

the countries most likely to develop nuclear weapons would go

free.326

A widespread lack of confidence in the IAEA's ability to

deliver was another objection which carried much weight.

When, for instance, the Americans asked the Swedish

government to accept a trilateral agreement, the Swedes

refused on the ground that it was too risky. They argued that

considering the amount of money required for their nuclear

programme, the Swedish government wanted to have absolute

325Opxit., telegram of 31 October 1962 from State Department to US
Embassy, Pretoria.

326NA,SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA/10-2562, memorandum of 25
October 1962.
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assurance that the goods would be delivered, and on time.327

The slow function of the Agency was widely perceived to be a

problem, and the competence of the Agency was likewise

questioned. Additional objections having to do with the fear

that foreign inspectors might reveal commercial secrets, or

simply that one did not want to receive nationals from

"unfriendly" countries, were also put forward. Some countries

feared that they might lose contracts if IAEA safeguards were

imposed on certain customers.328 The general picture emerging

from these reactions was that there was a strong reluctance to

the idea of trying to impose IAEA safeguards on recipient

countries. This evident reluctance strengthened the hand of

those US officials who did not want to use coercion as a means

to persuade trading partners. And foremost among those was

Smyth, the United States Governor.

Smyth did not think it wise to put pressure on trading

partners even though he endorsed the idea of transferring

bilateral agreements to the IAEA. Like the British government

he emphasised that such transfers would matter little with

regard to achieving control against diversion, since the existing

safeguards agreements dealt with small reactors which were

relatively uninteresting from a military point of view. He

327NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA/5-162, memorandum of
conversation dated 1 May 1962.

328Op.cit., telegram of 31 October 1962 from State Department to US
Embassy, Pretoria.
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consequently argued that persuasion rather than force would

yield the best results. His recommendation was vigorously to

try to persuade a selected list of countries to make the transfer,

and not to make IAEA safeguards an absolute requirement. He

had high hopes that such a strategy would succeed since the

eight largest reactors (all of them research reactors) under

United States safeguards were in Australia, Austria, Denmark,

Japan, Norway, Sweden, and Switzerland. Only Sweden had

outright refused IAEA safeguards, Norway had accepted, Japan

(which accounted for 20 percent of US bilaterals) was a strong

advocate of IAEA safeguards, and the remaining countries had

not been asked. His advise was to do just that. Moreover, he

suggested that with regard to extending the safeguards system

to reactors with power levels above 100 MW (th), the United

Kingdom-Japan agreement would constitute a good case for

testing the possibility of making the IAEA Board accept such

extension.329

In further discussions within the United States

administration three possible alternatives were debated. The

first position advocated the transfer of all bilaterals (with the

exception of bilateral agreements with the United Kingdom,

Canada, Euratom and individual Euratom countries) to the

329NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA/11-1662, memorandum from
Smyth to Cleveland, Rollefson and Seaborg regarding "US Policy
towards Safeguards administered by the International Atomic Energy
Agency".
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IAEA, and the termination of bilateral agreements with any

country which was unwilling to make the transfer. The second

position, which was held by many officials, advocated a policy

under which the Government would not enter into any new

agreements or extend any existing agreements beyond their

expiration date unless the bilateral partner was willing to

accept IAEA safeguards on those parts of the bilateral

programme which fell within the scope of the IAEA safeguards

system in existence. The third position advocated the

continuance of the existing United States policy, namely to

encourage and urge bilateral partners to accept IAEA

safeguards.330 This was Smyth's position, and it had been

supported by the foreign countries consulted. Cleveland of the

State Department; Dr. Walter J. Whitman, science adviser to

the President; Edward R. Trapnell, Special Assistant for Public

Affairs at the Department of Air Force; and the Atomic

Energy Commission all opted for stronger measures.

The strongest objections to a hardening of the US policy

were put forward by Robert Schaetzel, who made it very clear

that the office in charge of European affairs did not want "the

pursuit of IAEA objectives" to the detriment of other

330NA, SD, Central files, memorandum from Charles W. Thomas to
Dr. Rollefson regarding "Proposed Decision on United States
Safeguards Policy".
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interests.331 It was of course the interests of Euratom which

were uppermost in Schaetzel's mind, and he maintained that a

stronger IAEA policy would impede the US objective of

strengthening Euratom. Consequently, the United States

should strive to maintain its status "as primary supplier and

safeguarder" of nuclear materials. And the United States in

particular should not employ force in order to gain acceptance

of IAEA safeguards.332 Likewise, the Office in charge of South

Asian Affairs warned against trying to force India into

accepting safeguards that were still being negotiated.

After a long discussion of the pros and cons, the State

Department concluded that the overall interests of the United

States would be best served by following a policy of

persuasion. In the final analysis, a lot of attention was

apparently given to the existing system's lack of universality

and efficiency in preventing diversion. A coercive policy was

deemed worthless because the safeguards system would in any

case be limited. It did for example not cover any nuclear

materials or equipment developed nationally, whether it was

applied on a bilateral or multilateral basis. Moreover, it did not

affect the countries most likely to develop a nuclear weapons

capability. In short, it did not seem beneficial to anger both

331NA, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA/1-363, memorandum of 3 January
1963 from Robert J. Schaetzel to Harlan Cleveland, Department of
State, and Walter J. Whitman, White House.

332Ibid
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close allies and small supplier nations in order to impose a

system which was both lax and discriminatory.333

Some attention was also paid to indications which suggested

that the acceptance of the principle of international safeguards

was gaining ground. It would therefore seem that there was no

need for the United States to adopt a risky, coercive policy to

achieve American objectives. In December 1962, the Atomic

Energy Commission agreed to this line of policy, "provided

the persuasive efforts [were] made with the utmost vigor".334

The final recommendations which were approved on 18

January 1963, contained three points, all in line with Smyth's

arguments throughout. The United States would confer with

her existing bilateral partners with a view to make

arrangements for the transfer of safeguards to the IAEA. At

the same time, the United States would continue to press for

an amendment to and extension of the IAEA Safeguards

Document. New bilateral agreements would contain either an

arrangement for IAEA safeguards or a provision permitting

the United States at a later date and after mutual consultations

either to arrange for a transfer of safeguards to the IAEA or to

terminate the agreement. This last point was made with

333Op. cit., memorandum of 13 November from Charles W. Thomas to
Dr. Rollefson regarding "Proposed Decision on United States
Safeguards Policy".

334NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA/12-2162, letter of 21
December 1962 from Glenn T. Seaborg to Dean Rusk.
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difficult countries like India in mind.335 The bilateral nuclear

cooperation agreement which was subsequently signed in

August 1963 between the United States and India stated that

IAEA safeguards would apply to nuclear material, non-nuclear

material and equipment, as well as burnt fuel reprocessed in

India. In 1971 a trilateral agreement with the IAEA was

concluded. The Americans quite literally paid a heavy price for

the Indians' acceptance of IAEA control of the Tarapur power

station. The project was financed by a forty-year loan of 80

million dollars, with a very low interest rate and carrying no

amortization requirement for the first ten years.336

The United States government also decided to make a clear

distinction between safeguards and supply. It was decided that

it was not so important whether the supply of nuclear material

and equipment were obtained on a bilateral or multilateral

basis. What mattered was to further the development of

multilateral safeguards.337

The end result did not represent a sea change in United

States safeguards policy, but the review process had

undoubtedly served to create a raised awareness within the US

335NA, SD, Central files, 398.1901-IAEA/M663, Action memorandum
of 16 January 1963 from Cleveland and Rollefson to Johnson regarding
"US Policy on Safeguards to Prevent the Diversion of Nuclear Materials
and Equipment from Peaceful to Military uses".

336Chellaney 1993: 26.

337Ibid.
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administration about the need for and value of international

safeguards in the nuclear energy field. In the discussions, which

lasted for almost two years and involved a broad spectrum of

governmental agencies, the dangers inherent in nuclear energy

development and nuclear energy trade had been exposed. The

final outcome of the review represented a strengthening of the

United States commitment to the IAEA. From this moment

on, the objective of United States policy was to enhance the

role of the IAEA by extending the Safeguards Document to

large power reactors, and by transferring the control of

bilateral nuclear trade agreements to the IAEA. The new

policy line at the same time represented a farewell to the

atoms-for-peace idea of the Agency as a nuclear bank.

Extension of the Safeguards Document

The outcome of the United States review of her safeguards

policy placed an added emphasis on the need to extend the

existing document to power reactors above 100 megawatts (th),

and to reformulate the document so that it would explicitly

allow the IAEA to control bilateral nuclear trade agreements.

These were in fact old established objectives of the American

safeguards policy. The resolute determination to see them

realised was new, however. This determination was a signal

that the Americans would no longer accept further delay, and

they met little opposition when they raised the question of

preparing for an extension of the document with other western
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nuclear suppliers in the course of the spring and summer of

1962. The American efforts to speed things up were co-

ordinated with the IAEA Secretariat, who also started to

prepare both for an extension and a review of the Safeguards

Document.

As suggested by Smyth, negotiations about the conditions

for a United Kingdom supply of a power reactor to Japan,

which were due to start, were seen as presenting an ideal

opportunity for formal discussions of the extension issue in the

IAEA Board. In the Board meeting in February 1963, Smyth

consequently proposed that the Safeguards Document should

be extended to reactors of more than 100 MW (th). He also

proposed that the Director General should prepare a draft

which would be examined by the working group set up in

1960, that is the Randers working group.

The working group's draft was presented to the Board in

June. In addition to the extension to large power reactors, the

draft added two new elements to INFCIRC/26. First, the

"right of pursuit" was clearly established. Subsequent

generations of produced nuclear materials would be subject to

safeguards. Secondly, the maximum frequency of inspections

was increased from twelve per year to "access at all times", the

expression used in the IAEA Statute.338 This issue of maximum

inspection frequencies was by all accounts the one that caused

338McKnight 1971: 54.
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the most controversy. There was apparently some discussion

about the possibility of resident inspection in certain cases, and

reluctant countries voiced their opposition to the idea.339 The

United States advocacy of the "access at all times" formula may

well have reflected what was considered politically possible to

achieve.

By a vote of nineteen to nil and three abstentions, the Board

decided to adopt the working group's draft, thus extending

INFCIRC/26 provisionally to large power reactors. The most

remarkable feature of the vote was the Russian vote in favour

of the extension. The new Soviet line of policy was obviously

closely linked with the general softening of East-West relations

in the wake of the Cuban missile crisis. The most important

result of this new detente was of course the signing of the

Partial Test Ban Treaty, which indicated that the change of

line also very much reflected the concern over the possible

proliferation of nuclear weapons. Furthermore, the ongoing

negotiations in Geneva on nuclear disarmament in general and

on a nonproliferation treaty in particular bore witness to the

Russian fear of a possible German nuclear bomb.

339Ibid.
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Review of the Safeguards Document

The provisional adoption of the extension and subtle change of

INFCIRC/26 by the IAEA Board in 1963 was generally

accepted only on the condition that the IAEA would

undertake a review of INFCIRC/26 in its totality. This led to

a complete rewrite of the Safeguards Document. Due to the

drawn out and laborious process by which INFCIRC/26 had

been developed, the resulting document was deemed to be

flawed and difficult to interpret. In the course of 1964, the new

working group, as always chaired by Gunnar Randers,

produced a new document, INFCIRC/66. It was divided into

two parts, the first one spelling out the general principles upon

which the safeguards were based, the second part listing the

safeguards procedures agreed upon.340

INFCIRC/66 also introduced a few subtle yet substantial

modifications. One modification was an increase in the

quantity of plutonium which would invoke safeguards. The

threshold was raised from 200 grams in INFCIRC/26 to 1 kilo

in INFCIRC/66. The working group probably also discussed a

raise in the thresholds for source materials. The uranium

producing countries were certainly keen to have such a raise.

South Africa, in particular, did not think it necessary to

safeguard exports of natural uranium at all, except in

conjunction with the inspection of equipment or facilities able

340Ibid: 55-56; Imber 1982: 140.
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to produce fissionable material.341 The British held an

intermediate position. They were in favour of raising the limits

from 10 tons to 20 tons with regard to natural uranium and

slightly depleted uranium, and from 20 to 40 tons in the case of

depleted uranium.342 No changes were made, however.

A few measures strengthening the system were introduced.

Thus, the new document increased the number of reports that

recipient countries would have to send to the Agency.

Furthermore, the provision regarding future revisions was

expressed in stronger language than before. It was made clear

that periodic reviews would take place "as necessary" for

facilities which produced or processed safeguarded materials.

Some countries, such as Sweden and Japan, were already

demanding an extension to cover chemical reprocessing plants.

Both countries saw this measure as a possibility to concentrate

safeguards on nuclear materials and consequently to lessen the

emphasis on controlling the reactors.343 Other countries felt

that the IAEA needed more experience in controlling chemical

reprocessing plants in order to work out specific safeguards for

341IAEA, Board of Governors, document GOV/COM.14/2/Add. 1 of
21 April 1964, in PRO, FO 371/176242.

342PRO, FO 371/176242, "Draft paper for the AE (O) Committee.
Review of IAEA Safeguards. Note by the Department of Education and
Science".

343IAEA Board of Governors, documents GOV/COM.14/2/Add. 1 of
21 April 1964 and GOV/COM.14/2/Add. 4 of 21 May 1964, both in
PRO, FO 371/176242.
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these plants. Moreover, some countries, such as the United

Kingdom, were unwilling to safeguard chemical reprocessing

plants at the expense of other links in the nuclear chain.344

Several paragraphs were added to the safeguards principles

in order to satisfy countries which did not favour external

inspections. Thus, it was emphasised that the Agency would

establish a code of strict secrecy concerning information

acquired through records and inspections, and that safeguards

methods would be constructed so that they would not hamper

a country's economic or technological development. In

addition the Agency would apply prudent management

practices in exercising its safeguards functions.345

Two issues were particularly difficult to agree upon. One

concerned the definition of equipment and non-nuclear

materials which would trigger safeguards. The second

concerned the definition of nuclear materials which could be

substituted for fissile material contained in used fuel returned

to the supplying country for reprocessing.

344PRO, FO 371/176242, "Draft paper for the AE(O) Coraittee.
Review of IAEA Safeguards. Note by the Department of Education and
Science".

345Imber 1982: 140.
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The substitution paragraph

INFCIRC/26 did not provide for the right to safeguard

subsequent generations of nuclear materials produced from the

first supply of material, but it did contain a provision

regarding supplied material, which had been put to use in a

reactor in a recipient country and which was afterwards

returned for reprocessing to the supplying country. Since few

countries possessed reprocessing plants, such material would in

practice be returned to one of the nuclear powers. This caused

an awkward situation for these powers since the processing

and reprocessing plants in the late 50s and early 60s were dual

purpose plants. They processed plutonium both for military

and civilian purposes. A provision had therefore been

developed which permitted the recipients of irradiated fuel

elements for reprocessing purposes to temporarily substitute

other "nuclear material" for plutonium under IAEA

safeguards. This substitution would last while the plutonium

was being processed. The plutonium would thereafter be put

under Agency safeguards. This loophole made it possible for

the nuclear powers to avoid IAEA inspection of dual purpose

reprocessing plants.

During the discussions of INFCIRC/26, both the United

States and the United Kingdom had been behind the

substitution paragraph. In 1964 the American attitude had

changed. By then, the Americans had seen to it that plants for

military purposes had been separated from civilian plants, and
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that control of returned material no longer constituted a

practical problem for them. Moreover, they were now keen to

abolish discriminate provisions to the furthest extent possible.

They had already volunteered to put four small reactors under

IAEA safeguards, and in 1964 a power reactor was added to the

list. This was done to counteract accusations of discrimination.

They were also putting pressure on the United Kingdom to

open one of her power reactors to IAEA control, and this was

subsequently done. The Americans' advocacy of the abolition

of the substitution paragraph was thus part of a larger pattern.

During the working group's discussions concerning this

issue, the Americans went so far as to maintain that the

authority reprocessing the material would be able to divert

material and possibly use it for military purposes during the

reprocessing operation when safeguards were suspended. The

American view was supported by many other countries,

including the Soviet Union. The United Kingdom maintained

that this kind of diversion was in reality not feasible. The

United Kingdom only possessed one reprocessing plant, the

one at Windscale, which was a government owned dual

purpose plant. The British claimed that so long as they had a

weapons programme, they could not accept inspection at

Windscale.346 Consequently, they were anxious to retain the

346PRO, FO 371/183301, letter of 29 January 1965 from M. Michaels to
R.C. Hope-Jones.
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substitution paragraph. And furthermore, they felt a need to

clarify the definition of "nuclear material", which would be the

substitute for plutonium. In particular, they needed to clarify

whether enriched uranium could be deposited with the IAEA

for an equivalent quantity of plutonium.347

In actual fact, the United Kingdom formally proposed

suspending safeguards for six months on irradiated fuel passing

through reprocessing plants, arguing that substitution would

put a heavy economic burden on the processing country since

fissile materials were scarce.348 This proposal may or may not

have been put forward for tactical purposes. The result was in

any case that the substitution paragraph was retained, in spite

of the American opposition to it. In the end, INFCIRC/66

allowed the temporary substitution of highly enriched

uranium for plutonium for periods of not more than six

months. There was no limit on the quantities that could be

substituted, but it was made clear that the temporary

substitution applied only to reprocessing. Safeguards had to be

put back on the original material when the reprocessing

process had been completed. In addition to the temporary

substitution, the Safeguards Document also allowed for the

347PRO, FO 371/176242, "Draft paper for the AE (O) Committee.
Review of IAEA Safeguards. Note by the Department of Education and
Science".

348IAEA, Board of Governor, document GOV/COM. 14/13 of 27
October 1964, in PRO, FO 371/176242.
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transfer of safeguards to other material of the same element,

which was otherwise not subject to safeguards.

Guidelines regarding "substantial supply"

One of the most important changes in the revised Safeguards

Document was the provision that Agency safeguards might be

applied to bilateral agreements (paragraphs 4 and 5 of

INFCIRC/26, 1st revision). This provision was added to the

document in recognition of the fact that most nuclear trade

agreements were and would continue to be bilateral

agreements. IAEA control of bilateral agreements was made

conditional on the premise that the arrangements for

application of safeguards in bilateral agreements were in

essence consistent with those of the Agency. However, the

Safeguards Document did not clearly define all items which

would trigger controls. When the working group was set up,

India along with other developing countries had insisted on an

inclusion in the mandate calling upon the working group to

give "particular attention to the provisions relating to the

attachment of safeguards to equipment".349 India and other

developing nations were out to shift the emphasis of the

safeguards system from reactors and equipment to materials.

The Ottawa powers were also interested in discussing this

349Quated after FO Minute entitled "Draft. The revised Safeguards
System of the IAEA", in PRO, FO 371/183301.
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issue, but their objective was to reach agreement on a list that

clearly and specifically would designate the specialised

equipment and non-nuclear materials which would trigger

safeguards. The working group attempted to do this, listing

items which were vital to the construction of reactors. But the

working group was unable to agree on such a list. Thus,

paragraph 20 of INFCIRC/66 only stated that safeguards

would be applied to a "principal nuclear facility" which had

been substantially supplied under a project agreement. The

definition of items which would constitute "substantial

supply" in the construction of a reactor was left to the Board

to decide on a case-by-case basis. This implied that the supply

of non-nuclear materials and equipment had a triggering effect

on otherwise unsafeguarded facilities if the Board found that

the supply constituted a "substantial supply" to the facility.

The IAEA in fact ended up without any explicit guidlines for

situations when the IAEA actually supplied a recipient state

with such material or equipment.350

Moreover, this provision only applied to projects supplied

by the IAEA, and not to projects supplied bilaterally. This

meant that in the case of bilateral agreements, the Board would

only become involved once the parties to the agreement had

agreed among themselves. The Board would have little

influence on the determination of trigger items. The lack of

35OSzasz 1971: 576.
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guidelines with regard to the definition of equipment and non-

nuclear material was characterised as a "glaring defect"351 in the

safeguards system by the British IAEA Governor, Michael

Michaels. In his opinion, the whole system might fall asunder

unless this defect was resolved. No doubt it was the nuclear

developments in India which had alerted the British to the

problem.352 The prevailing judgment was that since the Indians

had been able to negotiate another reactor from Canada in

December 1963 on what was considered to be lax terms, the

only thing that prevented them from constructing a nuclear

bomb was certain key reactor components.353 Thus, the Indian

351PRO, FO 371/183301, letter of 1 February 1965 from M. Michaels,
Ministry of Technology, to R.C. Hope, UK Embassy, Vienna.

352In 1965 India opened her plutonium production plant at Trombay.
The plant was built to reprocess fuel from the first Indian heavy water
reactor, the so-called CIR, later renamed CIRUS. CIR had been
supplied by Canada more or less as a kind of development aid. At the
time of the gift Canada had no heavy water to export, and India ended
up buying the heavy water from the United States. Neither the reactor
nor the heavy water were subject to safeguards. However, when at a
later stage, Canada also provided the reactor with uranium, this
uranium was made subject to Canadian safeguards while Canadian fuel
was being used, see Bothwell 1988: 350f.

353The Canadians had in fact succeeded in persuading the Indians to
accept a bilateral safeguards agreement, whereby all spent fuel would be
controlled. Furthermore, the Indians accepted a clause to the effect that
plutonium produced would only be used for peaceful purposes. But
unlike the United States-India agreement on the Tarapur reactor, the
Canada-India agreement did not specifically entail IAEA safeguards. The
United States-India agreement, on the contrary, specified that IAEA
safeguards would apply to "US supplied nuclear equipment, material,
uranium fuel as well as the burned-up fuel". In addition it was made
clear that spent fuel from Tarapur could be reprocessed in India only on
the condition that IAEA safeguards were applied to the plutonium
production activity, see Chellaney 1993: 26-27; Bothwell 1988: 358 f.
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case demonstrated the importance of safeguarding such

components once a country had the necessary plants in place.

The existing Safeguards Document did not in fact address this

situation, and consequently the control problem remained

unsolved. The major suppliers therefore feared that the

Safeguards Document would create a false sense of security.354

For this reason, the United States and the United Kingdom

agreed to call a meeting of the major potential Western

supplier countries to discuss the problem and to try to agree

on a list of key items of equipment and non-nuclear materials

which would be regarded as trigger items, that is to try to do

what had proved impossible to do within the Randers working

group. In addition to the usual Ottawa powers plus France and

Belgium, Japan and the Federal Republic were added to the

group. The British had suggested including Sweden as well, but

the Americans had refused because of the Swedish reluctance

to co-operate in years past. Even though not all supplier

countries were invited, the intention was to inform them of

the result of the meeting and invite them to join in the control

efforts. Particular emphasis would be given to informing the

Soviet Union in case of an agreement.

The efforts of the United States to control the supply of

equipment and non-nuclear materials were linked with efforts

354PRO, FO 371/183301, letter of 1 February 1965 from M. Michaels,
Ministry of Technology, to R,C. Hope, UK Embassy, Vienna.
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in general to close loopholes in the existing safeguards system,

and to enhance the universality of the system. Thus, it

represented a follow-up on American efforts to persuade

bilateral partners to substitute IAEA for bilateral safeguards to

the greatest extent possible and on efforts to pressure the

United Kingdom to submit at least one nuclear reactor to

IAEA safeguards.355 Although the British were reluctant to do

so - their dual purpose plants still causing problems - the

preparation for IAEA inspection of the UK Bradwell reactor

started in mid-19 65. Efforts to persuade bilateral partners to

accept IAEA control had also been successful. With the

exception of Sweden, all partners had acquiesced by the end of

1964.356

The question of safeguarding equipment and non-nuclear

materials was more problematic, however. Even the British

could not be persuaded to accept this policy unconditionally.

They would only go along provided that it was widely

accepted by other countries as well.357 The British

Government feared that UK exports of reactor components

might suffer a set-back if safeguards were imposed on

355PRO, FO 371/183301, United States Aide Memoire of 4 March 1965;
PRO, FO 371/183301, "Meeting with United States Representatives on
IAEA Safeguards".

356UD, 26. 18/11,1, letter of 5 December 1964 from Gunnar Randers to
Norway's Foreign Minister Halvard Lange.

357PRO, FO 371/183301, Minutes of the Sixth Meeting of the
Safeguards Working Party, 8 April 1965.
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customers.358 The British evidently felt a certain bitterness

about the Indian Tarapur reactors, and in particular about the

fact that in the end the Canadians exported their reactor to the

Indians under what the British considered to be lax control

conditions.359 The British reluctance was evident in their trade

agreement with Denmark, which was negotiated in 1965. In

this agreement, IAEA safeguards were invoked, but no

mention of equipment was made. Simultaneously, the United

States was negotiating a bilateral agreement with Israel, in

which safeguards on equipment was explicitly mentioned. The

difference in approach apparently caused some discussion

between the two countries.360

The question of developing a common practice among

suppliers with regard to supply of equipment and non-nuclear

material was also legally tricky. Since equipment was not

mentioned specifically in the IAEA Safeguards Document, an

eventual suppliers' agreement would have a totally unofficial

status, something the suppliers themselves superimposed on

top of the Agency Document.361 How would such an

agreement function, and who would be informed about it? In a

358Ibid.

359See for instance the letter of 29 January 1965 from M. Michaels to
R.C. Hope-Jones, in PRO, FO 371/183301.

360pRO) FO 371/183301, Foreign Office Minute of 28 April 1965
regarding "Safeguards transfer agreement".

361PRO, FO 371/183301, Foreign Office Minute of 4 May 1965
regarding "Safeguards".
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preparatory meeting in May 1965 in Washington among the

United States, the United Kingdom and Canada the consensus

was to continue the existing form of "gentleman's agreement",

which implied that statements of intent of the various supplier

countries would be recorded in the minutes.362 This obviously

reflected a feeling that an informal understanding was the best

result that could be expected, given the differences of opinion

among the participants.363

At the suppliers' meeting, most countries represented

agreed to enter into such a gentleman's agreement, provided

that either most or all the other suppliers did the same.364 But

there were marked exceptions to the rule. The most difficult

country was no doubt France, which outrightly refused to co-

operate. The relationship between France and the Anglo-Saxon

powers was in fact at an all time low, due to an unsuccessful

attempt by the French to buy natural uranium from Canada

without safeguards. The French had been interested in taking

out an option on the entire output for the next 25 or 30 years

from one of the richest known mines in the world at the time.

362PRO, FO 371/183302, Foreign Office Minute of 18 June 1965
regarding "Meeting of the Western Suppliers Group"; PRO, FO
371/183302, "Summary minutes of tripartite suppliers meeting in
Washington May 18 and 19, 1965".

363PRO, FO 371/183302, Foreign Office Minute of 21 June 1965
regarding "Western nuclear suppliers meeting".

364PRO, FO 371/183302, "Minutes of the 7th Meeting of the Safeguards
Working Party, 30 June 1965".
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Canadian industry was evidently eager to sell, but the

Canadian government had doubts about selling such an

amount of uranium oxide to a nuclear weapon power without

safeguards. The French insisted on buying on the same terms

as the United Kingdom and the United States, whom Canada

supplied with uranium without safeguards. The Canadian

government therefore decided to amend Canadian uranium

policy so that all countries were treated on an equal basis. In

April 1964, the British government was asked to accept

safeguards on future supplies from Canada, although no

changes would be introduced regarding existing trade

agreements.365 The British were not happy about the change of

policy, which they thought would discriminate against the

United Kingdom since she was the only nuclear power lacking

in national uranium sources, but they found it impossible to go

against the Canadian decision.366 On 3 June 1965 Lester

Pearson, the Canadian Prime Minister, made an announcement

in the Canadian Parliament to the effect that all uranium

exports in the future would be under IAEA safeguards. The

365PRO, FO 371/18337, "Record of conversation between Lord
Chalfont, Minister of State for Foreign Affairs, and the Canadian High
Commissioner at the Foreign Office ,.., 7 April 1965"; "Memorandum"
from the government of Canada to the government of the United
Kingdom.

366pRO) FO 371/18337, "Safeguards on Canadian sales of uranium.
Note of a meeting held on 15 April 1965 in Mr. Michaels' room,
Ministry of Technology"; FO memorandum entitled "Canadian
Uranium" dated 28 May 1965.
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change of policy reflected a wish to end discrimination, and in

a broader context to make progress in the disarmament field.

The French took the decision badly, and turned from Canada

to South Africa for uranium. The uncooperative French

attitude at the suppliers meeting reflected the French bitterness

about the outcome of the negotiations with Canada.

The French attitude probably made it easier for other

countries to voice their grievances and reserve their position.

This was in particular evident in the case of South Africa with

regard to the issue of establishing a register for nuclear

transfers for peaceful purposes.

Notification of nuclear transfers

The question of establishing a register of sales of nuclear

material was an ancient one which had been discussed among

the Ottawa powers in connection with the development of the

first safeguards document. The basic idea was to get an

overview of all sales so that one would know with certainty

when the thresholds for exercising safeguards had been

reached. A register would furthermore help to put pressure on

everyone to obey the rules. Originally the discussion of such a

register had been limited to a register with the IAEA of sales of

natural uranium for peaceful purposes. In December 1959 the

United States suggested in aide memoires sent to the eight

major nuclear suppliers of the western world that they should
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join together in seeking agreement by all members of the

IAEA to the establishment of a register.367

At the time the proposal was probably premature.

Important exporters like Belgium, France, and the Soviet

Union were not committed to following IAEA rules for their

exports. Also the idea of a register was awkward for the

nuclear powers. The United Kingdom, feared for instance that

it might expose the British Government to criticism because

the British purchases of uranium would include uranium

bought for military purposes, which would consequently not

be registered. There was also a certain fear that a register

would have negative commercial repercussions due to the fact

that it would be impossible to maintain the confidentiality of a

register kept by the IAEA Secretariat.368

At a western suppliers' meeting in London in June 1961, the

Americans made a second effort to reach an agreement on the

registration of bilateral nuclear transfers for peaceful purposes

with the IAEA,369 but the other participants were generally

against taking on new commitments. On this occasion and

later, South Africa was insisting on the importance of

367PRO, FO 371/149463, United Kingdom Aide Memoire of April
1960 to the United States (reply to United States Aide Memoire of 29
December 1959).

368Ibid.

369PRO, FO 371/157202, "Western Suppliers meeting in US Embassy,
Paris, 12 June 1961, Annotated Agenda", enclosure to letter of 24 May
1961 from US Embassy, London.
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establishing some kind of machinery for collecting and

distributing information on bilateral nuclear transfers. In fact,

the South Africans at some point started to tell the other

members of the Ottawa group informally about South African

exports of natural uranium for peaceful purposes. The purpose

was no doubt to attempt to establish a common practice. But

the information given was generally not reciprocated, and the

discussions concerning this issue at a new suppliers meeting in

February 1964 were equally unsuccessful. At this point South

Africa stopped her practice of furnishing the other members of

the group with information about her sales.370 In connection

with the development of the revised Safeguards Document in

1964, the South Africans once again asked for transfers to be

registered by the IAEA.371 Throughout the years, the United

States was the only country solidly backing South Africa in

this question. By the time of the suppliers meeting in June

1965, the United States had after "considerable discussion"

been able to persuade all her bilateral partners of the necessity

to register transfers of natural uranium and plutonium with

370PRO, FO 371/183303, "Record of a meeting of nuclear suppliers
group held in the US Embassy, London, June 22-23, 1965",

371IAEA, Board of Governors, GOV/COM.14/2/Add.l, 21 April
1964, in PRO, FO 371/176242.
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the IAEA, and all had accepted that this would be done on a

semi-annual basis.372

At the suppliers meeting in 1965, the Americans sought to

widen their ambitions. On this occasion, the United States

Governor focused on the problem of assessing the entire

assistance given to a country developing nuclear energy. He

called attention to the possibility that a country could buy

items - either equipment or material - below the agreed limits

of quantity or outside the strict definitions of equipment from

a number of different suppliers. In this way a country might be

able to secure for itself assistance which would in fact

constitute a substantial supply without anyone taking notice.

The Americans therefore proposed the establishment of some

kind of machinery that would allow the major supplying

nations to exchange information on sales and to co-ordinate

action with regard to control of sales. Michaels, the British

Governor, supported the American initiative by pointing out

that in order to arrive at a secure system, the machinery would

have to be extended to cover materials other than uranium and

plutonium, and the nuclear supplier group would have to be

extended to all countries exporting such equipment and non-

nuclear materials. The French mentioned Portugal, Zaire,

Argentina, Sweden, Finland, and Norway as potential

372PRO, FO 371/183303, "Record of a meeting of the nuclear suppliers
group held in the US Embassy, London, June 22-23, 1965".
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suppliers about whose exports there was scant knowledge. The

French stressed that a notification system would be useless

unless all suppliers were brought in. They likewise made it

clear that they were not prepared to commit themselves to

participation in any scheme for notification of the supply of

nuclear materials or equipment. The French were partly

supported by the South Africans. Donald Sole pointed to

South Africa's former unsuccessful efforts, and stated that

there had been no willingness on other countries part to

reciprocate South Africa's sharing of information. The South

Africans had therefore discontinued their practice of sharing,

and would take no more initiatives in that direction. He made

it clear it was now up to other countries to achieve results, and

South Africa would consider the question of participation only

when a satisfactory arrangement had been found.373

The majority view was, however, that it was desirable to

notify some central office about sales of materials and

equipment. Two details were discussed further. The German

participant, Herr Ungern-Sternberg, asked whether the

information circulated should relate to shipments or to

contracts or even to trade negotiations. The immediate general

reaction was to favour notification of shipments, perhaps with

a provision that such notification should take place no later

than fourteen days after the shipment had taken place. Views

373Ibid.
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differed with regard to what kind of register one should

establish. The initiators clearly had in mind some kind of

informal machinery or organisation. Several countries voiced

objections to the idea of establishing a special machinery. The

representatives of Australia and Japan did not want a central

register to be established outside of the IAEA. Michaels, on the

other hand, thought it impossible to use the IAEA machinery

for the purpose of notifying uranium transfers, since not all

uranium suppliers supported the safeguards regime.

Consequently, he maintained that some interim arrangement

was called for. At the end, the majority favoured a Canadian

proposal individually to notify governments represented, if

and when the countries had come to a general agreement on

this.374

The question of registering transfers of non-nuclear

materials and equipment was even more problematic than the

question of registering nuclear transfers. Nuclear materials

were after all clearly defined by the Statute as well as the

Safeguards Document as being subject to safeguards. This

provision almost implied some kind of register, in order to

know when thresholds triggering controls had been reached.

The political situation was different with regard to non-nuclear

materials and equipment, which were not clearly defined as

trigger items, and for which no thresholds had been agreed

374Ibid.
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upon. For a register of such items to make sense, the suppliers

first had to agree as to which items of equipment and non-

nuclear materials should constitute trigger items. This issue

was therefore the main topic of the suppliers meeting.

Trigger list of key components of equipment and

non-nuclear materials ?

The main purpose of the Western suppliers meeting in June

1965 was to discuss a list of equipment and non-nuclear

materials. The United States, the United Kingdom and Canada

had collaborated in preparing a tentative list, each having made

a list of the key components of their own type of reactor. In

addition to technical and material assistance, the supplier

countries also discussed whether financial assistance would be

considered to constitute "substantial supply". But only the

Americans and the Canadians wanted this.375 Certain types of

material had been taken off the list even before it was

presented to the whole group of suppliers.

The tentative list presented consisted of items used

exclusively in reactors. It included the reactor vessel,376 the

375PRO, FO 371/183303, "Record of a meeting of the nuclear suppliers
group held in the US Embassy, London, June 22-23, 1965".

376The reactor vessel was defined as "A metal vessel which is intended
to contain the core of a nuclear reactor and is capable of withstanding
the operating pressure of the primary coolant", see PRO, FO
371/183302, Safeguards Working Party meeting, 30 June 1965, Annex
II, "Equipment and Non-nuclear materials for reactors".
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reactor fuel charging and discharging machine,377 reactor

coolant pumps and blowers,378 reactor control rods379 and the

reactor pressure tube380. The non-nuclear materials included

deuterium and heavy water,381 nuclear grade zirconium382 and

377Reactor fuel charging and discharging machine was defined as
"Manipulative equipment designed for use in a reactor for charging and
discharging nuclear fuel", see PRO, FO 371/183302, Safeguards
Working Party meeting, 30 June 1965, Annex II, "Equipment and Non-
nuclear materials for reactors".

378Reactor colant pumps and blowers were defined as "Pumps and
blowers which are designed specifically for circulating the primary
coolant of a nuclear reactor", see PRO, FO 371/183302, Safeguards
Working Party meeting, 30 June 1965, Annex II, "Equipment and Non-
nuclear materials for reactors".

379Reactor control rods were defined as "Any equipment, usually rods,
for the control of the reaction rate in a nuclear reactor", see PRO, FO
371/183302, Safeguards Working Party meeting, 30 June 1965, Annex
II, "Equipment and Non-nuclear materials for reactors".

380Reactor pressure tube was defined as "A tube for use in a reactor
designed to contain fuel elements and the primary coolant at an
operating pressure in excess of 50 atmospheres", see PRO, FO
371/183302, Safeguards Working Party meeting, 30 June 1965, Annex
II, "Equipment and Non-nuclear materials for reactors".

381Deuterium and heavy water were defined as "Deuterium and any
deuterium compound in which the ratio of deuterium to hydrogen
exceeds 1:5000, for use in a nuclear reactor and in a quantity exceeding
600 kilograms of deuterium atoms", see PRO, FO 371/183302,
Safeguards Working Party meeting, 30 June 1965, Annex II,
"Equipment and Non-nuclear materials".

382Nuclear grade zirconium was defined as "zirconium metal and alloys
and fabricated reactor parts containing more than 90 % zirconium by
weight in which the ratio of hafnium to zirconium is less than 1:500
parts by weight and in a quantity exceeding 500 kilos", see PRO, FO
371/183302, Safeguards Working Party meeting, 30 June 1965, Annex
II, "Equipment and Non-nuclear materials".
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nuclear grade graphite383. There was a general agreement that

some items were more important than others. Of particular

interest from a technical point of view were whole reactors,

heavy water, hafnium free aluminium, and weapons grade

graphite, that is whole reactors and materials produced

specifically for use in reactors. The supply of pieces of

equipment was considered much more difficult, and several

countries warned against the introduction of equipment which

was in general use in the industry, as such items had to be

considered as regular commercial commodities384

In addition to the equipment mentioned above, there was a

general discussion of the possibility to safeguard reactor

control instrumentation. The United States clearly preferred to

include it in the list. They maintained that a reactor control

instrumentation panel was occasionally supplied as a unit.

Michaels, however, had difficulties envisaging an

instrumentation system being exported, except as a part of a

complete reactor, and his view was shared by the Canadian and

Australian representatives. The consensus reached was

therefore that this particular item would be excluded from the

383Nuclear grade graphite was defined as "graphite having a boron
content of less than or equal to 1 part per million and a total thermal
neutron absorption cross-section of less than or equal to 5 millibarns
per atom and with a density greater than 1.50 grams per cubic
centimeter and in a quantity exceeding 100 metric tons".

384PRO, FO 371/183303, "Record of a meeting of the nuclear suppliers
group held in the US Embassy, London, June 22-23, 1965".
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list. Nevertheless, the Americans indicated that safeguards

might be invoked in particular circumstances.385

Several others and more significant reservations were made

during the meeting. France and South Africa confirmed their

opposition to the IAEA Safeguards Document, maintaining

that they still preferred to deal with customers on a case-by-

case basis. None of them agreed to safeguards on heavy water,

and in addition South Africa reserved her position with regard

to nuclear grade zirconium.386 The South African stance was

later confirmed in writing.387 It then emerged that many

British civil servants found the South African objections to

safeguarding zirconium convenient.388 It was the Americans

and the Canadians who had pressed for the inclusion of

nuclear grade zirconium on the list. They considered hafnium-

free zirconium to be an essential material in the construction

of both light and heavy water reactors.389 Michaels therefore

felt that it was very difficult to go against them on technical

385Ibid.

386Ibid.

387PRO, FO 371/183303, "Comments of the South African
Government on the Items discussed at the meeting of the Nuclear
Suppliers Group held in the United States Embassy, London, June 22-
23, 1965".

388PRO, FO183303, Foreign Office Minutes of 14 September 1965
regarding "Comments on a recent meeting on zirconium safeguards
within the suppliers group".

389PRO, FO 371/183303, letter of 18 October 1965 from J.D. Fraser,
Ministry of Technology, to J.L. Croome, Atomic Energy Authority.
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grounds.390 Other parts of Whitehall, and in particular those

representing defence interests, maintained that the United

Kingdom could not commit herself to safeguards on zirconium

until the impact of such a measure on the United Kingdom had

been thoroughly examined, and the issue had been referred to

ministerial level for decision.391 The British also had second

thoughts about safeguarding heavy water.392

Other countries were more concerned about the list of

equipment. Japan questioned the whole idea of devising a list.

In her view the existing safeguards system ought first and

foremost to be extended to cover reprocessing plants. The

Japanese maintained that such an extension might cause

procedures applicable to reactors to be simplified.393 The

United States, on the other hand, did not consider the tentative

list to be exhaustive, and reserved their right to invoke

safeguards on more items than those listed.394 The tentative list

390PRO, FO 371/183303, quoted in letter of 8 September 1965 from R.
Press, ACSA, to A.A.Pritchard, Ministry of Defence, Navy
Department.

391Ibid.

392Ibid; FO 371/183303, Foreign Office Minute of 14 September 1965.
393PRO, FO 371/183303, "Record of a meeeting of the nuclear
suppliers group held in the US Embassy, London, June 22-23, 1965";
FO 371/183303, "Comments of the Government of Japan on the
Records of the Meeting of the Nuclear Suppliers Group held in London
from 22 to 23 June, 1965".

394PRO, FO 371/183303, letter of 2 September 1965 from the US
Embassy, London, to M. Michaels, Ministry of Technology.
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agreed upon did not represent a consensus, but rather a

majority view. The most fundamental objections were raised

by France, which was adamantly against the list, and Japan

which insisted on the extension to reprocessing plants before

discussing equipment and non-nuclear materials. And even the

British had serious misgivings regarding the inclusion of non-

nuclear materials, such as heavy water and hafnium free

zirconium.

There is no source material available to indicate how this

meeting was followed up. The Americans probably

implemented the measures on their supply, but no general

practice was established. It is also very doubtful whether

smaller suppliers not present at the meeting were informed

about the outcome. The Soviet Union may have been

informed, but there is no way of knowing this at present. The

meeting must have served to emphasise the importance of

extending the Safeguards Document to include reprocessing

plants. Such an extension was already being prepared at the

time of the meeting, and it was duly done one year later. Like

on earlier occasions, the extension was prepared by the

Randers working group. A most interesting point regarding

the procedures for reprocessing plants was entailed in a

footnote. This footnote recorded an understanding to the effect

that plants with an annual throughput of 60 kilos or more of

fissionable material would be subject to continuous inspection.

During the Board discussions of the procedures, objections
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were raised concerning the understanding about continuous

inspection, and the Board generally emphasised the provisional

nature of the safeguards procedures agreed upon for
i 395

reprocessing plants.

There was also some talk of extending the safeguards system

to isotope separation plants. But controlling those plants raised

the contested issue of resident inspection, and such a politically

difficult question could not find its solution until the outcome

of the negotiations on the Non-Proliferation Treaty was clear.

Conclusions

The early 1960s saw some major developments which served

to strengthen the position of the IAEA. The first positive

factor was the appointment of Sigvard Eklund as Director

General of the Agency, who became a good spokesman for the

IAEA, including IAEA safeguards. But the appointment of an

able and effective leader would not in itself have been sufficient

to create better times. What really decided the fate of the

Agency was the support of the two superpowers. Both the

Soviet Union and the United States became more supportive of

the IAEA in 1962-63. In 1963 the Soviet Union rallied to the

395 McKnight 1971: 57.
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cause of international safeguards by supporting the extension

of INFCIRC/26. Since reviewing her policy in 1961-62 the

United States also pursued a strong safeguards policy more

actively than she had earlier in the process. The Americans

now sought to strengthen the safeguards regime by all possible

means and through all possible avenues, and their efforts were

directed both at adherents and opponents of safeguards. They

had come to the conclusion that using coercion would be

counterproductive, and contented themselves with persuasive

means. Thus the Indian acceptance of IAEA safeguards at

Tarapur was bought at a high price, quite literally, whereas

British willingness to open one of her reactors to IAEA

inspection was the result of subtle pressure.

The aim of the US safeguards policy was to widen the

applicability of the safeguards system, to close loopholes in the

existing safeguards system; and to abolish as many

discriminatory aspects of the system as possible in order to

gain in universality. However, there were limits as to how far

the United States was willing to go in the direction of

universality. The Americans decided to continue to make

exemption for Canada, the United Kingdom, Euratom, and

individual Euratom countries. In addition the existing system

was considered to be lax because it normally applied to

projects assisted by the Agency. Thus indigenous nuclear

programmes which could manage without foreign assistance

were outside the realm of international control. So in spite of
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efforts to the contrary, the system was bound to be lacking in

universality, and this factor made it difficult to resort to

forceful means in the pursuit of international safeguards.

The mid-1960s saw a heightening in tensions among Nato

allies and among nuclear suppliers. Sweden, France, the

Federal Republic, Japan, and South Africa refused to go along

with several suggestions put forward by the Americans with a

view to strengthen the safeguards system. The opposition was

particularly strong with regard to the establishment of a

notification system and a trigger list for equipment and non-

nuclear materials. Even the British showed more reluctance

than before. They refused to accept the abolishment of the so-

called substitution paragraph, which permitted them to keep

the IAEA out of their reprocessing plant, and parts of

Whitehall were not too keen on the trigger list either, although

the lack of such a list was considered a great weakness of the

safeguards system in the eyes of the British IAEA Governor.

Among reluctant countries there was a marked annoyance

with the fact that chemical reprocessing plants had not been

put under safeguards, whereas efforts were made to control as

many parts of a reactor as possible. This was clearly perceived

to be another discriminatory tendency. Commercial

considerations seemed on the whole to play an even larger role

than before in shaping the attitudes to IAEA safeguards. Thus

concern about proprietary rights led to the inclusion in
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INFCIRC/66 of new provisions giving protection to

commercial secrets.

The extension of INFCIRC/26 in 1963-64 represented a big

step forward for international safeguards. The revisions made

then were of fundamental importance: the extension of

safeguards to reactors of more than 100 megawatts; the

specification that IAEA safeguards could be applied to bilateral

nuclear agreements; the implementation of the "right of

pursuit"; and the raise in the maximum permissible number

of IAEA inspections from 12 to "access at all times" were

considerable improvements. In comparison, the gains of

INFCIRC/66 with regard to safeguards procedures were few,

and the deliberations among the nuclear suppliers largely

unsuccessful. But at least the latter drove the point home that

it was time to extend the safeguards system to other types of

plants. However, the adoptfon of INFCIRC/66 was in itself of

great political significance, since it was endorsed unanimously

by the Board and the General Conference. And thanks to the

extension having taken place in 1964, the new safeguards

document was also of real practical significance.

NEXT PAGE(S)
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CHAPTER IV

The Non-Proliferation Treaty

In contrast to the IAEA negotiations the negotiations that led

to the Non-Proliferation Treaty did not constitute a follow-up

of one decisive initiative. On the contrary they evolved

gradually from the prolonged and unsuccessful negotiations on

general and complete disarmament of the 1950s. Already in

1956, it was suggested that measures to prevent the spread of

nuclear weapons could be made part of a wider disarmament

package. Such measures were seen as a possible supplement to a

test ban treaty. The fact that it was possible to construct a

small nuclear device without having to test it, was perceived as

a loophole that needed to be filled in order to achieve complete

control of nuclear proliferation. As the negotiations on a

comprehensive test ban dragged out and ran into trouble

because of superpower disagreement on the issue of testing

itself and on the issue of inspections, there was an increasing

awareness of the need for other non-proliferation measures.

The spread of plutonium that was taking place in connection

with nuclear industrialisation world-wide at the end of the

396 Roberts 1970: 68-69.
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1950 also increased the danger of a continuous spread of

nuclear weapons. Such potential was the natural consequence

of nuclear industrialisation itself, especially in countries that

chose to construct reactors using natural uranium for fuel and

heavy water for moderator.

The first constructive political initiatives taken to address

this situation were a row of proposals submitted by Ireland to

the UN General Assembly and other UN organs, beginning in

1958 and resulting in the adoption of the "Irish Resolution" by

a unanimous vote on 4 December 1961. The essence of the

resolution was that the nuclear weapon powers should

undertake not to transfer nuclear weapons to other states, and

that the existing non-nuclear weapon states should voluntarily

forgo their right to make nuclear weapons. The main idea was

to prevent nuclear anarchy through the establishment of an

international treaty that would be subject to inspection and

control.397 But in spite of the resolution and in spite of the fact

that a new multilateral negotiating forum was set up at the end

of 1961 by the United States and the Soviet Union, and

endorsed by the United Nations, there was no real progress in

talks on a non-proliferation treaty until after the Chinese

nuclear bomb explosion in October 1964.

There seems to have been many causes for this lack of

progress. Firstly, the Kennedy administration seems to have
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pursued several lines of policy whose objectives were

incompatible; secondly, the members of the North Atlantic

Alliance were more and more divided among themselves, with

France increasingly following her own direction; thirdly, the

Federal Republic of Germany feared that eventual arms

control and disarmament agreements would involve wide-

reaching settlements in Europe and have negative repercussions

on German reunification. Finally, the first years of the

Kennedy administration saw a deterioration of East-West

relations, with the Soviet insistence on a peace settlement in

Europe; the erection of the Berlin Wall; the unsuccessful US

invasion of Cuba; and a budding American engagement in

Vietnam. In addition, 1963-64 saw a change of political

leadership at the highest level in both the United States and the

Soviet Union.

Kennedy's promotion of arms control and disarmament,

which resulted in the creation in September 1961 of the Arms

Control and Disarmament Agency (A CD A) within the State

Department, was contradicted by two other policy lines.

While advocating disarmament, the Kennedy-administration in

fact implemented a massive arms build-up.398 Kennedy had

come to power maintaining that the United States was lagging

behind the Soviet Union in the production of missiles, and he

proceeded to devote a large amount of resources to research

398Roberts 1970: 55-57.
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and development of new weapons systems in order to rectify a

situation which his own defence secretary, Robert McNamara,

shortly was to acknowledge did not exist: there was no missile

gap.399 However, it was a second line of policy which created

the most problems at the negotiating table, namely plans for

establishing a new multilateral force (MLF) within Nato. This

new force would consist of a fleet of surface ships,400 equipped

with nuclear weapons, and having crews from different Nato

countries.401 The idea had originated within the Eisenhower

administration, and was then taken to heart by the

"Europeans" of the Kennedy administration. These were

officials whose primary objective was an integrated Europe.

They apparently saw the MLF scheme as a means to satisfy

eventual West German cravings for a nuclear force without

having to establish a national German one,402 and they also saw

it as a possible precursor for a future federal European nuclear

force. The Germans themselves only reluctantly went along

399Ibid.; Bundy 1988: 352.

400When the MLF scheme was initially launched, in 1960, the plans
were for a Polaris submarine force. It soon emerged, however, that
Admiral Rickover would not approve of multilaterally manned
submarines. Consequently the scheme was changed to a force of surface
vessels, see Bundy 1988: 489.

401For an overview of the literature on the MLF scheme, see Hoppe
1993: 17-20.

402In McGeorge Bundy's words "it did not seem safe to assume that
Adenauer's unilateral renunciation of German nuclear weapons would
last for ever in the face of major national efforts in Britain and France",
quoted from Bundy 1988: 498.
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with the idea, but once they had accepted it in 1963,403 they

refused to abandon it.404 The German supporters of the plan

primarily saw it as a means to keep the Americans in

Europe.405 Furthermore, the history of the NPT negotiations

seems to indicate that they also came to see it as a means to

prevent the NPT. The plan was in fact laid politically dead by

the British in December 1964, but it continued to haunt the

NPT negotiations until the autumn of 1966.

German opposition to the NPT was enhanced by the way

the Limited Test Ban Treaty was negotiated. In the final stages

the superpowers negotiated among themselves in Moscow, and

no allied consultations took place prior to the agreement. This

procedure caused anger as well as anxiety in Bonn. The West

Germans were particularly unhappy about the fact that the

Democratic Republic of Germany was allowed to sign the

treaty.406 In the mid-1950s the Federal Republic had likewise

reacted strongly to a European aerial inspection scheme

involving inspections over German territory. Indications that

the two superpowers intended to negotiate on such a scheme

caused Chancellor Konrad Adenauer to go to Washington to

insist that disarmament should come after, not before the

403Hoppe 1993: 112 ff.

404Kelleher 1975: 229 f.

405Bundy 1988: 496.

406Kelleher 1975: 242.
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reunification of Germany.407 Thus the special military and

political situation of the Federal Republic made it impossible

to achieve any real progress in the NPT negotiations until the

Americans had reached an understanding with the Russians

which, to a certain extent at least, satisfied West Germany's

defence interests.

The conventional interpretation of the NPT negotiations is

to look upon the MLF issue as the greatest impediment to

progress in the negotiations. There seems to be good reason to

look at it the other way round. To prevent the Germans (and

the Japanese) from acquiring nuclear weapons may well have

been the main reason for Soviet interest in a successful

outcome of the negotiations. German reluctance to sign a

treaty thus made the Russians the more eager to reach an

agreement.

Of course, the two nuclear powers that did not take part in

the negotiations, France and the People's Republic of China,

perceived the NPT as primarily directed at themselves. And

there can be no doubt that the Chinese nuclear explosion of

October 1964 served to underline the importance of reaching

an agreement before further proliferation took place. The

Chinese detonation, furthermore, directly influenced India's

stance at the negotiating table and consequently also the

outcome of the negotiations, India being a civilian nuclear

407Roberts 1970: 39.
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power in her own right, and one of the most vocal spokesmen

of the non-aligned countries. But in spite of the global

orientation of the negotiations and the global problem that the

NPT was addressing, it is in fact striking to what extent the

European context set the framework for the negotiations.

The negotiating process

The most important forum for the NPT negotiations was the

Conference of the Eighteen-Nation Committee on

Disarmament (ENDC). The United States and the Soviet

Union came to an agreement on the composition of this

negotiating forum in December 1961, and the ENDC held its

first session in Geneva in March 1962.408 The establishment

and the composition of the eighteen-nation group were

endorsed by the UN General Assembly, but the new body was

not an organ of the United Nations, in spite of the fact that

UN Secretariat served the Conference; that a representative of

the UN Secretary General was present at the Conference at all

times; and that the Conference sent its reports and records to

the UN Disarmament Commission and to the UN General

Assembly. The ENDC was in fact a supplement to the UN

fora. The issues that were raised within the eighteen-nation

group continued to be discussed at the UN Disarmament

408PRO, FO 371/176414, "Conference of the Eighteen Nation
Committee on Disarmament. A Review", dated 25 November 1964.
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Commission, at the annual sessions of the General Assembly,

and at the meetings of the First Committee of the General

Assembly as well. The setting up of the ENDC probably

reflected a need for a smaller and more informal body than the

UN organs. The ENDC would be a negotiating body instead

of a deliberating body like the Disarmament Commission. Its

work was organised in a most original fashion. To provide

continuity in its work, the conference designated the United

States and the Soviet Union as permanent co-chairmen of the

conference. It was composed of five Nato countries (Canada,

France, Italy, the United Kingdom and the United States), five

Warsaw Pact countries (Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Poland,

Romania and the Soviet Union) and eight non-aligned

countries. The ten former ones were the same that had formed

a 10-Nation Disarmament Committee,409 set up by the UN

General Assembly in 1959, but which disintegrated in the

wake of the U2 affair in I960.410 The addition of eight non-

aligned countries, Brazil, Burma, Ethiopia, India, Mexico,

Nigeria, Sweden and the United Arab Republic, reflected the

fact that the non-aligned had won a position for themselves as

a third major grouping in the UN, besides the East and the

West, in matters of disarmament.411

409Shaker 1980: 74-75.

410Ibid.: 17.

411The first Conference of Heads of State or Government of non-
aligned countries had taken place in Belgrade in September 1961. In a
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Although the ENDC became the major negotiating forum

for the NPT, it was never a forum specifically dedicated to this

particular issue, and it started its proceedings in 1962 by

continuing the discussions on general and complete

disarmament. However, the two superpowers had agreed in

September 1961 on a Joint Statement of Agreed Principles for

the ENDC. This statement provided for the possibility of

agreeing on partial disarmament measures before reaching

agreement on the entire programme.412 It was the Cuban

missile crisis that definitely shifted the focus from general

disarmament measures to partial ones, at the time known as

collateral measures. In 1963 intensive discussions on a limited

test ban treaty dominated the forum. Definite agreement for

putting the non-proliferation treaty on the agenda only came

on 18 June 1964. But it was the detonation of the Chinese

bomb on 16 October 1964 which finally set things in motion,

although the new developments were at first invisible to the

public eye. Thus the ENDC was not convoked at the

beginning of 1965.413

declaration from the meeting the non-aligned countries had demanded
to be represented in all future global conferences on disarmament. The
Soviet Union and the United States in fact accepted this principle when
they set up the ENDC in December 1961.

412PRO, FO 371/176414, "Conference of the Eighteen Nation
Committee on Disarmament. A Review", dated 25 November 1964.

413Shaker 1980: 91.
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Behind the scene important steps were already taken on the

Western side in November-December to intensify the efforts

to reach a non-proliferation agreement. In the United States

the Chinese bomb led to the appointment of the Committee

on Nuclear Disarmament, more commonly known as the

Gilpatric committee after its chairman Roswell L. Gilpatric,

who had been deputy secretary of defence from the beginning

of the Kennedy administration until January 1964. The

Gilpatric Report was handed to President Johnson on 21

January 1965. The report strongly underlined the increased

danger of proliferation resulting from the Chinese explosion. It

maintained that the world was "fast approaching a point of no

return in the prospects of controlling the spread of nuclear

weapons". In order to meet this situation it recommended

intensifying efforts to conclude "the widest and most effective

possible" non-proliferation treaty, and advised bringing strong

pressure on what was termed significant countries {listing

Germany, France, India, Japan, Israel, the United Arab

Republic and Sweden) to make these countries accept such a

treaty. It furthermore recommended that efforts to reach a

non-proliferation treaty should not be made dependent upon a

settlement of the issue of an Atlantic nuclear force.414 It is

414LBJ Library, National Security File (NSF), National Security
Council Histories, NPT, vol. I, boxes 55-56, document 6, "A report to
the President by the Comittee on Nuclear Proliferation" (sanitised
version).
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difficult to interpret this recommendation as other than a

choice in favour of the NPT over the MLF. The American

administration as a whole was split, however. Secretary of

State Dean Rusk wanted a non-proliferation treaty, but he did

not want to sacrifice the MLF in order to get such a treaty,415

and the President kept himself rather aloof from the issue.

Instead of following up on the recommendations of the

Gilpatric report, he ordered his officials to keep the report

strictly secret. It is thus debatable to what extent, if at all, the

report influenced the American policy. It certainly did not

have an immediate impact, but its recommendations were in

the long run to become the essence of the American policy.416

The report was leaked to the New York Times in early July,

but by then events on the Western side had been overtaken by

a British initiative to present a draft at the forthcoming

autumn session of the ENDC.

All over the world the big question raised by the Chinese

explosion was whether this would trigger the construction of

an Indian bomb. The United Kingdom government seems to

have been particularly concerned about this issue because it

involved a Commonwealth country, and because it was

thought that if India also decided to go nuclear, other countries

415Seaborg 1987: 146

416Ibid.: 148-149.
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would follow suit.417 Moreover the new science adviser to the

Ministry of Defence, Sir Solly Zuckerman, had had talks with

Homi Bhabha which had convinced him that Bhabha certainly

wanted to make a bomb in India.418 The British government

therefore came to the conclusion that a non-proliferation

treaty was a global necessity and its achievement a matter of

urgency. The work on a text for a draft non-proliferation

treaty started in December 1964. During the following half

year the new Labour Government under its Minister for

disarmament, Lord Chalfont, became the driving force behind

efforts to work out a Western draft treaty to be presented in

Geneva, and the British decisiveness and perseverance on this

issue undoubtedly precipitated the presentation of a draft text

by the American delegation in August 1965.

The session of the UN Disarmament Commission between

21 April and 16 June 1965, convened at the request of the

Soviet Union, also contributed to bringing serious negotiations

nearer. During this session the non-aligned member states were

particularly active. India proposed a solution of nuclear

weapons' proliferation comprising five elements, and Sweden

argued for a package linking a non-proliferation agreement to a

comprehensive test ban and a cut-off of the production of

417PRO, FO 371/176416, "The Scope for United Kingdom
Disarmament Initiatives".

418PRO, FO 371/176416, Note from meeting, 10 November 1964.
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fissile materials. The session culminated in a resolution

recommending the ENDC to give priority to discussions of a

non-proliferation agreement.419 This meant tying the link with

the "Irish Resolution", which already had provided a concept

for treating nuclear non-proliferation separately from other

arms control and disarmament problems.

The first draft proposals put forward by the United States

and the Soviet Union, respectively on 17 August at the ENDC

and on 24 September at the UN General Assembly,420

confirmed the fundamental disagreement between the two

superpowers regarding the definition of nuclear spread. While

the Americans advocated a definition that would allow for so-

called nuclear sharing within the military alliances, the

Russians were vehemently opposed to it. The question had

been hotly debated since the creation of the ENDC.

Interestingly enough, only three months before the Cuban

missile crisis, the Soviet ambassador had proposed an

agreement between the nuclear powers not to deliver nuclear

weapons, control over them, or information necessary for

their production, to states that did not themselves possess

nuclear weapons. The proposal reflected the Soviet concern

about American plans for the creation of a multilateral nuclear

force within Nato. As always, the Americans refused such an

419Shaker 1980: 93.

420Ibid.: 94-98.
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approach, maintaining that an eventual multilateral force

would not lead to proliferation.421

According to Glenn Seaborg, the American administration

to a certain extent distanced itself from the MLF scheme in the

aftermath of the Chinese explosion. Yet it remained divided on

this issue, and a final and decisive choice was only made by

President Johnson in the autumn of 1966. Thus it is only with

hindsight that it is possible to say that it was the British Prime

Minister Harold Wilson who in December 1964 effectively

killed the MLF by launching an alternative concept called the

ANF.422 The main thing about this concept was the fact that

the nuclear powers would retain the right of veto permanently

in any multilateral arrangements with non-nuclear powers.

The British maintained that such a scheme for nuclear sharing

would not represent proliferation, whereas the MLF would,

based as it was on majority decisions.423 In accordance with

this position, the United Kingdom in March 1965 produced a

draft proposal which explicitly prohibited transfer of nuclear

weapons not only to states but also to associations of states.424

421Ibid.: 87-89.

422Seaborg 1987: 125 ff.

423PRO, FO 371/181386, FO Minute of 17 December 1964 on "Non-
Dissemination"; FO 137/181387, FO Minute of 12 March 1965 on
"Collective International Safeguards Against Nuclear Threats".

424PRO, FO 371/181387, Letter of 17 March 1965 from FO to Ministry
of Defence.
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In May Canada produced an alternative text which did not

mention associations of states.

The United Kingdom proposal upset the West German

government. They objected that western allies should refrain

from taking any initiatives on non-proliferation until decisions

had been taken on Nato's future nuclear arrangements. They

also stated that the British draft appeared to rule out the

possibility of setting up a European federation with a nuclear

capability in which decisions could be taken by majority vote.

Furthermore, they insisted that no deal should be made with

the Russians regarding a non-proliferation treaty before some

progress had been made with regard to German reunification.

They admitted, however, that they had not thought out in

detail what concessions to ask for.425 British efforts to persuade

the Germans that a non-proliferation treaty was a global

necessity, particularly important for the non-aligned and for

non-European countries, met with little success.426 West

German public reactions were especially agitated in July. This

agitation was a reaction to several events which the Germans

425PRO, FO 371/181388, telegram of 5 July 1965 from UK Embassy,
Bonn, to FO.

426PRO, FO 371/181388, telegram of 6 July 1965 from UK Embassy,
Bonn, to FO; telegram of 9 July 1965 from FO to UK Embassy, Bonn;
FO Minute of 9 July 1965 on "Non-Dissemination"; FO 371/181389,
telegram of 16 July 1965 from FO to UK Embassy, Bonn; telegram of
20 July from UK Embassy, Bonn, to FO.
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took to be indications of a change in the American policy.427 It

started with Robert F. Kennedy's maiden speech in the Senate

in which he strongly urged the United States to work for non-

proliferation in terms reminiscent of the Gilpatric report. On

the first of July the contents of the report itself was leaked by

the New York Times, and finally an article, published by the

director of ACDA and American ambassador to the ENDC,

William C. Foster, in the July edition of Foreign Affairs, made

matters worse by seeming to suggest a compromise with the

Russians over nuclear sharing.

The strong and almost violent West German reaction by all

accounts scared the Americans and strengthened the hand of

those who did not want to sacrifice the MLF for a non-

proliferation treaty. McGeorge Bundy told the British that the

Americans feared a major row with the Federal Republic,

which in turn might lead to a dangerous situation in Nato.428

At this point allied cohesion was already weakened because of

the French attitude to the alliance, and the Americans were

worried about a future French action in Nato. In addition they

were worried about doing something to upset the Germans

before the general election in West Germany in the autumn.

Supported by the Italian and Canadian delegations in Geneva,

427Kiintzel 1992: 85 ff.

428PRO, FO 371/181389, telegram of 20 July 1965 from UK Embassy,
Washington D.C., to FO.
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the Americans decided that they would not support the British

draft as it stood because it did not make adequate provision for

nuclear sharing. They therefore suggested an amendment

which would allow greater flexibility for the "European

option".429 "The European option" was a euphemism for an

EEC (European Economic Community) with an independent

nuclear force. Whereas the British insisted that the only

European option that would not constitute proliferation was a

supranational European federation which was a successor state

to one of the existing nuclear powers, the Americans insisted

that an independent European nuclear force would not

constitute proliferation unless it would lead to an increase in

the number of nuclear powers, and they suggested an

amendment to the British draft to this effect. The British

government did not accept the suggested amendments,430 and

efforts to come to an agreement on a common text were

unsuccessful. When the British persevered with their own

draft, Rusk wrote to his British counterpart, imploring the

United Kingdom not to go ahead with their draft and not to

make a public display of disagreements within Nato.431 The

429PRO, FO 371/181390, Draft minute to Prime Minister from
Secretary of State on "Non-Dissemination".
430Ibid.

431PRO, FO 371/181391, covering letter of 6 August 1965, enclosing
message from Dean Rusk to Foreign Secretary.
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British gave in to the Americans, who then presented their

proposal on 17 August.

Given that the MLF issue had already blocked progress

regarding a non-proliferation agreement for several years, the

representative of the United Arab Republic suggested in the

General Assembly in the autumn of 1965 that the Assembly

should not concentrate on the two superpowers' draft

proposals, but should instead lay down some basic principles

upon which a treaty could be built. A formal resolution,

Resolution 2028 (x), was submitted by the eight non-aligned

ENDC-members calling for five basic principles to guide the

negotiations. The treaty should be devoid of loopholes which

might permit proliferation; it should embody an acceptable

balance of mutual duties and obligations of the nuclear and the

non-nuclear powers; it should be a step towards the

achievement of a general and complete disarmament, and,

more particularly, nuclear disarmament; it should include

provisions to ensure the effectiveness of the treaty; and

nothing in the treaty should prevent any group of countries to

conclude regional nuclear-free zones. These principles

represented a summary of years of negotiations, and a

compromise not only between the positions of the

superpowers but also of the non-aligned countries

themselves.432

432Shaker 1980: 37.
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During the General Assembly session there were two

meetings between the Russians and the Americans on the

proliferation issue, without any progress being made.433 In the

autumn Lord Chalfont paid a visit to Moscow, during which

Foreign Minister Gromyko repeatedly stressed that if the West

really wanted a non-proliferation treaty, the Americans and

the British should come together with the Russians to discuss

the text of the two draft treaties.434 In early November, the

Soviet ambassador to Washington, Anatoli) Dobrynin,

delivered an oral message from the Soviet leaders to President

Johnson, stating that the Soviet attitude to nuclear

proliferation was absolutely clear. The Soviet Union was

against all forms of proliferation and did not want nuclear

weapons to pass into the hands of any non-nuclear powers.435

Against this background the British government came to the

conclusion that the Russians sincerely desired to conclude a

non-proliferation treaty. They suggested to Rusk that the two

Western powers should reciprocate by demonstrating

willingness to negotiate.436 Rusk did not share the British

evaluation of Soviet readiness to engage in serious negotiations.

433PRO, FO 371/181393, FO Minute of 8 December 1965 on "Non-
Proliferation".

434Ibid.

435PRO, FO 371/181393, Telegram of 8 November 1965 from UK
Embassy, Washington D.C., to FO.

436PRO, FO 371/181393, telegram of 8 December from FO to UK
Embassy, Washington D.C.
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He feared negative reactions among Nato allies, and he did not

want to risk having renewed negotiations end before the

resumption of the ENDC.437 The Americans thus preferred to

wait until the next session of the ENDC before taking new

initiatives.

The British continued to press for early action,438

advocating that the "European option" should be limited to

mean nuclear weapons within a supranational, federal Europe.

In the winter of 1966 the head of the Canadian delegation to

the ENDC indicated to the Americans that he personally

supported the United Kingdom position.439 The Americans

stifled any public expressions of such views, however,440 and

the revised American draft, which was presented at the ENDC

in March 1966, did not narrow the fundamental difference

with the Soviet Union over the definition of proliferation.

In informal meetings between the American and Russian

delegations at the ENDC in June things really started to move

in the direction of a new basis for serious negotiations. In mid-

437PRO, FO 371/181393, telegram of 14 December 1965 from UK
Embassy, Paris, to FO; "Aide Memoire" from State Department to FO;
FO Minute of 16 December 1965.

438PRO, FO 371/181393, telegram of 18 December 1965 from FO to
UK Embassy, Washington D.C.; Brief for "Lord Chalfont's Visit to
Washington, 19-20 January, 1966".

439LBJ Library, NSF; National Security Council Histories, NPT,
volume II, boxes 55-56, doc. 27, telegram of 10 August 1966 from US
Mission, Geneva, to State Department.

440Ibid.
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June members of the Russian delegation repeatedly expressed

Russian interest in achieving an agreement in the near

future.441 The Soviet as well as the American willingness to

negotiate at this stage may well have had much to do with the

passing of the so-called Pastore resolution in the US Senate in

May. Through this resolution the Senate gave its unanimous

support to President Johnson's efforts to achieve a NPT.442

Willingness to negotiate led to exploratory talks over the

formulation of Article 1. The Americans criticised the Soviet

text as too detailed,443 and the Russians seemed to consent to

moving to more general language, which concentrated on "the

heart of the matter".444 The American delegation presented the

Soviet delegation with a revised draft containing very generally

441LBJ Library, NSF, National Security Council Histories, NPT, boxes
55-56, vol. II, doc. 13, telegram of 17 June from US Mission, Geneva, to
State Department; doc. 14, telegram of 16 June 1966 from US Mission,
Geneva, to State Department; doc. 16, telegram of 23 July 1966 from
US Mission, Geneva, to State Department.

442 The Senate passed a resolution to this effect, well aware that an
agreement with the Russians was conditioned on the relinquishment of
multilateral nuclear schemes, and that an agreement with the non-
aligned powers was conditioned on the superpowers' willingness to give
something in return for the non-nuclear powers' renunciation of
nuclear weapons. The resolution which was put forward by senator
John O. Pastore on 18 January 1966, was passed on 17 May 1966. See
Congressional Record - Senate of 17 May 1966.

443LBJ Library, NSF, National Security Council Histories, NPT, boxes
55-56, vol. II, doc. 16, telegram of 23 July 1966 from US Mission,
Geneva, to State Department.

444LBJ Library, NSF, National Security Council Histories, NPT, boxes
55-56, vol. II, doc 16; doc. 17, telegram of 26 July 1966 from US
Mission, Geneva, to State Department.
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formulated language. It generally prohibited transfer of nuclear

weapons from nuclear powers to non-nuclear powers. But the

Soviet Union argued that the treaty should cover transfer to

military alliances, and insisted that the question of transferring

nuclear weapons to alliances was the "heart of the matter".445

The British and the Canadians were also critical of the

American draft, and did not find it a possible basis for serious

negotiations.446 At the same time, the eight non-aligned

members had discussions about putting forward a "third" NPT

draft, which had been circulated by India and the United Arab

Republic. There was no general agreement among the non-

aligned about the need for a third draft, however, and the

Americans advised against it, insisting that the moment was

badly chosen, since the Russians and the Americans were

trying to find a basis for compromise.447

At the end of the ENDC session, Foster reported to Rusk

that he believed it possible to negotiate a non-proliferation

445LBJ Library, NSF, National Security Council Histories, NPT, boxes
55-56, vol. II, doc. 21, telegram of 1 August 1966 from US Mission,
Geneva, to State Department; doc. 22, telegram of 8 August 1966 from
US Mission, Geneva, to State Department.

446LBJ Library, NSF, National Security Council Histories, NPT, boxes
55-56, vol. II, doc. 27, telegram of 10 August 1966 from US Mission,
Geneva, to State Department.

447LBJ Library, NSF, National Security Council Histories, NPT, boxes
55-56, vol. II, doc. 39, telegram of 16 July 1966 from US Mission,
Geneva, to State Department; doc. 40, telegram of 19 July 1966 from
US Mission, Geneva, to State Department; doc. 40a, telegram of 20 July
1966 from US Mission, Geneva, to State Department, doc. 41, telegram
of 21 July 1966 from State Department to various US Embassies.
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treaty with the Russians, provided that the Americans were

willing to give the necessary concessions with regard to the

definition of transfer. He recommended that the MLF should

be given up, and that the issue should be raised with the

German chancellor. Much the same message was conveyed in a

memorandum to Johnson in mid-September.448 During the

autumn session of the UN General Assembly, several meetings

took place between foreign ministers Gromyko and Rusk, and

between ambassadors Roshchin and Foster, the ENDC co-

chairmen. During their meetings the foreign ministers were

able to agree on several conditions upon which to base a treaty.

Thus they agreed that the two countries had a common

interest in closing the door to nuclear proliferation.449

Gromyko made it clear he shared the American conception

that the treaty would state that which would be prohibited and

not that which would be allowed. When Rusk emphasised that

the treaty would deal with a peacetime situation, and would

not cover decisions about going to war, Gromyko

acknowledged that this was not the time to discuss existing

defence arrangements. Furthermore, he made it clear that he

would not raise the question of nuclear defence consultations

448LBJ Library, NSF, National Security Council Histories, NPT, boxes
55-56, vol. II, doc. 66.

449LBJ Library, NSF, National Security Council Histories, NPT, boxes
55-56, vol. II, doc. 70, "Memorandum of Conversation" (Rusk-
Gromyko), dated 22 September 1966.
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in connection with a non-proliferation treaty.450 This meant

that the Russians accepted existing deployment of nuclear

weapons, and that they accepted Nato's plans for a new

consultative organ for nuclear defence issues.

Talks about a definitive text did not result in agreement at

this stage, although the parties agreed that the discussions had

brought the two positions nearer. The discussions focused on

how to formulate a prohibition against transfer to groups of

states, such as military alliances. The Americans tried to

persuade the Russians to accept that "transfer" as defined in the

US atomic energy legislation included all kinds of physical

transfer.451 They also insisted that the United States had no

intention of giving the Germans access to nuclear weapons.

Gromyko retorted that a general statement of intentions was

insufficient, and that prohibition of transfer to groups had to

be explicitly expressed.452 The Americans maintained that an

explicit wording clearly directed at the Federal Republic would

be politically impossible, and would only serve to "rub salt

450LBJ Library, NSF, National Security Council Histories, NPT, boxes
55-56, vol. II, doc. 74, "Memorandum of Conversation" (Rusk-
Gromyko), dated 24 September 1966.

451LBJ Library, NSF, National Security Council Histories, NPT, boxes
55-56, vol. II, doc. 73, "Memorandum of Conversation" (Foster-
Roshchin), dated 24 September 1966.

452LBJ Library, NSF, National Security Council Histories, NPT, boxes
55-56, vol. II, doc. 70.
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into the wound",453 thus making a German adherence to the

treaty more difficult to achieve.

Although no final agreement on a text was achieved in New

York in September, the progress made during the negotiations

led President Johnson to finally decide in early October that

achieving a non-proliferation treaty was more important than

nuclear sharing. He nevertheless insisted on the allies' right to

influence political decisions with a bearing on the Nato

alliance's nuclear defence.454 On 19 October, at a Nato Council

meeting, a majority of allied countries advocated a definition

of "nuclear spread" which would disallow the establishment of

a new multilateral nuclear force, and the West German

ambassador declared that the Federal Republic did not ask for

special treatment with regard to the NPT-treaty.455 Also the

UN General Assembly that autumn passed several resolutions

expressing support of the negotiations. One resolution, based

on a Pakistani idea, determined that a conference of non-

nuclear weapon states was to be held no later than July 1968,

453LBJ Library, NSF, National Security Council Histories, NPT, boxes
55-56, doc. 73.

454LBJ Library, NSF, National Security Council Histories, NPT, boxes
55-56, doc. 81, "Note dictated by the Secretary on the President's views
on non proliferation as set forth at the recent Camp David meeting",
dated 3 October 1966.

455UD, 26.17/22, n, Norw. Nato delegation to UD, 20 October 1966.
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thus putting pressure on the negotiators to achieve a result

before that time.456

After Gromyko's departure from New York, negotiations

continued between the Russian and American delegations.

Before departing Gromyko had publicly declared that the

Soviet Union would not let misgivings about the American

warfare in Vietnam be an obstacle to further progress in the

negotiations.457 In November new drafts were introduced by

both parties, but in the end it was a draft proposal discussed in

September which by 5 December became the basis for a

tentative final understanding concerning Articles I and II of the

treaty.458 Those articles contained the main provisions of the

treaty, namely the obligation of the nuclear weapon powers

not to assist in nuclear proliferation and the obligation of the

non-nuclear weapon powers to forgo the right to make nuclear

weapons as well as nuclear devices for peaceful purposes. The

co-chairmen were supposed to present identical draft proposals

at the opening of a new ENDC session on 21 February 1967.

However, the Americans had made clear that they could

not formally agree to a final text before consulting their allies.

456Shaker 1975: 103.

457UD, 26.17/22,111, Norw. UN delegation, New York, to UD, 18
October 1966.

458LBJ Library, NSF, National Security Council Histories, NPT, boxes
55-56, vol. II, doc. 105, telegram of 5 December from US UN
Delegation to State Department.
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Foster's recommendation in the summer to raise with the

West German chancellor the issue of renouncing the MLF in

order to achieve a NPT had not been followed up. During

Erhard's visit to the United States early in the autumn the

issue had only been touched upon in general terms. Now it

was decided that Rusk would tell other Nato foreign ministers

about the outcome of the negotiations during the Nato foreign

ministers' meeting in Paris in mid-December in order to get

their reactions. Meanwhile, the negotiations between the

Russians and the Americans continued on other aspects of the

treaty such as the question of guarantees, safeguards, review,

amendment and entry into force of the treaty.

The initial West German reaction was promising. After the

general election that autumn the Erhard government had had

to resign and a coalition government had been formed. The

new foreign minister, Willy Brandt, declared that he had no

objection to the text himself, but that he was not sure that the

government as a whole would share his view.459 Rusk reported

home that his guess was that "the new German government

[would] come very close to accepting the last draft".460 The

West German government probably gave its consent to the

459LBJ Library, NSF, National. Security Council Histories, NPT, boxes
55-56. vol. II, doc. 107, "Memorandum for the President", dated 19
December 1966.

460LBJ Library, NSF, National Security Council Histories, NPT, boxes
55-56, vol. II, doc. 107a, telegram of 15 December from US Embassy,
Paris, to State Department.
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first two articles at this stage. But when the United States in

late January 1967 presented the Kiesinger coalition

government with a proposal for Article III, the safeguards

article, the general German reaction was an outburst of fury

because the Americans once more had reached an agreement

with the Russians without prior allied consultations.461 With

the Grand Coalition government, the Germans pursued a "Ja -

aber" policy.462 Even if they had reluctantly agreed to sign a

treaty, they would only do so on certain conditions.

Consequently, they wished to be consulted regarding

additional treaty provisions.

West German criticism of the procedure led to the

postponement of the spring session of the ENDC. Instead

there was a round of consultations. Foster visited Bonn and

other European capitals. Lord Chalfont went to Brussels to

consult with the Euratom Commission. Johnson had a heated

meeting with the German chancellor, Kurt-Georg Kiesinger,

when he attended Konrad Adenauer's funeral in late April.

Bilateral German-American talks took place in Washington in

461It did not help matters that the Soviet Union on 28 January delivered
a note to the Federal Government accusing it of exploiting the close
interrelationship between peaceful and military use of nuclear energy
for the purpose of obstructing the negotiations. See "Nuclear Pact
Misgivings expressed in Nato" in the Times of 2 February 1967, and
statement by foreign minister Willy Brandt in the Bundestag on 1
February 1967.

462The expression is taken from an article by Theo Sommer in Die Zeit
of 3 February 1967, entitled '"Ja -aber' zur Atomsperre".
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April.463 In addition a string of Nato Council meetings took

place in the course of April and May. The Federal Republic

consulted intensively with other threshold countries. Even the

Soviet Union held consultations with its allies.

The issues of debate were the verification provisions of the

treaty and the question of what the non-nuclear weapon

powers would get in return for their renunciation of nuclear

weapons. The Federal Republic insisted on substantial and

procedural limitations with regard to treaty provisions. To

achieve this aim she collaborated closely with other reluctant

countries like India and Switzerland, and especially with Italy

and Japan. This shows that the industrialised countries that did

not take part in the ENDC were fighting for their interests in

civilian nuclear activities. Italy and the Federal Republic, with

the support of other Euratom countries, were particularly

insistent on the preservation of the Euratom safeguards system.

There was furthermore a general concern among the non-

nuclear countries about the consequences of the treaty for their

future security.

On 24 August 1967 the Soviet Union and the United States

submitted identical draft proposals. The verification provisions

were still left open. This marked the beginning of a new round

of consultations, discussions and presentation of amendments

at the ENDC. The non-aligned members of the ENDC were

463Kiintzel 1992: 164-167.
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no longer able to agree among themselves, and the American

chairman complained about "the proliferation of viewpoints".

On 18 January 1968 two identically revised draft proposals

were presented at the ENDC by the co-chairmen. A

compromise formula had now been reached regarding Article

III, i.e. the safeguards provisions. Consultations and discussions

were continuing on a multilateral basis through February. A

special procedure was established for non-member countries of

the ENDC to present their comments to the Eighteen-nation

group. At this stage it had become clear that India had stopped

participating actively in the process. The Indian delegation did

not receive any instructions from New Delhi.464 Neither the

18 January drafts nor the joint draft proposal that was put

forward by the co-chairmen on 11 March contained any

provisions regarding guarantees for the security of non-nuclear

weapon states. However, the three nuclear powers involved

presented a proposal for a Security Council resolution. Here

they would pledge to come to the assistance, through the

Security Council, of non-nuclear weapon countries being

under nuclear attack or being threatened by nuclear attack. But

on 14 April 1968 Prime Minister Indira Gandhi confirmed in

the Indian Parliament that India was not going to sign the

NPT.

464UD, 26.17/22, XI, Norw. Embassy, New Delhi, to UD, 12 March
1968.
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The co-chairmen maintained that the last draft proposal was

the result of prolonged negotiations, and that there was by

now a small margin for making changes.465 Yet a number of

amendments were submitted during a session of the UN

General Assembly between 24 April and June. Some of these

were included in the final draft of the treaty as well as in a

Security Council Resolution on security guarantees that was

passed on 18 June 1968. The willingness to compromise at this

late stage probably had to do with a wish to bring the

negotiations to fruition before the Conference of the non-

nuclear weapon powers in August, and also before the US

presidential elections in the autumn. The treaty was opened for

signature in London, Moscow, and Washington on 1 July.

President Johnson and Prime Minister Kosygin both made a

declaration in this connection.

The Treaty I: Defining nuclear proliferation

Through the adoption of the "Irish Resolution" the existing

nuclear powers, France, the Soviet Union, the United

Kingdom, and the United States, had pledged their

determination not to assist in the spread of nuclear weapons.

Although France had voted for, she subsequently opted out of

the ENDC and did not take part in the NPT negotiations, nor

465UD, 26.17/22, XII, Norw. Embassy, Washington, to UD, 12 April
1968.
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did she have any intention of signing such a treaty. France

considered limited arms controls measures as insufficient and

imbalanced. She saw it as a means not only to preserve the

monopoly of the existing nuclear powers, but mainly to

strengthen the military positions of the two superpowers vis-a-

vis other powers. Consequently, the French government

considered general and complete disarmament as the only

acceptable approach to disarmament negotiations. The People's

Republic of China, which was not a member of the United

Nations, had much the same conception of the NPT

negotiations as the French government, namely that the aim of

the negotiations was to preserve the dominance of the two

superpowers, and to keep other powers, and in particular

China herself, down. Thus, only three of the then five nuclear

weapon states participated in the NPT negotiations. And for

many years any progress in the negotiations was prevented due

to disagreement among these states on the definition of nuclear

spread. With few exceptions, the non-aligned ENDC-members

did not volunteer their opinion on the matter.466 The solution

of this question marked the big breakthrough of the

negotiations, symbolised by the presentation of the identical

draft proposals in August 1967. From then on the wording of

Article I remained virtually unchanged.

466Shaker 1980: 167-168.
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As shown above, the heart of the matter was whether the

treaty should or should not allow nuclear sharing within

military and indeed political alliances or not. What made the

issue a particularly hot one, was the fact that the nuclear

sharing in question primarily was meant to accommodate the

interests of the Federal Republic of Germany. The first

American draft proposal of 17 August 1965 not only kept the

MLF option open. By asking for the prohibition of transfer of

nuclear weapons to the national control of non-nuclear

powers, as well as the prohibition of an increase in the total

number of nuclear weapon states, it in fact held open the

possibility of three kinds of transfer. Firstly, transfer from one

nuclear weapon state to another would not be prohibited.

Secondly, it opened for the transfer of nuclear weapons from a

nation state to an organisation provided that the total number

of nuclear weapon states did not increase. Thirdly, it would

allow the creation of a new political entity having nuclear

weapons at its disposal if a former nuclear state turned its

nuclear arsenal over to the new entity. This alternative was the

American version of the "European option", and the intention

behind it was to keep open the possibility to create a federal

European state that would be based on a nuclear defence.467

The American draft proposal reflected a desire on the part

of the Americans to accommodate the West Germans. Italy

467Ibid.: 216-217.
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and Canada, two of the other Nato participants at the ENDC,

supported the American draft, whereas the United Kingdom

had strong objections to its contents. At a press conference in

connection with the presentation of the draft proposal, Lord

Chalfont made it clear that the United Kingdom would have

preferred a stricter definition of proliferation than that entailed

in the American draft. Yet, he saw the proposal as a good basis

for further negotiations.

The British reaction demonstrated Britain's negative

attitude to the issue of establishing a multilateral Nato nuclear

force. Talks about this issue in previous years had in fact

revealed that neither the French nor the British were willing to

relinquish control of their national nuclear arsenal. And

several of the smaller Nato members were lukewarm to the

idea of giving the Federal Republic of Germany more access to

nuclear weapons than they already had. The draft proposal

circulated by the United Kingdom within Nato in June-July

1965 was based on a definition of nuclear spread which would

not allow nuclear sharing schemes, and Lord Chalfont made

this view on the matter known at the ENDC.468 The British

proposal had been worded so that it explicitly prohibited

transfer of nuclear weapons to associations of states.

Nevertheless, it allowed for a limited version of the "European

option", that is in the form of a supranational federation which

46SUD, 26.17/22,1, Norw. Mission, Geneva, to UD, 18 August 1965.
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would be a legal successor to at least one of the existing

European nuclear powers (that is either France or the United

Kingdom, or both). The British distinction between a

supranational federation and a EEC in which decisions were

taken by a majority of individual states did not convince the

Americans, who claimed that the British draft did not make

enough provision for the "European option".469 Recognising

that nothing could be achieved without support from the

United States, and that it was essential to carry the Germans

along, the British gave in to American pressure, and did not

put forward their own proposal in Geneva.470

If the majority of Nato countries disliked the idea of

German nuclear weapons, the Russians abhorred it. On 24

September 1965 they presented a draft proposal to the UN

General Assembly which explicitly prohibited transfer of

nuclear weapons through military alliances to national control.

They made it clear that an eventual creation of new nuclear

forces within Nato would be contrary to continued East-West

detente. And they accused the United States of obstructing the

469PRO, FO 371/181389, FO minute entitled "Non-Dissemination and
theANF".

470PRO, FO 371/181391, FO minute of 5 August 1965 on "Possible
consequences".
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negotiations by putting forward demands that the Federal

Republic be allowed access to nuclear weapons.471

The idea that it would have a preventive effect to let the

Federal Republic participate in nuclear sharing within the

framework of Nato was mocked by the Soviet ambassador.

According to his analysis "History had repeatedly shown that

it was simply impossible to restrain the appetite of German

militarism by granting concessions to it."472 The Soviet

government insisted on closing all loopholes through which a

spread of nuclear weapons could be brought about.473

The Americans continued in bilateral talks with the

Russians to argue for the necessity to acknowledge the Federal

Republic's need for adequate defence. They pointed to the fact

that hundreds of Soviet missiles were targeted on the German

territory, and they claimed that it was reasonable that a

country in such a position be allowed to take part in nuclear

planning. They put pressure on the Russians by claiming that

unless the West Germans were allowed to take part in the

471Statement by Mr. Federenko at UN General Assembly, 26 October
1965, in UD, 26.17/22,1.

472Ibid. Harold Wilson's infamous remark on the same matter did not
refer to historical experience but to human nature, the conclusion being
the same: "If you have a boy and wish to sublimate his sex appetite it is
unwise to take him to a striptease show," quoted after Kelleher.

473Ibid.
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planning of their own defence, the Americans feared they

would demand their own nuclear weapons.474

President Johnson later explained that the US government

had sought to get the Soviet government to accept three

conditions, namely 1) the continuance of the existing two-key

arrangements within Nato; 2) the establishment of a nuclear

planning group within Nato; and 3) the preservation of the

European option, i.e. "the preservation of the right of a United

Western Europe, if it ever developed, legally to succeed the

United Kingdom and France as a nuclear power".475

The new element introduced in this package was the

establishment of a "Nuclear Planning Group" within Nato.

The proposal for such a group was first made public by

Defence Secretary Robert McNamara in May 1966. The idea

was to lay the basis for a better co-ordination of nuclear

planning on a political level within the Alliance. With the

exception of the French, who opted out because they did not

find the arrangement compatible with France's status as an

independent nuclear power, the proposal was accepted by the

other members of Nato.

In the autumn foreign secretaries Dean Rusk and Andrei

Gromyko came to a mutual understanding by which the

establishment' of a nuclear planning group as well as existing

474UD, 26.17/22, II, Norw. Nato delegation to UD, 13 January 1966.

475Quoted from Shaker 1980: 233.
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defence arrangements were tacitly accepted by the Russians.

Reaching an agreement on mutually acceptable treaty language

was a drawn-out process, however. The Russians, at the outset,

wanted a text which as explicitly as possible prohibited the

spread of nuclear weapons through military alliances, whereas

the Americans insisted that it was politically impossible to

draft a text which would be directly aimed at the Germans. At

a co-chairmen's meeting on 24 September in New York,

Roshchin thus insisted on a prohibition of "transfer directly or

indirectly to any non-nuclear weapon state, military alliances

or groups of states". Foster's reaction was that it would be

politically unwise to express the idea in this manner, which so

clearly referred to prior discussions with the FRG. At this

stage the legal adviser to the American delegations, Leonard C.

Meeker, proposed to merely say "shall not transfer", without

specifying possible recipients. After discussions about how to

translate this idea into Russian, the new alternative emerged as

a prohibition of transfer to "any recipient whatsoever".476

In October and November the Russians and the Americans

continued their discussions of this issue, exploring alternative

formulas defining nuclear spread. At the end of November the

Soviet delegation declared the "no recipient whatsoever"

formula of 24 September to be far better than alternatives

476LBJ Library, NSF, National Security Council Histories, NPT, boxes
55-56, vol. II, doc. 73, "Memorandum of Conversation" (Foster-
Roshchin), dated 24 September 1966.
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discussed later. Thus, in early December the two parties

reached a tentative agreement on language for Article I of the

treaty. It was agreed to prohibit transfer of nuclear weapons

and other nuclear devices to any recipient whatsoever, and to

prohibit the relinquishment of control over nuclear weapons

and other nuclear devices to any recipient whatsoever.

Moreover, the nuclear powers would pledge not to help or

encourage non-nuclear powers in any way to acquire nuclear

weapons.

The presentation of identical Soviet and American draft

proposals in August 1967 reflected the agreement that the two

superpowers had come to with regard to the definition of

nuclear spread. The formula reached then was to remain

substantially unchanged. A definition of a "nuclear weapon

state" was never agreed upon. Analysts have interpreted this

lacuna as a reflection of the Soviet-American understanding.

By avoiding a precise definition, the terms could be given a

broader meaning than would otherwise have been possible,

thus allowing for existing defence arrangements within the two

military alliances.477 Nevertheless, for the purpose of the

treaty, the text defined which countries that were to be

reckoned as nuclear weapon states, namely those countries that

had manufactured and detonated a nuclear device before 1

January 1967.

477Shaker 1980.
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The Treaty II: Safeguards

After an agreement had been reached on a definition of nuclear

spread, the question of a safeguards article (Article III) became

the biggest bone of contention of the negotiations. The aim of

this article was to ensure compliance with the NPT by

incorporating adequate control measures in the treaty.

Whereas the first Soviet draft proposal did not mention the

control aspect, the first US draft proposal included an Article

III which in very general terms indicated that compliance with

the treaty would be taken care of through application of IAEA

or equivalent international safeguards.478 The American draft

was the result of internal discussions in the United States

administration as well as discussions among the Nato members

oftheENDC.

The question of verifying an eventual non-proliferation

treaty was first raised in connection with the United Kingdom

draft proposal. The British Ministry of Defence initially

advocated the inclusion of a specific verification clause in a

non-proliferation treaty.479 The Foreign Office agreed with its

American counterpart, however, that the only practicable way

to achieve verification was to extend IAEA safeguards

478Shaker 1980: 655.

479PRO, FO 371/181387, FO Minute of 17 March 1965 entitled
"Collective.."
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procedures to all important civilian nuclear installations.480

This approach reflected the breakthrough that had taken place

with regard to IAEA safeguards in 1963-1964, and which had

resulted in the negotiating of a new safeguards document by

January 1965. The British government had problems

proposing an extension of IAEA safeguards to the totality of a

country's nuclear installations, however. Due to the fact that

several important reactor sites in the United Kingdom had a

mixed function, serving both military and civilian purposes,

the United Kingdom would not herself be able to to accept

safeguards on all of her own nuclear installations. On the other

hand, the British were definitely in favour of imposing

safeguards on non-nuclear countries, but it was politically

awkward and in fact impossible for the United Kingdom

publicly to advocate such a measure, which they would not be

able to accept for themselves. For this reason, the British draft

proposal did not incorporate a safeguards article, unlike the

Canadian alternative which was circulated among Nato

countries in May 1965, and which did suggest full-scope IAEA

safeguards in all countries party to the treaty.

The first American suggestion of a safeguards article

contained one particularly important qualification, namely a

provision that parties to the treaty, or at least non-nuclear

parties, should accept IAEA or "similar safeguards" on all their

480Ibid.
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peaceful nuclear activities.481 The American introduction of

safeguards "similar" to the IAEA procedures, was a means to

make accommodation for Euratom safeguards within the non-

proliferation treaty. This implied that the regional Euratom

safeguards system would be allowed to function even after the

entry into force of a global non-proliferation treaty. When the

Canadians insisted that Euratom safeguards were not similar to

IAEA safeguards, the Americans agreed to exchange "similar"

for "equivalent" safeguards. And in the following, the Euratom

exemption was termed in this way.

The safeguards issue caused a lot of debate among the

Western countries in the summer of 1965. When the

Americans in late July circulated a new draft containing their

proposed amendments to the United Kingdom draft, it also

included at new article making provision for IAEA safeguards

in non-nuclear states only.482 During the discussions Canada

made it clear she preferred a non-discriminatory provision

which imposed a definite obligation, while Italy strongly

opposed any discriminatory provisions. The British for their

part, did not find it possible to put forward such a proposal as

the Americans suggested, but they agreed to a very general

statement in the preamble expressing willingness to co-operate

481PRO, FO 371/181387, letter 17 March 1965 from FO to Ministry of
Defence.

482PRO, FO 371/181390, telegram of 30 July 1965 from UK Mission,
Geneva, to FO.
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in facilitating the application of safeguards on all its peaceful

nuclear activities.483 With the addition of the formula for

Euratom exemption, this was more or less the formula finally

contained in Article III of the American draft proposal put

forward on 17 August.

Inside the American administration the final wording was

strongly criticised by the AEC, and AEC chairman Glenn

Seaborg used every opportunity to press for mandatory

safeguards.484 The administration as a whole was as usual

divided on this issue, but the promotion of strong safeguards

was boosted when the Senate during the hearings on the

Pastore resolution indicated its support for effective

verification.485 In the spring of 1966 the American government

made efforts to persuade the Canadians about the need for

effective safeguards even if the safeguards article would only

apply in non-nuclear countries. The safeguards promotion

obviously worked, because in late July 1966 Adrian Fisher of

the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency told the ENDC

that the United States wanted a system under which the non-

nuclear weapons states would undertake to accept IAEA or

483PRO, FO 371/181390, telegram of 3 August 1965 from FO to UK
Mission, Geneva; telegram of 5 August 1965 from UK Mission, Geneva,
toFO.

484Seaborg 1987: 275 ff.

485Ibid.: 280-281.
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equivalent international safeguards on all their peaceful

activities.

Thus the American position was clear as the bilateral talks

with the Soviet Union on treaty language got under way in the

autumn of 1966. The United States maintained that a

safeguards article along the lines suggested by themselves

would be a major step towards achieving the long-standing US

goal of a single, universal safeguards system.486 The Russians

initially seemed little interested in safeguards, and at one stage

suggested dropping the safeguards article because it was bound

to be resisted by many important non-nuclear weapons states.

But when the two parties had reached an understanding about

Articles I and II in early December, the Russian delegation

declared that they had also come to the conclusion that it was

desirable to include a safeguards provision in the treaty. Such

an article would serve Russian as well as American interests.

There had already been signals that the Russians were willing

to modify their position in order to get a West German

signature. At the IAEA General Conference in September

1966, Czechoslovakia and Poland both offered to accept IAEA

safeguards on their nuclear installations if the Federal Republic

did the same. Later the German Democratic Republic made a

similar offer.

486LBJ Library, NSF, National Security Council Histories, NPY, boxes
55-56, vol. II, doc. 100, telegram of 30 November from US Delegation,
New York, to State Department.
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The Soviet position ressembled the British in that the

Russians would not accept any inspections on their own

territory. On this point the Soviet delegation was adamant.487

They would only agree to a safeguards provision the

application of which would be limited to non-nuclear

countries. On the other hand they insisted that the safeguards

provision would have to apply to all non-nuclear countries,

with no exception made for Euratom. They argued that a

Euratom exemption would mean that East European countries

could be inspected by West Europeans but not the other way

round. This was unacceptable. Furthermore, it was pointed

out that to accept that countries on a regional basis could agree

among themselves as to what constituted safeguards would set

a bad precedent in the world as a whole.488 At the same time,

the Soviet delegation emphasised that the Soviet Union was

not out to destroy Euratom,489 and they recognised that the

Euratom would need time to adjust to the IAEA safeguards

487LBJ Library, NSF, National Security Council Histories, NPT, boxes
55-56, vol. II, doc. 102, telegram of 30 November 1966 from US
Delegation, New York, to State Department; doc. 102a, telegram of 2
December 1966 from US Delegation, New York, to State Department.

48SLBJ Library, NSF, National Security Council Histories, NPT, boxes
55-56, vol. II, doc. 102b, telegram of 5 December 1966 from US
Delegation, United Nations, New York, to State Department.

489LBJ Library, NSF, National Security Council Histories, NPT, boxes
55-56, vol. II, doc. 102a, telegram of 2 December 1966 from US
Delegation, United Nations, New York, to State Department.
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system.490 For that reason they were willing to accept a

transition period between the entry into force of the treaty and

Euratom adoption of IAEA safeguards.491

In January 1967 the two delegations had agreed on draft

language in which it was suggested that non-nuclear weapons

states would put the totality of their nuclear activities under

IAEA safeguards "as soon as practicable".492 When the

Americans on 31 January 1967 presented a draft Article III to

the Federal Republic of Germany along these lines, hell broke

loose in Bonn and Brussels, and the Americans were forced to

withdraw their proposal. The following year saw a discussion

of the safeguards issue in all its complexity.

The proposal agreed upon by the superpowers in January

1967 entailed the same asymmetry between nuclear and non-

nuclear powers with regard to Article III as was already agreed

upon with regard to the preceding articles. Many countries

found this difficult to accept. Some countries saw it as a

discrimination against the non-nuclear countries. India, which

had always been opposed to inspections, and which, as an

alternative to inspections, had advocated during the IAEA

49OLBJ Library, NSF, National Security Council Histories, NPT, boxes
55-56, vol. II, doc. 102, telegram of 30 November 1966 from US
Delegation, United Nations, New York, to State Department; doc.
102b.

491Ibid.

492Kiintzel 1992: 172-173.
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negotiations that countries should only give assurances that

fissile material would not be converted to military use, now

insisted that controls should either be applied to civilian

nuclear activities in all countries or in none. A small number

of other threshold countries, for instance Brazil, shared India's

misgivings. Apparently, these countries were predominantly

concerned about the imbalance of obligations.

Many more countries were concerned about the commercial

consequences of asymmetrical safeguards. Canada, Switzerland,

Japan, Italy, the Federal Republic of Germany among others

feared that inspections could function as industrial espionage

and give nuclear weapon powers a commercial advantage over

non-nuclear states. They therefore demanded the application of

international safeguards on peaceful nuclear activities within

the territories of the nuclear weapon powers, as well as on all

transfers of source and fissile materials and equipment to these

states.

The Federal Republic was particularly adamant in its

insistence on the danger of industrial espionage, and the

Germans resented the thought of Russians inspecting German

plants. They also feared that controls could be used to hamper

production of fissile materials in non-nuclear states, and that

such states as a consequence would lose out in the competition

for export of reactors because they would not be able to

deliver the fuel to go with the reactors. The Germans

maintained that they had already had the experience of losing
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contracts due to the fact that they had not been able to furnish

the reactors with fuel. As shown above, the Federal Republic

succeeded in preventing the presentation of identical American

and Soviet draft proposals in February 1967, by insisting on

the need for Allied consultations. More than anything, the

Germans feared that the Americans and the Russians would

agree on a safeguards regime that would be detrimental to

German interests. The Federal Republic's main interest was

the preservation of Euratom controls. And on this issue, the

Germans were supported by most other members of the

European Community, and in particular Italy and Belgium.

The wish to preserve Euratom reflected the same "gaullist"

political aspirations that had contributed to making the MLF

such a hot issue. Euratom was strongly identified with the

European integration process, and a weakening of its functions

was therefore difficult to accept for the proponents of a federal

Europe. Franz Josef Strauss was a member of the Grand

Coalition government, and could create difficulties for the

government unless it was able to defend what he and his fellow

"gaullists" considered a vital interest. In addition to such

overriding political considerations, the Germans generally

preferred Euratom controls to IAEA controls because the

former were less intrusive, being only applied to nuclear

materials and not to facilities. And the Germans maintained

that international controls of facilities was equivalent to

industrial espionage. Another factor that caused anxiety among
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the Euratom countries in general was the fear that a NPT

would prevent the United States from honouring its agreement

with Euratom, and that consequently the Euratom members

would be prevented from receiving fissile materials from the

Americans in the future. To what extent the arguments and

the fears expressed were real, or caused by either political

considerations or psychological reluctance to go along with a

scheme that the Germans and possibly also Italians felt more

or less pressured into, is difficult to say. In the view of the

American ambassador and chairman at the ENDC, William

Foster, the Germans were exaggerating the importance of

Euratom. However, the Federal Republic held the key to

Soviet signature, and its demands for concessions therefore had

to be taken very seriously. Obviously, the Germans themselves

were very well aware of this, and exploited it for what it was

worth in the course of the negotiations.

Interestingly, Sweden at this point parted with her earlier

somewhat reluctant position, and came down unequivocally in

support of strict IAEA control. The Swedes had come to the

conclusion that the German argument to the effect that IAEA

control would be detrimental to vital industrial interests was

politically inspired, and was devoid of valid scientific

justification.493

493The Swedish ambassador, Mrs. Alva Myrdal, made a statement along
these lines at the ENDC on 23 February 1967, see Times, 23 February
1967.
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After new internal discussions within the US administration

a memorandum containing a new proposal was distributed to

the other Nato countries in March 1967. The proposal could

be seen as a compromise between the position of the AEC,

which insisted on effective IAEA safeguards, and the European

Desk of the State Department, which supported Euratom. The

memorandum suggested several concessions to the Euratom

countries. One major concession consisted in replacing certain

aspects of the IAEA safeguards system with key aspects of the

Euratom system. Thus it was suggested that inspections would

be limited to nuclear materials, and would not encompass the

facilities as in the IAEA system.494 The Americans promised to

try to negotiate acceptance for the transfer of nuclear materials

as well as equipment from nuclear powers to non-nuclear states

for peaceful purposes, even in cases when the materials and

equipment were capable of being used for military purposes.495

They furthermore promised to advocate that regional controls

should be accepted in principle so that IAEAs function in

practical terms would be to verify Euratom controls. But

unless an agreement on how to verify the effectiveness of the

Euratom system had been reached within three years after the

entry into force of the treaty, IAEA safeguards would then

494Kuntzel 1992: 175.

495UD, 26.17/22, VI, Norw. Mission, Geneva, to UD, 29 March 1967.
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automatically apply.496 This so-called "guillotine clause" was

very unpopular among the Euratom countries, and it was

removed in May. The Americans did not themselves believe it

possible to get Soviet acceptance of the concessions offered in

late March, but they were willing to try in order to achieve

consensus within Nato.497

The main objective of the consultations held in the spring

of 1967 was to formulate a common allied position regarding

Article III. Giving in to persistent demands, not the least from

Canada, in the end the United States and the United Kingdom

accepted to put all their civilian industry under IAEA

safeguards. On 5 May 1967, this new policy line was leaked to

the New York Herald Tribune in the hope that it would make

the Soviet Union change its position, but to no avail. In July

Gromyko told Rusk that the Western nuclear powers could do

as they pleased, but the Soviet Union was not going to accept

inspections.498 The formal American announcement to this

effect was made by Johnson in early December.

Throughout the spring and summer of 1967 the Soviet

Union continued to insist on a "straight IAEA formula" for

the safeguards article.499 Secret negotiations between American

496Seaborg 1987: 291.

497UD, 26.17/22, VI, Norw. Mission, Geneva, to UD, 29 March 1967.

498UD, 26.17/22, Vn, Norw. Nato delegation to UD, 5 July 1967.

499UD, 26.17/22, VI, Norw. Nato delegation to UD, 6 May 1967;
Seaborg 1987: 293.
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and Russian "experts" during July nevertheless showed that the

Russians were willing to compromise in order to get a treaty,

and by September that year the Americans came to the

conclusion that the Russians wanted safeguards as much as did

the Americans.500 In the end they also accepted to make

exemptions for Euratom safeguards. Thus a final paragraph

was added permitting states to negotiate agreements with the

IAEA both on a collective and on an individual basis.501 This

so-called "Roshchin draft" was accepted by the Euratom

countries in October. But this was too late to influence the

draft proposals put forward by the Soviet and American

delegations in Geneva in August.

Thus, the two identical draft proposals that were presented

in August did not include any provisions for international

safeguards on nuclear activities in nuclear weapon states. By

this stage, Sweden, by all accounts, decided that she had

enough of the German-led procrastination, and declared that

she accepted - albeit reluctantly - to allow the nuclear powers

to be their own judges as to when to apply safeguards on their

peaceful nuclear activities.502 But, the Swedes suggested all the

same that safeguards on the transfer of special nuclear materials

500UD, 26.17/22, VIII, Norw. Mission, Geneva, to UD, 12 September
1967.

501Seaborg 1987: 293-294.

5O2UD, 26.17/22, VIII, Statement by Mrs. Alva Myrdal before the
Eighteen Nation Committee on Disarmament, 31 August 1967.
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from one state to another should be applicable to all parties.

The reason given was that they wished to prevent states that

renounced nuclear weapons from helping the nuclear powers

to maintain their monopoly.503 Another indication of growing

impatience was the declaration by the Netherlands foreign

minister, Joseph Luns, on 24 October to the effect that his

country would sign the NPT alone unless a general agreement

was not reached soon.504

The joint American-Soviet draft proposal of January 1968

included for the first time a complete Article III, including the

final paragraph allowing the IAEA to collaborate with other

international organisations concerning safeguards. Still, Article

III made IAEA safeguards regime the basic control instrument

of the NPT. Care was taken to allow for a revision of the

IAEA safeguards without the requirement of a NPT

amendment. The safeguards provisions listed applied to source

or fissile materials whether it was "being produced, processed

or used in any principal nuclear facility or outside any such

facility". The safeguards applied to all relevant material in all

peaceful nuclear activities either within the non-nuclear states,

under the jurisdiction of such states, or carried out under the

control of such states elsewhere. Transfer between non-nuclear

weapon states of source and fissile materials would likewise be

5O3Ibid.

504Kuntzel 1992: 179.
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subject to international safeguards, as would transfers of

nuclear materials from nuclear weapon states to non-nuclear

weapon states. The nuclear weapon states, however, did not

accept controls on their imports.505

The threshold countries that had been closely involved in

the discussions of the safeguards provisions in the autumn of

1967 were not satisfied with Article III. The reaction to the

text both in Bonn and Stockholm, for example, was that it

lacked balance. But at the same time it was generally not

considered to be politically possible to get a better result.

The article did in fact constitute a considerable progress

compared with commitments entered into in connection with

the IAEA Statute. Until the NPT came into function, IAEA

safeguards only applied to projects receiving Agency assistance

or to projects voluntarily placed under IAEA safeguards. Now

all nuclear materials in non-nuclear countries party to the NPT

would be safeguarded, as would the transfer of such material to

non-nuclear powers. And furthermore two of the existing

nuclear powers had pledged to put their civilian nuclear

facilities under safeguards.

505Shaker 1980: 667.
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Security guarantees and the NPT

From the outset of the negotiations the question of how to

guarantee the security of states that renounced the right to

make nuclear weapons became a major issue of debate in the

eighteen-nation group and in the wider forum of the UN

General Assembly. It was perceived as a problem which

concerned non-aligned countries in particular. But even

members of alliances with special security problems, like the

Federal Republic of Germany, were worried about signing a

NPT without first getting some kind of guarantee from the

nuclear weapons states as to their future security, security

against nuclear blackmail as well as against nuclear attack.

The issue first came to a head in the wake of the nuclear

explosion of the People's Republic of China in 1964. China's

going nuclear was perceived by the government and people of

India as a grave threat to India's security. The fact that it took

place so shortly after the Chinese-Indian border war only

added to.the gravity. In May 1965, the Indian representative to

the UN Disarmament Commission made a point of the

unfortunate coincidence of the Chinese detonation with the

starting up of serious negotiations on a non-proliferation

treaty.506

506UD, 26.17/22, II, statement by Mr. Chakravarty at the UN
Disarmament Commission, 4 May 1965.
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India's representative, Mr. Chakravarty, furthermore,

emphasised India's agreement with countries which maintained

that it was unrealistic to ask countries to forswear for ever a

programme of nuclear weapons production, so long as the

existing nuclear powers continued to hold on to their arsenals,

and so long as new countries embarked on nuclear

programmes. While reaffirming India's determination not to

use nuclear energy for military purposes, he, nevertheless,

expressed fears that unless the world community did

something to reverse the existing situation of proliferation,

there was hardly any likelihood of preventing further

proliferation. The Indian suggestion for a solution to this

problem was the establishment of an integrated agreement. By

an integrated agreement was meant that the renunciation of

nuclear weapons on the part of the non-nuclear powers had to

be reciprocated in the same treaty by commitment on the part

of the nuclear powers to stop vertical proliferation, and even

to reduce existing stockpiles, and furthermore, that the non-

nuclears would have to get some kind of assurance that could

really be depended upon for their security.507

India got much support from other non-aligned countries,

not the least from Sweden, whose ambassador, Alva Myrdal,

kept a high profile during the negotiations, and who on 10

May 1965 explicitly supported "the very interesting

507Ibid.
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suggestions for a set of integrated measures" that had been

suggested by the Indians.508 With regard to assurances, Canada

also showed much understanding for the position of the non-

aligned countries. Prior to the presentation of the first

American draft proposal in August 1965, she had advocated

the introduction of guarantees from the nuclear powers in the

draft, but to no avail.509

In the course of 1964-65 both the United States and the

Soviet Union proposed ways to satisfy the quest for security

guarantees; the United States by offering a so-called "positive

guarantee", and the Soviet Union by proposing a "negative

guarantee". The American version was first formulated by

President Johnson in reaction to the Chinese nuclear

detonation. He declared US willingness to come to the defence

of non-nuclear countries in case of nuclear attack on any such

country.510 The declaration left the impression that the United

States was willing to become a kind of guarantor against

nuclear attack on a global scale. During the UN General

Assembly session in 1965, US delegates followed up and

modified the president's declaration by suggesting that

assurances given in connection with a NPT might take the

5O8Ibid., statement by Mrs. Myrdal at the UN Disarmament
Commission, 10 May 1965.

509UD, 26.17/22,1, Norw. UN Mission, Geneva, to UD, 18 August
1965.

510Seaborg 1987: 372.
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form of an Assembly resolution, something which would

imply that any implementation of the guarantee would be

conditional upon agreement within the Assembly. This

modification might be seen not only as a retreat from the

earlier US position,511 but also as a way to accommodate

countries like Sweden, which maintained that a positive

guarantee a la the one suggested by Johnson would be contrary

to Sweden's neutrality, and could therefore not be accepted.512

The Soviet proposal of a negative guarantee was put

forward by Kosygin in 1965, and became known as the

"Kosygin formula". The formula suggested a formal

undertaking by the nuclear weapon states not to use nuclear

weapons against non-nuclear weapon states which were parties

to the treaty, and which had "no nuclear weapons on their

territories". It was thus formulated in a way which implied

that no transit of nuclear weapons must take place on the

territory of the non-nuclear weapon state.513 Kosygin's

proposal was at first perceived by some countries as a step in

the right direction, because it would reduce the threat of

nuclear attack,514 and in the course of the negotiations three

511According to Glenn T. Seaborg the president's pledge in 1964 had
caused alarm in parts of the administration and in the Congress, see
ibid.

512UD, 26.17/22,1, Report from UD's Disarmament Committee of 31
August 1965.

513Shaker 1980: 496 f.

514UD, 26.17/22, II, Norw. Mission, Geneva, to UD, 2 March 1966.
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proposals on negative guarantees were submitted at the

ENDC, respectively by Switzerland, Romania, and the United

Arab Republic. However, such proposals were not generally

accepted. India did not consider negative guarantees good

enough, since China would not be signing a NPT. The US

government did not like the Kosygin formula either, although

the Americans were vague about their views in public. They

did not welcome it because the formula was both aimed at the

Federal Republic on whose territory British and American

nuclear arms were deployed, and it was aimed at the American

flexible response strategy which did not exclude the use of

nuclear arms in a conflict.515

To many non-aligned countries the Soviet and American

proposals looked like mere paper tigers. By the summer of

1967, India seemed to have relinquished any hope of reliable

guarantees. Security assurances were more and more perceived

as useless in New Delhi. The negative version had very little or

no value for India, for which China represented the big threat.

Indian officials, furthermore, indicated that the positive

guarantee had lost much of its promise after the six-days-war

between Israael and Egypt. According to one Indian

interpretation the two superpowers had kept very quiet during

the conflict for fear of confrontation. Thus India did not think

China needed to worry about superpower retaliation in case

515Shaker 1980, vol. II: 497.
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she attacked India. The main lesson to be drawn from the

regional conflict in the Middle East was that - with or without

guarantees - India had to take responsibility for her own

defence.516

With the introduction of the West German "Ja - aber"

policy in 1967, the Federal Republic emerged as another strong

advocate of the interests of the threshold-countries, including

demands for security guarantees. Like India, the Federal

Republic wanted assurances that could be relied upon. One

way of achieving binding commitments was to make them part

of the treaty. As shown above, India had already voiced such a

request, to no avail. Now West Germany became a spokesman

for the same demand. Furthermore, the Germans put great

emphasis on the inclusion of guarantees against "nuclear

blackmail", that is threatening to use nuclear arms, in addition

to nuclear aggression. The German demands were presented

formally to the ENDC in a memorandum on 8 March 1968.

Apparently, serious negotiations among the three nuclear

powers on the issue of security guarantees only started in

connection with the drafting of the two identical 18 January

1968 proposals, although security guarantees had been talked

about in general terms already during the bilateral Soviet-

American negotiations in New York in the autumn of 1966. In

516UD, 26.17/22, VII, Report of the Danish Mission in Geneva
regarding "Indian viewpoints", 7 July 1967.
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early 1968 the Russians were still defending the Kosygin

formula, which the Western powers could not accept for

reasons mentioned above. Thus, no mention of security

guarantees was made in this draft.517 When a draft for a

Security Council Resolution was finally presented in April it

included assurances by the nuclear powers that they would

come to the rescue of countries being threatened by nuclear

attack as well as of countries being under nuclear attack. The

three powers each promised to give a formal declaration to this

effect in connection with the passing of such a UN Security

Council resolution. Furthermore, a similar assurance would be

given in a preambular paragraph of the treaty. During the final

discussions of the treaty in the UN General Assembly in

May/June, Mexico and Japan submitted amendments to the

treaty as well as to the Security Council Resolution asking for

provisions promoting the principles of the UN Charter

concerning threat or the use of force in international relations.

This was meant to strengthen the commitments, and was

generally accepted.

Still, the commitments of the nuclear powers could not be

seen as firm guarantees since any one of the permanent

members of the Security Council would be able to veto any

action it might disapprove of. Thus the guarantees were

generally interpreted as totally valueless in real terms, but

517UD, 26.17/22, X, Norw. Nato delegation to UD, 29 February 1968.
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useful in the negotiation process.518 In fact the new formula

added next to nothing to the existing obligations of the

Security Council to render assistance to a UN member

threatened by aggression.519 The Federal Republic was not

reassured by these guarantees in the form of references to the

UN Charter, and sought to obtain more specific guarantees

from the United States with regard to European security. The

Germans in particular asked for and got an American

commitment regarding the provision of security in case of the

dissolution of Nato.

This request engendered several American declarations.

Before the opening of the treaty for signature, the American

ambassador to Nato repeated a statement already made by

Foreign Secretary Rusk in which he confirmed US

commitments to Nato. The US ambassador said the following:

You will recall that Secretary Rusk, earlier this week in Reykjavik, told
the Council he understood fully the views of some of his colleagues that
their confidence in the North Atlantic Treaty is an essential factor in
their considering accession to the NPT. The Secretary went on to say
that the United States, for its part, fully shares the confidence in the
North Atlantic Treaty.520

Further reassurances were given in the course of the

ratification process. Thus the report from the Committee on

518UD, 26.17/22, XII, Analysis made by Norw. officials regarding
security guarantees, 24 April 1968.

519Myrdal 1977: 171; Seaborg 1987: 373 and 378.

520UD, 26.17/22, XVI, Norw. Nato delegation to UD, 29 June 1968.
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Foreign Relations to the Senate cited former Foreign Secretary

Rusk to the effect that Articles I and II of the NPT would "in

no way" prevent the United States from honouring its

commitments within the Western Alliance regarding existing

defence arrangements; deployment of nuclear forces

throughout the world, or transfer of nuclear arms or transfer

of the control of nuclear arms to another nation in the case of

war. Again citing Rusk, it was pointed out that the treaty only

dealt with what was prohibited, not with what was allowed.

Thus the treaty did not prohibit transfer in peacetime of

delivery vehicles, or transfer of control of delivery vehicles so

long as the transfer did not include bombs or warheads. Nor

did it prohibit allied consultations regarding nuclear defence or

arrangements for deployment of nuclear weapons on allied

soil. The United States was moreover not prohibited from

using nuclear weapons in any situation wherein non-use would

be inconsistent with US security interests. And finally, the

treaty did not deal with the question of European unity, and

did not prohibit a federal Europe to succeed to the nuclear

status of one member of the federation.521 In his statement on

10 Julyl968 to the Committee on Foreign Relations, Dean

Rusk had interpreted the NPT in the following way:

52 Report on the Nonproliferation of nuclear weapons, submitted by
the Committee on Foreign Relations to the Senate on 6 March 1969, to
accompany Ex. H, 90th Congress, second session.
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It (the Treaty) prohibits transfer to any recipient whatsoever of nuclear
weapons or control over them, meaning bombs and warheads. It also
prohibits the transfer of other nuclear explosive devices, because a
nuclear explosive device intended for peaceful purposes can be used as a
weapon or can easily be adapted for such use. It does not deal with, and
therefore does not prohibit, transfer of nuclear delivery vehicles or
delivery systems, or control of them to any recipient, so long as such
transfer does not involve bombs or warheads. It does not deal with
allied consultations and planning on nuclear defense so long as no
transfer of nuclear weapons or control over them results. It does not
deal with arrangement for deployment of nuclear weapons within allied
territory as these do not involve any transfer of nuclear weapons or
control over them unless and until a decision were made to go to war,
at which time the treaty would no longer be controlling. And, it does
not deal with the problem of European unity, and would not bar
succession by a federal European state to the nuclear status of one of its
former components.^22

With the confirmation by the Senate of US commitments to

Nato and the defence of Europe, the government of the

Federal Republic had obtained the reassurances it had asked for

and made its ratification of the treaty conditional upon. But

the effort to involve the two superpowers in new and more

far-reaching commitments than those undertaken in the

context of the alliances had not met with success. While this

probably was a reflection of what was politically feasible, it

also reflected that the nuclear powers did not accept that

renunciation of nuclear weapons represented a sacrifice. As

stated by Lord Chalfont in Geneva, the NPT itself was

perceived as means to make the world safer for every country.

522Quoted from ibid.
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The NPT and disarmament

The arms control measures that followed in the wake of the

Cuban missile crisis: the Partial Test Ban Treaty (1963), the

later Treaty on the prohibition of the use of outer space for

military purposes (1966), and the NPT were not disarmament

measures in the sense that they reduced existing weapons

arsenals. The main objective of these three treaties was to halt

the spread of weapons, and in particular nuclear weapons, by

making it more difficult or even illegal to produce them. The

Partial Test Ban Treaty furthermore had a very positive effect

in reducing the radioactive contamination of the earth. But

none of these treaties by themselves reduced the nuclear arms

proliferation of the existing nuclear weapon powers, the so-

called vertical proliferation. They were therefore less

ambitious than the comprehensive arms control and

disarmament measures that had been discussed in the United

Nations in the 1950s, when a comprehensive test ban treaty

had been the main goal. This goal was given up due to

superpower disagreement on the number of yearly inspections

that were warranted in order to verify an eventual ban.

The abandonment of the approach of general and complete

disarmament in favour of partial arms control measures was a

great disappointment to many countries. It made France

withdraw from the disarmament negotiations, maintaining

that the Partial Test Ban Treaty as well as an NPT would but

represent measures to maintain the privileged position of the
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two superpowers. In January 1967 Foreign Minister Couve de

Murville put it thus in a radio interview:

...les discussions qui sont en cours maintenant depuis des annees (...), ce
dont il s'agit, malheureusement, ce n'est pas du desarmement. Ce dont il
s'agit c'est, non pas de desarmer ceux qui sont armes, mais d'empecher
de s'armer aux ceux qui ne sont pas armes (...). Ce n'est (...) que la
consolidation des monopoles des grandes puissances.523

China, of course, held much the same view. She claimed that

the American-Soviet agreements were directed toward

preventing China from gaining parity with them.

As shown above, many countries participating in the

negotiations were also unhappy about the fact that a NPT

would not prevent vertical proliferation. For this reason the

first draft proposals submitted respectively by the Americans

and the Russians in 1965 were strongly criticised by many

countries, including some Nato countries. It was pointed out

that the obligations of the nuclear and the non-nuclear

weapons powers, as expressed in Articles I and II, were only

symmetrical with regard to transfer of weapons and assistance

in production of weapons. They were asymmetrical when it

came to manufacture of nuclear weapons. Whereas the non-

nuclear weapons states would pledge not to manufacture

523UD, 26.17/22, VI, "Interview de Monsieur Couve de Murville,
Ministre des Affaires Etrangere, par Maurice Delarue, Chef du Service
de Politique Etrangere de 'France Soir' et Andre Fontaine, Chef du
Service de Politique Etrangere du Journal 'Le Monde' au cours du debat
radiophonique 'Inter-Opinions'", 7 January 1967.
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nuclear weapons, the existing nuclear powers would do no

such thing.

Already before the presentation of the two draft proposals,

India and Sweden had made it known that they were not keen

on an NPT in which the superpowers made no contribution of

their own toward slowing down the nuclear arms race. And

they were supported by other non-aligned countries, like

Jugoslavia. On 10 May 1965, Alva Myrdal presented a Swedish

"package proposal" suggesting that a comprehensive test ban;

halting of all production of fissile materials for military

purposes; and a NPT should be negotiated simultaneously and

in parallel.524 The package proposal reflected the before

mentioned Indian proposal for an "integrated" agreement.

The position of the non-aligned states regarding this issue

must also be seen against the background of the nuclear arms

build-up initiated by both superpowers in the early 1960's, the

deployment of which was lurking on the horizon. The

question of whether to deploy anti-ballistic missile systems or

not was a matter of particularly great importance in this

connection, because of the consequences of such systems for

nuclear strategy. If countries started to act on the belief that

they could survive a first strike, the world would become a

much more dangerous place.

524UD, 26.17/22, II, Statement by Mrs. Myrdal, 10 May 1965.
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In such a situation, many countries saw a great need for

arms limitations, and there was considerable fear that with an

NPT in place, the superpowers would lose interest in further

arms control measures. Non-nuclear weapons states were not

alone in harbouring such fears. There was, of course, a

growing awareness of the danger of nuclear war in the public

opinion world-wide, and the number of organisations and

individuals campaigning against the nuclear arms race was ever

increasing. Consequently, there was strong political pressure

on the nuclear powers both inside the negotiating fora and

outside for meeting such fears with substantial measures. Also,

the nuclear powers well understood that they had to give

something in return for the renunciation of nuclear weapons

by the non-nuclear powers. Thus, they accepted the

incorporation in Resolution 2028 of two guiding principles

that acknowledged the need for reciprocity. Firstly, the

resolution ruled that the NPT should be based on an

acceptable balance of obligations of nuclear and non-nuclear

powers, and secondly, it ruled that the treaty should represent

a step towards disarmament, and in particular, nuclear

disarmament.

In March 1966, McNamara made a point of acknowledging

that one could not expect the potential nuclear powers to

accept a self-denial with regard to nuclear weapons unless the

nuclear powers themselves accepted both restraints and
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obligations.525 The wishes of the eight non-aligned ENDC

members regarding disarmament were put forward in a joint

memorandum . They desired in particular a cut-off of fissile

materials production for military purposes; a reduction of

existing arms stocks; and a comprehensive test ban treaty.

While the Western nuclear powers pledged support for such

measures and even promised to work for agreements of the

kind listed in the memorandum put forward by the eight,

they, nevertheless, warned against making a NPT dependent

upon the implementation of additional measures.

... any state, which by insisting on the simultaneous implementation of
other agreements, delayed agreement on a non-proliferation treaty -
should it come within our grasp - would assume a monstrous burden of
responsibility before all mankind,526

sounded Lord Chalfont's warning in October 1966.

The problem with the kind of measures listed in the

memorandum was that although the western powers

supported them in principle, the United States, in particular,

would not agree to such agreements unless they included

provisions for reliable verification. And the old disagreements

between the Soviet Union and the United States concerning

verification were still very much in existence. In addition, both

525UD, 26.17/22, II, Statement by Defense Secretary Robert McNamara
before the Joint Commission on Atomic Energy, 7 March 1966.

526UD, 26.17/22, III, Statement by Lord Chalfont at the UN General
Assembly, 25 October 1966.
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superpowers were reluctant to accept restraints on themselves

that would not apply to China.

Following the breakthrough in the negotiations in the

autumn of 1966, the question of a link between a NPT and

other disarmament agreements became a major issue in the

bilateral discussions that took place between the Soviet Union

and the United States. In March 1967 it became known that

the two superpowers were to begin talks on possible ways of

limiting the arms race. The Soviet government had agreed to

enter into such talks on the condition that the talks would

cover both offensive and defensive missiles.527 The presentation

of the two identical draft proposals of August 1967, on the

other hand, made it clear that the superpowers were not going

to accept formal links between the NPT and other

disarmament measures. Like earlier draft proposals, the ones

submitted in 1967 only provided disarmament and arms

control commitments in very general terms. And those were

not made part of the operative text, but were contained in

three preambular paragraphs.

The non-nuclear states were still insisting that the NPT

should represent a step in a process leading towards a complete

and general disarmament agreement. The more demanding

ones were still asking for specific measures to be incorporated

527UD, 26.17/22, V, Lord Chalfont's report to the Lords, 9 March
1967.
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in the text. As late as October 1967, the Indian ambassador

said that a halt in the production of fissile materials for

military purposes was the only possible basis for a NPT.528 At

the very least, they wanted a strengthening of the disarmament

provisions through a separate treaty article. Mexico and

Sweden submitted proposals to that effect, and were supported

by many other countries, including the Federal Republic. Such

an article, Article VI, was included for the first time in the two

identical draft proposals of 18 January 1968. In Article VI the

nuclear weapons states pledged to pursue negotiations

regarding "cessation of the nuclear arms race". Romania had

repeatedly put forward proposals suggesting that the nuclear

weapons powers should at least pledge to undertake to adopt

specific measures. The more conciliatory countries were

content with a pledge by the nuclear powers to pursue

negotiations in good faith. Mexico submitted a proposal to this

effect, which became part of the final treaty text.

During the final phases of the negotiations, the superpowers

were particularly keen to accommodate Swedish proposals,

because they regarded Sweden as a leading light among the

non-aligned.529 Thus, the first joint treaty draft of 11 March

1968 incorporated two Swedish amendments to Article VI, in

528UD, 26.17/22, IX, Report of Danish Mission, Geneva, 8 October
1967.

529UD, 26.17/22, X, Norw. Mission, Geneva, to UD, 21 February
1968.
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addition to a new preambular paragraph on nuclear weapon

testing. A comprehensive test ban was the only cessation

measure which was mentioned explicitly in a preambular

provision.530 The main change suggested by the Swedes was a

qualification of the disarmament pledge by introducing a time

factor. The superpowers now accepted to pursue negotiations

regarding "cessation of the arms race at an early date". The

wish to introduce such a time factor had been expressed by

many countries in the course of the negotiations.

Amendments suggested by other countries were not taken into

consideration by the co-chairmen at this stage. In the final text

the nuclear weapons states pledged "to pursue negotiations in

good faith to achieve effective measures relating to cessation of

the arms race at an early date and to nuclear disarmament, and

on a treaty on general and complete disarmament under strict

and effective international control." The exact meaning of this

pledge in practical terms has been the issue of much debate.531

However, the willingness of the Soviet Union and the United

States to negotiate was demonstrated already at the opening for

signature of the treaty, when they announced their intention

of starting negotiations on defensive and offensive missiles.

53OBunn 1994: 4-5.

531See Bunn 1994 for a thorough discussion of this question based on
the history of the negotiations.
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Furthermore, the pressure on the nuclear powers to achieve

some results with regard to disarmament was increased

through the review provisions of the treaty. In order to review

the operation of the treaty, provision for a review conference

to be held after a certain period of time had already been

included in the first American draft proposal. The paragraph

had been added to allay the fears of those countries which

thought the NPT might not be followed up by further

disarmament measures.532 The failure to specify the

disarmament commitments of the nuclear powers led the non-

nuclear states to ask for a strengthening of the review

mechanism, by suggesting regular reviews of the treaty.

Towards the end of the negotiations, the Swedes let it be

known that they wanted reviews every five years.533 The

German memorandum of 15 March 1968 also asked for regular

reviews, and the Federal Republic got support from Belgium

and Italy during internal Nato discussions of this issue.534 The

Americans were willing to accept regular reviews already in

January 1968, but the Russians held back until the final

discussions in the UN General Assembly. They then accepted

two amendments, with a view to making the disarmament

commitments stronger. First, a provision was added opening

532Shaker 1980: 871-872.

533Swedish proposal of 8 February 1968.

534UD, 26.17/22, X, Norw. Nato-delegation to UD, 5 February 1968.
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for periodic reviews of the treaty at interval of five years, if a

majority of countries wanted it. Second, it was specified that

the review would include preambular commitments as well as

the provisions of the treaty. Review of the preambular

paragraphs was included because the disarmament

commitments were more strongly phrased in the preamble

than in the treaty.

The NPT and the peaceful uses of the atom

As shown above, the fundamental asymmetry of Articles I and

II with regard to the duties and obligations of the non-nuclear

and the nuclear weapon states caused much debate at the

ENDC. Efforts to reduce the imbalance with regard to Article

III were generally not considered by the non-nuclear states to

have been very successful, although the fear that the NPT

would have a detrimental effect on the development of

peaceful nuclear activities in countries that accepted

international controls came to influence the formulation of

Article III. The Article in fact included a paragraph stating that

the safeguards regime should not hamper the economic or

technological development of safeguarded states nor should it

hamper international co-operation in the field. However, this

was not enough to satisfy the non-nuclear weapon powers, and

in the course of the negotiations two more articles, Articles IV

and V, were added. The former dealt with the benign use of

the atom, the latter with the so-called peaceful nuclear
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explosions, i.e. a programme of using nuclear explosives for

engineering purposes, such as digging canals or creating

underground oil deposits.

The question of the use of nuclear explosive devices for

peaceful purposes was raised in August 1966 by the Americans.

They maintained that there were no technical differences

between a nuclear bomb and a nuclear explosive used for

peaceful purposes, and that consequently peaceful explosions

must be reserved for the nuclear weapon states. During the

discussions within the ENDC the American delegation

brought forth research material which indicated that eventual

peaceful uses of nuclear explosions were very limited. This

verdict brought an outcry of protest from many non-nuclear

powers, which interpreted the American position as yet

another example of favouring the rights of nuclear weapon

powers over the non-nuclear powers.

The most adamant proponents of equal access to peaceful

use of nuclear explosives were Brazil and India. The three

nuclear powers were from the very beginning determined to

include a prohibition of nuclear explosives in the general

provisions of Articles I and II, thus treating peaceful nuclear

explosives on the same footing as military explosives, and the

non-nuclear weapon powers were forced to accept this position

in order to reach an agreement. Brazil in particular was

strongly opposed to this settlement, and many other countries

resented it. To compensate for the non-nuclear countries
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having renounced the production of all nuclear explosives, the

nuclear powers accepted the introduction of Article V. In this

article the nuclear weapon powers pledged to ensure that

potential benefits from any peaceful applications of nuclear

explosions would be made available to non-nuclear powers

party to the treaty. Such applications were to be carried out

under appropriate international observations and through

international procedures.535

Since the initial discussions on peaceful explosions coincided

with the introduction of the West German "Ja - aber" policy,

this issue contributed to a very hefty debate on the peaceful

uses of nuclear energy in general. The Federal Republic was

insisting that a NPT should be concentrated on the prevention

of the future spread of nuclear weapons, and that it should not

unduly interfere with the peaceful use of nuclear energy. It

ought, on the contrary, to stimulate countries in this field.536

In addition to the danger of industrial espionage and the

negative commercial consequences of international safeguards,

the Germans feared that, due to the NPT, the non-nuclear

powers would also be deprived of the so-called spin-offs of

military research and development in the nuclear field. In

February 1967 Foreign Minister Willy Brandt raised the issue

with American officials during bilateral talks in Washington.

535Shaker 1980: 405-430.

"Statement by Willy Brandt, 8 February 1967.
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The Americans did their best to reassure Brandt, maintaining

that their studies on the connection between military and

civilian development did not show any significant spin-off.537

But the West Germans were reluctant to accept this, pointing

out that civilian nuclear research was still young, and that no

one knew what the future would hold.538 And they feared that

the NPT would be used to forbid nuclear programmes under

the pretext that these would increase the Federal Republic's

progress towards nuclear arms.539

Es besteht begriindeter Verdacht, dass durch den Atomsperrvertrag
versucht werden soil, unsere Bewegungsfreiheit auf diesem Sektor
entscheidend zu beeinflussen,

was how Friedrich Zimmermann, chairman of the

Verteidigungsauschuss, put it.540 And the German

apprehensions were shared by other threshold countries,

which all demanded free, unhindered civilian research and

development.

Within the ENDC, Italy focused on one aspect in

particular, namely the securing of fissile material supply. On 1

August 1967 Foreign Minister Amintore Fanfani submitted a

537UD, 26.17/22, V, Norw. Embassy, Washington, to UD, 16
Februaryl967.

538Anthony Tucker, "German technology without the Bomb", in the
Guardian, 14 February 1967.

539Ibid.

540Quoted by Theo Sommer in Die Zeit, 3 February 1967.
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proposal concerning the future supply of such materials. He

suggested that nuclear weapon powers should commit

themselves to transfer a certain amount of fissile material at a

reduced price to non-nuclear weapon states. The material

should come from military stockpiles, an idea that had much

in common with president Eisenhower's original idea for the

setting up of the IAEA. The Fanfani proposal was never taken

up by the chairmen. However, at Nato meetings, the

Americans said that nothing would prevent the United States

from continuing to supply the Euratom countries with fissile

materials.

The identical draft proposals of August 1967 included for

the first time an article on the promotion of the benign use of

the atom. The text was taken from the Treaty of Tlatelolco,

and confirmed the non-nuclear countries' right to participate

in the fullest possible exchange of information concerning

civilian nuclear activities. But the demand was for stronger

commitments on the part of the nuclear powers. Proposals to

this effect were submitted by Nigeria and Italy. Italy was

adamant that the treaty should have concrete references to the

rights to materials and equipment, not only information.

Mexico put forward several propositions that were taken into

consideration by the chairmen. The most far-reaching changes

were introduced in the 11 March 1968 draft proposal and in

541 Shaker 1980: 304-305.
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the final text of the treaty, negotiated at the United Nations in

June. A new preambular paragraph in the March 1968 draft

put greater emphasis on the right of the non-nuclear powers to

make peaceful uses of nuclear energy, and it was recognised

that they should have access to fissile materials.

The final text of 4 June 1968 contained greatly strengthened

provisions on the peaceful uses of nuclear energy. Article IV

now specified that all parties undertook to facilitate the fullest

possible exchange of information. A new provision was added

whereby signatories would be "able to acquire source and

special fissionable materials as well as equipment for

processing, use and production of nuclear material for peaceful

purposes". On suggestions from Latin American and African

countries, a further clause was added specifying that due

consideration should be given to the needs of the developing

areas in the peaceful uses of nuclear energy.

The formal commitments were confirmed in a statement of

the American ambassador. Before the political committee of

the General Assembly, he pledged that the Americans would

share their knowledge and experience concerning all aspects of

the peaceful uses of nuclear energy with the parties of the

treaty. He also mentioned the fact that the American know-

how had been acquired at great cost, thereby suggesting that

giving such a promise was no small matter in economic terms.
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Conclusions

Perhaps the most significant thing about the Irish Resolution

was its emphasis on the need to prevent nuclear anarchy. The

dangers inherent in nuclear energy production and therefore

inherent in nuclear industrialisation itself was always at the

bottom of efforts to halt the arms race as well as the horizontal

spread of nuclear weapons. The awareness of the problem was

reflected in government policy in various countries, such as the

establishment of the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency

in the United States, and it was reflected in a growing number

of non-governmental organisations, whose aim was the

prevention of nuclear spread.

On a governmental level the efforts to halt nuclear

proliferation had to compete with other policy goals, however.

The history of the negotiation of the NPT showed very clearly

how the treaty was dependent on a mutual Soviet-American

understanding. But the early 1960s were marked by Soviet-

American rivalry, by ideological warfare, and by a continuous

arms build up. No one was more affected by the East-West

division of the world than the German people, for whom

reunification remained the foremost and ultimate goal. The

insistence by the FRG on reunification before disarmament

became one of the major stumbling-blocks in the negotiations

on the NPT. Other factors which for a long time contributed

to preventing an East-West understanding were Germany's
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particular security needs, and the priority given to European

integration and to the preservation of Nato cohesion.

It was the Chinese nuclear bomb explosion in October 1964

which in a decisive way served to focus attention on the global

aspect of the negotiation, that is on the global necessity to halt

nuclear proliferation, not the least in Asia and the Middle East.

The incoming Labour government in the United Kingdom was

pivotal in bringing about this change of focus. What the

Chinese explosion achieved was, within a couple of years, to

bring about an agreement among the nuclear powers

participating in the ENDC as to the desirability of reaching a

treaty as soon as possible.

Almost as difficult as reaching a trilateral understanding

among the three major nuclear powers was the task of

persuading a majority of non-nuclear powers to accept the

renouncement of nuclear weapons for all future. Three factors

made it particularly hard for the non-nuclear powers to

renounce nuclear weapons. Firstly, it was hard to accept the

asymmetry between the rights and the duties of non-nuclear

weapons states as compared to nuclear weapons states.

Secondly, they feared that the treaty would have detrimental

effects on their security, since the nuclear powers were unable

to provide protection against nuclear attack and blackmail on a

global scale. Thirdly, they feared that the treaty would harm

their commercial and industrial interests. Several important

industrial nations tended to regard international safeguards as a
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form of legitimised industrial espionage. Altogether, this

meant that the treaty in the eyes of many non-nuclear

countries was unjust. Due to the quite widespread opposition

to the treaty, the final text lacked universal support, in spite of

the fact that the final text represented numerous compromises.

Articles I and II, which defined nuclear spread in the NPT,

were on the whole formulated by the three nuclear powers

participating in the negotiations, and they were formulated in

such a way that they suited the interests of these powers,

although the United States had to renounce the idea of

multilateral nuclear sharing. The final formula would allow for

the continuance of the existing military alliances, based as they

were on nuclear defence and retaliation. Thus it was

understood that the NPT would not apply in the case of war.

In such a case, nuclear forces, nuclear weapons and control of

nuclear weapons could be transferred to other countries.

Furthermore, such a situation could be prepared for in

peacetime through transfer of delivery vehicles and control of

delivery vehicles, provided that they were not equipped with

bombs or warheads. This was stated in public by the US

foreign secretary, and was never contradicted by the Soviet

government.

The American-Soviet understanding meant that the treaty

would also allow for transfer of weapons or control of

weapons in the case of a state or an association of states being

the legal successor of a nuclear weapon state.
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The non-nuclear weapon states party to the treaty were

strictly forbidden from manufacturing or helping to

manufacture weapons, and also nuclear explosive devices for

peaceful purposes. Likewise, the nuclear weapon powers were

forbidden from transferring weapons or helping other non-

nuclear countries to manufacture nuclear weapons.

Due to the insistence on the part of the most industrialised

non-nuclear countries, the spread prohibition did not include a

prohibition on the transfer of source or fissile materials and

equipment, even in cases where such materials or equipment

could have a dual use, i.e. could be used both for civilian and

military purposes. Nevertheless it was agreed that such

transfers would invoke safeguards in the event that the

recipient country was a non-nuclear power. This agreement

represented an improvement compared to INFCIRC/66. But

the most important improvement was the extension of the

safeguards regime to include the control of all nuclear material

in a country party to the treaty. Thus the scope of the regime

was no longer limited to projects receiving IAEA assistance or

to projects voluntarily put under IAEA safeguards. On the

other hand certain new aspects represented a weakening of the

safeguards regime. Because of the demand of the Euratom

countries for the preservation of the Euratom controls system,

NPT safeguards would only encompass safeguards of materials,

not of facilities as such. Preservation of the Euratom control

regime would also have implications for the choice of
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inspectors, and this would again have possible implications for

the reliability of the safeguards system. At least it would have

implications for the principle of international safeguards.

Insistence on the principle of free nuclear development and

free nuclear trade in the civilian field led to the inclusion in the

treaty of Article IV. This article made it clear that non-nuclear

weapon states would have free access to information, materials

and equipment for the processing, use and production of

nuclear materials for peaceful purposes. And not only that,

parties to the treaty pledged to facilitate access to relevant

information.

The western nuclear powers' acceptance of international

safeguards of their civilian nuclear activities was of great

political significance for the negotiation process, but hardly of

great importance with regard to preventing spread of nuclear

weapons.
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CHAPTER V

NPT Safeguards

This chapter sets out to analyse the implementation of Article

III of the NPT, the so-called safeguards article. The

implementation took a threefold path. Firstly, Article III.l was

implemented through a new safeguards document

INFCIRC/153. This safeguards document spelled out the rules

of the so-called full-scope safeguards which would apply in

non-nuclear weapon states party to the NPT. The IAEA Board

set up a special Safeguards Committee for the purpose of

negotiating the INFCIRC/153. Secondly, for the purpose of

implementing paragraphs (a) and (b) of Article III.2 an

informal committee, the so-called Zangger Committee, was

established. The Zangger Committee reached an agreement on

two memoranda: Memorandum A, covering exports of nuclear

materials, and Memorandum B, covering exports of equipment

and non-nuclear materials. Together these two memoranda

constituted the Zangger "trigger list". Exports of items listed in

the memoranda would trigger IAEA safeguards when the

recipient non-nuclear weapon states were not party to the

NPT. The Indian nuclear explosion in May 1974 highlighted

the deficiencies of the existing understanding regarding nuclear

export controls, and in order to fill some of the loopholes a
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third agreement was negotiated within the so-called "Nuclear

Suppliers Group" (NSG), which had met on an irregular basis

in London since 1959. This agreement went beyond the NPT.

There are as yet no minutes available from the NSG's meetings

in 1975-76. Thus this chapter will on the whole be limited to

an analysis of the negotiations within the IAEA Safeguards

Committee, resulting in INFCIRC/153, and the negotiations

within the Zangger Committee, resulting in the famous trigger

list.

1. The IAEA 1972 Safeguards Document

(INFCIRC/153)

Article III.4 of the Non-Proliferation Treaty stipulated that

within 180 days from the entry into force of the treaty, non-

nuclear signatories should open negotiation of safeguards

agreements with the IAEA in accordance with Article III. 1 and

III.4. For states acceding after 180 days, the negotiation of such

agreements was to begin not later than the day of accession to

the treaty. Such agreements could be made on an individual

country basis or an a collective country basis. The agreement/s

should be in accordance with the IAEA Statute as well as the

NPT. Article III.4 moreover stipulated that the safeguards

agreements should enter into force not later than 18 months

after the negotiation of the agreements had started.
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The Non-Proliferation Treaty came into force on 5 March

1970, and in April the IAEA Board duly set up a Safeguards

Committee under the chairmanship of Kurt Waldheim,

Austria's ambassador to the United Nations. The

Committee started its deliberations on 12 June. It could base

itself on the viewpoints of a large number of member states as

well as upon a draft document produced by the IAEA

Secretariat containing a proposal for the "structure and content

of agreements between the Agency and States required in

connection with the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of

Nuclear Weapons."543 There seems to have been a consensus as

to the wisdom of developing one model agreement, which

could then be implemented through subsidiary agreements

between individual states and the IAEA. However, the

Euratom countries refused to adhere to the single model

agreement, insisting instead on the development of a special

arrangement between the IAEA and Euratom.544 The opening

for a collective safeguards agreement had indeed been one of

the major concessions given to the West Germans in order to

get their signature on the Non-Proliferation Treaty.

Immediately following the opening up for signature of the NPT, the
IAEA Director General had already convened a group of experts to
advise the Agency on the development of a new safeguards system in
accordance with the NPT. This group met intermittently between
October 1968 and August 1969, see Benjamin Sanders 1975: 6.

543IAEA, GOV/COM.22/3.

544On the negotiations of this arrangement, see for instance Howlett
1990 and Kiintzel 1992.
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This attitude on the part of the Euratom countries was a

strong indication of their reluctance to accept IAEA control.545

According to Darryl Howlett, Euratom and the IAEA had

separately, long before the NPT came into force, developed

"firm ideas" about the kind of safeguard system each wished to

see operating in Western Europe. Howlett comments that

"Unfortunately, their respective 'safeguards visions' did not

coincide".546 Euratom did not want to relinquish its own

system, nor did it willingly accept a subservient position vis-a-

vis the IAEA. One much used argument in favour of Euratom

safeguards was that they included the control of one nuclear

weapon power, France, by non-nuclear weapon powers. Thus,

Euratom safeguards could be said to be less discriminatory on

the inside than IAEA safeguards. But seen from the perspective

of the rest of the world, Euratom safeguards looked very much

like self-control, a privilege bestowed on West Europeans only.

Thus Euratom safeguards continued to threaten the global

aspirations of the IAEA.

The negotiations between the IAEA and Euratom on a

separate model agreement designed for "groups of states" were

545At the outset, i.e. when this question first made its appearance within
the framework of the NPT negotiations, Euratom was split in its
attitude to it. Whereas the Benelux countries were willing to accept
IAEA safeguards, the Federal Republic and Italy were adamantly against
doing so. Given the Federal Republic's key position in the negotiations,
she was able to make her view prevail.

546Howlett 1990: 121-122.
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fraught with difficulties. Starting in November 1971, the

agreement was signed by all parties in 1973, but it was only in

1977 that the model agreement came into force. One reason it

took so long was the delayed ratification of the NPT by the

Euratom countries in 1975.547 The refusal to ratify until this

late stage (it took place just in time for the first NPT review

conference) influenced a number of other countries to delay

their ratification. Japan was particularly sensitive to what took

place between the IAEA and the West Europeans. Japan

insisted on being treated on equal footing with the Euratom,

and on negotiating her own individual agreement with the

IAEA. Since the uniqueness of the situation of the Euratom

countries was closely linked to their having their own

safeguards system, Japan indicated that she was ready to follow

suit, and in April 1972 the Japanese Government set up the

Nuclear Material Control Centre in Tokyo. For the IAEA to

acknowledge the Japanese safeguards system as equivalent to

Euratom safeguards, the Japanese system had to meet certain

criteria specified by the Viennese Agency in the NPT

safeguards agreement between it and Japan.548 Japan only

ratified the treaty in 1976.549

547Ibi<±: 152-153.

548Ibid.: 156; Kiintzel 1992: 220-221.

549And the Japanese would wait for another year and a half before
signing their NPT safeguards agreement with the IAEA. The delay was
a means to put pressure on the US government during negotiations of
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Japan's attitude to international safeguards was marked by

resentment not only because they feared being discriminated

against, but perhaps even more so because they saw in

international control an attack on their "sovereignty". And by

the term "sovereignty" the Japanese meant something more

specific than the absence of foreign meddling in their internal

affairs. And it also meant something more than protection of

the national security by military means. To quote an article co-

authored by Japan's representative on the Safeguards

Committee (but written years later), Ryukichi Imai,

sovereignty might "arise not only in a direct military sense but

also in respect of non-military matters".550 And he went on to

provide examples of matters which were of such vital

importance to a state's survival that they could be said to be

directly linked to the state's sovereignty. To Japan nuclear

energy was such a matter because of Japan's complete

dependence on foreign countries for its energy. The 1973 oil

crisis would serve to further highlight this fact. Nuclear energy

simply represented the solution to this dependence.

Consequently Japan could interpret measures which put

US supply to the Tokai Muro reprocessing plant. The Diet only ratified
the NPT once the Americans had given in to the Japanese popsition on
Tokai. See Kapur 1979, pp. 290-291.

550Imai and Press 1980: 14.
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restrictions on the development of an indigenous Japanese

nuclear industry as an attack on her sovereignty.551

Although it was the relationship between the IAEA and

Euratom that was uppermost in people's minds in 1970, it was

the development of the single model agreement which would

apply in non-nuclear weapon states having already ratified the

NPT which took precedence, given the time limit set in the

treaty for the negotiation of such agreements.

It was the United Kingdom who at the IAEA Board

meeting in February 1970 proposed the establishment of the

Safeguards Committee.552 But it was only in April that the

Board was able to agree on a mandate for the Committee. In a

resolution, the Board then invited all member states to

communicate to the Director General, as soon as possible,

their view on the implications of the NPT for the IAEA

safeguards system, and especially their view concerning a

model agreement.553 A large number of countries responded in

the course of May. By the time of the Committee's first

meeting in June, the Director General had circulated a paper

setting out broad proposals for the content of the model

safeguards agreement.554 The Director General proposed an

551Ibid.:

552Sanders 1975: 6.

553UD, 26. 18/11, vol. V, letter of 7 April 1970 from Norwegian
embassy, Vienna, to UD.

554IAEA, GOV/COM.22/3.
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agreement consisting of two parts, part one covering the

principles upon which the safeguards procedures would be

based, and part two detailing these procedures. The Safeguards

Committee, consisting of representatives from 48 nations, held

82 meetings from June 1970 until 10 March 1971.555 In June

1971 the IAEA Board of Governors formally approved the

new model safeguards document, which would subsequently

get the designation INFCIRC/153 (Information Circular 153),

but also referred to simply as the "Blue Book". In spite of

existing tensions, the Committee had succeeded in producing

the new document quite swiftly.

Euratom versus IAEA

During the negotiations of the NPT the reluctant countries,

led by the Federal Republic, had succeeded in modifying the

safeguards principles somewhat, but not enough to satisfy the

West Germans. The Federal Republic therefore made her

ratification of the treaty dependent upon further concessions

being made to the German concept of safeguards, usually

referred to as the "Karlsruhe Doktrin".556

555Kiinzel 1992: 218; Sanders 1975: 7.

556This was a safeguards concept developed by the West German
Professors Hafele and Wirtz, who directed the Karlsruhe Nuclear
Research Institute. For a presentation of the doctrine, see for instance
Fischer 1993: 55-58.
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An important point in this doctrine was the insistence on

limiting the application of IAEA safeguards to source and

special fissionable materials. The second point was to focus

safeguards on the so-called "flow" of source and special

fissionable materials. A crucial principle was that, during

routine inspections, the application of safeguards - in particular

human inspection - should be confined to certain strategic

points in this flow, and to the extent possible humans should

be replaced by technology as control instruments. The

rationale behind this concept was the protection of industrial

and commercial secrets and the avoidance of intrusion.

The legitimacy of protecting the inspected state's

proprietary rights had been an issue already in connection with

the development of INFCIRC/66, the upshot being a

provision stipulating that the IAEA would implement

safeguards in such a way that a state's "economic and

technological" development should not be hampered.557 It

furthermore stipulated that the Agency should take "every

precaution to protect commercial and industrial secrets".

INFCIRC/66 also limited the rights of the IAEA to publish or

communicate to other states information obtained through the

application of safeguards.558 The NPT reaffirmed that

safeguards should not hamper the economic and technological

557INFCIRC/66/Rev.2, para. 9.

558Ibid.; paras. 13-14.
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development of parties to the treaty. In addition, the NPT

made it explicitly clear that every party had the right to benefit

from nuclear power (preamble and Article IV); that this

benefit included international co-operation; and that

international co-operation included the exchange of nuclear

material and equipment. Besides, the preamble made it clear

that inspections would take place at certain strategic points.

This meant that several elements of the "Karlsruhe Doktrin"

had been incorporated into the NPT.

The first indication of the manner in which the promoters

of safeguards would react to the demands of the Euratom came

in the Secretariat's draft model agreement introduced by the

Director General in May 1970. That document took as its

point of departure that the inclusion of all peaceful nuclear

activities of a state under international safeguards would

permit the IAEA to simplify the safeguards operations

considerably. In accordance with the "Karlsruhe Doktrin" it

limited the model agreement to an undertaking to prevent the

diversion of nuclear material. This meant that the model

agreement would cover Article III.l of the NPT, but that it

would not cover Article III.2 (b), relating to exports of

equipment and non-nuclear materials. The IAEA followed

Euratom in suggesting that the flow of material would be the

focus of the new safeguards system. The Secretariat's draft

proposed the establishment of a national system of materials

control in every state, including the set up of an inventory of
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all nuclear material involved in the nuclear flow. The main

task of the Agency would then be to verify that the materials

involved in the flow corresponded with the figures of the

inventory. This meant that a material balance accountancy

would be the most important safeguards technique of the new

system. In addition the IAEA would make use of something

called containment and surveillance. Containment methods

referred to devices such as the use of seals on nuclear storage

areas to prevent changes in the contents without the

knowledge of the IAEA, and it also included the use of

instruments to detect any attempt to tamper with a sealed

store.559 Surveillance stood for instrumental surveillance by

monitors, sensors or other technical devices. Such surveillance

was designed to monitor activities which might involve

material movement. The safeguards procedures suggested were

the same as in previous systems, namely design review, the

keeping of records, reports, and inspections. And the IAEA

signalled that in the new system, the importance of reports

would be enhanced and the importance of inspections would

be reduced.560

The draft document clearly gave in to German demands on

several important points, such as the limitation of safeguards to

nuclear materials, the focus on materials accountancy, and the

559Fischer 1993: 56.

56OIAEA, GOV/COM. 22/3, 29 May 1970.
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reliance to the extent possible on non-human verification

methods. The practical implications of this new system was

less clearly spelled out in the second part of the document. It

was by no means clear what the modification of the safeguards

principles would mean in terms of safeguards procedures. This

was left for the Safeguards Committee to decide.561 One of the

first questions which presented itself in connection with the

new focus on the flow of nuclear materials was at which point

of the nuclear cycle the safeguards should start. And to what

extent would the new system change the modalities of the

design review and the inspections, the two measures which had

caused the most controversy in the past? The answer to the

more specific questions could partly be discerned from the

attitudes expressed in regard to a more general issue, namely as

to how much and in what way the new NPT safeguards

system would need to differ from the old IAEA system.

NPT safeguards as compared to safeguards derived

from the IAEA Statute

The NPT made it explicitly clear that the new safeguards

system should be in accordance with both the NPT and the

Statute. But the countries parties to the treaty held different

561Another issue which the Safeguards Committee had to solve was the
question of how to finance the safeguards control. This proved to be a
very contentatious issue, the deviding line going between recipient
countries and supplier countries.
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opinions about the extent to which the old system needed to

change in order for it to comply with the NPT. While some

countries emphasised that there were important differences

between the old and the new system, others sought to

emphasise continuity rather than rupture.

Among the ones underlining continuity were the East

European countries and the Soviet Union. The Russians thus

declared it "obvious that the implementation of the safeguards

functions under the Treaty must be based on the existing

Agency safeguards system which was drawn up with broad

participation".562 It is known that the Soviet Union initially

opposed the concept of "strategic points". However, in the

course of bilateral meetings, the German head of delegation

was able to persuade his Soviet counterpart that no West

German ratification would be forthcoming unless the German

safeguards concept was accepted. The Russians apparently

accepted the inevitability of the Karlsruhe doctrine.563

Countries putting the emphasis on the difference included

the Euratom countries, and several major nuclear suppliers,

such as Australia, South-Africa, and Sweden. The Netherlands,

to take one example, declared that there were differences

concerning both the purpose for which safeguards were to be

applied and the circumstances under which they would be

562IAEA, GOV/COM.22/2, 15 May 1970.

563Kiintzel 1992: 233.
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applied.564 Italy stressed the difference in backgrounds of the

two systems. She pointed to the fact that the typical situation

which behind the IAEA system was that of a state which

submitted some individual nuclear installation to IAEA

safeguards in connection with assistance received either from

the Agency itself or from some third party. The situation

which gave rise to NPT safeguards was that of a new treaty

under which signatory countries would submit all their

nuclear activities to safeguards, for the purpose of verifying the

fulfilment of the obligation which they had entered into by

signing the treaty. The Italians insisted that this difference

meant that a number of provisions of the IAEA safeguards

would not apply in the context of the NPT.565

South Africa took much the same approach as Italy by

emphasising the difference in the conditions governing the

application of safeguards as between the provisions of the

IAEA safeguards system and the provisions of the NPT. The

South Africans pointed to the fact that whereas IAEA

provisions were selective in their application and were entered

into voluntarily, the NPT ones were mandatory and all

embracing in their application. South Africa was not very

specific when it came to the practical implications of these

differences, preferring to underline that there remained room

564Ibid.

565IAEA, GOV/COM.22/2/Add.l, 21 May 1970.
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for considerable differences of view as to the degree of

modification needed to adjust the old system to new

conditions.566 Most countries did not hesitate in pointing out

that one difference between the old and the new system was

that the NPT aimed at control of materials and not of plants as

such (Sweden,567 FRG, 568Italy).

Canada and the United Kingdom took a somewhat

intermediate position. They both maintained that in the main

the existing IAEA safeguards principles were sound and could

stand, but they acknowledged the necessity of adapting the

existing system to new circumstances.569 The comments of the

United States570 were by far the most extensive provided by

any country. The United States manifested a strong belief in

the qualities of the IAEA safeguards system. It was pointed out

that it represented years of careful work and negotiations

during which the fundamental principles of an effective

safeguards system had been defined. They, furthermore,

underscored that many of the limitations put on the safeguards

system by the NPT had already been written into the IAEA

document during the revision which took place in 1965. For

566Ibid.

567IAEA, GOV/COM.22/Add. 2, 28 May 1970.

568IAEA, GOV/COM.22/2/Add. 1.

569Ibid and IAEA, GOV/COM.22/2.

570IAEA, GOV/COM.22/2.
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that reason the Americans maintained that the principles

governing the INFCIRC/66 and the NPT were not that

different. Nevertheless, they acknowledged that once a

country's entire peaceful nuclear programme was placed under

safeguards, certain simplifications in the application of

safeguards might be feasible since cross-checking between

various activities would be facilitated under such

circumstances.

The United States accepted the main points of the

"Karlsruhe Doktrin", agreeing that NPT safeguards would be

applied to nuclear materials only, and that any access to

facilities should be limited to that which was necessary and

relevant to the purpose of controlling the flow of such

materials. On the other hand, they maintained that controlling

the nuclear material had in fact also been the main premise

behind the safeguards system entailed in INFCIRC/66. Thus it

would seem that although the leading Western power

acknowledged the need to adjust the former safeguards system

to NPT requirements, and in particular the need to

concentrate control on the flow of materials, she at the same

time toned down the practical implications of these principles.

On one practical aspect all countries seemed to agree,

namely on the need for each individual country to establish a

national nuclear materials accountancy and control system, so

that the purpose of the IAEA control system would be to

verify the effectiveness of the local system. The IAEA should
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also have the right to carry out whatever independent

measurements and operations it might need to satisfy itself that

no diversion was taking place. However, it was clear that

opinions differed as to the definition of an "effective"

verification system.

The starting point of safeguards

During the negotiations of INFCIRC/153 the starting point of

safeguards became one of the major bones of contention.

Given that safeguards would be focused on the flow of nuclear

material, many countries felt a need to discuss the point of the

nuclear cycle at which safeguards would start. Both the

Secretariat and the United States were in favour of starting

with the uranium concentrate produced by ore-producing

plants. The Americans argued that the concentrate stage was of

particular interest because it was at this stage that the

concentration of uranium in the product became significant

from a safeguards standpoint. They furthermore maintained

that at this stage the uranium content of feed material could be

determined and confirmed with a high degree of accuracy.

They did not advocate the subjection of all concentrates to

safeguards, however, but suggested exempting concentrates of

uranium and of thorium if they contained less than five per

cent by weight of uranium or thorium.571 The United States

571Ibid.
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proposal was probably anathema to the major uranium

producing countries. Ore-processing plants had not been

included in the safeguards system established by INFCIRC/66,

and South Africa very categorically refused to accept

concentration plants as starting points.572 Ultimately it was

Finland who came up with the proposal which won general

approval. This Finnish proposal exempted not only

concentration plants but also conversion plants from

control.573 This meant that INFCIRC/153 would designate

fuel fabrication plants and isotope separation plants as starting

points for safeguards. To be more precise the new safeguards

document stipulated that nuclear material "of a composition

and purity suitable for fuel fabrication or for being isotopically

enriched" would be safeguarded from the moment it left the

plant or the process stage in which it had been produced.574

Design review

The issue of how to define the nature and the extent of the

design data to be provided to the IAEA by parties to the treaty

was also a hot issue during the negotiations of INFCIRC/153.

572UD, 26. 18/11, vol. V, report by the Norwegian delegate to the
Safeguards Committee from meetings taking place between 13 October
and 6 November, 1970.

573Ibid.; report by the Norwegian delegate from meetings of the
Safeguards Committee taking place between 1 December and 12
December 1970.

574INFCIRC/153) para. 33.C.
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Design review had indeed been a controversial issue since the

development of INFCIRC/26.

In connection with INFCIRC/153, the United States

argued that design review was an important element of any

effective safeguards system. It was a pertinent and necessary

measure because it enabled the inspectors to understand the

flow and transformation of materials in a facility thereby

enabling inspectors to identify the locations in the plant where

safeguards efforts must be concentrated. In other words, the

Americans were arguing that the knowledge of the design was

vital in designating strategic points in the nuclear flow. Thus,

they also maintained that a design review might be helpful in

simplifying the safeguards task both for the plant management

and the inspectors.575

A number of countries insisted that the provisions under

IAEA Statute concerning the Agency's power to examine and

approve the design of facilities were contrary to the provisions

in the NPT which provided strong protection of a state's

commercial and industrial secrets. Italy, for instance, argued

that information on facilities which would be passed on to the

IAEA should be limited to "the indispensable minimum" that

would be necessary for the effective safeguarding of the flow of

materials. And they insisted that such information should not

575IAEA, GOV/COM.22/2.
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include projects and blueprints of facilities.576 The Americans

for their part maintained that in their view a design review

done by the Agency did not need to concentrate on details of

technology of a proprietary character, but rather on general

plant arrangements depicting the flow of materials; on

provisions for sampling, and on means of entrance and exit of

materials and personnel to and from the plant.577

The Secretariat's working paper obviously sought to find a

solution acceptable to all parties. It took as its point of

departure that it was necessary for the IAEA to obtain

sufficient information about the facility to make possible the

application of safeguards to the nuclear material in the facility.

Such a review would incorporate recording and reporting

requirements; inventory-taking frequencies and procedures;

containment measures; and surveillance methods and

inspection procedures. Thus records would be kept by the

facility operator to permit auditing by the IAEA and would

serve as a basis for the reports made to the Agency. Reports

would be analysed in order to determine the inventories of

nuclear material. What design information the INFCIRC/153

needed to contain was specifications with regard to the

procedures for the implementation of these measures.578 This

576IAEA, GOV/COM.22/2/Add. 1.
577IAEA, GOV/COM.22/2.
578IAEA, GOV/COM.22/3.
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implied that the provision in INFCIRC/66 which in certain

cases gave the IAEA the right to approve designs

[INFCIRC/66/Rev. 2 paragraph 30 (a)] would be

discontinued. Moreover, the IAEA would no longer be

permitted to take a close look at facilities before or during

their construction. INFCIRC/153 would merely stipulate that

information on new facilities should be provided to the agency

"as soon as possible" before the introduction of nuclear

materials into the plant (paragraph 43) .579

Most countries seem to have been content with a provision

to the effect that information on facilities should be strictly

limited to that required for the purpose of verifying the

quantity and location of nuclear material within a plant.580 The

Americans were not entirely satisfied, however. Myron

Kratzer, their representative on the Safeguards Committee,

proposed an amendment which would permit countries to

transmit design data to their embassies in Vienna, in order that

representatives of the IAEA might examine such data on the

579IAEA came to interpret this provision as meaning that design
information should be forthcoming at least 180 days before the plant's
first reception of materials. According to David Fischer this was an
unfortunate interpretation since it left the decision of when to give the
IAEA the design information entirely to the country building or
importing the plant, as long as it complied with the 180-day deadline.
Thus avoidance of IAEA presence during the construction was easily
achieved, see Fischer 1993: 57.

580IAEA, GOV/COM.22/OR. 6, dated 11 December 1970, containing
the Official Record of the Sixth Meeting of the Safeguards Committee,
held on 19 June 1970.
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spot, instead of retaining them within the IAEA. The United

States hoped that states would be less reluctant to furnish

information relating to commercial property if they could

follow such a procedure.581 The American proposal was

eventually incorporated into paragraph 8 of the

INFCIRC/153, which does not deal with design review as

such, but with "Provision of information to the Agency" in

general. In this provision it was again spelled out that

information on facilities should be the minimum necessary for

the safeguarding of nuclear material. Nevertheless, it was added

that with regard to design data, the IAEA should be prepared

to make examinations on the "premises of the state", i.e. the

embassy, if a state considered the design data in question as

being of particular sensitivity. Such examination would take

place upon the request of the state concerned. Moreover,

paragraph 8 stipulated that such very sensitive information

would not be physically transmitted to the IAEA, but would

remain available for further examination by the IAEA on the

premises of the state. It would seem that this provision

represented a concession to the views of the United States. But

it was a far step from INFCIRC/66, and an even further step

away from the ambitions expressed by the US government in

connection with the development of INFCIRC/26.

581Ibid.
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Inspections

As had been the case during previous safeguards negotiations,

provisions regarding IAEA inspection proved to be the most

difficult of all safeguards issues. As on former occasions a large

number of countries were loath to accept the intrusiveness of

IAEA inspections and regarded inspections as especially

problematic in relation to national sovereignty.

The modalities of inspection had been the issue of debate

long before the Safeguards Committee had started its

proceedings, and certain aspects had been settled already. Thus

the West German concept of "strategic points" had been

accepted already during the negotiations of the NPT,582 and it

was explicitly mentioned in the preamble to the treaty.

Directing inspections to strategic points was seen as a means to

protect sovereignty and commercial secrets, as well as to make

safeguards less intrusive and less costly and more standardised,

thus more predictable. There is every reason to believe that the

political value of the concept was at least as important as its

technical merits. Its political value lay in the fact that it

contrasted sharply with Article XII.A.6 of the IAEA Statute

582INFCIRC/153 defined a strategic point as "a location selected during
examination of design information where, under normal conditions,
and when combined with the information from 'all strategic points'
taken together, the information necessary and sufficient for the
implementation of safeguards measures is obtained and verified." It was
specified that a strategic point might include "any location where key
measurements related to material balance accountancy" were made and
where containment and surveillance measures were executed.
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which stipulated that inspectors should have access "at all times

to all places and data and to any person," and that it likewise

was more restrictive than INFCIRC/66, which did not specify

the movements of the inspectors, although it set a limit for the

number of possible inspections taking place at any facility.

In the new system inspectors would measure the flow of

material at the stage at which this could readily be done or

where the material was in a particularly sensitive form. Such

measurements would then be correlated with statistical and

accounting data from the national control system. The

Secretariat suggested that IAEA inspections would consist of

three procedures, namely an audit of facility records; a check

of changes in inventories, and a check of the accuracy with

which measurements of physical inventory and changes in

inventory were made in the facility. By this method an

inspection should show whether there were differences

between the amount of nuclear material physically present in

the material control area and the amount of material recorded

or reported. It should thus reveal if there were any material

unaccounted for.583

The big question was whether this system would provide

the "effective" control to which the NPT signatories had

subscribed. Some would say it did not amount to much more

than an international audit of national accountancy. Was it

583IAEA, GOV/COM.22/3.
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really a system that would reveal an eventual diversion of

nuclear material? Opinions differed on this question. The

negotiators generally agreed on one point, however, namely

about the wisdom of establishing a graduated system. This was

a system in which the intensity of the inspections was related

to the potential risk of diversion. The parties agreed to

distinguish between materials of differing amount and form,

and between different types of facilities. A small research

reactor would not be inspected as intensively as a larger

reactor; a fuel fabrication plant, or a processing plant. The

establishment of a graduated system meant continuing a

practice well established in previous safeguards documents.

The NPT safeguards document would establish the maximum

number of "man-days" of routine inspection per year

applicable to each category of facility. However, it was left to

the judgment of the IAEA to decide how this aggregated effort

would be deployed among different facilities within a

country.584 No limits were set as to the amount of special

inspection " man-days".

The really difficult question was as always whether some

kinds of plants or amounts of material warranted continuous

inspection. Several countries argued that this was necessary.

The United States in particular put great emphasis on the

importance of such a measure, arguing that continuous

584Scheinman 1987: 161.
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inspection would under certain circumstances be less intrusive

than if one was left to rely only on periodic inspections. It was

argued that if the inspection should be at all effective, a reliance

on periodic inspection would require a far more detailed access

on the part of the inspectors than if continuous inspections

were employed.585 The opposition to what was termed

"intrusive" inspections was clearly very strong. Italy and South

Africa had in their initial remarks to the Safeguards

Committee taken exception to the provisions in INFCIRC/66

regarding inspections of facilities. The issue was vigorously

discussed through the autumn, not the least in informal arenas.

After these prolonged informal deliberations a proposal

introduced by Austria, Greece, Switzerland and the United

Kingdom was accepted.586 INFCIRC/153 would make no

mention of continuous inspection or access at all times, an

eventuality mentioned in INF CIRC/ 66 (paragraph 50). But

the total amount of annual routine inspections at the disposal

of the IAEA inspectorate for each country was raised

compared to other safeguards documents, and the upper limits

set for large plants handling sensitive nuclear materials - e.g.

reprocessing plants - were sufficient to permit permanent

585IAEA, GOV/COM.22/2.

586UD, 26. 18/11, vol. V, report by the Norwegian delegate from
meetings of the Safeguards Committee taking place between 1
December and 12 December 1970.
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inspection of such plants.587 On the other hand, the principle

of correlating intensity and frequency of inspections with the

amount of nuclear material at the site of inspection remained

the same. However, INFCIRC/153 added some new criteria

for the determination of the number, intensity and duration of

the routine inspections. The most important were the form of

the nuclear material at the site, the effectiveness of the state's

accounting and control system, the characteristics of the state's

nuclear fuel, and the state's dependence on other states for use

or processing of nuclear material (paragraph 81). This meant

that the criteria determining the intensity of the inspection

were broader than in earlier safeguards documents, and that

they contained both subjective and objective elements.588

The Norwegian representative to the Safeguards Committee

thought the quotas provided more than adequate for most

cases, and he judged the new provision more severe than

previous ones.589 This judgment seems to have been

corroborated by the experienced IAEA official David Fischer.

Writing in 1985 about the implementation of the inspection

provisions in concrete safeguards agreements, he stated that the

IAEA had "found it difficult to carry out all the routine

587Ibid.

588Scheinman 1987: 162.

589UD, 26. 18/11, vol. V, report by the Norwegian delegate to the
Safeguards Committee from meeting taking place between 1 December
and 12 December 1970.
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inspection effort prescribed in various NPT facility

agreements..., let alone reach the much higher hypothetical

maxima set by INFCIRC/153 itself."590 But even if the

maximum quotas were raised, the model agreement

nevertheless stressed that "the number, intensity, duration and

timing of routine inspections be kept to a minimum"

(paragraph 78). Thus, taken together, the provisions regarding

inspections were worded in quite an ambiguous manner.

Conclusions

The Safeguards Committee's production of a model safeguards

agreement was a follow-up to the NPT. The NPT had

established the principle that safeguards would be extended to

the entire nuclear cycle of NPT countries, and that the

application of safeguards would be concentrated to nuclear

materials. The main task of the Safeguards Committee, set up

by the IAEA Board in order to draft a new safeguards

document within the time limits set by the NPT, was to devise

the specific safeguards procedures through which the new

system would be put to practice. Several important premises

for the new safeguards system had been established before the

Safeguards Committee started its work. The dependence of the

NPT on a West German signature permitted the West

Germans to have a particularly strong voice in the working

59OFischer and Szasz 1985: 62.
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out of the safeguards document. The West German safeguards

policy had been articulated through the so-called Karsruhe

concept for safeguards. The main features of this concept were

the focus on the flow of nuclear materials; the establishment of

national systems of materials control; the use of material

balance accountancy as the main safeguards technique; and the

emphasis on non-human verification methods. This concept

sought to protect the commercial interests and the proprietory

rights of the inspected countries. The protection of such rights

had been established as a norm in the NPT.

But what consequences would this principle hold for the

main safeguards procedures? The discussions in the Safeguards

Committee concentrated on three issues: the definition of the

starting point of safeguards, the modalities of the design

review, and the intrusiveness of inspections. During the

discussions the United States once more emerged as the

strongest proponent of developing as strict safeguards as

possible.591 The Americans renewed their efforts to make

provisions regarding design review and inspections as effective

as possible, by arguing for continuous inspections and for the

IAEA's right to inspect plants during construction.

Furthermore, they put forward strong arguments in favour of

591 This was the case although Myron Kratzer, who led the United
States delegation, has since complained that the delegation received
scant assistance from Washington during the negotiations, see Kiintzel
1992: 223.
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starting safeguards at an earlier stage in the fuel cycle than had

hitherto been the norm. They were only partially successful in

these endeavours. Several countries, and it would seem that

Italy and South Africa were particularly active in this respect,

objected to the American approach on the grounds of

proprietary rights and national sovereignty. Thus the outcome

was that the modalities of the design review were weakened as

compared to former safeguards documents, and that ore-

processing plants were exempted from safeguards. However,

although INFCIRC/153 did not mention continuous

inspections, the maxima set for the annual number of possible

inspections apparently amounted to a stricter measure than in

former safeguards documents. Furthermore, the lack of

intrusiveness of the safeguards procedures must be measured

against the fact that safeguards would henceforth apply to the

whole nuclear cycle, minus the initial stages.
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2. The Zangger Committee's Trigger List

The so-called Zangger Committee was set up for the purpose

of interpreting Article III.2 (a) and (b) of the Non-Proliferation

Treaty. Section (a) of this article dealt with exports of nuclear

materials to non-nuclear weapon states, whereas section (b)

dealt with exports of equipment and non-nuclear materials to

non-nuclear weapon states. It was stipulated that no such

exports as mentioned in the two paragraphs should take place

unless the nuclear materials were put under IAEA safeguards.

The NPT safeguards document developed by the Safeguards

Committee only made provisions for the notification of

exports of nuclear materials to non-nuclear weapon states. The

Board had seen its task as that of developing safeguards that the

IAEA would apply in, the NPT non-nuclear weapon states and

not on their exports.592 It was seen as self-evident that the

fullscope safeguards system established through INFCIRC/153

provided adequate control of nuclear activities in NPT

countries.593 However, INFCIRC/153 did not apply to non-

nuclear weapon states not party to the treaty, and a need was

felt for an interpretation of Article III.2 as a whole with regard

to exports to such countries, including exports from nuclear

weapon states, to which Article III.2 would also apply.

592David Fischer in letter to the author of 25 August 1997.

593Sverre Helseth in personal communication with the author, 20 May
1997.
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An agreed interpretation of section (b) of the Article was

deemed of particular importance, since this section went

farther than the provisions of INFCIRC/66. INFCIRC/66 did

as a general rule only demand safeguards on exports of plants

and nuclear materials. Exports of other kinds of equipment

and of non-nuclear materials only triggered the application of

safeguards to the extent that the IAEA Board considered that

they constituted "substantial supply", a rather vague formula.

Article III.2 (b) on the contrary made it clear that equipment

and materials "designed or prepared for the processing, use or

production of special fissionable materials" should invoke

safeguards. However, being expressed in general terms, the

NPT did not provide specification as to which items of

equipment and non-nuclear materials would have this

triggering effect. Thus, there was an evident need for a more

precise interpretation of the provision in the NPT. Unless

such an interpretation was agreed on among the suppliers,

there was a risk that the whole paragraph might be

undermined given that the suppliers would be competing for

trade agreements, and might be tempted to interpret the

provision in a lax manner in order to obtain contracts. And

the fact that many of the potential recipients of equipment and

materials were threshold countries who had not signed the
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NPT made a common implementation especially important

from a non-proliferation perspective.594

It was against this backdrop that Switzerland suggested

setting up an informal committee, consisting of some of the

major supplier countries, whether they had signed the NPT or

not. The purpose would be to reach an agreement on the

interpretation of Article III.2, a and b, that all suppliers,

whether NPT countries or not, would be willing to practice

with regard to exports to countries not party to the NPT. The

informal agreement reached by the Zangger Committee would

not be legally binding, but it would help to clarify the basis for

ratification of the NPT.595 Switzerland herself made a

clarification of the commitment under Article. III.2 a

precondition for Swiss ratification of the NPT.596 The Swiss

proposal was accepted, and the purely informal committee597

was established under the chairmanship of the Swiss professor,

Claude Zangger, after whom the committee would be named.

The committee set out to agree on a list of items the export of

which would trigger IAEA safeguards. The list was

incorporated into two different memoranda, one for each

594For an extensive analysis of the relationship between nuclear trade
competition and non-proliferation efforts in the 1970s, see Walker and
Lonnroth 1983.

595 UD, 26. 18/11, vol. VI, records from meeting of the Zangger
Committee, 29 and 30 September and 1 October 1971.

5%Ibid.

597Schmidt 1994: 38.
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section of Article III.2. It was immediately recognised that for

an agreement to be effective, it would have to be announced to

the world in the form of general guidelines to which all major

suppliers acquiesced, even if it would not be a legally binding

agreement.

Although the efforts of the committee were directed at all

major suppliers, all major suppliers were not invited to take

part in its work from the outset. The participating countries

having ratified the NPT were: Austria, Canada, Denmark,

Norway, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and the United States.

Participating countries which had not yet ratified the NPT

were Japan, Switzerland and the Euratom countries, with the

exception of France,598 who, of course, had not even signed the

treaty. Australia and South Africa, two of the world's major

uranium exporting countries, did not participate from the

beginning, but only became members599 of the group once the

discussions on guidelines for exports of nuclear materials got

under way in February 1972. From the very beginning, the

absence from the committee of France and the Soviet Union

was strongly felt. And in the autumn of 1971 it was decided to

keep the Soviet IAEA Mission in Vienna informed about the

598France did in fact participate in the first preparatory meeting of the
Zangger Committee, but then left the committee, see Kapur 1979: 74.

599South Africa's position within the committee remained ambigious.
At first South Africa decided not to recognise the trigger list, see ibid.:
75-76. Eventually South Africa accepted the list in 1984.
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work taking place.600 The French were also kept informed, but

in a more informal way.601

When in mid 1972 the Committee had reached consensus

on its "trigger list", i.e. the items listed in the two memoranda

produced by the committee, the relationship with the Soviet

Union and France came to the forefront. France preferred to

keep her distance, while the Soviet Union engaged in a

dialogue with the Committee.602 After discussions with the

Committee, the Russians consented to the trigger list in

October 1973. France then became the only major supplier

country whose acquiescence was still lacking. Achieving an

agreement on the implementation of the trigger list became

another stumbling-stock. Already as the Russians gave their

consent to the list, they expressed impatience with the slow

implementation of the recommendations. It was the Indian

detonation of a nuclear device on 18 May 1974 which finally

set things in motion.

600UD, 26. 18/11, vol. VI, records from meeting 29 and 30 September
and 1 October 1971.

601The British were given the task of keeping the French informed,
Sverre Helseth in personal communication with the author, 20 May
1997.

602UD, 26. 18/11, vol. VI, "Notat" dated 12 July 1972; letter of 7
August 1972 from Norw. Embassy, Vienna, to UD; records of meeting
of the Zangger Committee 5 September 1972; "Summary by United
States Mission of ad referendum technical discussions with Soviet
mission, February, 26-17, 1973".
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At a committee meeting in early July a strong desire to

complete the work of the committee manifested itself. The

bomb explosion had served to emphasise the urgency of

implementing further export control measures. Moreover,

preparations for the first NPT Review Conference were due to

start in August. The Soviet Union made it clear it wanted to

associate itself with the conclusions of the Zangger Committee,

and even the French showed signs of mellowing.603 The

Committee, moreover, agreed that the existing trigger list did

not go far enough. Therefore new international negotiations of

the whole issue were called for.604

A discussion about the forum for conducting such

negotiations followed. Over the years, the Committee had

prolonged discussions about the status of the trigger list in

regard to the IAEA. The Committee had agreed that the

Agency would be the organ conducting the control. The

United States had also wanted the IAEA to publish the results

of the work of the Committee. Initially other countries had

objected.605 Once the Soviet Union made her entry on the

scene, she insisted that the process of implementation had to be

603UD, 26. 18/11, vol. XIII, "Notat" regarding informal meeting of the
Zangger Committee 3 July 1974.

604Ibid.

605UD, 26. 18(11, vol. IX, "Notat" of 15 May 1972 regarding records
from meetings in the Zangger Committee on 3-5 May 1972.
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mediated through the IAEA.606 Ultimately all parties came to

accept that it would be necessary to involve the IAEA since the

agreement would be responsible for the safeguards function.607

And in September 1974 the two memoranda which contained

the trigger list were published by the IAEA.608 However, a

number of countries agreed that it was up to each country to

interpret the treaty for themselves, and that is was not a task

for the IAEA.609 The Committee had therefore agreed that the

IAEA should not take part in the development of the trigger

list. The same attitude manifested itself at an informal

Committee meeting in July 1974 regarding the issue of

broadening the initial list. The consensus was that the IAEA

was a technical, not a political forum.610

This issue was ultimately solved by the reconvening of the

Nuclears Suppliers Group later in the autumn. The suppliers

had probably not met in London since 1967.611 Seven major

suppliers participated at the meetings in London in 1975 for

the purpose of discussing additions to the trigger list, and in

606UD, 26. 18/11, vol. X, letter of 7 August 1972 from Norw. Embassy,
Vienna, to UD.

607Ibid.

608IAEA document INFCIRC/209, 3 September 1974.

609Ibid.; records of meeting of the Zangger Committee 5 September
1972.

610UD, 26. 18/11, vol. XIH, "Notat" of 11 July 1974 regarding informal
meeting on 3 July 1974.

611UD, 26. 18/11 A, vol. II, UD memorandum of 15 March 1972.
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1976 they produced a set of guidelines known as the "London

Suppliers Guidelines" The NSG came up with a broader

trigger list than that of the Zangger Committee, and this in

turn led in 1977 to an amendment of original trigger list of the

latter.612

Memorandum covering equipment and non-

nuclear materials

The Zangger Committee seems from the very outset to have

set its eyes on the development of two memoranda, one

covering exports of source and fissile materials (Article III.2.a);

the second covering exports of equipment and material

"especially designed or prepared for the processing, use or

production of special fissionable material" (Article 111.2.b).

Article III contained no definitions of "source material" or

"special fissionable material"; "equipment" or "material

especially designed...". Neither did it specify the safeguards

which would be invoked by exports of the materials and

equipment mentioned in the article. Thus, the principal task of

the Zangger Committee was to come to agreement on a

common interpretation of the terms listed, and an agreement

on the safeguards to be applied to exports to non-NPT

countries.

612Schmidt 1994; Gardner 1994: 58.
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The discussions of the memorandum covering source and

fissile materials will not be analysed here. They started in

February 1972 and seem to have gone relatively smoothly613

since there was a general agreement to define source and fissile

materials in accordance with the IAEA Statute. The thresholds

invoking safeguards were set at 50 effective grams in the case of

fissile materials; 500 kilos in the case of natural uranium; and

1000 kilos in the case of depleted uranium and thorium.614

The discussions about the second memorandum, concerning

equipment and materials, started with the United States

presenting a list proposal in March 1971 for items which

would trigger IAEA safeguards. With the exception of whole

plants, the list was identical with the list discussed by the

Nuclear Suppliers in London in June 1965. It included five

items of equipment (reactor vessel, reactor fuel charging and

discharging machine, reactor coolant pumps and blowers,

reactor control rods, and reactor pressure tube) and three types

of non-nuclear material (heavy water, zirconium, and nuclear

graphite). In addition the proposal listed complete reactors,

complete plants for the reprocessing of irradiated fuel

elements, complete plants for the fabrication of fuel elements,

613Kapur 1979: 77.

614IAEA document INFCIRC/209, 3 September 1974. Extracts from
this document are printed in Sanders 1974: pp. 58-64.
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and certain equipment especially designed for the separation of

isotopes of uranium.615

In drawing up the list, the Committee had to face the

problem of dual-use equipment, that is equipment items which

were common commodities in international trade for other

than nuclear purposes. The American delegation maintained

that they had in fact chosen items which were used exclusively

in reactors.616 Other participants evidently found the

American list to be too extensive. Zangger suggested aiming at

a package solution. This meant modifying the list so that for

each reactor type one item of equipment and one type of

material would be listed. It was argued that by enlisting

approximately equal number of components one would ensure

that the burden of exporters of different kinds of reactors

would be the same.617 The new list resulting from this

simplification did not contain pumps and zirconium by itself

(but it included reactor pressure tubes containing

zirconium).618

615UD, 26. 18/11, vol. VI, enclosure to records from meeting 11 March
1971 (ZC/71/1).

616Ibid.

617UD, 26. 18/11, vol. XII, letter of 15 March 1973 from the Institute
for Atomic Energy to UD.

618UD, 26. 18/11, vol. VI, Norwegian records from meetings in the
Zangger Committee 14-15 June 1971.
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At some point a consensus emerged to the effect that

equipment and materials listed should differ so much from

equipment and materials used for non-nuclear purposes that

the customs would have clear guidelines to follow.619

Furthermore, the Committee agreed that it was not necessary

to include absolutely all items in use, since one piece of

equipment was enough to trigger safeguards of the whole plant

in which it was put to use.620 However, when the discussions

with the Soviet Mission to the IAEA got under way in

February 1973, the Committee was presented with a Russian

list far more extensive than the package approach agreed to by

the Committee. The Russians had included all principal items

and components of equipment and non-nuclear materials

connected with the processing, use and production of fissile

material regardless of whether the items listed were used for

non-nuclear purposes.621 The most contentious technical issue

throughout the discussions was the extent to which

components of reactors and other plants should be included.

The Committee readily agreed that whole fuel fabrication

plants and whole reprocessing plants should be on the trigger

619UD, 26. 18/11, vol. XII, letter of 15 March 1973 from the Institute
for Atomic Energy to UD.

620Ibid.

621UD, 26. 18/11, vol. XII, "Summary by United States Mission of ad
referendum technical discussions with Soviet Mission", dated 26-27
February, 1973.
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list, but there was strong disagreement about listing individual

equipment items used in such plants. The Americans were

initially in favour of including certain types of equipment used

in chemical processing plants and fuel fabrication plants.622

This proposal met a lot of opposition. The Zangger

Committee at first concluded that only complete reprocessing

plants and fuel fabrication plants should be in the list.

However, the United States reserved the right to take up the

question of adding certain types of equipment for chemical

processing plants and fuel fabrication plants at a later date.623

The Soviet list contained two items prepared for use in a

chemical reprocessing plant. The Russians ultimately agreed

that it would not be necessary to mention these items

explicitly. Instead, the Zangger list would include a mention of

"equipment especially designed or prepared for" reprocessing

plants.

With regard to enrichment plants, it was agreed to include

equipment especially designed or prepared for the separation of

uranium isotopes , with the exception of analytical

instruments. Analytical instruments were exempted since they

consisted almost entirely of conventional technology. This

formula proved to be acceptable to the Russians as well.

622UD, 26. 18/11, vol. VI, records from meetings of the Zangger
Committee 29 and 30 September and 1 October 1971.

623Ibid.
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By far the most difficult discussions related to reactor

components. In the case of reactors the discussions focused on

primary coolant pumps and blowers; reactor pressure vessels

and tubes; and zirconium. The initial US list included primary

coolant pumps. These were pumps for circulating liquid metal

as primary coolant. Many countries opposed this suggestion. It

was argued that it was impossible to distinguish pumps for

nuclear stations from pumps for non-nuclear stations.624

Although the Americans repeatedly tried to include primary

coolant circulating pumps in the list, the opposition was

initially so strong that it was impossible to gain general

acceptance for the proposal.625 In the end the Americans

delegation reserved its right to bring this issue up again at a

later occasion. The Soviet list revealed that the Russians shared

the American view on the desirability of including pumps.

And pumps did appear in the final list circulated that autumn.

Another strongly contested issue was whether to include in

the list reactor pressure vessels (especially designed to contain

the core of a nuclear reactor) and reactor pressure tubes

(especially designed to contain fuel elements and the primary

coolant in a reactor). Reactor pressure vessels were used in

light water reactors whereas reactor pressure tubes were used

in heavy water reactors. It was maintained that the need for

624Ibid.

625UD, 26. 18/11, vol. IX, Zangger Committee 24 February 1972.
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balance in the list meant that either both of these items should

be included or both should be excluded.626 The United States

was again arguing for inclusion, whereas a number of countries

which had not yet signed the NPT maintained reservations.627

The Soviet list did not only contain pressure tubes and

pressure vessels, but also the internals of reactor pressure

vessels. The Zangger Committee had during its earlier

deliberations reached the conclusion that internals were rarely

imported from a different country than the whole reactor or

the vessel itself. For this reason, it had not thought it necessary

to list reactor vessel internals separately. The Americans were

able to reach a compromise with the Russians, by defining

reactor pressure vessel in such a way that it either referred to

"complete units" or to "major shop-fabricated parts" for

reactor vessels. The final list thus included both reactor

pressure tubes and reactor vessels.

Certain countries had reservations about the inclusion of

zirconium tubes in the list. Sweden and Norway maintained

reservations regarding this item up until it was clear that the

Committee had reached a consensus on the list in July 1974.628

626Ibid.

627UD, 26. 18/11, vol. VI, Records from meetings of the Zangger
Committee 29 and 30 September and 1 October 1971; UD, 26. 18/11,
vol. VIII, Report by the Norwegian delegate to the meetings of the
Zangger Committee 24 -25 and 28 February 1972.

628UD, 26. 18/11, vol. XII, letters of 1 October and 12 October from
UD to the Ministry of Industrial Affairs; Norwegian records of meeting
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Initially, a cancellation of the reservation was made dependent

on all exporters, whether members of the Committee or not,

accepting the inclusion of zirconium tubes.629

Safeguards according to INFCIRC/66/Rev. 2 or

INFCIRC/153?

The group readily agreed that in the case of export of a listed

item to any state not party to the NPT, the supplying state

would have to make sure before the shipment of the

equipment or material that IAEA safeguards would be applied

on the items in question. The supplying state should demand a

guarantee from the recipient state to the effect that the listed

item would be used in a safeguarded facility. In addition the

recipient state not party to the NPT would have to guarantee

that no re-export of the item to any non-nuclear weapon state

not party to the treaty would take place without proper

safeguards and similar guarantees.630

The Committee recognised that in many cases listed items

would be used in facilities which were already under IAEA

safeguards. The group agreed that in such cases there would be

of the Zangger Committee, 20-21 November 1973; UD, 26. 18/11, vol.
XIII, "Notat" from Sverre Helseth to Ambassador Haakon Nord of 20
June 1974 regarding "Zirconium tubes".

629UD, 26. 18/11, vol. XII, Norwegian records from meetings of the
Zangger Committee, 20-21 November 1973.

630UD, 26. 18/11, vol. VI, records of the Zangger Committee 14-15
June 1971.
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no need for additional safeguards arrangements. The supplying

state could content itself with existing safeguards arrangements

in such cases. In order to avoid a proliferation of safeguards

agreements the Committee thus agreed to notify all other

members of the group of exports of items in the trigger list.

This would be done through the distribution of an annual

calendar covering licences issued during the preceding year.

One aspect of the implementation proved to be a

contentious issue, however. The participating countries

disagreed strongly about the question of which safeguards

system should be put into effect in order to control exports to

non-nuclear weapon states not party to the NPT; should it be

INFCIRC/66 or INFCIRC/153?

The suppliers' duties derived from the NPT: after all the

whole point of the work being done by the Zangger

Committee was to interpret a particular article of the treaty.

But in the case of a recipient country not party to the NPT,

the control obligation did not derive from that treaty, but

from the safeguards documents of the IAEA.631 Initially, most

countries therefore seem to have assumed that it would be the

safeguards procedures as stipulated in INFCIRC/66/Rev. 2

631UD, 26. 18/11, vol. VIII, report by the Norwegian delegate to
meetings of the Zangger Committee 24-25 and 28 February 1972.
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which would apply in such cases, eventually with the addition

of certain measures taken from INFCIRC/153.632

In the midst of the discussions, the United States had second

thoughts about INFCIRC/66/Rev. 2. At a meeting in June

1972, they maintained that INFCIRC/66 was too flexible to

provide adequate control. Furthermore, the pursuit over time

of nuclear materials did not stretch far enough.633 The cause of

the American concern was that the IAEA in one case had

entered into an agreement with a recipient country for a

limited period of time. The IAEA had not seen to that

safeguards would continue beyond the expiry of the agreement

on material produced as a result of the assistance received. The

Americans were out to prevent similar cases from occurring.634

Their concern led to the establishment of a special task force

for the purpose of discussing the issue of duration and

termination of safeguards agreements with non-nuclear

weapon states not party to the treaty. Under the NPT any

safeguards agreement would be of indefinite duration (or

rather would last as long as the recipient country remained a

party to the treaty). The Americans wished to see established

632UD, 26. 18/11, vol. IX, records from meetings of the Zangger
Committee 25 and 28 February 1972.

633UD, 26. 18/11, vol. XI, letter of 17 November 1972 from the
Institute for Atomic Energy to UD.

634Sverre Helseth in personal communication with the author, 20 May
1997.
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the same kind of arrangement for all kinds of safeguards

agreements. They were worried that the pursuit would

otherwise not be adequate.635 The reaction to this proposal was

generally negative. It was maintained that the concept of

"indefinite duration" was unrealistic. Instead it was suggested

that either the duration should be as long as the items

remained on the inventory or one should introduce a modified

fixed term provision, with strict conditions for continuation of

safeguards on produced material even after termination.636 This

meant going further than INFCIRC/66/Rev. 2, which merely

stipulated that continuation was desirable. It indicated that

several members of the Committee agreed that continuation of

safeguards on produced material was essential.637 The task force

also argued that the two types of provisions would achieve

practical results similar to those which would be gained by

agreements of indefinite duration. But one would avoid the

difficulties of achieving general acceptance of this principle.638

In the end, the Zangger Committee did not specify which

system to use. By saying that safeguards by the IAEA would be

635UD, 26. 18/11, vol. XI, enclosure to letter of 15 September 1972
from Norw. Embassy, Vienna, to UD (US paper).

636Ibid. (British paper)

637UD, 26. 19/11, vol. XII, "Notat" of 13 April 1973 ("Siste m0te i
arbeidsgruppen for sikkerhetskontrollavtaler").

638UD, 26. 18/11, vol. XI, letter of 13 November 1972 with enclosure
from Allan M. Lobowitz to Working Group on Safeguards
Agreements.
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required "in accordance with its (IAEAs) safeguards system",

the Committee avoided specifying whether it referred to

INFCIRC/66/Rev. 2 or INFCIRC/153. The loose wording

reflected that it had proved impossible to gain general

acceptance for INFCIRC/153, that is so-called full-scope

safeguards. And according to the current chairman of the

Zangger Committee, Fritz W. Schmidt, INFCIRC/66/Rev. 2

became the standard to be applied in recipient non-nuclear

weapon states not party to the NPT.639

ADDENDUM: The Nuclear Suppliers' Guidelines

and the revision of the Zangger Trigger List

The Indian "peaceful" nuclear explosion came as a shock to the

whole world, and particularly to the Canadians, who had

furnished the Indians with an unsafeguarded reactor, and to the

Americans, who had supplied them with unsafeguarded heavy

water. These unsafeguarded supplies had permitted India to

produce the unsafeguarded plutonium used in her bomb. The

Indian bomb was consequently a strong reminder of the risks

of lax exports controls. The Zangger Committee's trigger list

represented an effort to meet this danger, but it did by no

639Schmidt 1994: 43; The flexible nature of INFCIRC/66/Rev. 2 has
meant that it has been possible over the years to make safeguards
agreements based on this safeguards document more rigorous. The
provisions have for instance been altered so that safeguards are now
required on transferred technology as well as on nuclear hardwear, see
Fischer 1993: 86.
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means provide a system which would give adequate control in

all cases. On this point the Zangger Committee had agreed in

its meeting in July 1974. The concern about the adequacy of

the non-proliferation system was heightened by the fact that

several suppliers were at the time planning to sell sensitive fuel-

cycle technology and plants to countries in unstable regions.640

The convening of the Nuclear Suppliers Group in the

autumn of 1974 at the insistence of Henry Kissinger must be

seen against this backdrop. The idea to hold new meetings in

order to negotiate more restrictive export controls had

originated with the Canadians, however.641 The Canadian

government was not satisfied with the results achieved in the

Zangger Committee, and probably found the French refusal to

co-operate with the Committee particularly worrisome. France

had an advanced nuclear industry and a supply history marked

by a laissez-faire attitude to certain customers.642 France was

initially reluctant to participate in the negotiations. However,

at a summit meeting in Guadeloupe in the autumn of 1974,

President Giscard d'Estaing modified the French policy by

agreeing to the participation of France in the NGS.643 France's

640Scheinmann 1985: 18.

641It was Michel Dupuy, an Under-Secretary at the Ministry of External
Affairs, who had launched the idea and persuaded Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger to go along with it, see Moss 1981: 120-121.

642Fischer 1993: 98.

643Moss 1981: 121.
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change of position marked a crucial step forward. However,

France was only willing to participate on the condition that

the meetings of the Nuclear Suppliers Group should be

private.644

The primary focus of the seven nuclear suppliers who

initially met in London between late 1974 and January 1976

seems to have been to enhance the safeguards of what was

called sensitive plants. These were reprocessing, enrichment

and heavy water production plants. The suppliers in general

agreed to show "restraint" in the export of such sensitive

technology, and they explicitly added heavy water production

plants to the trigger list.645 The inclusion of heavy water

production plants was a novelty, and the inclusion of heavy

water a breakthrough with regard to France, who had

consistently refused to accept heavy water as a trigger item

since the start of the nuclear suppliers meetings in 1959. It

seems reasonable to believe that the history of the

development of the Indian bomb had made the earlier French

position politically untenable. Heavy water production plants

were apparently the only item added to the Zangger

Committee's trigger list, which the nuclear suppliers otherwise

adopted in its entirety. The concern about enrichment plants

and reprocessing plants was on the increase due to the fact that

644David Fischer in letter to the author of 25 August 1997.

645Gardner 1994: 58; Berkhout 1992: 46-47.
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such plants were in the process of becoming trade items. Again

it reflected a recognition of the danger of unregulated trade for

the non-proliferation regime. This danger was not equally

recognised by all suppliers, however. US insistance on the

inclusion of these kinds of plants had met with distrust among

the large European suppliers. They had argued that the British,

German, and French nuclear industries might suffer from

restrictions on the export of enrichment and reprocessing

plants.646 The agreement to show "restraint" most likely

constituted a compromise solution between the two positions.

The NSG furthermore agreed that it was necessary to apply

safeguards to second and later generations of technology

similarly as to later generations of materials. This meant that

safeguards would not only be applied to plants supplied, but

also to plants replicated by the importing country. The

suppliers also agreed to take more responsibility for the

protection of exported items and materials. They agreed to

insist on the establishment of special arrangements in the

recipient country to achieve this goal. The guidelines contained

instructions for the transfer of exports similar to those of the

Zangger Committee.647

In September 1976 the Zangger Committee reconvened to

review its trigger list. And in February the following year the

646Wilmshurst 1984: 28.

647Ibid.
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United Kingdom proposed to amend the list with a view to

bringing it into line with the Nuclear Suppliers Guidelines.648

One of the amendments suggested was the inclusion of

heavy water production plants in the list. This proposal had

implications of great importance. Several countries maintained

that the task of the Committee should be strictly limited to

interpreting the obligations under Article III.2 of the NPT,

and that the inclusion of heavy water production plants went

beyond the scope of that article, which was limited to items

directly connected with the processing, use or production of

fissile materials. They furthermore argued that if the

Committee went beyond interpreting Article III.2, this might

create a precedent for the acceptance of further amendments in

the future.649 The American representative did not share this

strict interpretation of Article III.2. but argued that the NPT

allowed scope for going beyond a narrow interpretation of the

aims of the Committee.650 Most of the members shared this

view,651 and ultimately the revised trigger list did contain

648UD, 26. 18/11, vol. XVI, "Notat" of regarding meeting of the
Zangger Committee, 16 May 1977.

649UD; 26. 18/11, vol. XVIII, records from meeting of the Zangger
Committee, 4 October 1977.

650Ibid.

651Schmidt 1994: 40.
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heavy water production plants in addition to gaseous diffusion

plants.652

The inclusion of the heavy water production plants does

not seem to have created a precedent. The amendments

introduced to the list in the 1980s were equipment related to

enrichment and reprocessing methods.653 Although the

Nuclear Suppliers Group's guidelines also stipulated that the

group would meet at regular intervals, this did not happen.

The group did not meet again until March 1991.654 In the early

1990s events in Iraq and the former Soviet Union alerted the

world to the importance of nuclear exports controls, and once

again the danger of nuclear proliferation would create a

political climate which made more restrictive international

safeguards possible.655 But that history is beyond the scope of

this dissertation.

Conclusions

The setting up of the Zangger Committee meant that a formal

implementation of Article III.2 of the NPT had been replaced

652Berkhout 1992: 46. The amendment to the list was published as
INFCIRC/209/Mod. 1,1 December 1978.

653Ibid.

654Fischer 1993: 101.

655In April 1992 the NSG expanded the trigger list to include sixty-five
dual-use items. It also agreed to require safeguards in accordance with
INFCIRC/153 as a condition for sale, see Gardner 1994: 58.
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by an informal implementation by a limited number of states.

Not all supplier states took part, and the vast majority of

recipient countries were not represented. This procedure goes

a long way to explaining the ensuing hostile reactions in

numerous countries to the trigger list and the Nuclear

Suppliers guidelines in the late 1970s.

The material which has been available from the meetings of

the Zangger Committee does not permit an in depth analysis

of motives, arguments, and positions. However, it is

manifestly clear that the United States, supported by Canada,

continued to be the main driving force behind the efforts to

strengthen the safeguards system. The majority of the

industrialised countries were hesitant. Referring to protection

of commercial interests, they were able to exclude dual-items

from the trigger list, and to restrict the number of components

used in other plants than reactors. Nevertheless, the resulting

trigger list was a major improvement on previous agreements

regarding export controls, and the Soviet Union played a

considerable role in strengthening the system. The Zangger

Committee's trigger list followed the pre NPT safeguards

document, INFCIRC/66.Rev. 2, by enlisting nuclear

materials, reactors, reprocessing plants, and fuel fabrication

plants. It went beyond INFCIRC/66 by adding heavy water,

nuclear graphite, five major reactor components, as well as

equipment especially designed for reprocessing plants and

enrichment plants (in the latter case exemption was made for
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analytical instruments). Soviet insistance on including all or

most reactor components resulted in the listing of the totality

of the original American proposal with regard to such

components. Arguably, heavy water represented the most

important item in the list except for the plants. The

significance of heavy water was amply demonstrated by the

Indian explosion.

The main reason for the setting up of the Nuclear Suppliers

Group in London on a more official basis was probably the

need to see France acknowledge the trigger list. Recognizing

that the list would only be as effective as the weakest link in

the nuclear trade chain, the promoters of international

safeguards thus reconvened the Nuclear Suppliers Group, in

which France had participated since the beginning in 1959.

The NSG's guidelines updated the control of exports of what

was termed sensitive plants, i.e. reprocessing plants,

enrichment plants, and heavy water production plants. In

addition it introduced safeguards on technology, that is not

just on the items exported, but on the design of the items.

Thus equipment could not be copied by the importing states

without invoking IAEA safeguards. The inclusion of

technology and heavy water production plants went beyond

the NPT safeguards article.

The Zangger trigger list together with the Nuclear

Suppliers' guidelines undoubtedly represented a big step

forward in the evolution of nuclear exports control. Not least
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the annual reporting mechanism finally agreed upon was a

major improvement on previous arrangements. But progress

came at a political price. The way the lists were negotiated

opened the nuclear suppliers to accusations of discriminatory

treatment of recipient countries in the third world.656

656On this aspect, see for instance Kapur 1979 and Scheinmann 1985.
657On the United States' tradition for an ethical approach to the
conduct of her foreign policy, see for instance Kissinger 1994.
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Final conclusions

Final conclusions

The negotiations through which the IAEA safeguards system

was developed were all, in one way or another, directed at

reducing the danger inherent in nuclear industrialisation. The

ultimate motive was to control the destructive potential of

nuclear energy, and thus to reduce the risk of nuclear

annihilation. The supranational safeguards system

administered by the International Atomic Energy Agency

became a means to achieve this end. In the beginning the aim

was to ensure that no diversion of nuclear materials to military

purpose would take place. Following the NPT, the purpose of

safeguards was more realistically defined as the detection of

such diversion.

At the outset of the negotiating process, i.e. when the idea

of establishing the IAEA was launched, this function of the

IAEA was not foreseen. The setting up of a control apparatus

provided with the right to conduct inspections on national

territories was an unforeseen result of the multilateral

negotiations which led to the establishment of the IAEA. This

provides an example of the way the negotiating process itself

could determine the evolution of the safeguards system.

However, in spite of the fact that the result was not foreseen
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by the historical actors, it was arguably predetermined by the

natural characteristics of nuclear energy. It was in a sense the

technical facts which intervened in the negotiations on the

Statute. The subsequent negotiating history might be seen as a

combat between the facts and a resistance to bow to the facts.

At least in general terms, it would seem that the US Atomic

Energy Commission already in 1957-58 knew what a

technically perfect system would look like. However, this kind

of understanding of the technicalities was not widespread at

the time. Some of the opposition to the American efforts to

establish as strict a safeguards system as possible might be

explained by a lack of knowledge and lack of experience on the

part of at least some countries. The period of the Cold War

could thus be seen as a long learning process, not only in the

sense of learning the technicalities, but even more in the sense

of coming to terms on a mental level with the horrendous

implications of a nuclear war. It was the potential

destructiveness of nuclear energy which in the end made it

immoral to regard nuclear weapons as a national asset, on a par

with conventional weapons. Realising the uniqueness of

nuclear energy was a gradual process, which is still going on.

However, the destructive potentiality was only one aspect

of nuclear energy. Another aspect was the potential economic

and political benefits that the exploitation of nuclear energy

might yield. In certain periods the latter perspective took

prominence in people's minds, and the dangers connected with
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nuclear energy receded into the background. Reminders of the

inherent danger came in the form of new countries officially

going nuclear. This happened thrice from 1954 until 1974. In

1960 France exploded her first nuclear bomb, in 1964 China

followed suit, and ten years later India had her "peaceful"

nuclear blast. In each of these instances, and especially in the

two latter cases, the explosions awoke politicians as well as the

general public to the danger of continuous nuclear spread and

nuclear competition. The three explosions strongly influenced

the evolution of the safeguards system. The French bomb in

1960 probably induced many countries to accept

INFCIRC/26, although they had initially seen little practical

need for it. The Chinese bomb was decisive for the way the

NPT negotiations developed, and the Indian explosion led the

nuclear suppliers to agree on stricter export controls.

Throughout the whole period, albeit with some reservation

concerning the negotiations on the Statute, the United States

was the main driving force behind the creation of an

international nuclear safeguards system. It would seem that

when the United States took the lead in the promotion of

nuclear safeguards, the reason was not simply that the United

States was acting true to the character of a dominant world

power, although that also played a role. Even more important

may have been the fact that the United States had sullied her

hands by treating nuclear weapons as any other weapon

through using it in war. The use of the nuclear bombs in Japan
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had unleashed a public debate and a public awareness of the

moral aspects of nuclear weapons. And true to her own

tradition, the United States was ready to promote a new global

ethics.657 In practical terms, however, she would go about it in

a way which would inflict as little burden on herself as

possible, and which would not undermine her own position as

a nuclear power. Indeed, one of the most striking

characteristics of their policy throughout the period, was the

extent to which the Americans pursued sets of policies which

were in contradiction with one another. Certain policies were

aimed at enhancing national interests, others at reaching more

lofty goals. While promoting nuclear safeguards

internationally, the Americans were also interested in

protecting the interests of their national nuclear industry. And

for a long time, they chose regional European integration over

the universality of IAEA safeguards. The policy reflected that

the US administration consisted of many different bodies, each

with their own priorities. Thus the US safeguards policy

represented a balance of different interests. The most

consistent advocate of strict safeguards was the Atomic Energy

Commission. During the negotiations on the IAEA Statute the

AEC viewpoint was supported by the Department of State.

During the negotiations on INFCIRC/26 other considerations

were given first priority in the State Department, however,

and the IAEA did not receive vigorous support until the

Kennedy administration's review of its UN policy resulted in a
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new determination to strengthen the function of the IAEA as

the international safeguarder. Most important in this respect

was the transfer of the safeguards function to the IAEA

concerning bilateral US nuclear trade agreements. Several

persons played a key role in shaping the new policy. The

appointment of Glenn Seaborg, a Nobel laureate, as chairman

of the AEC; the appointment of Henry D. Smyth, a renowned

scientist, as ambassador to the IAEA; and the appointment of

Harlan Cleveland (later to become US ambassador to Nato) as

a co-ordinator in the State Department, created a trio which

succeeded in giving new impetus to the development of

international nuclear safeguards. Linking IAEA safeguards to

the Non-Proliferation Treaty was another major step forward.

Exactly how this happened is as yet unknown. However, it

seems clear that the AEC under Seaborg's leadership once

again contributed significantly to the outcome. At this stage

the AEC was supported in its endeavours by a new body

within the State Department, the Arms Control and

Disarmament Agency. Seaborg has stated that he initially

underestimated the ACDA's interest in incorporating IAEA

safeguards into the NPT.658 Still, there is reason to believe that

the ACDA played a decisive role in accomplishing this, given

that Paul Foster, its director, was also ambassador to the

Eighteen Nation Disarmament Conference and therefore the

658Seaborg 1987: 287.
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principal negotiator on the American side in the negotiations

on the NPT. During the negotiations of INFCIRC/153 the

AEC once more found itself the principal player on the

American side, this time reflected in the appointment of

Myron Kratzer as leader of the US delegation. Kratzer had in

fact been central in formulating the AEC position on

safeguards since the 1950s. However, in the early 1970s the

support in Washington for the American position was lacking.

Apparently the Nixon administration's "realpolitik" approach

to foreign policymaking did not induce it to pay attention to

international safeguards. It was only in the aftermath of the

Indian nuclear explosion in 1974 that the pursuit of nuclear

safeguards was again given first priority in Washington D.C. a

change of priorities that would eventually culminate with the

Carter administration's radical safeguards policy.

The creation of international nuclear safeguards took place

within the framework of the Cold War. This was a period

generally characterised by an East-West confrontation on the

political and ideological level leading to an intense arms race

between the two military blocs, and especially between the

two superpowers. This general setting inevitably made its

mark on the negotiations of IAEA safeguards. The antagonism

between East and West was particularly evident in connection

with the negotiations of INFCIRC/26. In general, however, it

is still striking to what extent the United States and the Soviet

Union in fact evinced a common interest in preventing nuclear
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proliferation, and a common interest in reaching this goal with

as little damage to their own national interests as possible.

Thus, the Soviet Union in fact controlled their nuclear exports

by demanding that fissile materials produced as a result of their

assistance be returned to the Soviet Union. It is also worth

emphasising that during the negotiations on the Statute, the

Americans felt that the Soviet position was helpful with regard

to the safeguards article. It seems reasonable to relate the

positive Soviet attitude during the negotiations - and

particularly during the Washington session - to the new policy

established by the new leadership in the Kremlin in the

aftermath of Stalin's death. A major turning point in the

evolution of Soviet foreign policy occurred in 1955 with the

participation of the Soviet Union in the Geneva summit,

which led to much talk of the "Spirit of Geneva". But even

more important was Khrushchev's speech on foreign policy

the following year, in which he repudiated the classic marxist-

leninist thesis that the struggle between capitalism and

communism for world dominance would inevitably lead to

war.659

However, in the late 1950s and the early 1960s, at the same

time as the negotiations on INFCIRC/26 were taking place,

East-West relations suffered a set-back. Relations went through

a particularly bad phase in 1958-63, during the prolonged crisis

659See for instance Walker 1993: 105.
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over Berlin. The generally bad atmosphere during this period

also manifested itself with regard to the IAEA. The Russians

were extremely critical of the Agency, and of its American

director general, as well as of the American policy towards

Euratom. During the negotiations on INFCIRC/26 the Soviet

Union paid lip-service to third world countries campaigning

against the development of IAEA safeguards. Their arguments

would seem to indicate that even at this juncture they were not

against safeguards on principle, but that they had rather come

to the conclusion that there was as yet no practical need for

them. This perception changed completely once there were

clear signs of a nuclear industrialisation taking place in Japan

and especially in the Federal Republic of Germany. In 1963 the

Russians came fully behind the efforts to strengthen the

safeguards system. Soviet apprehension of West Germany

getting access to nuclear weapons was manifest in connection

with the negotiations on the NPT. In supporting the NPT

their primary aim was undoubtedly to prevent the Germans

from going nuclear. At the outset, the Soviet Union was not

interested in the control aspect of the treaty, but that also

changed in 1966. From the time of the Soviet-American

understanding regarding the wording of Articles I and II, the

two superpowers had in fact also agreed on the desirability of a

safeguards article. It is as yet not possible to know what

triggered the change of position on the Soviet side. One

particularly interesting factor on the Soviet side was the
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presence of Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko. As ambassador

to the UN in 1946 Gromyko had headed the Soviet delegation

to the first negotiations for a global nuclear energy control

plan. One may wonder what it meant for later developments

that the foreign minister from the outset was so well

acquainted with the problems connected with nuclear energy.

From 1966 to the mid-1970s the Soviet Union consistently

supported IAEA safeguards, favouring both a strict

INFCIRC/153 and a strict Zangger trigger list. However, in

the interest of gaining a West German adherence to the NPT

the Russians were willing to renounce on a strict interpretation

of the safeguards article of the NPT. Summing up, it would

seem that the Soviet Union perhaps deserves a better

reputation with regard to safeguards than they are often given

credit for. Their major negative influence was undoubtedly

their categorical refusal to accept IAEA inspections on their

own territory, expressing itself in a concern for the

preservation of national sovereignty.

A third important factor in the negotiation of the safeguards

system was the formation of the Ottawa group, which grew

into the western suppliers group, which would eventually

emerge as the Nuclear Suppliers Group in the mid-70s. The

Ottawa group was an informal, in fact secret, body. Britain

was arguably the key country in this body. With the exception

of the United States, all the other countries, Australia, Canada,

and South Africa, belonged to the British Commonwealth,
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indicating their historical and contemporary ties to Britain.

These relationships were supplemented by Britain and Canada

having established their "special relationships" with the United

States in the nuclear field. Those relationships had originated

with their wartime co-operation. The importance of the

Ottawa group stemmed from the fact that it involved some of

the most important uranium producing and trading countries

in the world. It was due to Canadian insistence that source

material was put under safeguards in Article XII of the IAEA

Statute. Canada's influence was of course also due to the fact

that she was the first power to renounce becoming a nuclear

weapon state in spite of having the technical capability to do

so. The composition of the Ottawa group became of vital

importance when the general provision to safeguard nuclear

materials was to be implemented through the safeguards

documents, since the group provided a forum for informal

discussions of highly controversial issues. During these

discussions Britain and her IAEA Governor, Michael Michaels,

played an important mediating role. On the one side was the

United States, which tended to go for as strict safeguards

procedures as possible. On the other side were the uranium

producing countries, which felt that they had to shoulder an

unfair part of the burden of imposing safeguards on customers,

and which sought to make this burden as light as possible. In

the British view an imperfect system was defensible, since they
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regarded nuclear safeguards essentially as a holding operation,

while waiting for comprehensive disarmament measures.

Although the United Kingdom acknowledged the

overriding importance of preventing nuclear anarchy - and

thus the moral dictum of not sacrificing safeguards to gain

commercial advantages - her support of safeguards was not

unconditional at the outset. From 1957 her policy was based

on the premise that she would stick to safeguards as long as a

"common front" would prevail, i.e. as long as all major nuclear

suppliers would insist on imposing international safeguards as

part of their nuclear trade agreements. Consequently she put

great emphasis on formulating a safeguards policy that would

stand a chance of being accepted by a majority of countries.

Britain's mediation reflected this pragmatic approach. In

practice Britain stuck to supporting international safeguards

even when the "common front" cracked, as was the case in

connection with the Indian bid for tenders for a large nuclear

power station in the early 1960s. The preservation of British-

American defence co-operation was the decisive factor behind

this outcome. There can be no doubt that losing out on the

European market due to the United States-Euratom agreement,

and losing out on the Indian market by insisting on safeguards,

caused resentment in the United Kingdom. One important

aspect in drawing up the safeguards system was to develop the

measures in such a way that the burden of safeguards would

fall equally on the three main types of reactors in use: the
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American, the Canadian, and the British. While the Americans

compromised on safeguards in regard to Euratom, and Canada

reneged on safeguards in regard to India, Britain stuck to the

principles. And her type of reactor turned out to be the loser

on the international market. The resentment felt by the British

possibly influenced the British safeguards policy from the mid-

1960s. From this time onwards another factor certainly had a

modifying effect on Britain's safeguards policy, namely her

desire to join the European Economic Community and thus

Euratom. The negotiations of INFCIRC/153 might seem to

suggest that Britain had to balance between American and

European interests at this stage.

In regard to the NPT in general, however, Britain in fact

played a pushing role in the aftermath of China's nuclear

explosion. At this juncture, the British forced the hands of the

Americans by insisting on looking at the NPT in a global

perspective, and not in a parochial European one. Again it

would seem that Britain's legacy as a colonial power, used to

taking the larger world view, manifested itself. There can be

no doubt that Britain recognised India's special security

concerns, and was genuinely worried about her ambitions to

go nuclear. Nevertheless, where the safeguards article was

concerned the British more or less opted out, due to their

awkward position as a nuclear power with dual use nuclear

stations, and probably also in order to avoid a confrontation

over the safeguards issue with other West European countries.
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The negotiations on the Statute and the NPT had an

interesting characteristic in common. Before the discussions on

the respective safeguards articles of the two treaties took off,

involving a large number of countries, a basic, overriding

understanding about the desirability of an agreement had

already been reached amongst the world's three initial nuclear

powers: the United States, the Soviet Union, and the United

Kingdom. In both instances, reaching this basic understanding

was arguably the hardest part of the negotiating process. In

1954-55 the Soviet Union and the United Kingdom were both

reluctant to go along with the US proposal for the IAEA. A

decade later, the United Kingdom, and, it would seem, the

Soviet Union as well, were egging the United States on with

regard to choosing the NPT over the MLF. Both the British

and the Soviet stance can be explained by the fact that neither

of them was in favour of placing nuclear weapons in German

hands. In the concluding chapter to his book on the "Cold

War", Martin Walker argues that the Cold War could be seen

as "just the latest skirmish in Europe's long, long war over the

German question."660 By the "German question" he means the

status of Germany on the European political and geographical

scene.661 Applying such a perspective would help explain

several things about the development of the safeguards system,

660Walker 1993: 348.

661Ibid.: 349.
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in particular the importance attributed to France's nuclear

policy, the whole issue of European integration, the role of the

US-Euratom agreement, the MLF issue, and the gravity of the

Karlsruhe doctrine.

Such an interpretation highlights the crucial importance of

the choice of the NPT over the MLF, not only for the

prevention of a global nuclear spread, but also for the future

political development in Europe. Firstly, that choice meant

that a treaty of global importance would not be sacrificed on

the altar of an age-old European rivalry. Secondly, it paved the

way for a period of detente between the two superpowers, and

thirdly it inaugurated Brandt's "Ostpolitik". In fact it could be

argued that by the leading powers taking the global view, the

European "skirmish" was put in a broader perspective.

During the negotiation of the Safeguards Documents, and

also in regard to the safeguards articles of the treaties, an

understanding had been reached among a restricted number of

countries on the western side before the formal discussions

started. The core countries on the Western side were the

United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada. In

preparation for the negotiations on INFCIRC/26 this core

group was extended to become the Ottawa group, and then the

western suppliers group. But during the negotiations on the

NPT, it was once again the core countries which initially

agreed on a proposition for a safeguards article, although

apparently with the Soviet Union much more strongly
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involved from the outset than was the case in regard to the

Statute. In connection with the Safeguards Documents, the

procedure was somewhat different, in that it was left to the

IAEA Secretariat to work out a draft proposal, and, in 1959 at

least, care was taken not to interfere in the Secretariat's work.

From the time of the safeguards review in preparation for

INFCIRC/66, all member countries were invited to convey

their views on the safeguards issues to the IAEA Board. Thus

the safeguards committees established both in 1964 and 1970

could base their work on the viewpoints of most member

countries.

This procedure meant that once the safeguards proposals

were presented to a broader forum, be it the 12-power meeting

in 1956, the IAEA Board in 1959, the Randers working group

in 1963-65, the ENDC in 1966, the Safeguards Committee in

1970, or the Zangger Committee in 1971, many premises for

the documents/articles to be negotiated had already been laid

by a select group of countries. A majority of countries had not

had the same opportunity to influence the preparatory process.

The unequal opportunity to influence the process became a

problem at certain stages. The Federal Republic of Germany in

particular reacted strongly to the way the NPT, including the

safeguards article, was initially negotiated. All through the

NPT negotiations, the West Germans criticised the fact that

they did not have a seat at the ENDC, and they reacted even

more negatively to the fact that vital issues were discussed and
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agreed on bilaterally between the Soviet Union and the United

States. Eventually, the Germans became part of intensive

multilateral consultations, and a way was found to provide

them with the possibility to voice their opinion in the ENDC

through the presentation of a memorandum. The FRG was by

no means alone in having misgivings about the negotiating

procedures. Even participants in the ENDC felt bypassed by

the superpowers' bilateral discussions. This was the case with

major non-aligned countries such as India and Sweden.662

However, where the development of the safeguards system was

concerned, the influence of the Ottawa group and the western

suppliers group did not in itself cause problems as long as the

group's existence remained a well-kept secret. This changed

with the setting up of the Zangger Committee and the revival

of the Nuclear Suppliers Group in 1975. The regulations

agreed by those two groups came to demonstrate the power of

the western suppliers, at this juncture fully supported by the

Eastern bloc. The reaction in many countries, not least in the

Third World, to the Zangger Trigger List and to the NSG's

Guidelines indicates the resentment felt about having to accept

conditions imposed by a select group of countries.

The reaction on formal grounds corresponded closely to

misgivings about the contents. One of the major criticisms

662Alva Myrdal's book from 1977 entitled "The Game of Disarmament"
bears witness to her frustration over the way the negotiations were
conducted, see for instance page xiii.
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levelled at international nuclear safeguards throughout the

various negotiations was related to the discriminatory aspects

of safeguards and their lack of universality. Before the

adoption of the NPT, the main weakness of the safeguards

system was the fact that it did not apply to national, unassisted

nuclear projects, unless a country had volunteered to put its

nuclear plants and materials under safeguards. The lacuna was a

direct result of the superpowers', i.e. the United States and the

Soviet Union, unwillingness to accept IAEA inspections of

their own nuclear plants during the negotiation on the IAEA

Statute. In the case of the Soviet Union, the refusal to accept

foreign inspection was probably closely linked to their

ideology and political system. The openness to foreigners that

such inspections implied was contrary to the Soviet system.

The US refusal probably partly reflected American

unwillingness to accept more intrusive measures than did the

Russians. But practical factors also mattered. At the outset, the

nuclear weapon powers had dual purpose plants which made it

practically and economically awkward to accept inspections.

However, by 1960, the United States had already remedied this

situation with regard to small power reactors. However, the

Statute and INFCIRC/26 established a safeguards system so lax

that the nuclear powers could easily avoid IAEA inspections,

whereas recipient countries had much less of a choice. Once

the safeguards system was extended to cover all bilateral

nuclear agreements as well, recipient countries would have
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little choice at all. From the beginning the discrepancy

between supplier and recipient states was perceived as a major

discriminatory aspect of the safeguards system. The

discriminatory aspect was enhanced by the way the western

nuclear powers in the pre-NPT era differentiated among

customers in their bilateral trade agreements. The United

States exempted the United Kingdom and Canada from

safeguards, and the United Kingdom exempted the old

Commonwealth countries, Australia and South Africa, whose

uranium they were dependent on. Canada also exempted the

United Kingdom from safeguards, and this became a major

problem in regard to France. The United States' approval of

the setting up of a regional safeguards system in Western

Europe had a particularly negative effect on attitudes to

international safeguards when INFCIRC/26 was negotiated.

This was so because the countries which had not; been

exempted felt particularly hit, and they included a number of

smaller European countries, both in the East and the West, and

third World countries. The revision of the safeguards system in

1963-65 partly aimed at making the system less discriminatory

by opening the nuclear powers' civilian plants to IAEA

inspection. Nevertheless, discussions in the western suppliers

group about making the system more severe were

overshadowed by the fact that chemical reprocessing plants

had not been put under safeguards. Again it would appear that

the promoters of safeguards avoided measures that would cause
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problems for themselves while simultaneously advocating new

and more restrictive measures for lesser powers. Efforts to

extend the safeguards system to include not only reactors but

also individual reactor components apparently stranded due to

this discrepancy. And when reactor components were finally

defined by the Zangger Trigger List and the Nuclear Suppliers'

Guidelines as triggers of safeguards, this was not a consensus

decision, but a measure that the suppliers would impose on

recipient countries which had not adhered to the NPT.

The NPT followed the established asymmetrical pattern

with regard to the rights of nuclear weapon states versus non-

nuclear weapon states. In fact the NPT could be said to have

frozen the status quo with regard to nuclear weaponisation at a

particular moment in history. The NPT provided the existing

nuclear weapon powers with the right to produce nuclear

weapons and to import nuclear materials without any

restrictions. India, Sweden, and the Federal Republic of

Germany were especially angry about the latter.

Commercial considerations constituted a second major

impediment in the develoment of the safeguards system. The

establishment of the IAEA was marked by a tremendous

optimism with regard to the future benefits of nuclear energy.

As pointed out by Bertrand Goldschmidt, it was the

expectations raised by the "Atoms for Peace" programme

which induced countries to accept unprecedented constraints

on national sovereignty, in the form of international
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safeguards, including IAEA inspections on national territories.

However, in the short term, engaging in applied nuclear

research and technology demanded large investments and gave

small profits in most cases. Consequently, many countries

were worried that nuclear safeguards would undermine their

competitiveness, or even their possibility to develop an

advanced nuclear industry. At least from the time of the

negotiations on INFCIRC/26, other countries suspected that

the US promotion of nuclear safeguards was a means to curtail

competitors whilst the American industry remained

unaffected. The US-Euratom agreement from 1958 was

undoubtedly widely interpreted as a means to preserve a

monopoly for the US industry on the West European market,

since the United States was the only supplier of enriched

uranium.

The fear that the IAEA safeguards system might affect

national industries in a negative way influenced both the

development of the IAEA Statute and the later safeguards

documents. During the negotiations on the safeguards article of

the Statute, fear of the infringement of the right of private

industry influenced the wording of the provisions on

inspections and design review. The elaboration of

INFCIRC/26 was strongly marked by a desire to create equal

commercial conditions for uranium trade. Furthermore,

INFCIRC/26 as well as later export controls were worded in

such a way that the regulations would affect producers of
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different types of reactors in equal measure. Thus one of the

arguments for not defining heavy water as a trigger of

safeguards was that the burden of such a measure would be

limited to the producers of heavy water reactors.

In the mid-1960s, concern about IAEA interference in

national nuclear programmes reached new heights. This was

already apparent in connection with the evolution of

INFCIRC/66. Thus, INFCIRC/66 introduced new provisions

giving protection to commercial secrets. It was a foreboding of

what the NPT and INFCIRC/153 would entail. During the

NPT negotiations, certain countries went so far as to compare

the safeguards system to legitimised industrial espionage. A

number of countries fought actively to limit the scope of

safeguards at this juncture, and to secure international nuclear

trade and co-operation. This resulted in the inclusion of

Articles IV and V which ensured the right to free access to

information, nuclear materials and equipment, as well as access

to the potential benefits of nuclear explosives in the civilian

field.

On a practical level, the general acceptance of the West

German safeguards concept as the standard for NPT safeguards

was the most important consequence of the disputes over

safeguards in connection with the NPT. The Karlsruhe

concept with its emphasis on reducing the intrusiveness of

safeguards became the basis for INFCIRC/153. The

discussions in the Zangger Committee on the trigger list were
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also deeply influenced by commercial considerations. Thus the

list was drawn up in such a way that it represented a balance

between the three main reactor types. The discussions

furthermore bore witness to the reluctance to include dual-

purpose items, that is items used in the nuclear industry which

were also used for other purposes.

The third major argument levelled against international

nuclear safeguards was that the safeguards system threatened

the national sovereignty of nation states. This argument was

put forward frequently by the Soviet Union and India in

regard to the Statute and INFCIRC/26. In the 1970s, Japan

was the country most frequently attacking safeguards as an

attack on her sovereignty. In all three cases national

sovereignty was a formula for pleading non-interference in

national nuclear programmes. But this formula in fact reflected

different national circumstances.

In the case of the Soviet Union, international safeguards and

in particular IAEA inspection were anathema because they

were contrary to the basic principles upon which the Soviet

political system was built. The Soviet insistence on the

supremacy of national sovereignty over international law

seems to have represented a continuation of the thinking

prevalent among Soviet international legal theorists in the

1940s, among whom one of the foremost was E.A. Korovin. In

the legal doctrine developed then, national sovereignty was the

chief characteristic of international law. To the Soviet Union
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national sovereignty was a means of national self-defence, since

it left the Soviet leadership free to reject legal norms devised by

a state or group of states of a different class structure from the

Soviet Union. At the basis of the Soviet approach was thus an

understanding of the outside world as basically hostile to the

communist Soviet Union. And it reflected a self-understanding

of the Soviet Union as a beleagered country in a hostile

world.663

In the case of India, and several other Third World

countries, which had recently stepped out of the colonial age

to become autonomous states, national sovereignty held a

special value. In the mid-1950s major Third World countries

were trying to define a policy independent of the two blocs

confronting each other in the Cold War. To Pandit Nehru

national sovereignty and underdeveloped solidarity were the

cornerstones upon which such a policy should be based.664 In

India the norm of nuclear non-proliferation was probably

perceived as a means to keep India in her place, and prevent

her from creating an independent power base. There can be

little doubt that in the aftermath of the Chinese nuclear blast

in 1964, efforts were aimed at preventing India from going

663See Nogee 1961, chapter 9: "The sources of Soviet opposition to
international control of atomic energy".

664Walker 1993: 106.
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nuclear, and new measures proposed reflected this aim. India

resented this, and she refused to accept the NPT.

In the case of Japan, nuclear energy was perceived as a

means to rid Japan of her dependence on foreign supply of

energy. This dependence made Japan vulnerable. Therefore,

Japan came to regard nuclear export controls as a threat to her

becoming a self-sufficient nuclear industrial power.

The case of France should be added to the list, although

France did not verbally pose as an advocate of national

sovereignty in connection with safeguards. In practical terms,

her policy amounted to as much, however. France's nuclear

policy was an integral part of Gaullist nationalism. And the

French bomb was indeed a means not only to preserve

France's big power status, but also to establish her military

defence on a national basis.

Finally, it is clear that opposition to the safeguards system

in several cases reflected an unwillingness to forego the

possibility of acquiring nuclear weapons. This was the case

with France in the 1950s, and with India and other threshold

countries in the 1960s and later. Industrialised European states,

such as Switzerland, Sweden, Italy, and West Germany hedged

for a long time. At least some of these countries probably

wanted to develop the capability of making nuclear weapons,

and ideally wanted to preserve the option of going nuclear.

The strong German resistance to the treaty was probably

partly due to a feeling that renouncing to become a nuclear
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weapon power meant accepting a secondary status for the

foreseeable future. Sweden's influence on the negotiations was

undoubtedly due to the fact that Sweden already had

developed the expertise and technical capability of going

nuclear. Sweden was along with Canada the only non-nuclear

weapon state in such a position.665 Sweden's decision to

support the NPT was thus of utmost importance, especially

given Sweden's standing among the non-aligned countries. The

NPT was a defining moment. From then on choices had to be

made, and a majority of states opted for non-proliferation.

However, a number of the most technologically advanced

countries in the Third World chose not to sign. In some cases

countries which refused to agree to the NPT did so for

security reasons. This was the case with Israel, for instance. But

there is every reason to believe that ideology also mattered.

Before the NPT the development of the safeguards system

had been based on reaching consensus agreements, at least

among major suppliers, even if this meant giving important

concessions to reluctant countries. It had been recognised that

safeguards would only be as effective as the weakest link in the

chain. Thus there was no point in developing ideal rules which

would not be respected. This approach had also meant that the

development of the system had been a gradual process. Again,

instead of going for ideal rules, the safeguards measures had

665Prawitz 1994: 66.
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been adapted to the conditions of the time. Thus,

INFCIRC/26, in spite of being of very little practical value,

was nevertheless an important stepping stone, both on a

practical and normative level, on the way to INFCIRC/66.

The latter was not only generally accepted, but was also of real

practical significance, and it incorporated the main elements of

the previous safeguards document. The NPT undoubtedly

represented a major turning point, symbolised in the creation

of the full-scope safeguards system for NPT countries. This

meant that the NPT created a divide between countries which

adhered to the norm of nuclear non-proliferation and countries

which did not accept this norm. The export controls entailed

in the Zangger trigger list and the Nuclear Suppliers

Guidelines constituted explicit measures to prevent the

reluctant countries, i.e. countries which did not adhere to the

NPT, from going nuclear. This again meant that the former

practice of going for consensus agreements was replaced by the

suppliers imposing rules on their non-NPT customers.

Thus, export controls made the divide between countries

accepting the non-proliferation norm and others visible. This

was not a divide between the East and the West. The

asymmetry inherent in the NPT had put the Soviet Union and

the United States on an equal footing with regard to nuclear

weapons and safeguards. But the asymmetry had served to

emphasise the divide between the industrialised North and the

developing South. However, the divide was not clear-cut, since
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France supported the stance of the South, and several other

industrialised countries, such as the FRG, Italy, and

Switzerland had only reluctantly agreed to the NPT, and only

reluctantly followed it up. What the reluctant countries had in

common - be they in the North or the South - was a desire for

recognition and status in the world community. This

aspiration did not only mean that they refused or only

reluctantly agreed to forego nuclear weapons, but that they

resented having a non-nuclear status being enforced upon

them. When the refusal or reluctance to forego nuclear

weapons in addition was linked to perceived or real security

needs the resentment was felt even more strongly.
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